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W ELCOME
Welcome to 3D_Evolution!

3D_Evolution serves the analysis, correction and conversion of CAD models.
The software has intelligent correction algorithms that are used to mathematically describe the geometry.
System and construction dependent geometry such as laps, gaps and mini-elements are eliminated automatically.
Further the system defines a uniform orientation of the surface vectors, the reduction of multi-patch surfaces and the
creation of topology.
Surface models are corrected automatically and sewn together into solids of user-defined accuracy.
The results of this technology are topologically consistent models and multi-solvent parts that behave in the target system like native models.
The adaptive conversion ensures that the models are mathematically compliant to the target system.
The software can be operated interactively or in batch mode.
While the batch mode is used for the conversion of large data sets in the enterprise mechanism, the interactive mode
provides a graphic user interface for visual analysis and manual correction of individual models.
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G ETTING

STARTED

See the following for basic information about how to get started with 3D_Evolution.
Tour of the workspace is a good place to start learning how to use 3D_Evolution in interactive mode. 3D_Evolution
uses a modern Multiple Document Interface (MDI) and gives you all the needed flexibility to work the way you want.
Refer to this section to get an introduction to the main parts of the 3D_Evolution user interface. You can refer to this
section later to have a more precise description of every options of the graphical user interface.
3D_Evolution offers many possibilities for working with CAD models: analysis, fixing, migration... All these actions are
possible with 3D_Evolution, and much more! To have a deeper look to all the tools proposed by 3D_Evolution, please
go to the description Tools and Workshops.
Depending to what you are trying to accomplish, it may be very interesting to have a look at the How to... section. This
section describes in form of short tutorials the different steps to achieve a particular operation.
If you are interested in migrating you CAD data in batch mode without any user interaction, refer to Working in batch
mode and Working with the Enterprise Data Manager.
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W HAT ' S

NEW IN

3D_E VOLUTION ?

Here is the list of the most recent developments added to 3D_Evolution.

N EW

IN

3D_E VOLUTION 4.0

VERSION

1. 3D_Evolution 4.0 presents a totally new graphic interface:
o Easy to use
o Faster access to tools and commands
o Streamlined interface design
o Larger graphical window
o Display and selection improvement
o Customizable interface tools
o Improvement of the Intelligent Selection
2. Improvement of the Enterprise Data Manager product that replaces old Batch Manager.
3. New analysis tools (also available in 3D_Analyzer):
o Check drafts
o Check undercuts
o Ghost link detection
o Comparison of attributes
o Validation of tessellation parameters
o Validation of JT files
o Sharp edges detection (integrated to the Check thicknesses tool)
o Possibility to choose the workshop activated by default when starting the software
4. New “Compute Projected Face” tool. Choose a body and a direction. The tool computes the projection of the
body according to the direction and displays information, such as area of the projected face.
5. New sketcher capabilities (Quick sketch).
6. Creation of geometry (Direct modeling).
7. Creation of annotations indicating the minimum distance between two objects.
8. New documentation presenting 3D_Evolution 4.0.
9. Improvement of the installation process.
10. Improvement of the PMI reading and writing in all formats with plug-ins.

N EW E NTERPRISE D ATA M ANAGER (EDM)
1. EDM can now be installed and run as a service.
2. Full support of old scripts from 3D_Evolution 2014.
3. New Digital Mock Up (DMU) application:
o Manage big data easily
o Custom reports (collision detection, compare)
o Assemblies versioning
o No more forbidden characters for project name
4. New Enterprise Batch Manager:
o New scripts UI syntax (XML style)
o Easier way to get script arguments
getparameter(“id_of_argument”)

New Web Interface
Check boxes added to the BatchManager interface to select several migrations at once (to delete them
in one operation)
o Custom status added
o Global stability improved
o
o
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I MPORTANT NOTES
M ANAGER (EDM)

FOR THE

E NTERPRISE D ATA

1. EDM 4.0 SP1 is meant to be used with 3D_Evolution 4.0 SP1. If you upgrade from 4.0 SP0, you will not be able
to revert back to 4.0 SP0 once you first launched the EDM.
2. EDM writable paths: To use the EDM on a read-only server, there are 3 paths in edm.ini to set to writable directories: BMDATAPATH, DMUDATAPATH, and CONFIGPATH. These directories must exist!
3. The syntax of the scripts has changed in Enterprise Data ManagerEDM 4.0, but you can use the old scripts from
3D_Evolution 2014 in this new version. To use the old scripts:
o Copy them inside evolution64\edm_scripts\STANDARD
o Edit the scripts and modify the argument of the “exec” command in this way
Old syntax:
tmp = "copy " + ";"+ $computed_output_filename+ "; ;"+ $global_migrated_
dir+";"exec($tmp)

New syntax:
tmp = "copy " + "\""+ $computed_output_filename+ "\" \""+ $global_migrated_
dir+"\""exec($tmp)

In brief, the character is replaced by \" (but only for the exec command!).

I NTERFACES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Reading Catia V4 drawing files
Reading Inventor 2016 files
Reading NX 10 files
Reading Creo 3.0 M040 files
Reading Parasolid 26 files
Reading and writing Acis binary files (SAB files)
Writing Autodesk DWG files
Reading Catia V5 R25 files
Reading Creo 3.0 M030 files
Reading PMI in Creo files
Reading and writing DGN files
Reading Inventor 2015 files
Reading and writing JT 9.0 and 10.0 files
Reading generic PMI in JT files
Reading NX drawing files
Reading of SolidWorks 2015 files

F EATURE B ASED C ONVERSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

New writing plug-in for Catia V5 R24 (64 bits)
New check features
New compare features
New plug-ins:
o New writing plug-in for Creo 3.0 (64 bits)
o New writing plug-in for Inventor 2015 (64 bits)
o New writing plug-in for NX10 (64 bits)
o New writing plug-in for SolidWorks 2015 (64 bits)

I MPORTANT INFORMATION FOR USERS OF 3D_
E VOLUTION 2014 AND PREVIOUS VERSIONS
There are several points you must be informed of before using the new 3D_Evolution 4.0.
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S ETTIN G S
You can import your settings from your previous 3D_Evolution installation. To do this, open the Edit menu, click Import
Settings..., then select the configuration files (.cfg) of your previous installation (usually in a folder like: C:\Coretechnologie\evolution\work).
The settings of 3D_Evolution4.0 are no more stored in configuration files, now they are stored in Windows’ registry.
For more information, have a look to How to import the settings of your previous 3D_Evolution installation?

I N CO MPATIBIL ITIES
Here is a list of incompatibilities between the old version and the new version of3D_Evolution 4.0.
1. The configurations of conversion to JTOpen have changed. New configurations are replacing the old ones:
o JT Tessellation-Only: only the tessellation is saved, no B-Rep.
o JT Jt-Brep: the B-Rep is saved in Jt format.
o JT Xt-Brep: the B-Rep is saved in Xt format.
o JT Daimler: replaces previous configuration “JT-plmxml-Daimler-Xt”.
2. Old 3D_Evolution scripts are compatible with 3D_Evolution4.0; however, they are not displayed in the newEnterprise Data Manager. In other words, command line launched scripts are still working, but you cannot be
launched from the new Web Interface.
3. Old migrations scripts are obsolete.
4. The generation of a new licence is necessary to use the EDM. Please contact your local support before migrating from the Enterprise Batch Manager to the new Enterprise Data Manager.
Please contact your local support for more information and help.
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I NTERFACES

LIST

Last update : April 27th, 2016
Here is the list of all CAD files 3D_Evolution can read or write directly without the need of additional external CAD software and license. Others writing possibilities are offered through the use of plugins added to external CAD softwares.
Refer to List of available plug-ins.
As these interfaces are in constant progress, do not hesitate to contact your local support directly and keep informed
about the latest developments and new products.
Legend:
: Available
: Development in progress
: Not available
Reading
Interface

Extension

Version

Facet
Tri- Visu
angle

B- FeatuAsm
Rep
re

Writing
PMI

DrawVersion
ing

Acis

.sat
.sab

All → R21

All → R21

CADDS
CAMU

_pd
_ps

4&5

4&5

All 4.x

All 4.x

.model
.dlv
Catia V4
.exp
.session

.CATPart
.CATProdR10 →
uct
Catia V5
.CATDraw- R26
ing
.cgr

R7 →R26

R210 →
R213
(2011x →
2013)

-

Creo

.prt
.xpr
.asm
.xas

13 →
Creo 3.0
(M040)

-

Creo
neutral

.neu

13 →
WF5

13 →
WF5

Euclid

.e3i

All 3.x

-

Euklid

.edx

-

-

Holos

.mod

-

-

Ideas

.arc
.unv
.asc

All →
NX6

IGES

.igs
.iges

Catia V6 .3Dxml

via
.idi

Facet
B- FeatuTri- Visu
Asm PMI
Rep
re
angle

R18

Drawing

R18

-

5.2

5.2

5.3

5.3
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Inventor

.ipt
.iam

All →
2016

-

JT

.jt

6.4 →
10.0

8.1 →
10.0

JTOpen

.jt

-

generic
only

-

Medusa
.asc
3D

-

-

Nastran .nas

-

-

NX

.prt

11.1 →
NX10.0

NX5 →
NX10

.dwg

All →
2010

-

.dgn

-

-

.csb

-

-

All → 26

All → 19

ODA
Optimizer

.x_t
Parasolid .x_b
.xmt_txt
PDF

.pdf
.prc

-

2.0.4

Plmxml

.xml

4→ 6

-

Rhino
OpenNu- .3dm
rbs

-

3

Robcad

-

-

1999 →
2015

-

.rf

.sldprt
.prt
SolidWo.sldasm
rks
.asm
.slddrw
STEP

.stp
.step

AP203
AP214
AP242

AP203
AP214
AP242

STL

.stl

-

-

VDA

.vda

FS 2.0

-

Visi

.wkf

-

-

VRML

.wrl
.vrml

97
97Zip

97
97Zip

XT
generic
only
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L IST

OF AVAILABLE PLUG - INS

Last update : December 17th, 2015
Here is the list of all plug-ins developed by CT CoreTechnologie which allow to rebuild CAD models in external CAD softwares. Specific licenses are needed to execute these plugins. Contact your local support for more information.
Catia V5®

32 bits

64 bits

32 bits

64 bits

32 bits

64 bits

R17
R18
R18SP2
R19
R19SP3
R19SP6
R19SP9
R20
R21
R21SP3
R22SP1
R22SP4
R24
Ideas®
10
11
12
NX5
NX6
Inventor®
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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Pro/Engineer®

32 bits

64 bits

32 bits

64 bits

32 bits

64 bits

WF2
WF3
WF4
WF5
Creo
Creo 1
Creo 2
Creo 3
Siemens®
NX4
NX5
NX6
NX7
NX7.5
NX8
NX8.5
NX9
NX10
SolidWorks®
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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N EED

MORE HELP ?

Our technical support is available every working day.
Do not hesitate to contact your local CT CoreTechnologie representative for any request.

G E RMANY

FRANCE

CT CoreTechnologie GmbH

CT CoreTechnologie Vente SARL

Klinger 5
D - 63776 Mömbris
Germany

12 Rue du Professeur Jean Bernard
69007 Lyon
France

Tel: +49 (0) 6029 98 999 10
Fax: +49 (0) 6029 98 999 99

Tel: +33 (0)4 78 61 79 42
Fax: +33 (0)4 78 61 74 49

info@de.coretechnologie.com

info@fr.coretechnologie.com

USA

J AP AN

CT CoreTechnologies Inc.
20720 Civic Center Drive Suite 370
Southfield, MI 48076
USA
Tel: +1 (248) 996 8464
Fax: +1 (707) 598 4848
info@us.coretechnologie.com

ENGLAND
CT CoreTechnologie Limited
14 New Street
London EC2M 4HE
England
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3318 2235
info@uk.coretechnologie.com

CT CoreTechnologie Asia Co., Ltd.
〒 100-0006
Tokyo Chiyoda-ku Yurakucho
1-6-3 Hibiya Eisen Bldg.
Japan
Tel: +81(0) 3-3591-2619
Fax: +81(0) 3-3591-2665
info@jp.coretechnologie.com

I T ALY
Achelon Software House S.r.l. (Reseller)
Corso Rodilhan 23
12043 Canale(CN)
Italy
Tel: (+39) 0173 970204
Fax: (+39) 0173 959196
info@achelon.it

I NDI A

RUSSIA

CCP Technologies

GloBAS Group (Reseller)

12/16, 3rd Cross
KR Layout, JP Nagar
Bangalore - 56 00 78,

191186 , St.-Petersburg,
Nevsky pr. 21, office 503
Russia
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India
Tel: +91(0) 97400 33397
info@in.coretechnologie.com

Tel./Fax: +7 812 363-45-75
distribution@globasgroup.com
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I NSTALLING 3D_E VOLUTION
Before installing 3D_Evolution, ensure that your system conforms to the System requirements. If your system does not
conform to them, you should upgrade before installing 3D_Evolution.
This will guarantee the installation of:
l The license manager tool (CodeMeter) can be done only with administrator rights
l The software (can be installed with or without administrator rights)

Starti ng the i nstal l ati on
Important: It is mandatory to have the administrator rights to install 3D_Evolution.
Execute "3D_Evolution_2014_SP1_316_32_64_Installation.exe" with a double click.
The data necessary for the installation are automatically extracted in a temporary folder.

Choosi ng the l anguage
Choose the language used during the installation process.
This language will be used by default in 3D_Evolution at the first launch.

I nstal l i ng 3D_Evol uti on f or the f i rst ti me
The I nstal l er i nterf ace
If you have never installed the 3D_Evolution on your machine, the interface is empty and allows you to choose
which product you want to install:
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Remark: You can click

Click

or press

key to abort the installation.

to install 3D_Evolution.

Conf i guri ng the i nstal l ati on
1. Click on
2. First the welcome window appears.
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Please read the license agreement and check the box "

" then

click
to jump to the next step.
3. A windows with the list of all the packages available with the current installer appears.
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The version of 3D_Evolution corresponding to your current platform (Win 32 or Win 64) is checked by
default.
Check the boxes corresponding to the different packages you want to install.
Click

.
Remark: At any moment during the installation process, you can click
previous window and modify your choices.

to return to the

4. The next window lets you choose the directory of installation of the selected packages.
This window allows you to choose the list of the extensions you want to install.
You can modify it directly by entering text in the field or click
If the directory does not exist, it will be created.
The set of extensions will be opened automatically with the software.

to select a different directory.
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You can also add an item to start menu or edit it.
When you are ready to install the product, click
5. The installation begins.

.
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l

Click on

if you want to go back to the main menu to install or update other applications.

l

Click on

to exit from the installer

U pdati ng 3D_Evol uti on
The I nstal l er i nterf ace
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The release number is displayed to show you what version is actually installed on you system.
In this case, the 3D_Evolution is up to date
Click

, but you can update it anyway.

to get the latest version of 3D_Evolution.

Remark: You can click

or press

key to stop the updating process.

Important: You can update/uninstall only the version that you installed with the same level of administration
rights that you are using to launch the installer.

Conf i guri ng the i nstal l ati on
The rest of the installation process is exactly the same as indicated previously.

Endi ng the i nstal l ati on of 3D_Evol uti on
After the installation of 3D_Evolution and the selected packages, a report is displayed.
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You can verify in this report that the installation completes without errors.
In case of errors, follow the instructions given in the same window.
Click

to exit from the installer.

The installation of 3D_Evolution and the selected packages is now finished.
Important: For the modifications to take effect, you have to restart your computer.

I nstal l i ng the l i cense server
You need to install theLicense server one time.
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If your machine contains already an older version, it will be automatically updated.
In case of errors, follow the instructions given in the same window.
You can also install license server alone in a machine without installing the applications, by starting the installer and
clicking on

to exit from the installer.

G enerati ng a l i cense request
To make 3D_Evolution run, you must submit a license request to CT CoreTechnologie.
A license request is a file that contains information about your machine; his extension is " .WibuRac".
We recommend disconnecting any removable drives from your computer before generating the license request.
You must send it to us by e-mail and we will return to you a license file.

CodeMeter Control Center ( create a l i cense request)
Find the small icon
ation from this path:

to launch the application or the con

if the license is not activated, or start the applic-

C:\Program Files(x86)\CodeMeter\Runtime\bin\CodeMeterCC.exe

Sel ect the Vi rtual Cmsti ck to acti vate
l

Click on "Activate license" you will start the Assistant CmFAS. Click on

.
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l

Choose "Create a license request", then click on

l

Save this file on your computer then click on "Submit".

.
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l

Click on "End" and send the file to your main contact or support contact in CT CoreTechnologie.

Acti vate l i cense
Li cense f i l e
You received by e-mail a file "exemple_xxxxx_101031.WibuCmRaU"
Save it somewhere on your local disc. It will be only used once before being deleted.
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CodeMeter Control Center ( I mporti ng the l i cense f i l e)
Click on the icon of Center of Codemeter control on right-hand side in bottom of your screen to launch the following
window. Or while launching:
C:\Program Files(x86)\CodeMeter\Runtime\bin\CodeMeterCC.exe

l

S tarti ng the A ssi stant C m FA S
Click on "Activate license". The activation assistant will start. Click on

l

.

Im port the l i cense
Select "Import the license update", then click on

.
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Browse and select the file "example_xxxxx_101031.WibuCmRaU" you received by e-mail. Click on "Submit".

l

C onfi gurati on W ebA dm i n
Click on "WebAdmin" in CodeMeter Control Center.
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Then select "Start network Server".

Click on "Validate".
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l

For the other m achi nes (cl i ents m achi nes)
If the second machine is located in the same sub_network, it can be found automatically by CodeMeter
License Manager. Else, you must add its IP address on the server:

Conf i gurati on / N etwork
l
l
l

Set "Start network Server"
Click on "Add"
Put the IP address of the server or its network name, for example: name_machine or 125.33.12.255 or
vx0002
Important: Make a starting test of the software. If 3D_Evolution does not start, check out if you don't miss
one the installation or activation steps, or contact your CT CoreTechnologie correspondent.
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T OUR

OF THE WORKSPACE

The workspace is the graphical interface of 3D_Evolution.
It allows you to access all necessary tools to analyze, repair and convert your CAD models.
3D_Evolution's workspace uses a modern Multiple Document Interface (MDI). It consists of a main window with a title
bar, menus and one child window for each opened CAD model.

P RESENTATION
The numbers displayed in the following images indicate the different zones of 3D_Evolution's workspace.
Here is the workspace as it is displayed when 3D_Evolution starts.

Here is the workspace when File | Open is clicked.
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Here is the workspace when a CAD model is loaded.

Here is the workspace when File | Save is clicked.
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Here is the workspace with the Favorites tab displayed.

Here is the workspace with the Browser tab displayed.
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W ORKSPACE

ZONES

3D_Evolution's workspace can be divided in several zones. A complete description of these zones is given hereafter.

T ITL E

BAR

The title bar is displayed on top of the workspace. It displays the name and the path of the loaded file in the current
graphic window.
It gives access to the menus and to the standard icons Open, Save and Undo.

M EN U S

The menus are displayed in the title bar.
The little pin on the right allows to hide or show the menus, as it is explained in the description of the title bar.

T ABS

BAR

The tabs bar is the zone of the workshop displayed just below the title bar.
In this zone are displayed the tabs which allow to access the CAD models loaded in the current work session.

G RAPH IC

WIN DO W
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The graphic window is a child window of the main application window.
It presents the 3D space where a CAD model can be visualized.

S TATU S

BAR

The status bar is displayed at the bottom of the workspace. It displays the status of 3D_Evolution or a progress bar indicating the progress of the current action, the current target system and format and several icons to easily modify the
look of a model displayed in the current graphic window.

E XPL O RER

31

The explorer window is associated with the first tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It displays the list of drives
connected to the computer. It can be either local hard disks or network drives.

F IL E

EXPL O RER

The file explorer is the window associated with the explorer or favorites window on the left of the workspace. It displays the list of files in the selected folder.

L O ADIN G

AN D SAVIN G O PTIO N S
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Displayed at the bottom of the file explorer window, this zone gives access to loading or saving options.

F AVO RITES

The favorites window is associated with the second tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It allows a quick access
to your favorites folders and to the recently opened files.

M O DEL

TREE
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The model tree window is associated with the third tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It shows the tree structure of the model.

B RO WSER
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The browser window is associated with the fourth tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It shows HTML files.

W O RK SH O PS

BAR

The workshops bar is centered on top of the graphic window.
In 3D_Evolution, the tools are organized in separate workshops. Each workshop has a specific purpose.

TOOLS

BAR

The tools bar is centered on the right edge of the graphic window.
The content of the tools bar is depending on the current workshop.
It gives access to the tools grouped in this workshop.

TOOL

CO N F IG U RATIO N
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The tool configuration is a zone displayed on the top left of the graphic window, attached to the right edge of the
model tree or the browser. It is not displayed when the file explorer is displayed i.e. when the explorer or the favorites is displayed.
This zone presents the selected tool, the objects to select to use this tool and gives access to its configuration.
The selected tool is the highlighted icon in the tools bar on the right edge of the graphic window.
The above image is an example corresponding to the Convert tool

C U STO M

.

VIEWS

The custom views is a tab displayed in the bottom right corner of the graphic window.
It is used to create customized views based on the current view in the graphic window. The position of the model in
the window, the zoom factor and the clipping plane (if it was displayed) are memorized so you can easily put the
model in a previous memorized position.
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T ITLE

BAR

The title bar is displayed on top of the workspace. It displays the name and the path of the loaded file in the current
graphic window.
It gives access to the menus and to the standard icons Open, Save and Undo.
The title bar is number

in the following image.

Here is the initial look of the title bar after 3D_Evolution starts. No model is loaded.

The title bar is composed from left to right of:

l ogo of the product

If the menus are not displayed, place the mouse over the logo to make them reappear.

Menus

The menus are displayed by default when starting 3D_Evolution. They are pinned to the title bar.
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Click

to unpin them: the menus disappear under the logo of the product on the left.

Place the mouse over the logo to make them reappear.

If you want to always see the menus, click

to pin them to the title bar.

For a complete description of the menus, go to Menus.

I cons

Icons for Open, Save , and Undo are always displayed. The next icon allows to access all the different reports generated by 3D_Evolution.
The different reports are:
- Reading report, after a CAD file is opened by 3D_Evolution,
- Checker report, after use of the Check tool

,

- Checker report, after use of the Heal tool
,
- Feature report, showing the feature tree structure of the model after a Feature check,
- Comparator report, after use of the Compare tool
- Collision report, after use of the Detect Collisions tool

,
.

Click
in the title bar and choose the report you want to access in the list of available reports. This report is opened
in the Browser. The reports stay in the list until the current model is closed.
Example of a Checker report displayed in the Browser when clicking

:
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Fi l ename of the current model

The center of the title bar indicates the path and the filename of the model displayed in the current graphic window.

Mi ni mi ze, maxi mi ze and cl ose i cons

Usual icons to minimize, maximize and close the main window of 3D_Evolution.
If you are closing 3D_Evolution and some models have to be saved, a warning message advises you to save your work.
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M ENUS

The menus are displayed in the title bar.
The little pin on the right allows to hide or show the menus, as it is explained in the description of the title bar.
The menus are number

in the following image.

Here are 3D_Evolution's menus and there description.

F IL E

MEN U

E DIT

MEN U

W IN DO W

MEN U

A DVAN CED
H EL P

MEN U

MEN U

Remark: The Advanced menu is not displayed by default. To display it, go to Edit | Preferences... | General and
check Show advanced menu.
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F ILE

MENU

Fi l e > O pen
Opens a CAD file in 3D_Evolution.

The keyboard shortcut is
+
.
The list of all CAD formats read by 3D_Evolution is given in the Interfaces list.

H ow to open a f i l e?

1. In the title bar, click File then Open or click
or press
+
.
This opens the Explorer of the current graphic window and allows to browse through the drives and directories
to choose the file to open.
2. Select the way the CAD file is to be opened. There are three possible loading modes:
l Feature,
l Geometry,
l Representation.

Open the file in Feature mode if you want to make a Feature Based Conversion, which is the migration of the
history tree of the model through the use of a plugin in an external CAD target system.
Open the file in Geometry mode (also called B-Rep mode) if you want to load the B-Rep of the model. Then it is
possible to check the quality of the B-Rep, to start an analysis of the model or to save the B-Rep of the model in
a different CAD format.
Open the file in Representation mode (also called Tessellation mode) if you want to load the tessellation of the
model. This is useful if you just want to see the model's look. The loading is faster than in the two other modes.
3. (Optional) Select some loading options. Numerous possibilities are offered for example, you can load the PMI,
you can load only the assembly structure of the file, you can load the hidden objects in the file... All loading
options are detailed here.
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4. Click

to open the file.

The loaded model is displayed in the graphic window and the Model Tree is opened to show the tree structure of the
model.

Thi ngs to note
Remark: Ensure that the loading mode and the loading options correspond to your needs.

Remark: See the description of the loading options to choose precisely what you want to load.

Remark: It is possible to select several files and to open them together with
opened in the same graphic window.

Remark: A reading report is generated when a file is opened in 3D_Evolution. Click on
play it in the Browser.

. They are

in the title bar to dis-

There are three ways to open a file:
l
l
l

select the file and click
double click on the filename,
drag & drop the file in 3D_Evolution.

,

Drag & drop mechani sm
The file can be dragged from an external window or from another window of 3D_Evolution for example an Explorer
window or a Favorites window or even from another application.
Click with the left mouse button on a CAD file from the window you want. Keep the mouse button pressed to drag the
file and release the mouse button to drop it. The drag & drop mechanism has two different results depending where
you drop the file.

H ow to open a f i l e i n a separate wi ndow?
Drop a file to the title bar or to the tabs bar: a new graphic window is created which contains the opened file alone.

H ow to open several f i l es i n the same wi ndow?
Drop a file to a graphic window: the opened model is "added" to the content of the graphic window. If there is already
a current model in the window, the models are placed in two separated sub components of a new root assembly.
This corresponds to the Add to Active functionality of 3D_Evolution's previous versions.
This is the way two files must be opened for a comparison.
Remark: It is possible to open several files at the same time. Select several files and drag & drop them together
in 3D_Evolution. They are opened in the same graphic window.

Fi l e > Save
Saves the current model in a CAD file.
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The keyboard shortcut is
+
.
The list of all CAD formats written by 3D_Evolution is given in the Interfaces list.

H ow to save a f i l e?

1. In the title bar, click File then Save or click
or press
This opens the Explorer of the current graphic window.

+

.

2. Enter the filename and choose the directory where the file is to be saved.
3. (Optional) Select the saving options. They are detailed here.

4. Click

to save the file.

Thi ngs to note
Important: By default the file is saved using CT File format. The CT File format is always available. To save the
file in another format, you must first convert the model to this target format. In this case, the displayed file type
is the target format the model was converted to.

Remark: It's recommended to regularly save your work session (in CT File format) to avoid any loose of data.

Remark: See the description of the saving options to choose precisely what you want to save.

Fi l e > Exi t
Closes every graphic windows and exit 3D_Evolution.

The keyboard shortcut is

+

.

Thi ngs to note
Remark: A warning message is displayed if you have made changes to a model and they have not been saved.
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E DIT

MENU

Edi t > U ndo
Undo the last action.

The keyboard shortcut is
+
.
The icon on the title bar is
or . The yellow icon
indicates a global undo and the blue icon
a local undo.
A global undo means that the last action is a global action (done on the whole model).
A local undo means that the last action is a local action. In this case, it is possible to use Undo several times.
The undo can be configured in Edit > Preferences... > General > System.
If the local undo and the global undo are switched off, Undo is not possible. The icon is

.

Edi t > Cut
Allows to cut any 3D object and put it in the clipboard. Objects in the clipboard are ready to be pasted somewhere else
in the model tree.

The keyboard shortcut is
+
.
The icon is .
Cut is also available in the contextual menu displayed when a right click is done on a graphic window or in the Model
Tree.

Edi t > Copy
Allows to copy any 3D object and put it in the clipboard. Objects in the clipboard are ready to be pasted somewhere
else in the model tree.

The keyboard shortcut is
+
.
The icon is .
Copy is also available in the contextual menu displayed when a right click is done on a graphic window or in the Model
Tree.
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Edi t > Paste
Allows to paste the last 3D object placed in the clipboard with Cut or Copy in the selected level in the Model Tree.
If there is no selected object, the paste is done at the root level.

The keyboard shortcut is
+
.
The icon is .
Paste is also available in the contextual menu displayed when a right click is done on a graphic window or in the Model
Tree.

Edi t > Screen Capture
Takes a picture of the current graphic window. Every icons are not captured: only the 3D model is.

The keyboard shortcut is
The icon is .

+

.

H ow to save an i mage of the graphi c wi ndow?
1. Place the 3D model in the desired position ready to take a picture.

2. In the title bar, click Edit then Screen Capture or press

+

.

3. In the title bar, click File then Save or click
or press
This opens the Explorer of the current graphic window.

+

.

4. Enter the filename and choose the directory where the file is to be saved.
5. Open the list of file types and select the last item: Image File.

6. Click

to save the file.

Thi ngs to note
Remark: The result of the screen capture is placed in the clipboard so you can paste it in another software.

Edi t > I mport Setti ngs. . .
Allows to import the configuration of a previous version of 3D_Evolution installed on your computer.
All your settings can be restored: display, filters, loading, saving and checking configurations...
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H ow to i mport the setti ngs of your previ ous 3D_Evol uti on
i nstal l ati on?
1. Click Edit then Import Settings....
A box is opened to allow you to choose which configuration files you want to import.
2. Select one or more configuration files (.cfg) of your previous installation.
The default folder which contains previous 3D_Evolution's configuration files is:
C:\Coretechnologie\work\configs

The configuration files you can import are:
l evolution.cfg (general options, display settings, user filters),
l targetsystem.cfg (user target systems saving configurations),
l features.cfg (feature based conversion configurations),
l plugins.cfg (plugins configurations),
l loading.cfg (loading configurations),
l checker.cfg (user profiles of checker configuration).
3. Click Open to import the settings.
Remark: For the import of the settings takes effect, you must restart 3D_Evolution.

Edi t > Export Setti ngs. . .
Allows to export your actual configuration to propagate it on other computers.
All your settings can be saved: display, filters, loading, saving and checking configurations...

H ow to export the current setti ngs of your 3D_Evol uti on?
1. Click Edit then Export Settings....
A box is opened to allow you to choose which configuration files you want to export.

2. Select the directory where the configuration files will be saved.
3. Select one or more configurations of your current installation.
The configurations are exported in several files:
l evolution.cfg (general options, display settings, user filters),
l loading.cfg (loading configurations),
l checker.cfg (user profiles of checker configuration),
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l
l
l

features.cfg (feature based conversion configurations),
plugins.cfg (plugins configurations),
targetsystem.cfg (user target systems saving configurations).

4. Click Export to save the files containing your settings.

Edi t > Restore Def aul t Setti ngs. . .
Allows to restore the default settings of 3D_Evolution, i.e. the original settings when 3D_Evolution was installed.

H ow to restore the def aul t setti ngs of 3D_Evol uti on?
1. Click Edit then Restore Default Settings....
A box is opened to allow you to choose which default settings you want to restore.

2. Select one or more configurations to restore between:
l General (default general options),
l Display (default display settings),
l Loading (default loading configurations),
l Checker (default profiles of checker configuration),
l Filters (default filters),
l Features,
l Plugins (default plugins for feature based conversion configurations),
l Target system (default target systems saving configurations).
3. Click Restore to restore the chosen settings.
Remark: For the restoration of the settings takes effect, you must restart 3D_Evolution.

Edi t > Conf i gure Pl ugi ns. . .
Allows to configure the plugins for 3D_Evolution
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S ystem
Feature based data migration through 3D_Evolution's plugins is available to several CAD target systems. Use this to
select the software and the version corresponding to the desired CAD target system. Here is a list of supported CAD
formats:
System

Software name

System Version

Catia V5

Dassault Systèmes® Catia V5®

R19, R20, R21, V5-6R2012, V5-6R2013, R24, R25

ProEngineer

PTC® ProEngineer® / Wildfire® /
Creo®

Wildfire5, Creo Element,
Creo Parametric 1, Creo Parametric 2, Creo Parametric 3

Unigraphics

Siemens® Nx®

Nx6, Nx7, Nx7.5, Nx8, Nx8.5, Nx9, Nx10

Inventor

Autodesk® Inventor®

2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

SolidWorks

Dassault Systèmes® SolidWorks®

2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

Remark: The defined CAD target system here will match the one used during the convert to target system
operation.

Form at versi on
Format version refers to the B-Rep format used to import into the target system the elements which have no history
and the imported B-Rep bodies. Available formats depend on the selected target system.
System

Format Plugin

Tessellation format

CatiaV5

Step, Model, Cgr, CatPart

Vrml, Cgr
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ProEngineer

Step, CreoView

Vrml

Unigraphics

Xt, Step, Jt

Vrml

Inventor

Step, Sat

Vrml

SolidWorks

Xt, Step

Vrml

G eneral
Instal l di rectory
Select the installation directory of the CAD target system with the following particularities:
l Catia V5®
Depending on the Catia version installed on your computer, enter the "win_b64" installation directory of Catia
V5® x64 (64 bits), or the "intel_a" installation directory of Catia V5® x86 (32 bits).
l ProEngineer® / Wildfire® / Creo®
Enter the "bin" installation directory of the ProEngineer® version installed on your computer.
l Nx®
Enter the directory containing the "UGII" directory of the Nx® version you want to use.
l Inventor®
Enter the "bin" installation directory of Inventor®.
l SolidWorks®
Enter the directory where "SLDWORKS.exe" is located.
E nvi ronm ent fi l e
Only available for Catia V5®.
Enter the CATEnv file of the Catia V5® version you are configuring.
Remark: To easily find the CATEnv file to use, look at the properties of the shortcut used to start Catia V5® on
your computer. As an example, if the shortcut is targeting:
"C:\CAD\Dassault Systemes\CatiaV5R24\win_b64\code\bin\CATSTART.exe" -run "CNEXT.exe" -env CATIA_
PLM_Express.V5-6R2014.B24 -direnv "C:\CAD\Dassault Systemes\CATEnv" -nowindow
In this case, the name of the CATEnv file to enter is: CATIA_PLM_Express.V5-6R2014.B24.
S hortcut
Shortcut hot key used within the CAD target system to start the communication between 3D_Evolution and the
plugin of the CAD target system.
This shortcut is specific to the CAD target system and may vary depending on its configuration on your computer.
C om m and l i ne
It is possible to use a command line (with or without arguments) to start the executable of the CAD target system.
Enter here the name and the path of this command.
S ystem envi ronm ent
You can define here some environment variables as needed. Each variable is separated by a comma without space
character, for example:
Var1=2800,Var2=C:\TEST,Var3=Nx9.0
C onnecti on ti m e out
The waiting period for the connection between the plugin and 3D_Evolution is 30 sec by default. It is possible to
increase or to decrease this period depending on the time the CAD target system takes to start on the computer.

Templ ates
A ssem bl y
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To define a start model for the assembly, browse and select your desired model.
P art
To define a start model for the part, browse and select your desired model.
D raw i ng
To define a start model for the drawing, browse and select your desired model.
C heck confi gurati on
Click this button to verify that 3D_Evolution:
1. starts the CAD target system,
2. connects to the CAD target system,
3. connects to the plugin,
4. uses correctly the plugin and the documents templates if necessary.

Edi t > Pref erences. . .
Allows to configure the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of 3D_Evolution as you want.
The icon is .

H ow to conf i gure the G raphi cal U ser I nterf ace of 3D_Evol uti on?
1. Click Edit then Preferences....
A box is opened to allow you to configure the interface as you want.
The complete description of the Preferences dialog box is given here.
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2. Modify the current Graphical User Interface configuration.
3. Click OK when finished.
Remark: You may have to restart 3D_Evolution for your modifications take effect.

Descri pti on of the Pref erences
Here is the complete description of the Preferences dialog box.
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W INDOW

MENU

Wi ndow > N ew Wi ndow
Open a new graphic window. The new window is empty.

You can drag & drop a CAD file inside this new window to open it. The current loading mode (Feature, Geometry, Representation) and loading options are used.

Wi ndow > Cascade
3D_Evolution uses a Multiple Document Interface (MDI). This means that several CAD files can be loaded in the same
work session but in different graphic windows. You can access the different windows through their tab in the tabs bar.
By default, the graphic windows are displayed maximized: they occupy the maximum space available in the worksapce.
Click Cascade to arrange the graphic windows in cascade: the windows are superposed one over the other.
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Wi ndow > Ti l e H ori zontal l y
Click Tile horizontally to arrange the windows ones above the others.

Wi ndow > Ti l e Verti cal l y
Click Tile vertically to arrange the windows side by side.
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A DVANCED

MENU

Remark: The Advanced menu is not displayed by default. To display it, go to Edit | Preferences... | General and
check Show advanced menu.

Advanced > Shel l . . .
Displays the Shell window.

Here is a complete description of the Shell window.

Advanced > O pti ons. . .
Displays the Options window.
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The Options window gives access to the value of every option used by 3D_Evolution.
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H ELP

MENU

H el p > Documentati on
Displays the 3D_Evolution documentation in the browser tab.

Remark: The keyboard shortcut to see the documentation is

.

H el p > Search Command. . .
Displays the Search Command... window. It allows to find all the commands included in the 3D_Evolution.
When typing and selecting the command you need, it is automatically executed in your graphic window.

Remark: The keyboard shortcut for the Search Command... is

+

.

H el p > About 3D_Evol uti on. . .
Displays the About window.
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This window provides various information:
l the exact version and release of 3D_Evolution you are using,
l how to contact your local support,
l the license you are using: license type, products and CAD interfaces available,
l your operating system,
l the copyrights.

Important: If you have problems to use the software, for example if some menus or tools are hidden or
grayed, open the About window to check your license.

Remark: In case of malfunction of the software, please note the exact version and release of the product as displayed in the About window. Then contact your local support with these information.
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T ABS

BAR

The tabs bar is the zone of the workshop displayed just below the title bar.
In this zone are displayed the tabs which allow to access the CAD models loaded in the current work session.
The tabs bar is number

in the following image.

With 3D_Evolution, it is possible to open several models in a same work session.
There is one tab for each loaded model, or to be more precise, one tab for each graphic window actually opened in
3D_Evolution.
Here is the initial look of the tabs bar after 3D_Evolution starts. No model is loaded.

Here is the look of the tabs bar when several models are opened in different graphic windows.

The activated tab is the lonely colored tab. It's the tab of the current graphic window and model.
Remark: The background color of the tab is the color of the active workshop in the graphic window.

Descri pti on of a tab
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Each tab shows from left to right:
l an icon representing the type of the loaded model in the graphic window:
o
for an assembly,
o
for a part,
o
for a component,
o
for a new window when no model is loaded.
l the name of the loaded model or "New Window" if the graphic window is empty,
l an icon
to close the tab.

Remark: If you click , the tab is closed and in consequence the graphic window and the loaded model are
closed too.
If some changes have been made on the model, a warning message is displayed to confirm the closing. If you
confirm the closing, the model is removed from the memory.

Remark: It's even easier to close a tab by clicking anywhere on it with the middle mouse button.

U si ng the tabs bar
To change the current graphic window and the current model, click another tab with the left mouse button.
If you place the mouse on a tab without clicking, a small preview of the content of the corresponding graphic window
is displayed just below the tab. This allows to see the model before changing the current model.
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G RAPHIC

WINDOW

The graphic window is a child window of the main application window.
It presents the 3D space where a CAD model can be visualized.
The graphic window is number

in the following image.
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As 3D_Evolution uses a Multiple Document Interface (MDI), several graphic windows can be opened in the same work
session, each one containing its own CAD model. You can access a graphic window by clicking on the associated tab in
the tabs bar.
The graphic windows can be arranged as desired in the workspace: in cascade, tiled horizontally or vertically. This is
possible with the Window menu.
The graphic windows are independent: each one can have its own model, a specific workshop activated and a specific
tool.
You can interact with the CAD model displayed in a graphic window with the mouse or the keyboard.
You can capture an image of the model displayed in a graphic window with Edit | Screen Capture.
You can control the way a model is displayed in a graphic window with Edit | Preferences... and with the icons of the
status bar.

Remark: Press

S ELECTION

to refresh the display.

IN THE GRAPHIC WINDOW

Selection in the graphic window is explained in details in the Selection chapter.

C ONTEXTUAL

MENU

If you click with the right mouse button in a graphic window (or in the model tree), a contextual menu appears. The
contextual menu gives access to often used icons and is useful to select objects. It is also called the selection menu.
The content of the contextual menu depends on the active tool, where the click is done (on the model or not) and if an
object is already selected or not.
Here is the contextual menu when the Select tool
The contextual menu is in Filter mode

tool is active and the right click is done outside the model.

.
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Here is the contextual menu when the Convert tool
The contextual menu is in Filter mode

too.

Here is the contextual menu when the Select tool
textual menu is in Highlighted mode

tool is active and the right click is done outside the model.

tool is active and a right click is done over the model. The con-

.
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Here is the contextual menu when the Select tool
Selected mode

tool is active and a face is selected. The contextual menu is in

as soon as something is selected.

I cons of the top l i ne
The three icons on the left correspond to three different modes of the contextual menu. Click one of these icons to
change the mode. The content of the contextual menu is modified in consequence.
Selected mode: available when something is selected. The content of the menu is adapted to the selection.
Highlighted mode: available when right clicking on the model. The content of the menu is listing which objects
are selectable (face, body, part for example) to provide you an easy way to select the object you want.
Filter mode: always available. Modify the selection type to select only objects of this type or use the Intelligent
Selection.
Other icons are displayed on the right of the top line.
Normal to (P): displayed when something is selected. Places the view perpendicular to the selected object.

Identical to

in the status bar. Shortcut is

.
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Zoom to: displayed when something is selected. Centers the view to the selected object. Identical to
the status bar.

Fit (.): always displayed. Fits the model to be totally visible in the graphic window. Identical to

bar. Shortcut is the "Period" key (

or

in

in the status

).

Clip (C): always displayed. Clips the view with a clipping plane. Identical to

in the status bar. Shortcut is

.

Content of the menu
It depends on the mode.

Sel ected mode
This is the mode when something is selected. The items in this mode are described hereafter.
C opy

C trl +C

Copy the selected object and place it in the clipboard ready to be pasted. It works also if several objects are selected.
More details in the Edit menu.
C ut

C trl +X

Cut the selected object and place it in the clipboard ready to be pasted. It works also if several objects are selected.
More details in the Edit menu.
E di t S ketch
For a model is loaded in Feature mode, this command is displayed when one sketch is selected. Click this item to
enter a different display mode in 2D, the same as when a drawing model (2D model) is loaded. It is possible to

modify the selected sketch as wanted. Have a look here for more information. Click
mode.

to exit this 2D edition

Hi de
The opposite of View. Change the visibility of the selected object to make it invisible. It works also if several objects
are selected.
Important: All the children of the selected object are hidden too.

Important: The visibility of an object is different from its "Show" attribute. It is just the actual visibility of the
object and depends also on the current filter.
Load as
When one part , assembly
in one of the loading modes:

or component

is selected, you can reload its external reference (if there is one)
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l
l
l

Representation
Geometry
Feature
Remark: This menu item can be used to load a file whose only the assembly structure was read. See the
option Load assembly structure only.

Locate i n M odel T ree
When an object is selected, opens the model tree to show the location of the selected element in the tree structure.
Of course, it works only with objects which are displayed in the tree (not for faces or coedges for example). It works
also if several objects are selected.
P aste

C trl +V

Paste the previously copied or cut objects at the current place in the model tree. More details in the Edit menu.
R eset S el ecti on

E sc

Remove every objects from the selection, as with

. Shortcut is

.

S el ect A dj acent C urves
When a curve is selected, all the curves adjacent to the selected one are selected too. It works also if several curves
are selected.
S el ect A l l
Select in one click all objects which have the type of the selected one.
Remark: If you want to select for example all the faces of a model, you can use the rectangle tool but the
selection is incredibly faster if you first select one face, then click on Select All in the contextual menu.
S el ect C onnected Faces
When a face is selected, all the faces connected to the selected face are selected too. It works also if several faces
are selected.
S el ect C onnected Free E dges
When a free edge is selected, all the free edges connected to the selected one are selected too, and so on until
there is no more connected free edge. It works also if several free edges are selected.
S el ect T angent C oedges
When a coedge is selected, all the coedges tangent to the selected one are selected too, and so on until there is no
more tangent coedge. It works also if several coedges are selected.
S el ect T angent Faces
When a face is selected, all the faces tangent to the selected one are selected too, and so on until there is no more
tangent faces. It works also if several faces are selected.
V i ew
The opposite of Hide. Change the visibility of the selected object to make it visible. It works also if several objects are
selected. An invisible object has a gray icon in the model tree.
Important: All the children of the selected object become visible too.
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Important: The visibility of an object is different from its "Show" attribute. It is just the actual visibility of the
object and depends also on the current filter.
V i ew A l one
As View, the selected object becomes visible and its children too. All other objects are hidden. It works also if several
objects are selected.

H i ghl i ghted mode
This is the mode when a selectable object is under the mouse cursor. The boundaries of the selectable object are displayed in orange to help you understand which object it is. Open the contextual menu with a click with the right
mouse button and click
to switch to this mode, then select in the list the correct object under the mouse cursor.
For example, if the mouse cursor is over a face, the content of the contextual menu is:

Click on one of the items in the list to select:
l the face,
l its parent body,
l the parent part of the body,
l the instance referencing the part,
l finally, the top level assembly.

Another example, if the mouse cursor is over a coedge, the content of the contextual menu is:

Click on one of the items to select:
l the coedge,
l its connected coedge,
l the parent loop of the coedge,
l the parent loop of the connected
coedge,
l the parent body of the loops,
l the parent part of the body,
l the instance referencing the part,
l finally, the top level assembly.

Important: Several objects are listed in the contextual menu only if the Intelligent Selection is checked in the
Filter mode. Otherwise, there is only one object in the contextual menu.

Important: Use the highlighted mode to select one object superposed with other objects.

Fi l ter mode
This mode is always available. Use it if you want to force the selection type, for example if you only want to select
only faces.
Intel l i gent S el ecti on
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Let the software decide which type of object are selected by default. In this mode, it is possible to select any type of
objects, it depends on which object the mouse cursor is: a point, a curve, a coedge, a face... The selectable object is
highlighted in orange when the mouse cursor is over it.
You can use the Intelligent Selection or choose to force the selection type by selecting one type below in the list:
only objects of this type are now selectable.

The example beside is the case of the Select tool
where all types of object
are selectable. Either use the Intelligent Selection or select one type for the selection type between:
l instance,
l part or assembly (or component),
l solid,
l body
l face,
l loop,
l coedge,
l imprecision,
l free edge,
l feature,
l shape,
l curve,
l point,
l coordinate system,
l annotation.

Important: The types listed by the contextual menu in Filter mode depend on the current tool, as all types
are not authorized by each tool.
For more information on the Intelligent Selection, refer to the Selection section.

I cons on the l et si de
When the current selection is sufficient to execute the active tool, the two icons for Validate (Space)
(Esc)

and Cancel

are displayed on the left side of the contextual menu. Identical to the icons in the tool configuration zone.
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S TATUS

BAR

The status bar is displayed at the bottom of the workspace. It displays the status of 3D_Evolution or a progress bar indicating the progress of the current action, the current target system and format and several icons to easily modify the
look of a model displayed in the current graphic window.
The status bar is number

in the following image.

Here is the initial look of the status bar after 3D_Evolution starts. No model is loaded.

Here is the status bar after a model is loaded.

The status bar is composed from left to right of:

Status of the sof tware / progress bar

Most of the time, "Ready" is displayed: 3D_Evolution is ready to work.
When an action is in progress, this message is replaced by a progress bar, for example:
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Current target system and f ormat

The center of the status bar indicates the current target system and format. This indicates in which format the current
model is. It means that the CAD model is ready to be saved in this format.
By default, the current target system and format is "Evolution" "Ct" because you can save the model in Ct file format
only. To save it in another CAD format, you have to convert the model first with the Convert tool
version, the status bar displays the target system and format used by the last conversion.

. After con-

Remark: The displayed target system and format correspond to the current graphic window.

I cons

Icons for modifying the display are located on the right of the status bar.
Remark: The displayed icons correspond to the current graphic window. Each graphic window has its own display options.

Fi l ter
This icon gives you access to the filters. Filters controls what you see in 3D_Evolution. For example you can choose to
see only the objects which have a "Show" attribute (this is the default filter), or only the bad faces of a model (faces
with imprecisions or free edges), or only the objects belonging to a particular layer or only the objects named
"SCREW...", etc.
Several filters are defined in 3D_Evolution.
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Click on the funnel to apply the current filter. This is useful after the visibility of the model has been modified with
the View, Hide or View Alone items of the contextual menu.
To use existing filters or to create your own filters, refer to the Filtering section.
To have a detailed description of the Filters Configuration dialog box, look here.

Di spl ay bodi es
This icon is useful only when you open a model in Feature mode.
Click on the icon to display the following menu and choose which bodies you want to see. For example if the feature
tree of the model contains imported bodies, use this icon to see them and not the result bodies.
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Vi ew
You can hide or show every elements displayed in the current graphic window as shown in the menu.

V i ew M odel
Displays the model's geometry in the graphic window.
If the display of the model is disabled, then only curves, points, imprecisions and free edges are shown
V i ew C urves
Displays only the curves in front of the model and hide the curves which are behind it.
V i ew C urves Over M odel
Displays also the curves that are behind the model in the graphic window.
V i ew P oi nts
Displays only the points in front of the model and hide the points which are behind it.
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V i ew P oi nts Over M odel
Displays also the points that are behind the model in the graphic window.
V i ew C oordi nate S ystem s
Displays only the Coordinate Systems in front of the model and hide the Coordinate Systems which are behind it.
V i ew C oordi nate S ystem s Over M odel
Displays also the coordinate systems that are behind the model in the graphic window.
V i ew A nnotati ons
Displays only the annotations in front of the model and hide the annotations which are behind it. The annotations (or
PMI) must be loaded first with the loading option Load PMI.
V i ew A nnotati ons Over M odel
Displays also the annotations that are behind the model in the graphic window.
V i ew Im preci si ons
Displays the imprecisions in the graphic window.
To change the color of the imprecisions, go to Edit | Preferences... | System Colors | Interface Elements.
To locate the imprecisions more easily, activate the View Imprecisions Tags option below. The value of each imprecision is then displayed.
V i ew Im preci si ons T ags
Display the value of each imprecision. The View Imprecisions option above must be checked to view the imprecisions tags.
V i ew Free E dges
Displays the free edges in the graphic window.
To change the color of the free edges, go to Edit | Preferences... | System Colors | Interface Elements.
To locate the free edges more easily, activate the View Free Edges Tags option below. The text "Free Edge" is displayed over them.
V i ew Free E dges T ags
Display the text "Free Edge" over each free edge. The View Free Edges option above must be checked to view the
free edges tags.
V i ew C om m ents
Displays the comments in the graphic window. A comment is one of the properties of an object, like the name or the
color. Use the Select tool

and go to Edit Properties to set a comment on an object.

V i ew Unl oaded C om ponents
Displays the unloaded components in the graphic window. The icon in the Model Tree for unloaded components is
.
V i ew C onstructi ve Geom etry
Displays the constructive geometry in the graphic window.
V i ew C oordi nate S ystem i n Ori gi n
Displays the X, Y, Z coordinate system in position (0,0,0) of the 3D space.
V i ew C oordi nate S ystem i n Left C orner
Displays the colored X, Y, Z coordinate system in the bottom left corner of the graphic window.
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Renderi ng
Select the rendering mode of the current graphic window between the followings:

Rendering mode

Display

Shaded with edges

Shaded
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Wireframe

Wireframe hidden edges grayed

Wireframe hidden edges removed

Rendered
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Remark: You can use the shortcuts "
" and "
the following or the previous mode in the list.

" to change quickly from one rendering mode to

Remark: The display is faster when the Shaded mode

or the Wireframe mode

Remark: In Rendered mode

is used.

, the model is displayed with its materials (including transparency) and tex-

ture properties. To access the material and texture properties of an object, use the Select tool
to Edit Properties.

and go

In Rendered mode
, only the materials and textures applied on parts or assemblies, instances and bodies
are shown. The materials and textures applied on faces are not shown.

Cl i p ( C)

Click this icon or press

to create a clipping of the displayed view or to remove the clipping plane.

To create and use the clipping plane, refer to the Clipping section.

Standard vi ews
This icon gives you access to the standard views.
Place the mouse cursor over the icon to get the name of the standard view, for example "Front".
Click the icon to place the model in this standard view. It will center the model in the graphic window too.
Click on the black triangle to display a list of the available standard views.

The following shortcuts are available:

for Front view.
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for Left view.

for Top view.

for Isometric view.
See also How to rotate the model?

N ormal to ( P)

Select an object (preferably a face) and click this icon or press
to orientate the model perpendicularly to the
selected object. The orientation is modified to get the selected object parallel to the screen.
Remark: The selected object may be hidden if a part of the model is in front of it.

Remark: If several objects are selected, the orientation is set normal to the last selected one.

Zoom to
Select an object and click this icon to zoom to the location of the selected object in the model.
Remark: This functionality is really useful, when you select an object in the model tree, automatically it will
display its position in the graphic window.

Fi t ( . )

Click this icon or press "Period" key (
adjusted to the size of the model.

or

) to center the model in the graphic window. The zoom is

Remark: The fitting is done on the visible objects only. For example, if the current filter is "Bad faces", then
the view is only focused on these faces and not on the whole model.

Remark: The only icons of the status bar when a drawing model is loaded are
and

Filter,

Zoom to

Fit (.). The others are useless with a 2D model.
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E XPLORER

The explorer window is associated with the first tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It displays the list of drives
connected to the computer. It can be either local hard disks or network drives.
The explorer window is number

in the following image.

The explorer is opened when 3D_Evolution starts.
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The explorer is useful to:
l

look for a CAD file to load in 3D_Evolution in the drives and the folders of the computer.
To open it for loading, click on the Explorer tab

in the title bar or press
l

+

of any graphic window or click File | Open or click

.

look for a drive and a folder to save a CAD file with 3D_Evolution.

To open it for saving, click File | Save or click

in the title bar or press

+

.

The explorer is never displayed alone: each time it is displayed, the file explorer is displayed on the right to display all
the files of the selected folder.
Remark: Only drives and folders are displayed in the explorer. Files are displayed in the file explorer.

Remark: Click on the right edge of the explorer to increase or reduce its width.

Remark: Press

E XPL O RER

to refresh the display if necessary.

CO N TEXTU AL MEN U

A contextual menu is opened when you click a folder or a drive with the right mouse button.

A dd to favori tes
Add the selected folder to the favorites window.
R em ove from favori tes
Remove the selected folder from the favorites window if it was present in this window.
New fol der
Create a new sub folder of the selected folder.
D el ete
Delete the selected folder.
R enam e
Rename the selected folder.
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F ILE

EXPLORER

The file explorer is the window associated with the explorer or favorites window on the left of the workspace. It displays the list of files in the selected folder.
The file explorer is number

in the following image.

The file explorer is automatically open when the Explorer or the Favorites is displayed.
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It allows to look for a CAD file to load in 3D_Evolution, or to view the contents of a folder when saving a CAD file.
Remark: Only files are displayed in the file explorer. Drives and folders are displayed in the Explorer.

Remark: Click on the right edge of the file explorer to increase or reduce its width.
The file explorer contains from top to bottom.

Path of the current f ol der

Displays the drive, the path and the name of the current folder.
You can directly enter or copy a path in the field to change the current folder.
Click

to go to the parent folder.

Click

or press

to refresh the display in the files list.

Fi l es l i st

It displays the list of CAD files in the current folder. The list can be sorted by name, size or modification date.
Important: The displayed list depends on the selected filters explained after.

Remark: More information on the selected file are available with the File information button displayed at the
bottom of the window. A preview of the selected file can be displayed for example.

Remark: Several files can be selected and in consequence opened at the same time with a drag and drop from
the files list.

Fi l e name and f i l ters
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Fi l e nam e
When loading a file .
You can directly enter or copy the name of a file to load.
When saving a file .
Proposes a name for the file to save.The extension is automatically added from the last conversion (See Con-

l

l

vert tool

).

C A D fi l ter
When loading a file .
Use the CAD filter to display in the files list only the files of a specific CAD format, for example CATIA
V5 Product File, STEP File...
Use CAD Files to display only the CAD files which can be loaded by 3D_Evolution.
Use All Files to display all files.
When saving a file .
The CAD filter displays the list of possible formats for saving the model. It is always possible to save in CT File

l

l

format but another format can be selected by default if a conversion has been done (See Convert tool

).

R oot fi l es fi l ter
Displayed only when loading a file .
Use this filter to look for the root files in a folder.
l No filter: all CAD files are listed.
l Root files filter: only the root CAD files are listed. A root CAD file references other CAD files in the same folder
or its sub folders.
l Isolated files filter: only the isolated CAD files are listed. An isolated CAD file is not referenced by any other CAD
file.
Remark: The result is always in accordance with the CAD filter.

Remark: More information are given in How to find the root files in a folder?

F IL E

EXPL O RER CO N TEXTU AL MEN U

A contextual menu is opened when you click on a selected file with the right mouse button.

New fol der
Create a new folder in the current folder.
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C ut, C opy, P aste
Standard well known commands.
D el ete
Delete the selected file.
R enam e
Rename the selected file.

H OW

TO ...

H ow to f i nd the root f i l es i n a f ol der?
When a folder contains hundreds of CAD files, it is not easy to find between all these files which one is the root file, the
file which references all the others. There is a functionality in 3D_Evolution to look for the root file in a folder. A root
CAD file references other CAD files in the same folder or its sub folders. In comparison, an isolated CAD file is not referenced by any other CAD file.
Important: This functionality is only available for files of the following CAD system or format: Catia V5
(CATProduct, CATPart, Cgr), Inventor (iam, ipt), ProEngineer/Creo (asm, prt), SolidWorks (sldasm, sldprt),
Unigraphics/Nx (prt), JtOpen (jt).

1. Open the explorer (and the file explore window): click on the Explorer tab

of any graphic window

or click File | Open or click
in the title bar or press
+
.
2. Use the explorer to go to the concerned folder.
3. Select Root files filter in the file explorer window.
4. The result of the search is displayed in the files list: either one or several root files are displayed, either the list
is empty: no file references the others.
5. Select No filter to return to the initial display.
Important: The search for the root and isolated CAD files is a very useful functionality but it can take a lot of
time depending on the number of CAD files in the selected folder and its sub folders. As the search can not be
interrupted once started, it is advised to not use it on folders containing too many CAD files.

H ow to f i nd the i sol ated f i l es i n a f ol der?
In a same way used to look for the root CAD files in a folder, 3D_Evolution can help you to find the isolated files in a
specific folder. An isolated CAD file is not referenced by any other CAD file. In comparison, a root CAD file references
other CAD files in the same folder or its sub folders.
Follow the same procedure explained in How to find the root files in a folder?
The only difference is to select Isolated files filter in the file explorer window.
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L OADING

AND SAVING OPTIONS

Displayed at the bottom of the file explorer window, this zone gives access to loading or saving options.
The loading and saving options zone is number

in the following image.

L OADING
Loadi ng > Mode
The most important thing to configure before loading a CAD file in 3D_Evolution is the loading mode.
It is fundamental to choose the loading mode adapted to your need as the result of the loading is very different
depending on this mode.
Three loading modes are possible.

Feature
Opens the CAD file in Feature mode. The construction tree (also called the history tree) of the model is loaded.
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It is the loading mode to use when you want to make a feature based conversion using a plugin in an external
CAD system.
Remark: Some CAD files does not contains construction information (for example STEP files). In this case, the
geometry of the file is loaded.

When the Feature mode is used, the Feature Based Conversion

1 workshop is activated after the loading.

G eometry
Opens the CAD file in geometry mode (or B-Rep mode). The construction tree is not loaded. Only the geometry is
loaded.
Remark: Some CAD files does not contains geometrical information, only representation (for example Catia
V5® CGR file). In this case, the representation of the file is loaded.

When the Geometry mode is used, the Conversion

2 workshop is activated after the loading.

Representati on
Opens the representation (or the visualization) of the CAD file. Some CAD files contains a lightweight representation
of the model. Using this mode doesn't load the geometry of the model but only the tessellation.
Remark: Some CAD files does not contain a representation of the model. In this case he geometry of the file
is loaded.

When the Representation mode is used, the Conversion

3 workshop is activated after the loading.

Important: For very big CAD files, if you are not interested in the geometry or in the construction tree but just
want to see them in 3D, use the Representation mode. It is much faster and less memory consumer than the
Geometry or the Feature mode. Without the geometry, the interactive handling of the model is also very fast.

Loadi ng > O pti ons
After choosing the loading mode, it's possible to configure other specific options.
Load P M I
Load the Product Manufacturing Information (PMI) in the CAD file if there is some.
PMI are not loaded by default.
Load assem bl y structure onl y

1Feature Based Conversion
2Conversion
3Conversion
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Load only the assembly structure of the model without loading the geometry. The result displayed in the model tree is
the tree structure of the file with unloaded components

.

Load hi dden obj ects
If the CAD file contains hidden models, this option allows to load them.
Hidden objects are not loaded by default.

Advanced conf i gurati on
Displays a configuration menu to configure the loading more deeply.

Common opti ons
The upper part of the menu groups options common to all loaded CAD formats.
C om pl ete exi sti ng topol ogy
Improves the existing topology within a body (often by reading it from the input file) and looks for topology in the
zones where topology is missing.
This option can be set differently for each CAD format.
M erge bodi es before sew i ng
All the bodies belonging to one component are merged into one body only.
This option can be set differently for each CAD format.
Use topol ogy i nform ati on from fi l e
Uses the topological data written in the CAD file.
Load external references
Load external references, i.e. references defined in external files.
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R ead com posi tes
Read the composites in Catia V5® files.
R ead publ i cati ons
Read the publications in Catia V5® files.
S ki p external fi l enam e l i ke:
Path to external filename.

Speci f i c opti ons
In the lower part of the menu are presented options for specific CAD formats.

ACI S
S et No show attri bute by defaul t
Display visible objects only.

CADDS
Load assem bl i es
Load the assemblies.
NFi g
Path to NFig files.
S pec
Path to Spec files.

JTO PEN
R ead by JT Open
Reading is done using the JTOpen API.
Level of detai l s
Defines which Level Of Details (LOD) of the tessellation to load, 0 corresponds to the most detailed tessellation.
Geom etry > P refer exact geom etry
Loads either the exact geometry or the tessellation with a preference for the exact geometry if twice are available.
Geom etry > E xact geom etry onl y
Loads only the exact geometry. Do not load the tessellation.
Geom etry > T essel l ati on onl y
Loads only the tessellation. Do not load the exact geometry.

STEP
T runcate external fi l enam es
Truncates file name in external references.
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Use enti ty i denti fi er as nam e
Assigns the step identifier to the name of an element

Important: The loading mode and options are common to 3D_Evolution and all the graphic windows.

Important: To return to the values of the loading options used by default by 3D_Evolution, go to Edit | Restore
Default Settings... and choose Loading.

Remark: When you modify the loading options, they are saved so they will be used next time you load a file
and as long as you don't change them. For example if you change the loading mode to Geometry, this mode will
be used for the next file you drop in 3D_Evolution. There is no need to change the mode or the options before
every loading.
The loading mode and options are also saved for next start of 3D_Evolution.

Loadi ng > Fi l e i nf ormati on

Click this button to display more information on the selected CAD file in the file explorer list.

The given information are:
l Name of the file.
l Format of the file.
l Emitter of the file: which CAD software or editor wrote the file.
l Unit used inside the file.
l Tolerance used by the modeler which wrote the file.
l Preview of the file in form of a 2D image (if available).

Loadi ng > O pen

Click this button to open the selected file(s) in the specified loading mode and with the specified loading options.
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S AVING

Savi ng > O pti ons
Choose what you want to save

A l l obj ects
Use this option to save all the loaded objects.
V i si bl e obj ects
The models can be saved considering the current visibility. Use this option to save only the visible objects.
C urrent fi l ter
When this option is checked, the name of the current filter is automatically added to the filename.
With this option, only the objects visible with the current filter are saved. The objects which are grayed in the model
tree are not saved.
See Filtering section for more information on the filters.
S el ecti on
It's possible to save a selection of objects with this option. Select the objects to save first in the model tree or in the
graphic window.

Export > O pti ons
Choose what you want to export

Internal references
All the elements (bodies, parts, assemblies, components, curves ...) are saved as a single file.
E xternal references: A l l l evel s
Each part, each assembly or each component (regardless of their level) is saved as a separate file.
E xternal references: Last l evel
The entire assembly structure is saved as one file, and then each part is saved as a separate file.
E xternal references: Fi rst l evel
Each part, each assembly or each component that belongs to the first level of the assembly is saved as a separate file.
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Savi ng > Save

Click this button to save file with the specified saving options.
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F AVORITES

The favorites window is associated with the second tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It allows a quick access
to your favorites folders and to the recently opened files.
The favorites window is number

in the following image.
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To open the favorites, click on the Favorites tab

of any graphic window.

As the explorer, the favorites is never displayed alone: each time it is displayed, the file explorer is displayed on the
right to display all the files of the selected folder.
The favorites window contains three icons.
D esktop
Click Desktop to open your desktop folder.
Favori tes
Click Favorites to access the folders you have memorized to quickly find them when needed.
See also How to add a folder to the favorites?

Remark: Your are not limited in the number of folders you can add to the Favorites folder

.

R ecent fi l es
Click Recent files to access the recently opened CAD files in 3D_Evolution.
Each time a CAD file is loaded in 3D_Evolution, it is added to the favorites window.
The last ten recent files are memorized.
Remark: Click on the right edge of the favorites to increase or reduce its width.

Remark: Press

F AVO RITES

to refresh the display if necessary.

CO N TEXTU AL MEN U

A contextual menu is opened when you click a folder (not a file) with the right mouse button.

A dd to favori tes
Add the selected folder to the Favorites folder

.

R em ove from favori tes
Remove the selected folder from the Favorites folder

.

R em ove from recent fi l es
Remove the selected folder and all the recent files it contains from the Recent files folder

H OW

.

TO ...
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H ow to add a f ol der to the f avori tes?
1. Open the explorer: click on the Explorer tab

of any graphic window or click File | Open or click

in the title bar or press
+
.
2. Use the explorer to go to the folder you want to add to your favorites.
3. Click with the right mouse button to display the contextual menu and select Add to favorites.
4. The selected folder is added to the Favorites folder

.
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M ODEL

TREE

The model tree window is associated with the third tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It shows the tree structure of the model.
The model tree window is number

in the following image.
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The model tree is opened as soon as a CAD model is loaded. To see the model tree when another window is displayed
on the left of the workspace (for example the explorer or the favorites) either click on the Model Tree tab
or just click anywhere in graphic window. The file explorer is then removed.

H IDE /

SHOW THE MODEL TREE

There is a button on the right edge of the model tree to hide it to have a complete view of the model in the graphic
window.

Click
: the model tree disappears on the left of the workspace. Click
to make it reappear.
By default the model tree is pinned to the graphic window: it is either shown or hidden.
Click
to unpin the model tree: it disappears on the left of the graphic window. It reappears when you move the

mouse cursor over the button
. It disappears again if you click anywhere in the graphic window.
Click
to pin the model tree to the graphic window as it is by default.
Remark: Click on the right edge of the model tree (not on the middle button) to increase or reduce its width.

O BJECTS

IN THE MODEL TREE

The objects displayed in the model tree are different if you load the model in Geometry, Feature or Representation
mode.
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In al l l oadi ng m odes
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

Unloaded component
Assembly
Component
Part
Instance (shares the icon of its reference as explained here)
Coordinate system
View
Annotation
o
Text note
o
Dimension
o
Datum
o
Geometric tolerance
o
Roughness
o
Bounding box
Annotations folder to group views

In Geom etry or R epresentati on l oadi ng m ode
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Exact body
Discrete or visualization body
Curve
Curves at the same level are grouped in a folder to reduce the size of the tree.
Point
Points at the same level are grouped in a folder to reduce the size of the tree.
Coordinate systems at the same level are grouped in a folder to reduce the size of the tree.
Coedge
Coedge folder
Face
Face folder
Surface folder

In Feature l oadi ng m ode
l
l
l

Drawing
Solid
Feature

Types of f eature
The list is not exhaustive.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2D curve
2D point
2D geometric folder
3D point
3D geometric folder
Axis
Blend
Boolean assemble
Boolean intersect
Boolean remove
Branch folder
Chamfer
Direction

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fillet
Geometric set folder
Groove
Hole
Imported B-Rep
Imported part
Imported solid
Imported surface
Offset
Pad
Pattern
Plane
Pocket

Shaft
Shell
Sheet metal
Sketch
Sketch folder
Split
Sweep
Symmetry
Translation
Trim

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

etc
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o
o
l

Draft
Extrusion

o
o

Scaling
Sew

Constraint

Types of constrai nt
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Angle
Coincident
Concentric
Distance
Equidistant point
Fix
Fix together

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Horizontal
Length
Mid point
Parallel
Perpendicular
Radius
Semi major axis

o
o
o
o

Semi minor axis
Symmetric
Tangent
Vertical

Remark: If an object is hidden in the graphic window, then its icon in the model tree is grayed ( , , , ,
...), and its parents' icon are half grayed ( , , , ...). The half grayed icon means that the object has at
least one hidden child. If all its children are hidden, its icon is totally grayed.

S EARCH

IN THE MODEL TREE

Click the button
in the upper right corner of the model tree to search an object in the tree.
A text field appears on the left.

Type the beginning of the name of a searched object in the text field: the content of the tree is dynamically modified
to show only the objects whose name begins by the typed text and their parents.

To end your search, remove the text in the field or click
model tree is back.

or click

to hide the search text field. The whole
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Remark: You can use wild cars (* or ?) in the search text field: * matches 0 or more characters; ? matches
exactly one character.

C HECK

RESULTS DISPLAY

The look of the model tree changes after using the Check tool
to display the check results. Only objects which
have check errors are displayed in the tree. A small red exclamation point is added to their icons.

Click

to switch between the normal display and the check results display of the model tree.

Use the filter list to filter the result of the check.

Select the check error in the filter list to display only the objects with this error in the tree.

S ELECTION

IN THE MODEL TREE

Selection in the model tree is explained in details in the Selection chapter.

C ONTEXTUAL

MENU

If you click with the right mouse button in the model tree (or in a graphic window), a contextual menu appears. The
contextual menu gives access to often used icons and is useful to select objects.
The description of this menu is given in the presentation of the graphic window.
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B ROWSER

The browser window is associated with the fourth tab displayed on the left of the workspace. It shows HTML files.
The browser displays the HTML reports generated by 3D_Evolution.
It is also used with the Enterprise Data Manager.
The browser window is number

in the following image.
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To see the browser when another window is displayed on the left of the workspace (for example the explorer or the
favorites) click on the Browser tab

H IDE /

. The file explorer is then removed.

SHOW THE BROWSER

There is a button on the right edge of the browser to hide it to have a complete view of the model in the graphic window.

Click
: the browser disappears on the left of the workspace. Click
to make it reappear.
By default the browser is pinned to the graphic window: it is either shown or hidden.
Click
to unpin the browser: it disappears on the left of the graphic window. It reappears when you move the mouse

cursor over the button
. It disappears again if you click anywhere in the graphic window.
Click
to pin the browser to the graphic window as it is by default.
Remark: Click on the right edge of the browser (not on the middle button) to increase or reduce its width.
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W ORKSHOPS

BAR

The workshops bar is centered on top of the graphic window.
In 3D_Evolution, the tools are organized in separate workshops. Each workshop has a specific purpose.
The workshops bar is number

in the following image.

The workshops bar is not displayed if the graphic window is empty. Open a CAD file to access it: the title of the workshops bar is then displayed.

It indicates the current workshop.
The following message suggests that you move the mouse cursor on the title to view the bar.

To remove this message, go to Edit | Preferences... | General | Show help messages.
There is a little pin

on the right of the title so you can pin the workshops bar to have it always visible.
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Click
to unpin the workshops bar: it disappears on top of the graphic window. It reappears when you move the
mouse cursor over the title.
Move the mouse cursor over the icons of the workshops bar to see the name of the workshops.
For a complete description of the workshops and their respective tools, go to Workshops.
Remark: The workshops bar is not displayed when the loaded model is a drawing (2D model). In this case, only
few tools are available: the tools used to rebuild the drawing in a target system. See the description of the tools
bar in this case.
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T OOLS

BAR

The tools bar is centered on the right edge of the graphic window.
The content of the tools bar is depending on the current workshop.
It gives access to the tools grouped in this workshop.

The tools bar is number

in the following image.
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As the workshops bar, the tools bar is not displayed if the graphic window is empty. Open a CAD file to access it.
Move the mouse cursor over the icons of the tools bar to see a small description of the tools.
For a complete description of the tools accessible from the tools bar, refer to Tools.

1

It is not possible to add, delete or modify the tools in the tools bar of the standard workshops:
3

4

5

6

7

2

8.

9 that you can customize. With this workshop, you can edit

But there is a special workshop called User Tools

the content of the tools bar to place the icons of the tools as you want. See the Add tool to workshop tool
for
more details.
There is a special representation for tools that are directly launched by a double click: half selected and half unselected. This is the case for example of: Check tool

P ARTICULAR

, Heal tool

, and Stitch tool

.

CASE OF DRAWINGS

When a drawing (2D model) is loaded in 3D_Evolution, the workshops bar is not displayed. Only few tools are available: the tools used to rebuild the drawing in a target system.
In this case, the icons of the tools bar are displayed in gray.
The available tools are from top to bottom:
Select tool

,

Delete tool

,

Check tool

,

Compare tool
Convert tool

,
,

Connect to Target System tool
Rebuild Features tool

,

.

1Analyze
2Annotations
3Advanced Tools
4Feature Based Conversion
5Conversion
6Simplifier
7FEM Tools
8Modeling
9User Tools
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T OOL

CONFIGURATION

The tool configuration is a zone displayed on the top left of the graphic window, attached to the right edge of the
model tree or the browser. It is not displayed when the file explorer is displayed i.e. when the explorer or the favorites is displayed.
This zone presents the selected tool, the objects to select to use this tool and gives access to its configuration.
The selected tool is the highlighted icon in the tools bar on the right edge of the graphic window.
The above image is an example corresponding to the Convert tool
The tool configuration is number

.

in the following image.

The tool configuration zone is not displayed if the graphic window is empty. Open a CAD file to view it.

P RESEN TATIO N

O F TH E TO O L CO N F IG U RATIO N ZO N E

The display in this zone is different as soon as the Select tool

is selected or not.
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G eneral case
When the Select tool

is not the current tool, this zone is composed of:

On the fi rst l i ne
The name of the selected tool.

l
l

The validation icon. Click it to start the execution of the tool. It is green when all necessary objects are
selected, otherwise it is gray

. The associated shortcut is

.

l

The cancellation icon. Click it to reset the selection. The associated shortcut is

l

The button to display the selection menu.

.

B el ow the fi rst l i ne
For most of the tools, there is displayed:
the objects to select,

l

or:
the selected objects. The number of objects of the concerned type is written in par-

l

enthesis.
The orange icon

indicates that a selection is required. It turns green

when the necessary objects are selected.

C onfi gurati on
The parameters to configure the selected tool are indicated in form of a tree. Each tool has its own configuration.
To have a complete description of the configuration for a particular tool, go to the tool description in the Tools section.

Parti cul ar case of the Sel ect tool
When the Select tool
tree.

is the current tool, the tool configuration zone is different. It displays the Edit Properties

Edit Properties when nothing is selected
When there is no selected object, types of object are displayed in orange. These types can help you to select the
object you want when clicking on the model in the graphic window. For example, if you want that a click on the model
select a body instead of a face, click Face in the list to choose it as new selection type. The selection type becomes the
only type of object you can select when you click on the model: only the objects of this type are highlighted in orange
when the mouse cursor moves on the model, and only these objects are click-able.
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Edit Properties when an object is selected (a body in this example)
When something is selected, the Edit Properties tree is displayed.
The General node shows all the attributes of the selected object, in particular its name, its Show attribute, its color...
These attributes are common to all objects in 3D_Evolution.
Remark: If several objects are selected, the displayed attributes are the attributes of the last selected object.
Below the General node, another node is displayed. It is specific to the type of the selected object (Body in our
example). It gives information and parameters on the selected object and some of these parameters are modifiable.
For a deeper look to these information and parameters, refer to the Select tool

Remark: Click

to hide the Edit Properties tree. Click

to make it reappear.

Remark: The Edit Properties tree may become very long. Click
down inside the tree.

S EL ECTIO N

.

displayed on the right of

to scroll up or

MEN U

A selection menu is opened when you click

.

The selection menu is accessible for every tools except for the Select tool

.

Q ui t the tool af ter Val i dati on
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When this option is checked, after the execution of the tool (i.e. after
Select tool

is checked), the current tool becomes the

. Otherwise, the current tool stays active.
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C USTOM

VIEWS

The custom views is a tab displayed in the bottom right corner of the graphic window.
It is used to create customized views based on the current view in the graphic window. The position of the model in
the window, the zoom factor and the clipping plane (if it was displayed) are memorized so you can easily put the
model in a previous memorized position.
The custom views tab is number

in the following image.

Move the mouse over the custom views tab to display the custom views window.

The custom views window is not pinned to the graphic window by default. If you want to have it opened all the time,
click to pin it to the graphic window. Click to unpin it as it is by default.
Remark: The custom views are saved in the CT files. So there are very useful if you want to show a particular
zone of a model to a another user of 3D_Evolution.
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When a CAD model containing PMI captures is opened in 3D_Evolution, these captures are added to the custom views
window. You can click on one capture in this window to apply the capture: the model is rotated and zoomed and the
PMI activated as defined in the clicked capture.
The icon

H OW

is used to create a new customized view. See How to create, rename or delete a view?

TO ...

H ow to memori ze a vi ew?
You must prepare the view to memorize prior to memorize it.
1. Place the model in the desired position. Use the mouse to translate, rotate and zoom the model as desired.
2. (Optional) Create a clipping plane if you want to memorize one in the view.
3. Click
in the custom views tab to add the current view to the custom views window.
4. After you have translated, rotated or zoomed in the model, to return to the memorized position, click on the
small preview in the custom views window.
5. (Optional) Return to step 1 to create other views.
6. Save the model in CT file format to save the memorized custom views.

H ow to create, rename or del ete a vi ew?
1. Place the model in the desired position. Use the mouse to translate, rotate and zoom the model as desired.
2. (Optional) Create a clipping plane if you want to memorize one in the view.
3. Click
dow.

to add a view to the custom views. A small preview of the view is added to the custom views win-

4. Right click over the small preview to display a contextual menu to Delete or Rename the custom view.

5. Each preview has a name. Click

in the contextual menu to rename the view "

".
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6. Enter the new name of the view and press

to validate.

7. To delete a view from the custom views window, click
in the contextual menu.
8. (Optional) Return to step 1 to create other views.
9. Save the model in CT file format to save the memorized custom views.
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O THER

WINDOWS

Several other windows or dialog boxes are available in the workspace.

F IL TERS

CO N F IG U RATIO N

P REF EREN CES
S H EL L

WIN DO W
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F ILTERS

CONFIGURATION

Click the black triangle on the right of the funnel
open the Filters Configuration dialog box.

in the status bar to open the filters list, then click

to

The Filters Configuration dialog box allows to configure the filters of 3D_Evolution. You can access the definition of the
default filters (which are not modifiable). You can create, modify or delete your own filters (also called: the user filters).
Display of the dialog box with the default filter "Show" selected.

Display of the dialog box with a user filter selected.
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The dialog box is composed of the following elements (from top to bottom).

Fi l ter
Name of the current filter. Click on the field to access the other filters.
For a detailed description of the filters, have a look here.

Rename i con
Only displayed when a user filter is selected.

Click

to rename the current user filter. Enter or modify the name and press

.

Del ete i con
Only displayed when a user filter is selected.
Click

to delete the current user filter.

Add new f i l ter i con
Click this icon to create a new filter based on the current one. The parameters of the current filter are copied to the
new filter.
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Enter a new name for this new filter and press
another one.

. If you enter an already used name, you are asked to enter

Fi l ter by
Use the check boxes to define a filter. Filters are based on general attributes defined for each object. The attributes of
an object can be viewed with the Select tool

and Edit Properties, General.

Remark: The check boxes are grayed in case of a default filter because default filters are not modifiable.
You can choose to filter by the attributes as displayed in the lower pane of the dialog box.

Show
Sets the Show parameter for the current filter. The objects with the corresponding Show attribute are visible.

Type
Sets the Type parameter for the current filter. The objects of the corresponding types are visible.

Layer
Sets the Layer parameter for the current filter. The objects which belong to the corresponding layers are visible.
The given list is the list of layers found in the current loaded model if one is loaded. Use No layer to select objects
which don't belong to any layers.
Click
ible.

to enter the layers, for example: 1,2,5-7. Only objects which belongs to layer 1 or 2 or 5 or 6 or 7 are vis-

Col or
Sets the Color parameter for the current filter. The objects with the corresponding colors are visible. Use No color to
select objects which are not colored.

N ame
Sets the Name parameter for the current filter. The objects with the corresponding names are visible.

Feature
Sets the Feature parameter for the current filter. The selected features are visible.
Only works if the model is loaded in Feature mode. See loading options.

Save user f i l ters
Click this button to save the user filters. The default filters are not saved. The saved filters are accessible at next launch
of 3D_Evolution.
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P REFERENCES
In the title bar, click Edit | Preferences... to open the Preferences dialog box.
The Preferences dialog allows to configure the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of 3D_Evolution. It has the followings
tabs.

G eneral

Language
Choose the language used by 3D_Evolution between: English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, and Korean.

U ni t
Length, M ass, D urati on
Units used by 3D_Evolution for length, mass and duration (time unit).
T ol erance
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3D tolerance is the maximum allowable distance between two points where they are still considered to be identical.
The concept of imprecision between two faces is based on the tolerance.
The tolerance has an influence on:
l

sewing (looking for topology) with Connect tool

l

checking the model with Check tool

l

repairing the model with Heal tool
and Stitch tool
,
converting the model (which involves changing the types of curves and surfaces, surface recognition, surface

l

,

,

interpolation, calculating restrictions...) with the Convert tool

.

Important: Defining a smaller tolerance causes the CAD file's size to increase and calculations to take much
time. There is no need for calculations to be too precise.

R estore defaul t tol erance
This button allows to restore the default tolerance of 3D_Evolution which is: 0.01 mm.

System
Keep tem porary fi l es
Some temporary files are written during the execution of 3D_Evolution, for example reading reports, analysis
reports, session log files, undo files...
These files are stored in a work folder which is by default:
C:\Users\MyName\AppData\Local\CT CoreTechnologie\evolution4\work

Check this box to never keep these files.
S ave setti ngs w hen cl osi ng the appl i cati on
If enabled, this option allows to save settings modifications when closing the application.
Local undo
Activates or not the local undo: it is the possibility to return to the state of the model before the last local action done
(the last use of a tool on single elements of the model, not on the root element). The undo is available through Preferences.
Gl obal undo
Activates or not the global undo: it is the possibility to return to the state of the model before the last global action
done (the last use of a tool on the whole model). The undo is available through Preferences.
Remark: The deactivation of the undo mechanism will increase 3D_Evolution's performances.
Increm ental undo - P eri od
Incremental undo gives the possibility to decide how many actions are stored by the undo mechanism.
Period is the number of the possible successive undo-s.

U ser I nterf ace
D efaul t w orkshop
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This option allows to choose a workshop to be open when loading the application. For 3D_Evolution, the default
workshop is Feature Based Conversion.
S how hel p m essages
Choose the frequency of displaying help messages:

Advanced
S how advanced m enu
Advanced menu is not displayed in the title bar by default. Check this box to view it.
W ri te X M L report
Allows to save reports in XML format for Commands, Input model, Output model, Options.
XML reports are saved by default in:
C:\Users\MyName\AppData\Local\CT CoreTechnologie\evolution4\work

Di spl ay
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Def aul t ori entati on
S et the defaul t ori entati on
The following menu helps you choose the orientation you want to see when you first open the model.
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Front orientation

Back orientation

Left orientation

Right is off

Top orientation

Bottom orientation

Isometric orientation

Isometric Z orientation

Vi ew
P erspecti ve
Navi gate i nsi de the m odel
This option changes the view in a perspective view.
By default, the display uses an orthographic view: parallel lines stay parallel if they are near or far from the point of
view.
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Perspective is off
This is the default.

Perspective is on

Col or I nheri tance
Defines the way 3D_Evolution displays the colors of a CAD model.
A model may have different colors at several levels of its tree structure. For example colors can be applied at the
parts or assemblies level, other colors at the bodies level and other colors again at the faces level.
A choice must be made by the display to favor the colors at the upper level or at the lower level.
By default, 3D_Evolution favors the display of the colors at the lower level (generally colors on faces). So you see the
colors on the faces.
l

l

Check Use always inherited color if you want to favor the colors at the upper level.
The inherited colors will always be used: The model will always be displayed with the colors of parts, assemblies or bodies. You will only see the colors of faces if there is no color at an upper level.
Check Use inherited color if no color only if you want to favor the colors at the lower level.
The model will be displayed with the colors of faces (if they are colored). If a face has no color, the color of
the upper level (the color inherited from the body or the part) will be used.
Important: Each CAD system uses its own way to display the colors. Sometimes you may think that the
loaded model doesn't have the same colors than in the source CAD system but in fact it has. Check this option
to have the same display than in the source CAD system.

Remark: To see the color applied to an object, use the Select tool
Its color and its inherited color (color of its parent) are displayed.

to select it and watch its properties.

Sel ecti on
R ectangl e tool
When doing a selection by drawing a rectangle (See Preferences), only the visible objects are selected. Depending
on the view and the orientation of the objects, some objects may be hidden by others. These obscured objects are
not selected.
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l

Check Select obscured objects if you want to select all objects, the visible and the obscured ones.

A rectangle is drawn to select the faces.

Faces have been selected but which ones?

Select obscured objects is not checked.
Only the visible faces are selected.

Select obscured objects is checked.
all the faces (visible and hidden) are selected.

C ross hi ghl i ght
Annotations > Geometry
When an annotation is selected, then this option adds or not the referenced object to the selection in the second
selection list (displayed in magenta by default). This option is checked by default.
l

Select an annotation.
Select an annotation.
If Cross highlight: Annotation > Geometry is
If Cross highlight: Annotation > Geometry is
not checked, then only the annotation is selec- checked, then the referenced geometry (here
ted.
a face) is selected too, in the 2nd selection list.
l Geometry > Annotations
When a geometric object referenced by an annotation is selected, then this option adds or not the referencing
annotations to the selection in the second selection list (displayed in magenta by default). This option is unchecked by
default.
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Select a face referenced by an annotation.
If Cross highlight: Geometry > Annotation is
not checked, then only the face is selected.

Select a face referenced by an annotation.
If Cross highlight: Geometry > Annotation is
checked, then the annotation referencing the
face is selected too, in the 2nd selection list.

Mi scel l aneous
Draw di screte coedges
When a discrete model is loaded (model composed of triangles or facets), its coedges are not visible by default.
Check this option to see them.

Exact model
Default display
Coedges are visible by default.

Discrete model
Default display
Coedges are not visible by default.

Discrete model
With Draw discrete coedges
Coedges become visible.

Important: As the number of triangles or facets of a discrete model can be very important, the display
speed can decrease a lot when this option is checked.

Remark: The coedges (discrete or exact) are not displayed in "Shaded" or "Rendered" rendering mode.
To see them, ensure you are in another rendering mode, for example "Shaded with Edges" which is 3D_
Evolution's default mode.

Draw 3D edges curves
Allows to see the 3D edges curves attached to the coedges if they exist.
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Default display
3D edges curves are not visible.

With Draw 3D edges curves
3D edges curves become visible.

Remark: The options of the Display tab are common to all the graphic windows.

Renderi ng
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Perf ormance
Use di rect renderi ng (recom m ended)
Enabling this option makes OpenGL bypass the underlying window system and render directly from hardware to the
screen. It is recommended to use this option as it speeds the display.
Use shaders to opti m i z e di spl ay (recom m ended)
Exploits the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) capabilities through OpenGL Shaders to improve the performances and
offer a better rendering.
Important: This option is mandatory to see the result of analysis in transparency. Concerned analysis are: geometric comparison, thicknesses detection, backlashes detection, drafts detection and undercuts detection.
Low di spl ay qual i ty i n m oti on i f necessary
This option is useful when you are working with very big assemblies. The display of such assemblies becomes slower
when you are translating or rotating the model in the graphic window.
Check this option to swap to a different display which uses a lower Level of quality during the translation or the rotation of the model: the tessellation of the model is rougher and the edges are not displayed.
When the translation or the rotation is finished, the display returns to the normal level of quality.
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Important: This option has no effect if you are working on a part. To use it, the root element must be an
assembly.

Remark: This option is set by default except if it is not compatible with your graphic card.

Q ual i ty
These are refining criteria which make the display of the 3D model more or less detailed. These criteria are computed automatically by 3D_Evolution based on the 3D space size of the model actually displayed.

Maxi mum l ength
Is the maximum size of a triangle.
The default value is 0, which means that the criterion is ignored by the computation.

As you can see in the following table, the maximum length criterion is useful if you want to have triangles which
have nearly the same area.
The maximum length is normally set to 0 as it increases the number of triangles when it is often not necessary.

Maximum length = 0 mm
The criterion is ignored.

Maximum length = 10 mm
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Maximum length = 5 mm

Maximum length = 2 mm

Maxi mum sag
Is the maximum distance between a face and its approximate triangles.
When it is set to 0, it is ignored by the computation.
The default value depends on the size of the model.

As you can see in the following table, with a smaller sag, the tessellation is more precise on the whole face.

Maximum sag = 0 mm
The criterion is ignored.

Maximum sag = 0.5 mm
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Maximum sag = 0.1 mm

Maximum sag = 0.01 mm

Maxi mum angl e
Is the maximum angle between two consecutive triangles of the same face.
When it is set to 0, it is ignored by the computation.
The default value is 45°.

As you can see in the following table with a smaller angle the tessellation is more precise where the curvature is
important.

Maximum angle = 0 °
The criterion is ignored.

Maximum angle = 45 °
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Maximum angle = 10 °

Maximum angle = 5 °

Mesh Vi sual i zati on
Fi l l ed contours wi th smooth shadi ng
Each triangle composing the tessellation has a normal vector. The orientation of this vector gives the lighting of
the triangle. When this option is switched off, the lighting of each triangle is shown. When it is on, an interpolation is done between the normal vectors of the triangles which results in a smooth lighting of the faces.
Remark: This option has an effect only if the model is displayed in Shaded or Shaded with edges rendering mode.

Fi l l ed contours wi th f l at shadi ng
When this option is switched on, the alert message below appears : By enabling flat shading, the Shaders will be
disabled, lighting of each triangle is visible.

Remark: These two options have an effect only if the model is displayed in Shaded or Shaded with edges
rendering mode.
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Filled contours with smooth shading is on
This is the default.
The lighting is smooth.

Filled contours with flat shading is on
The tessellation of all the faces is visible.
Each triangle is lighted differently.

Li ne contours ( M)
The display of a face is made of triangles. This representation of a face by a set of triangles is called the tessellation.
This option shows the faces tessellation as computed by the display using the current Drawing parameters.

The keyboard shortcut is

.

Line contours is on
(Display back faces is also on)
The tessellation of all the faces is visible.

Line contours is off
This is the default.
The faces are visible.

Line contours is on
(Display back faces is off)
Only the tessellation of the front
faces is visible.

Remark: This option has an effect only if the model is displayed in Shaded or Shaded with edges rendering mode.

G raphi c O pti ons
Di spl ay back f aces ( B)
Displays or hides the back side of the model's faces.

The keyboard shortcut is

.

The orientation of a face is given by its normal vector, a vector perpendicular to the face. The direction of this normal vector indicates the front side of a face (called also front face). The opposite direction indicates the back side
of a face (called also back face).
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Display back faces is on
This is the default.
The back side of the faces is visible.

Display back faces is off
The back side of the faces is hidden.

Remark: This option is useful to have better understanding of the connection problems or to use the Flip
Normals tool

.

Remark: This option has no effect if the model is displayed in one of the Wireframe rendering modes.

U se edge anti - al i asi ng
If this option is off, the display of the edges is thinner but it is like stairs or crenelations.
If this option is on, the display of the edges is smoother.

Use edge anti-aliasing is on
This is the default.
The edges are smooth.

Use edge anti-aliasing is off
The edges are like stairs.

System Col ors
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Background
3D M odel
Select the color scheme used by 3D_Evolution's background.
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Dark 3D Model

White 3D Model
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White color scheme
D raw i ng
Select the color background when the loaded model is a drawing (2D model).

Dark Drawing
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White Drawing

I nterf ace El ements
Offers the possibility to change the colors of the displayed elements.
Object

Default color

Imprecisions
Color for a small imprecision.
Bigger imprecisions use a darker color.

Free edges
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First selection
Color for selected objects.

Second selection
Color used for 2nd group of selected objects:
for tools which needs two groups of objects.

Highlight
Color for highlighted objects: when the mouse
cursor is over a selectable object.

Section Clipping
Color used for the clipping plane.

Colorless objects
Color for objects which are not colored.

G l ow ef f ect on the coedges
The coedges are shining when they are selected. Use this option to remove this effect.
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Glow effect on the coedges is on
This is the default.
The coedges are shining.

Glow effect on the coedges is off
The coedges are normal.

Transparency

When the clipping plane is active (after
is pressed), the inside of the clipped objects is displayed in transparency with the clipping color.
Use this slider to select the level of the transparency from left position (opaque: no transparent at all) to right position (completely transparent).

Default transparency = 50%

Low transparency = 20%
Slider on the left.

High transparency = 80%
Slider on the right.

R estore defaul t col ors
Click this button to return to the default colors.
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S HELL

WINDOW

To display the Shell window, open the Advanced menu then click Shell....

Remark: The Advanced menu is not displayed by default. To display it, go to Edit | Preferences... | General and
check Show advanced menu.

Remark: The Shell window is independent from 3D_Evolution's workspace. It can stay opened during your
work session.

Purpose
The Shell window shows the list of the commands performed up to now.
Each time you interact with 3D_Evolution, an internal command is executed. You can see these commands in the Shell
window. This is useful to know which command is linked to a specific tool. You can then use this command when you
are writing a script for a use of 3D_Evolution in batch mode.
This windows is also useful to execute commands or to set specific options.
To enter a command, type:
<CommandName>([<Argument>])

and press

.

To enter an option, type:
Option("<OptionName>",<Value>)
Option("<OptionName>","<String>")
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and press

.

Examples:
To start the Heal tool

tool on the whole model, type:

Heal()

To change the unit to inch, type:
Option("3DUnit",0.0254)

Remark: The options activated in this way are only valid for the duration of the current work session.

Remark: It is also possible to cut, copy or paste a command in the Shell window.

Remark: The list of all available commands is here.
If the command you entered is wrong, a warning message is displayed.

K eyboard shortcuts on the Shel l wi ndow

Press

or

to navigate through the previous commands and re-execute them.

There is a completion mechanism in the Shell window. It means that you have to type only a portion of a word then

press

to have the system automatically complete the rest of the word. For example, you can:
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l

Press

to display the list of all available commands.

l

Enter the beginning of a command then press
to see the available commands beginning with the
same characters. if there is only one command, the missing characters are added for you.

l

Enter the beginning of an option and use the
same characters. For example, type:

key to see the available options beginning with the

Option("Lo

and press

: all options beginning by "Lo" are displayed.

Speci f i c commands
These commands are specific to the Shell window. Don't use them in a script.
Help

Display a help message.
Hist

Display the commands history list.
Clear

Clear the Shell window. The previous commands are kept in memory.

Contextual menu
Right click in the Shell window to open a contextual menu.

Copy and Select All are the standard string manipulation commands.

Click Clear all to empty the Shell window. The previous commands stay available with the

and

keys.
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W ORKSHOPS
In 3D_Evolution, the tools are organized in separate workshops. Each workshop has a specific purpose.
There are nine different workshops in 3D_Evolution, activated one at a time.
Each workshop groups several tools and has its own color in order to recognize easily to which workshop a tool
belongs to.
Some tools which are more common are available in several workshops.
You can even create your own workshop to group the tools you often use.
Remark: Each workshop is associated to a specific color. This color is used as background color for the graphic
window and its tab.
The workshops are accessible through their icon displayed on top of each graphic window.

The workshops from left to right are :

A N AL YZE
The Analyze workshop groups all enhanced analyzing capabilities of the software.

A N N O TATIO N S
The Annotations workshop groups tools which allow you to create a various set of annotations.

A DVAN CED T O O L S
The Advanced Tools workshop groups tools useful to repair geometrical or topological problems in a model.

F EATU RE B ASED C O N VERSIO N
The Feature Based Conversion workshop groups tools necessary to migrate a CAD model with its history tree.

C O N VERSIO N
The Conversion workshop groups tools necessary to repair and convert the B-Rep of a CAD model to be ready for saving in another CAD system.

S IMPL IF IER
The Simplifier workshop groups tools which create bounding geometry from parts and assemblies providing lightweight solid models.
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FEM T O O L S
The FEM Tools workshop tools uses finite element method (FEM) techniques on 3D models to modify surfaces and
relimit edges. It provides powerful solutions to rapidly simplify models for CAE analysis. Most FEM tools can be applied
globally or locally.
FEM tools functions come with the possibility of causing undesired modifications if not handled properly. While such
modification can be undone, it is recommended to read the documentation first for better efficiency.

M O DEL IN G
The Modeling workshop groups tools which allow to modify existing geometry or to create new geometry very easily.

U SER T O O L S
The User Tools workshop is a specific workshop where you can group all your favorite tools in a same place.
In this way, there is no need to switch from one workshop to another to access the tools you use the most.
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A NALYZE
The Analyze workshop groups all enhanced analyzing capabilities of the software.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

C H ECK
The Check tool runs a global quality check of the model based on the current tolerance value.

C O MPARE
The Compare tool is used to compare two elements.

C H ECK T H ICK N ESSES
The Check Thicknesses tool is used to check the thicknesses of a body or a part.

C H ECK B ACK L ASH ES
The Check Backlashes tool is used to check the backlashes inside a part or between parts.

D ETECT C O L L ISIO N S
The Detect Collisions tool is used to detect automatically parts that touch or overlap each others according to a user
defined tolerance.

C H ECK D RAF TS
The Check Drafts tool checks the correct application of draft to the faces of a body.
It is useful to know if a model can be easily removed from a mold.

C H ECK U N DERCU TS
The Check Undercuts tool is used to find trapped areas in a model that cannot be ejected from the mold.

C O MPU TE P RO J ECTED F ACE
The Compute Projected Face tool computes the projection of the model according to a direction and displays information such as area of the projected face.
It is useful to estimate the projection of the model for the injection molding process.
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A NNOTATIONS
The Annotations workshop groups tools which allow you to create a various set of annotations.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

C REATE M EASU RE
The Create Measure tool is used to measure an angle, a distance or a length and to save it as 3D annotation.

C REATE N O TE
The Create Note tool creates a text annotation on any geometric object.

C REATE V ERTEX C O O RDIN ATES
The Create Vertex Coordinates tool computes and displays as a 3D annotation the coordinates of any vertex or picked
point.

C REATE B O U N DIN G B O X
The Create Bounding Box tool computes the bounding box of any part, assembly, solid or body.

C REATE A REA
The Create Area tool is used to compute the area of one or several faces, bodies, solids, parts or assemblies and to
save it as 3D annotation.

C REATE C O O RDIN ATE S YSTEM
The Create Coordinate System tool creates a coordinate system using points and axes of the existing geometry.

S ECTIO N
The Section tool creates a cross-section of the selected body using a face, a coordinate system axis or a clipping plane
as the sectioning element.
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A DVANCED T OOLS
The Advanced Tools workshop groups tools useful to repair geometrical or topological problems in a model.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

M ERG E B O DIES
The Merge Bodies tool is used to assemble several bodies into a single one.

L O CAL T ESSEL L ATIO N
The Local Tessellation tool computes a new tessellation for the selected objects with parameters different of the
global ones.

O F F SET
The Offset tool shifts every selected faces according to an offset value in a direction normal to every faces' points.

R EBU IL D S IN G U L ARITY
The Rebuild Singularity tool moves the control points of a surface to a different position and adjust the boundary
curves in order to make this surface singular.

S MO O TH
The Smooth tool moves the NURBS surface's poles to a different position to get the smoothest possible surface.

M ATCH T AN G EN CY
The Match Tangency tool moves the NURBS surface's poles to different positions to force tangency between the face
that is selected first and the following faces.

T RIM F ACE
The Trim Face tool creates one or several new loops in a face by projecting the selected free edges onto that face.

E XTEN D F ACE
The Extend Face tool extends a face by projecting one or more of its free edges to selected target faces.
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F L IP N O RMAL S
The Flip Normals tool reverses the face's orientation.
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F EATURE B ASED C ONVERSION
The Feature Based Conversion workshop groups tools necessary to migrate a CAD model with its history tree.
The process of feature migration starts with a specific mode of opening, it is necessary to read the functions tree. For
this purpose, select "Feature" while opening the file.

The Feature Based Conversion is made via plugins which will control the software source to rebuild the functions tree
for the CAD files. It is a process which will connect:
l 3D_Evolution
l A plugin
l The source CAD system
For that, it is important to check the availability of the license for the CAD target system.
Here's the synoptic of CAD data feature migration :

The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

C H ECK
The Check tool runs a global quality check of the model based on the current tolerance value.

C O N VERT
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The Convert tool makes adjustments to the selected elements so that they fit the target system. This is the main tool of
3D_Evolution, used in all conversion processes.

C O N N ECT

TO

T ARG ET S YSTEM

The Connect to Target System tool starts the CAD target system and create the link between this system and 3D_Evolution.
This step is mandatory for all data migrations using an opened session in a CAD target system.

R EBU IL D F EATU RES
The Rebuild Features tool rebuild automatically the current model in a CAD target system through the use of a plugin.
It uses the information contained in the construction history of the model.
Each feature is rebuilt in the same chronological order as in the current model by the modeling tools of the CAD target
system.

R ECO G N IZE

AN D

E XTRACT F EATU RES

The Recognize and Extract Features tool recognizes in a B-Rep model all sets of faces which define shapes. Then features can be extracted from these shapes to create a history tree of the model.

H EAL
The Heal tool automatically repair quality defects in part or totality of a model.
In Basic mode, the Heal tool recomputes the edges of the model to correct imprecision without modifying any surface.

S TITCH
The Stitch tool modifies surfaces to fill imprecisions which cannot be corrected with the Heal tool

.

C REATE S U RF ACE
The Create Surface tool is used to generate high quality surfaces to fill voids in a model or replace bad quality geometry.
It creates both planar faces and NURBS faces, and can be set to respect tangent continuity on all edges or specific
edges.
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C ONVERSION
The Conversion workshop groups tools necessary to repair and convert the B-Rep of a CAD model to be ready for saving in another CAD system.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

C H ECK
The Check tool runs a global quality check of the model based on the current tolerance value.

C O N VERT
The Convert tool makes adjustments to the selected elements so that they fit the target system. This is the main tool of
3D_Evolution, used in all conversion processes.

T RAN SF O RM A SSEMBL Y
The Transform Assembly tool makes adjustments to the assembly structure of the model. It comes with several preset
actions to reduce the complexity of models or to fit it to target systems.

H EAL
The Heal tool automatically repair quality defects in part or totality of a model.
In Basic mode, the Heal tool recomputes the edges of the model to correct imprecision without modifying any surface.

S TITCH
The Stitch tool modifies surfaces to fill imprecisions which cannot be corrected with the Heal tool

.

C REATE S U RF ACE
The Create Surface tool is used to generate high quality surfaces to fill voids in a model or replace bad quality geometry.
It creates both planar faces and NURBS faces, and can be set to respect tangent continuity on all edges or specific
edges.

C O N N ECT
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The Connect tool creates topological link between two coedges. The coedges are projected on each other and split if
necessary.
In global mode, this tool automatically search for connections and create topology information.

D ISCO N N ECT
The Disconnect tool removes the topological link between coedges. It can be used to isolate faces from the rest of the
body, or to remove bad connections and get the right one before using the Heal tool

or the Stitch tool

.

S PL IT
The Split tool can be used to:
l Split a face in a direction defined by an edge, two vertices or an isoparametric curve. It facilitates the later correction of the face, or the remodeling of related geometries.
l Split assemblies, parts or bodies in a direction defined by a face or a coordinate system axis.
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S IMPLIFIER
The Simplifier workshop groups tools which create bounding geometry from parts and assemblies providing lightweight solid models.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

C H ECK
The Check tool runs a global quality check of the model based on the current tolerance value.

S IMPL IF Y
The Simplify tool is used to simplify models by extracting elementary volumes.

S IMPL IF Y M AN U AL L Y
The Simplify Manually tool is used to simplify bodies by extracting elementary volumes.

B O O L EAN O PERATIO N S
The Boolean Operations tool is used to add, subtract or merge elements.

M IN IMU M B O U N DIN G S H APE
The Minimum Bounding Shape tool is used to compute closed volume that completely contains model or part of
model.
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FEM T OOLS
The FEM Tools workshop tools uses finite element method (FEM) techniques on 3D models to modify surfaces and
relimit edges. It provides powerful solutions to rapidly simplify models for CAE analysis. Most FEM tools can be applied
globally or locally.
FEM tools functions come with the possibility of causing undesired modifications if not handled properly. While such
modification can be undone, it is recommended to read the documentation first for better efficiency.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

M ID F ACE
The Mid Face tool facilitates the creation of model for mid-surface analysis. It can be used to generate mid-faces of
planar, cylindrical or NURBS faces.

M ETA - F ACE
The Meta-Face tool merges throughout the model all faces sharing the same logical surface. It reduces the number of
faces in a model without damaging its quality.

D EF EATU RIN G
The Defeaturing tool helps preparing the model for export to FEA software by automatically eliminating features such
as holes, filets and chamfers from the model.

FEM M ERG E F ACES
The FEM Merge Faces tool merges group of faces along a reference surface. This tool can be used to remove several
steps at once, or any feature surrounding the reference face such as fillets.

FEM T YPES
The FEM Types tool is used in conjunction with Mid Face or FEM Rib Manipulation tools. It is used to type faces and
free edges for later processing. Typing faces helps finalizing Mid-faces model and allows for faster creation.

FEM F L AT F ACES
The FEM Flat Faces tool is used to convert any type of face (e.g. NURBS) into planar faces. It preserves the original surface normal, automatically relimit coedges to fill gaps whenever possible and can also be set to respect tangent continuity (G1) along one or several coedges (tangent ribbon).
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FEM R IB M AN IPU L ATIO N
Mid-faces model may be generated with gaps if volumes are left unprocessed by the Mid Face tool (voluntarily or not).
The FEM Rib Manipulation tool helps finalizing such models: it is used to join fragmented ribs or extend ribs to target
faces, in order to fill any undesired gap in mid-faces model.

H EAL
The Heal tool automatically repair quality defects in part or totality of a model.
In Basic mode, the Heal tool recomputes the edges of the model to correct imprecision without modifying any surface.

S TITCH
The Stitch tool modifies surfaces to fill imprecisions which cannot be corrected with the Heal tool

.

C REATE S U RF ACE
The Create Surface tool is used to generate high quality surfaces to fill voids in a model or replace bad quality geometry.
It creates both planar faces and NURBS faces, and can be set to respect tangent continuity on all edges or specific
edges.

C O N N ECT
The Connect tool creates topological link between two coedges. The coedges are projected on each other and split if
necessary.
In global mode, this tool automatically search for connections and create topology information.

D ISCO N N ECT
The Disconnect tool removes the topological link between coedges. It can be used to isolate faces from the rest of the
body, or to remove bad connections and get the right one before using the Heal tool

or the Stitch tool

.

S ECTIO N
The Section tool creates a cross-section of the selected body using a face, a coordinate system axis or a clipping plane
as the sectioning element.

S PL IT
The Split tool can be used to:
l Split a face in a direction defined by an edge, two vertices or an isoparametric curve. It facilitates the later correction of the face, or the remodeling of related geometries.
l Split assemblies, parts or bodies in a direction defined by a face or a coordinate system axis.
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M ODELING
The Modeling workshop groups tools which allow to modify existing geometry or to create new geometry very easily.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

A SSEMBL Y A N IMATIO N
The Assembly Animation tool is used to create animation of an assembly during a specific time.

D IRECT M O DEL IN G
The Direct Modeling tool is used to modify existing geometry or to create new geometry interactively in the graphic
window.
The possible modeling operations are: translation, rotation, scaling or modification of radius.

C REATE C O O RDIN ATE S YSTEM
The Create Coordinate System tool creates a coordinate system using points and axes of the existing geometry.

Q U ICK S K ETCH
The Quick Sketch tool provides sketcher capabilities. It is used to create curves which can be used by the Direct Modeling tool to create new geometry.

C REATE S U RF ACE
The Create Surface tool is used to generate high quality surfaces to fill voids in a model or replace bad quality geometry.
It creates both planar faces and NURBS faces, and can be set to respect tangent continuity on all edges or specific
edges.

B O O L EAN O PERATIO N S
The Boolean Operations tool is used to add, subtract or merge elements.

S ECTIO N
The Section tool creates a cross-section of the selected body using a face, a coordinate system axis or a clipping plane
as the sectioning element.
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S PL IT
The Split tool can be used to:
l Split a face in a direction defined by an edge, two vertices or an isoparametric curve. It facilitates the later correction of the face, or the remodeling of related geometries.
l Split assemblies, parts or bodies in a direction defined by a face or a coordinate system axis.
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U SER T OOLS
The User Tools workshop is a specific workshop where you can group all your favorite tools in a same place.
In this way, there is no need to switch from one workshop to another to access the tools you use the most.
The tools composing this workshop are:

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

A DD

TO O L TO WO RK SH O P

The Add tool to workshop tool allows users to customize the available tools that are grouped in tools bar of the User
Tools workshop.
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T OOLS
The tools of 3D_Evolution are accessible either in a specific workshop or in several workshops.

A DD

TO O L TO WO RK SH O P

The Add tool to workshop tool allows users to customize the available tools that are grouped in tools bar of the User
Tools workshop.

A SSEMBL Y A N IMATIO N
The Assembly Animation tool is used to create animation of an assembly during a specific time.

B O O L EAN O PERATIO N S
The Boolean Operations tool is used to add, subtract or merge elements.

C H ECK
The Check tool runs a global quality check of the model based on the current tolerance value.

C H ECK B ACK L ASH ES
The Check Backlashes tool is used to check the backlashes inside a part or between parts.

C H ECK D RAF TS
The Check Drafts tool checks the correct application of draft to the faces of a body.
It is useful to know if a model can be easily removed from a mold.

C H ECK T H ICK N ESSES
The Check Thicknesses tool is used to check the thicknesses of a body or a part.

C H ECK U N DERCU TS
The Check Undercuts tool is used to find trapped areas in a model that cannot be ejected from the mold.

C O MPARE
The Compare tool is used to compare two elements.

C O MPU TE P RO J ECTED F ACE
The Compute Projected Face tool computes the projection of the model according to a direction and displays information such as area of the projected face.
It is useful to estimate the projection of the model for the injection molding process.

C O N N ECT
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The Connect tool creates topological link between two coedges. The coedges are projected on each other and split if
necessary.
In global mode, this tool automatically search for connections and create topology information.

C O N N ECT

TO

T ARG ET S YSTEM

The Connect to Target System tool starts the CAD target system and create the link between this system and 3D_Evolution.
This step is mandatory for all data migrations using an opened session in a CAD target system.

C O N VERT
The Convert tool makes adjustments to the selected elements so that they fit the target system. This is the main tool of
3D_Evolution, used in all conversion processes.

C REATE A REA
The Create Area tool is used to compute the area of one or several faces, bodies, solids, parts or assemblies and to
save it as 3D annotation.

C REATE B O U N DIN G B O X
The Create Bounding Box tool computes the bounding box of any part, assembly, solid or body.

C REATE C O O RDIN ATE S YSTEM
The Create Coordinate System tool creates a coordinate system using points and axes of the existing geometry.

C REATE M EASU RE
The Create Measure tool is used to measure an angle, a distance or a length and to save it as 3D annotation.

C REATE N O TE
The Create Note tool creates a text annotation on any geometric object.

C REATE S U RF ACE
The Create Surface tool is used to generate high quality surfaces to fill voids in a model or replace bad quality geometry.
It creates both planar faces and NURBS faces, and can be set to respect tangent continuity on all edges or specific
edges.

C REATE V ERTEX C O O RDIN ATES
The Create Vertex Coordinates tool computes and displays as a 3D annotation the coordinates of any vertex or picked
point.

D EL ETE
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...
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D EF EATU RIN G
The Defeaturing tool helps preparing the model for export to FEA software by automatically eliminating features such
as holes, filets and chamfers from the model.

D ETECT C O L L ISIO N S
The Detect Collisions tool is used to detect automatically parts that touch or overlap each others according to a user
defined tolerance.

D IRECT M O DEL IN G
The Direct Modeling tool is used to modify existing geometry or to create new geometry interactively in the graphic
window.
The possible modeling operations are: translation, rotation, scaling or modification of radius.

D ISCO N N ECT
The Disconnect tool removes the topological link between coedges. It can be used to isolate faces from the rest of the
body, or to remove bad connections and get the right one before using the Heal tool

or the Stitch tool

.

E XTEN D F ACE
The Extend Face tool extends a face by projecting one or more of its free edges to selected target faces.

FEM F L AT F ACES
The FEM Flat Faces tool is used to convert any type of face (e.g. NURBS) into planar faces. It preserves the original surface normal, automatically relimit coedges to fill gaps whenever possible and can also be set to respect tangent continuity (G1) along one or several coedges (tangent ribbon).

FEM M ERG E F ACES
The FEM Merge Faces tool merges group of faces along a reference surface. This tool can be used to remove several
steps at once, or any feature surrounding the reference face such as fillets.

FEM R IB M AN IPU L ATIO N
Mid-faces model may be generated with gaps if volumes are left unprocessed by the Mid Face tool (voluntarily or not).
The FEM Rib Manipulation tool helps finalizing such models: it is used to join fragmented ribs or extend ribs to target
faces, in order to fill any undesired gap in mid-faces model.

FEM T YPES
The FEM Types tool is used in conjunction with Mid Face or FEM Rib Manipulation tools. It is used to type faces and
free edges for later processing. Typing faces helps finalizing Mid-faces model and allows for faster creation.

F L IP N O RMAL S
The Flip Normals tool reverses the face's orientation.
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H EAL
The Heal tool automatically repair quality defects in part or totality of a model.
In Basic mode, the Heal tool recomputes the edges of the model to correct imprecision without modifying any surface.

L O CAL T ESSEL L ATIO N
The Local Tessellation tool computes a new tessellation for the selected objects with parameters different of the
global ones.

M ATCH T AN G EN CY
The Match Tangency tool moves the NURBS surface's poles to different positions to force tangency between the face
that is selected first and the following faces.

M ERG E B O DIES
The Merge Bodies tool is used to assemble several bodies into a single one.

M ID F ACE
The Mid Face tool facilitates the creation of model for mid-surface analysis. It can be used to generate mid-faces of
planar, cylindrical or NURBS faces.

M IN IMU M B O U N DIN G S H APE
The Minimum Bounding Shape tool is used to compute closed volume that completely contains model or part of
model.

M ETA - F ACE
The Meta-Face tool merges throughout the model all faces sharing the same logical surface. It reduces the number of
faces in a model without damaging its quality.

O F F SET
The Offset tool shifts every selected faces according to an offset value in a direction normal to every faces' points.

Q U ICK S K ETCH
The Quick Sketch tool provides sketcher capabilities. It is used to create curves which can be used by the Direct Modeling tool to create new geometry.

R EBU IL D F EATU RES
The Rebuild Features tool rebuild automatically the current model in a CAD target system through the use of a plugin.
It uses the information contained in the construction history of the model.
Each feature is rebuilt in the same chronological order as in the current model by the modeling tools of the CAD target
system.
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R EBU IL D S IN G U L ARITY
The Rebuild Singularity tool moves the control points of a surface to a different position and adjust the boundary
curves in order to make this surface singular.

R ECO G N IZE

AN D

E XTRACT F EATU RES

The Recognize and Extract Features tool recognizes in a B-Rep model all sets of faces which define shapes. Then features can be extracted from these shapes to create a history tree of the model.

S ECTIO N
The Section tool creates a cross-section of the selected body using a face, a coordinate system axis or a clipping plane
as the sectioning element.

S EL ECT
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

S IMPL IF Y
The Simplify tool is used to simplify models by extracting elementary volumes.

S IMPL IF Y M AN U AL L Y
The Simplify Manually tool is used to simplify bodies by extracting elementary volumes.

S MO O TH
The Smooth tool moves the NURBS surface's poles to a different position to get the smoothest possible surface.

S PL IT
The Split tool can be used to:
l Split a face in a direction defined by an edge, two vertices or an isoparametric curve. It facilitates the later correction of the face, or the remodeling of related geometries.
l Split assemblies, parts or bodies in a direction defined by a face or a coordinate system axis.

S TITCH
The Stitch tool modifies surfaces to fill imprecisions which cannot be corrected with the Heal tool

.

T RAN SF O RM A SSEMBL Y
The Transform Assembly tool makes adjustments to the assembly structure of the model. It comes with several preset
actions to reduce the complexity of models or to fit it to target systems.

T RIM F ACE
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The Trim Face tool creates one or several new loops in a face by projecting the selected free edges onto that face.
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A DD

TOOL TO WORKSHOP

A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Add tool to workshop tool allows users to customize the available tools that are grouped in tools bar of the User
Tools workshop.
Activating this tool allows you to add or to remove tools to this workshop and to order them as you want.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click

to open the Add tool window which shows all the tools available in 3D_Evolution.

2. To add a tool, drag its icon from this window and drop it in the Tools bar under
. A small line is displayed
to present the place of the inserted icon.
3. To remove a tool, drag its icon from the Tools bar and drop it anywhere in the graphic window.
4. To change the order of the tools, drag a tool's icon from the Tools bar to another place in the Tools bar.
5. Click anywhere in the graphic window to close the Add tool window.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: To know which icon corresponds to a tool, place the mouse over an icon in the window and wait a
second to see the description of the tool.

Remark: By default, all tools are displayed in the window. To find a tool, you can use the list on top of the window to show only the tools belonging to a specific workshop.

1 User Tools
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Remark: Select All workshops in the list and enter a word (or the beginning of a word) to show only the tools
named with this word.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to customi ze the tool s i n 3D_Evol uti on?

Click

to activate the User Tools workshop then follow the instructions of the Basic Usage section above.
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A SSEMBLY A NIMATION
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

A CTIO N
The Assembly Animation tool is used to create animation of an assembly during a specific time.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Assembly Animation tool.
2. Select the type of animation you want to create.
3. Depending on the type of animation, select the elements to modify and the duration.

4. Click

or press

bar to validate.

M O DE
Select which type of animation you want to launch. There are six different modes of assembly animation:
M oti on
This mode allows to create movement of the selected parts, translation or rotation depending on which face is selected.
This mode needs a direction to do a translation or an axis to do a rotation. This direction (or this axis) is given by the
clicked element. It can be a face based on a canonical surface (plane, cylinder, cone, sphere, torus) or a conical curve
(circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola) or a line.
Remark: When the selected element has a revolution shape, it is possible to make a combination of translation
and rotation.
S ave cam era posi ti on
This mode allows to save the current view in the graphic window and the zoom of the model.
S ave di spl ay param eters
This mode allows to save all the changes in parameters like: the Rendering mode, Background Colors,...
Hi de/S how
The Hide/Show mode allows to make disappear or appear parts.
You can make reappear the hidden parts by selecting them on the model tree.
Fl ash
This option allows to give off bright on a selected elements in repeated sequences.
A utom ati c
The automatic mode gives an exploded view of the model at a specific scale. The default scale value is 1.5

D U RATIO N
The duration indicates the length of the animation (time unit). This duration is specified in millisecond.
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C L EAR

AL L

/

CL EAR L AST ACTIO N

After creating an animation, two options are available: Clear all and Clear last
action.
: This option allows to delete all the animations created

l

before.
l

E L EMEN TS

: This option allows to delete only the last animation that has been created.

TO MO DIF Y

For Moti on, H i de/Show and Fl ash modes
Instance
You can select the instance referencing the part on the model tree or in the graphic window.

For Automati c mode
P art or A ssem bl y

Remark: It is not possible to use the Assembly Animation tool if the selected element does not define a direction or an axis. It will not work if you select a face based on a NURBS surface, an offset surface, a ruled surface or a blend surface, or a NURBS curve, a polyline or a composite curve.
You can always modify these elements by clicking at the end (as last element) an element defining a direction
(or an axis).

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Remark: The configuration is available only for the Automatic Mode.

Coef
The coefficient indicates the scale for the exploded view.
The greater the coefficient is, the greater the distance between the parts is.

Templ ate f i l e
You can choose a template file for your animation.
Directly enter a name and a location of this html file or click the browse button

.
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Previ ous parameters

When selecting a part for the second time, the option
allows to
select the previous parameters for translation, rotation, scale, and radius to
apply for the new animation to create.

R ESU L T

O F AN ASSEMBL Y AN IMATIO N

After choosing the Animation modes, 3D_Evolution displays a Time Control bar where durations have been added.

This Time Control bar allows to navigate into the animation by moving the cursor. You can also change the speed of the
animation, or add an animation at a specific point.

These commands

allows to:

l

Play backward by clicking this button

.

l

Pause the animation at a specific time to add or to modify the animation

l

Play forward by clicking this button

l

Control the speed of the animation by this button

.

.
, slow the motion or accelerate it by moving the cursor

.
Remark: The animations are saved when you save the model in a CT file.

Important: It is important to save the model in a ".cta" file format so you do not lose your animations.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to create an assembl y ani mati on?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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H ow to create a moti on?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Assembly
Animation tool and select the part to
animate.

The direction of translation and the
Step 3
axis of rotation can be manipulated.
The selected part has a revolution
shape, choose parameters for trans- Click
or press space bar to create
lation and rotation.
the Motion.

Step 2
Select the mode "Motion" then
choose the parameters.

Result
The part has been moved within a
translation and rotation.

H ow to create an automati c ani mati on?
( O pen model )
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Original model

Result
The view is exploded at a coef of 1.5.

Click

to activate the Assembly Animation tool
and select the Automatic mode.

After creating the Automatic animation, the options
Clear all and Clear last action appear.
You can add as many animations as you want.
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B OOLEAN O PERATIONS
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

A CTIO N
The Boolean Operations tool is used to add, subtract or merge elements.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Boolean Operations tool.
2. Select type of boolean operation: Plus, Minus, Common or Merge faces
3. Select elements to add, to subtract or to merge together.

4. Click

T YPES

or press

bar to validate.

O F BO O L EAN O PERATIO N S

There are four types of boolean operations.

Pl us
This boolean operation is an addition: all selected bodies are merged into a single one.

Remark: This boolean operation computes new intersection of faces whereas Merge Bodies tool only
assembles bodies without computation of intersection between faces.

Mi nus
This boolean operation is a subtraction: the common part between the two bodies is removed from the first selected.

1 Simplifier
2 Modeling
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Common
This boolean operation is an intersection: only the common part between the two bodies is kept.

Remark: The common part is kept inside the first selected body. The second selected body is deleted.

Merge f aces
Merge Bodies tool only assembles bodies without computation of intersection between faces.
These two faces have to have an inverse sense of orientation to be merged.

E L EMEN TS

TO AL TER

For the Pl us , Mi nus and Common bool ean operati ons
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B ody
Face

For the Merge f aces bool ean operati on
Fi rst face
The first face is the reference face for the computation.
S econd group of faces
The process computes new connections between the first face and connected faces of the second group of faces.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
A uthori z e extensi on
In case of tangency between faces, the process offsets some faces to obtain a better result.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: The name of the resulting body is the name of the first selected.

Important: The Boolean Operations tool works only on bodies within a same part.
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C HECK
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

3

4

A CTIO N
The Check tool runs a global quality check of the model based on the current tolerance value.
Several check profiles are provided, from the simpler (BasicCheck profile: only imprecisions and free edges) to the
most complex needs (all SASIG / VDA criteria are supported).
PDQ criteria and thresholds are fully customizable to address any specific need.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Check tool.
2. (Optional) Select an object to check.

3. Click
object.

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to start the control of the selected

TO CH ECK

Limits check to the selected components. This should be considered when computation-heavy controls (e.g.
Vda4955V2) are only required for specific geometries in complex models.
Remark: If there is no selected elements, the control is launched on the whole model.
Double click

to directly launch the control on the whole model.

P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face
C oedge
C urve

P RO F IL E
The easiest way to use the Check tool is to choose a predefined check profile. More than ten profiles are available.

AdvancedCheck

1 Analyze
2 Feature Based Conversion
3 Conversion
4Simplifier
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Checks critical PDQ criteria related to surfaces and faces. The specificity of this PDQ profile is that detected issues can
be automatically repaired whenever possible with the Heal tool (if set to Advanced mode).

Basi cCheck
Topology check which should be systematically executed before any BRep data conversion (detects free edges and
imprecisions). Imprecisions are checked with respect of the current tolerance, along with free edges.

Evol uti on
General purpose PDQ check which includes the criteria of AdvancedCheck along with a few others criteria recommended by CoreTechnologie.

Feature Check
Executes a structural check of the feature tree.

Functi onal Check
Executes a structural check of the feature tree and controls feature parameters (e.g. fillets radius). The FunctionalCheck comes with general purpose preset values for feature parameter check.

G VPCheck
Used for the retrieval or double-checking of STEP AP242 archives. Geometric Validation Properties (GVP) such as
volume, area and centroid are computed and compared to the values saved in the STEP AP242.
GVPCheck algorithms complies with the standards and recommendations of LoTAR (Long Term Archiving and
Retrieval) and CAxIF (CAx Implementor Forum) groups.

JTCheck
Checks JT files structure and attributes.

Li nkCheck
Checks multiple types of links at once, such as external references in assemblies, connection between pipes and connectors.

Sol i d
Checks free edges and imprecisions in solids. It differs from the BasicCheck profile in that imprecision isn’t controlled
with respect of the current tolerance, but with a fixed 0.02 mm threshold instead.

TessCheck
Checks the precision of the tessellation (maximum sag, length and angle of the triangles) as well as its water-tightness.

Vda4955V2
Thorough check of curves, surfaces, faces and topologies in total compliance with VDA 4955/2 specifications.

Remark: Select any check profile then click the Edit Profile button to get full information regarding the controlled elements and the thresholds.
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Remark: Detailed PDQ check reports can be accessed from the model tree and browser tabs, or in the computer file system (path is displayed in the configuration menu of the Check tool
s\MyName\AppData\Local\CT CoreTechnologie\evolution4\work).

. It is by default: C:\User-

E DIT P RO F IL E
Click Edit Profile to access the Checker Configuration dialog as shown below:

The Checker Configuration dialog
1 The currently selected PDQ profile.
2 Buttons to modify, delete or add a customized PDQ profile.
3

The PDQ standard in use. Default naming is VDA 4955/2. It can be set to SASIG or ODETTE (Sweden) to have the
corresponding codes displayed under brackets.

4 Geometry criteria (curves, surfaces, faces, topologies).
5 Validation properties for long-term archiving, as defined in the STEP AP242 standard.
6 Criteria specific to the JT format.
7 Criteria specific to tessellation. Includes sag (maximum deviation), tangency angle, length and watertightness.
8 Criteria related to feature parameters (e.g. fillets, drafts, holes).
9 Criteria related to links (e.g. external references, links between 3D and drawings, etc.).
10

All PDQ criteria are named with respect of the VDA 4955/2 recommendations, and can be suffixed by SASIG or
ODETTE codes for convenience.
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Important: Profile creation, modification and suppression are not saved unless the Checker Configuration dialog is closed using the OK button.

A DVAN CED

CO N F IG U RATIO N

PDQ cri teri a f or curves ( G - CU )
PDQ criterion for curves (SASIG | ODETTE)

Example

Tiny elements (G-CU-TI｜ M1)
Minimum length allowed: anything below this length becomes
a tiny element.

Tiny segments (N/A｜ N/A)
Minimum segment length allowed: any curve containing a segment smaller than this length becomes a curve with a tiny segment.
Tiny relative segments (N/A｜ N/A)
Minimum ratio allowed between a segment's length and its
neighbors: any curve containing a smaller relative segment
becomes a curve with a tiny relative segment.
Overlapping elements (G-CU-LG｜ M3a)
Minimum distance allowed for separating two curves: if the
separating distance is any lower, then the curve becomes a
curve with overlapping elements.
G1 continuity (G-CU-NT｜ M3b)
Maximum angle allowed between the tangents located on the
right and left of a knot in the curve: if the curve has a wider
angle than this, then it becomes a curve with a defect of G1
Continuity.

G2 continuity (G-CU-NS｜ M3c)
Maximum ratio (percentage) allowed between the curvature
radii located on the right and left of a knot in the curve: if the
curve has a larger ratio than this, then it becomes a curve with
a defect of G2 Continuity.
Degree (G-CU-HD｜ M4)
Maximum degree allowed for a (polynomial) curve: if the
curve's degree is higher than this, than the curve becomes a
curve with a degree defect.

-

Knot distance (G-CU-IK｜ M6)
Minimum gap allowed between the knots of a curve: if the gap
is smaller than this, then the curve becomes a curve with a
knot distance defect.

-
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Self intersection (G-CU-IS｜ C7)
Minimum distance allowed between the curve and itself: if
this distance is any smaller, then the curve becomes a curve
with a self intersection.

For more information:
VDA recommendation 4955/2 (English version | German version)

PDQ cri teri a f or surf aces ( G - SU )
PDQ criterion for surfaces (SASIG | ODETTE)

Example

Tiny elements (G-SU-IT｜ M1)
Minimum width allowed: if the surface is narrower than this
width, then it becomes a tiny element.

Tiny segments (N/A｜ N/A)
Minimum width allowed for a patch: if the surface contains a
smaller patch, then it becomes a surface with a tiny segment.

Tiny relative segments (G-SU-RN｜ M1)
Minimum ratio allowed between a patch width and its neighbors: any surface containing a smaller relative patch becomes
a surface with a tiny relative segment.

G1 continuity (G-SU-NT｜ M3b)
Maximum angle allowed between the tangents located on the
right and left of a knot in a surface: if the surface has a wider
angle than this, then it becomes a surface with a defect of G1
continuity.
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G2 continuity (G-SU-NS｜ M3c)
Maximum ratio (percentage) allowed between the curvature
radii located on the right and left of a knot in a surface: if the
surface has a larger ratio than this, then it becomes a surface
with a defect of G2 continuity.

Degree (G-SU-HD｜ M4)
Maximum degree allowed for a (polynomial) surface: if the
surface's degree is higher than this, than the curve becomes a
surface with a degree defect.

-

Knot distance (G-SU-IK｜ M6)
Minimum gap allowed between the knots of a surface: if the
gap is smaller than this, then the surface becomes a surface
with a knot distance defect.

-

Self intersection (G-SU-IS｜ no)
Minimum distance allowed between the surface and itself: if
this distance is any smaller, then the surface becomes a surface with a self intersection.

Tiny boundaries (G-SU-DC｜ SU8)
Minimum length allowed for a surface boundary: if the surface
has a smaller boundary, then it becomes a surface with a tiny
boundary.

Curvature radius (G-SU-CR｜ SU9)
Minimum curvature allowed for a surface: if the surface has a
smaller radius, then it becomes a surface with curvature
radius defect.

Degenerate corners (G-SU-DP｜ SU10)
Minimum angle allowed between two boundaries: if the surface has a smaller angle, then it becomes a surface with a
degenerate corner.
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Fold (G-SU-FO｜ SU11)
Maximum angle allowed between two normals alongside a surface's isoparametric line: if the surface has a wider angle, then
it becomes a surface with a fold.

Number of patches (G-SU-FG｜ SU12)
Maximum number of patches allowed: if the surface has more
patches than this maximum number, then it becomes a surface with too many patches.

Twist (G-SU-WV｜ M5)
Maximum angle allowed between two normals of a surface: if
the surface has a wider angle, then it becomes a surface with a
twist.

For more information:
VDA recommendation 4955/2 (English version | German version)

PDQ cri teri a f or f aces ( G - FA)
PDQ criterion for faces (SASIG | ODETTE)

Example

Tiny elements (G-FA-TI｜ M1)
Minimum width allowed: if the face is narrower than this
width, then it becomes a tiny element.

Tiny edges (N/A｜ N/A)
Minimum length allowed for a coedge: if the face has a smaller coedge, then it becomes a face with a tiny edge.

Overlapping elements (N/A｜ N/A)
Minimum distance allowed for separating two faces: if the separating distance is any lower, then the face becomes a face
with an overlapping element.
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Self intersecting edges (G-FA-IS｜ F14)
Minimum distance allowed between an edge and itself: if this
distance is any smaller, then the face becomes a face with a
self intersecting edge.

Proximity of edges (G-FA-RN｜ M1)
Minimum distance allowed between two coedges: if this distance is any smaller, then the face becomes a face with a proximity of edges.

Within a same body only (N/A｜ N/A)
Looks for overlapping elements only if they are all contained in
one single body.

-

For more information:
VDA recommendation 4955/2 (English version | German version)

PDQ cri teri a f or topol ogi es ( G - SH )
PDQ criterion for topologies (SASIG | ODETTE)

Example

Free edges (G-SH-FR｜ N/A)
Checks the presence of free edges.

G0 continuity (G-SH-LG｜ N/A)
Maximum distance allowed between two faces connected
along an edge: if there is a larger distance than this, then the
edge becomes an edge with a G0 continuity defect (imprecisions).
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G1 continuity (G-SH-NT｜ N/A)
Maximum angle allowed between two faces connected along
an edge:
l if the first value is exceeded, the edge becomes an
edge with a G1 continuity defect.
l a wider angle (second value exceeded) indicates the
non-tangent angle is intended.

G2 continuity (G-SH-NS｜ N/A)
Maximum ratio (percentage) allowed between the curvature
radii of two faces that are connected along an edge: if the
edge has a higher ratio than this, then it becomes an edge with
a G2 continuity defect.

Knife edges (G-SH-SA｜ N/A)
Maximum angle allowed between the tangent planes of two
faces that are connected along an edge: if the edge has a
wider angle than this, then it becomes a knife edge.

For more information:
VDA recommendation 4955/2 (English version | German version)

Val i dati on properti es
Validation properties are part of the STEP AP203, AP214 and AP242 format specifications. During a data exchange, validation properties are computed and saved in the STEP file; then recomputed by the receiving end. The comparison of
both values is used to validate the success of creating equivalent data via the translation.
Most validation properties can be checked with two customizable thresholds: a warning threshold and an error
threshold. Both thresholds can be specified in a relative (%) or absolute way (e.g. in mm).
The present document includes description of the most widely used categories: Geometric Validation Properties
(GVP) and Assembly Validation Properties (AVP).
Geometric validation property

Description

Volume

Specifies the amount of space occupied by the solid model as measured in cubic units.

Area

Specifies the area measurement of the surface of an entire solid,
including any voids in the model.

Independent surface area

Specifies the area measurement of independent (not part of a
solid) surfaces.

Independent surface centroid

Specifies the combined centroid of all independent surfaces.
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Centroid

Specifies the center of volume of a geometric solid model.

Curve centroid

Specifies the combined centroid of all independent curves
(excludes edge curves).

Curve length

Specifies the total length of independent curves (excludes edge
curves).

COPS

Specifies geometric deviation with regards to the cloud of points
specified in the STEP data.

Bounding box

Specifies the space the model fit into. The bounding box is defined
by points: min(X), min(Y), min(Z) and max(X), max(Y), max(Z).

Assembly validation properties

Description

Notional Solid Centroid

Specifies a centroid position of the assembly. Unlike the “Centroid”
Geometric Validation Property, this property is not calculated
based on the real geometry of the product, but based on the positional and orientation relationship for each child instances.

Number of children

Specifies the number of child instances for each parent node of the
assembly.

For detailed information regarding Long Term Archiving and Retrieval and Validation Properties, EN9300-1XX to
EN9300-3XX standards documentation can be purchased through the ASD-STAN (AeroSpace and Defense Industries
Association of Europe – Standardization Group): www.asd-stan.org

JT Properti es
Remark: With the JTCheck profile, all criteria below are preset to match Daimler requirements, but a customized profile can be created to check JT properties against different criteria.

JT Geometry properties

Description

BRep type

Controls whether B-Rep type is specified in the file.

Body type in model

Controls whether the body_type property is one of "solid", "sheet"
or "wire".

One XT-Body per part minimum

Checks whether all parts contains at least one body in XT format.

One solid minimum

Controls whether the model contains at least one solid (or in JT BRep, at least one set of joined surfaces).

Isometric positioning matrix

Controls whether mirrored components have isometric position
matrices.

JT Tessellation properties

Description

Angular value exists

Controls the existence of the Angular property. The Angular property describes the maximum angle between two adjacent triangles
in LODs (0 < Angular < 90).

Angular value is valid

Controls whether the Angular value of the first three LODs
matches the specified values.

Chordal value exists

Controls the existence of the Chordal value. Chordal value
describes the maximum deviation of a tessellated line segment
from the actual curve it approximates.

Chordal value is valid (JT-Body)

Controls whether the Chordal value of the first two LODs matches
the specified values.
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Chordal value is valid (XT-Body)

Controls whether the Chordal value of the first two LODs matches
the specified values.

Minimum number of LODs

Controls whether all three LODs are present.

JT Attribute properties

Description

Transparency

Controls whether the transparency (ambient component, diffuse
component and specular component) of each element of the
model is in the specified range.

Diffuse

Controls whether the transparency (diffuse component only) of
each element of the model is in the specified range.

Valid JT Version

Controls whether file version is in the specified range.

Model name conforms to MBN10059

Controls whether model name complies with the MBN10059 naming convention.

Additional attributes exist and are valid

Controls the following attributes:
l j0CPDocReq: documentation required
l j0CPManuProc: manufacturing process
l j0CPMatID: material identifier
l j0CPRevTextHistory: revision text history
l j0CPSupplier: supplier
l j0CPSuppRev: supplier revision
l j0CPTrademark: trademark
Each attribute above should exist and be empty or affected with a
text value.

No special character exist

Controls the attribute values for hashes, colons, semicolons and
German umlauts.

Type of model exists

Controls whether a type of model has been defined.

Component unit consistency

Controls whether all units stored in the model are millimeters.

Required attributes exist and are valid

Controls the following attributes:
l JT_PROP_MEASUREMENT_UNITS
l j0CentreOfGravity_X
l j0CentreOfGravity_Y
l j0CentreOfGravity_Z
l j0WeightCalc
Each attribute above should exist. JT_PROP_MEASUREMENT_
UNITS should be set to "millimeters", and the following attributes
with numerical values.

Masterdata version exist and is valid

Controls the j0MasterDataVersion attribute, which should be either
be empty or have a numerical value.

CAD attributes are valid

Controls the value of the following attributes:
l CAD_CENTER_OF_GRAVITY
Set of three numerical values (X Y Z) or empty
l CAD_DENSITY
Numerical value > 0 or empty
l CAD_MASS
Numerical value > 0 or empty
l CAD_MOMENT_OF_INERTIA
Set of six numerical values (XX YY ZZ XY XZ YZ) or empty
l CAD_PROP_MATERIAL_THICKNESS
Numerical value or empty
l CAD_SURFACE_AREA
Numerical value or empty
l CAD_VOLUME
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Numerical value or empty
JT version exists and is valid

Controls the j0JTVersion attribute, which should be "9.5".

JT PLMXML properties
Path of component must exist

Description
Controls whether JT models referenced in PLMXML files are available in the file system.

PDQ cri teri a f or tessel l ati on
PDQ criterion for tessellation

Description

Sag

Specifies the maximum deviation of a tessellated line segment
from the actual curve it approximates.

Angle

Limits the absolute maximum angle between two adjacent line segments.

Length

Limits the maximum length of segments.

Watertight

Checks whether the model is watertight (no void).

Feature check cri teri a
Feature criterion

Description

Enable structural check

Detects and displays errors, warnings and information messages in
the feature tree structure.

Fillet radius

Checks the radius of fillets (lower and upper bounds can be specified).

Draft angle

Checks draft angles (lower and upper bounds can be specified).

Hole radius

Checks holes' radius (lower and upper bounds can be specified).

Li nk cri teri a
Link criterion

Description

Missing referenced files

Controls whether all external references exist.

Missing feature links

Controls the feature links of IMPORTED_BREP, IMPORTED_
ELEMENT, IMPORTED_PART and IMPORTED_SOLID (referenced
files should exist).

Between pipes and connectors

(specific to electrical harness) Controls links between pipes and
connectors.

Between flattened and 3D assembly

(specific to electrical harness) Controls whether links between 3D
assemblies and flattened assemblies exist and are valid.

Between 3D and drawing

(specific to electrical harness) Controls whether links between 3D
and drawings exist and are valid.

Bundle segment connection

(specific to electrical harness) Controls whether each bundle segment is fully, partially or not connected at its extremities.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: models should always be checked using the BasicCheck profile before and after conversion (this is
automatically done when converting in Automatic mode). Please note that the current tolerance value is used
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for checks with the BasicCheck profile. As a result, decreasing the tolerance value causes more imprecisions to
be detected.

Remark: while 3D_Evolution supports all SASIG and VDA PDQ criteria, execution time of the Check tool
depends on the number PDQ criteria selected. PDQ criteria should be limited to relevant ones (e.g. G2 continuity check isn’t required for most parts).

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to check i mpreci si ons and f ree edges i n a whol e model ?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Result
Click
to activate the Check tool A check report dialog is displayed and
and select the BasicCheck profile.
errors are shown on the model.
Click

Result
Imprecisions are displayed as yellow
or red lines depending on their severity.

or press space bar.

Result
Free edges are displayed as green
lines.

(Optional)
In the filter menu (shown above)
select Bad Faces to limit visibility to
faces with imprecisions or free edges.
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(Optional)
Select a specific defect, right-click any(Optional)
Or select Open faces to limit visibility
where on the screen then use the
to faces with free edges.
icons shown above for easier visualization of tiny defects.

Remark: Bad Faces and Open Faces view filters are especially useful to detect defects in internal geometry, or
tiny errors which wouldn’t be seen otherwise.

Remark: Check results are displayed in the model tree. Only objects which have check errors are displayed in
the tree.

Remark: A complete check report is available in the browser tab. It is a HTML file which is located in the
"work" directory of 3D_Evolution. The complete path of the report can be confirmed in the Configuration |
Checker Report section of the Check tool.

H ow to check i mpreci si ons and f ree edges of a speci f i c
pi ece of a model ?
Select the part(s), face(s) or other components to be controlled first, then execute a Basic Check as presented in How
to check imprecisions and free edges in a whole model?

H ow to execute advanced PDQ check of a model ?
Choose an adapted PDQ profile then execute the PDQ check as described in How to check imprecisions and free
edges in a whole model?
Remark: For specific needs (e.g. respecting the PDQ exigences of a business partner) it is recommended to create customized PDQ profile. For details please refer to How to create a customized check profile?

H ow to create a customi zed check prof i l e?
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The Checker Configuration dialog
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click
to activate the Check tool.
Click Edit Profile to open the Checker configuration dialog shown above.
Click the icon shown above (3) to create a customized profile.
Type the profile name in the field shown above (4).
Select all criteria to be controlled and specify thresholds. If needed open the Vda4955V2 profile or another
preset profile to get recommended threshold values for most criteria.
6. When the configuration is done, click the OK button (6) to save the newly created profile.
Important: closing the dialog using the Cancel button or the top-right closing icon causes all changes to be discarded. Make sure to leave the Checker configuration dialog using the OK button to save any change.

H ow to check val i dati on properti es of STEP AP242 archi ve?
Open a STEP file with validation properties, click
to activate the Check tool, select the GVPCheck profile then follow the instructions of How to check imprecisions and free edges in a whole model?
Three reports are generated:
l HTML report: for easy human-reading.
l CSV report: for computer processing.
l TXT report: adapted to long-term archiving.
The whole file path of the reports can be verified in the Configuration | Validation Report section of the Check tool
(provided profile is set to GVPCheck).
R eadi ng the GV P check HT M L reports
In the HTML report, deviations are presented in the following fashion:
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Part of a GVP check HTML report
Reading of the above:
l the DEVIATION column lists the computed deviations. Color can be set to gray (not computed), green (acceptable deviation), orange (warning) or red (critical deviation), depending on the check profile.
l the READ column lists the values of the STEP file (computed at the date of its creation) for each validation property.
l the COMPUTED column lists the values computed now by 3D_Evolution for each validation property.
Remark: a customized GVPCheck profile can be created for greater control over the deviation warning and
error thresholds.

H ow to check f eatures?
( Vi ew vi deo)
H ow to export def ects as CAD data?
General process
Exporting defects as CAD data is done in three steps:
1. Limit visibility to defects AND/OR select defects.
2. Use the Convert tool to convert the model to any CAD format (not required to save models to the CT format).
3. When saving the model as part of the conversion process, check Only selected AND/OR Only filtered options to
save only defects, and not the whole model.
T o l i m i t vi si bi l i ty to defects

Open the view filter menu, and select one of the following view filter:
l Open faces: faces with at least one free edge.
l Bad faces: faces with at least one free edge or one imprecision.
l Bad bodies: bodies with at least one bad face.

T o sel ect defects
l
l
l

Directly click faces, bodies, curves (etc.) on the model.
Or click errors in the model tree.
Or click categories of error such as "Free edge" to select all errors of this category.
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C HECK B ACKLASHES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Check Backlashes tool is used to check the backlashes inside a part or between parts.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Check Backlashes tool.
2. (Optional) Select the parts or assemblies whose backlashes must be analyzed.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to launch the analysis process.

TO CH ECK

P art or A ssem bl y
The backlashes are detected between or inside the selected parts or assemblies depending on the selected
mode:Backlash between parts or Internal backlashes of parts.
Remark: If no part or assembly is selected, the analysis is launched on the whole model.

M O DE
There are two modes of backlashes detection.

Backl ashes between parts
It computes backlashes between the selected parts or between the parts of the selected assembly.
One body per part
Available only for Backlashes between parts, it is possible to transform the assembly structure to have one body per
part.
Important: Checking this option modifies the assembly structure of the model in an irreversible way. Be careful to not save the model after this option has been set.

I nternal backl ashes of parts
It computes backlashes inside the selected parts or inside the parts of the selected assembly.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
The Check Backlashestool uses a ray casting to compute the distance between two parts or between two points of a
part.
On each point of the tessellation, a ray is cast according the normal of this point.

1 Analyze
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The length of this ray defines the backlash value.

Backl ash detecti on
It defines a minimum and a maximum length of ray.
Greater than
It defines the minimum distance to detect a backlash.
During the computation, if the ray's length is less than this minimum value, the backlash at this point will be equal to
this minimum value.
Less than
It defines the maximum distance to detect a backlash.
During the computation, if the ray's length is greater than this maximum value, the backlash at this point will be equal
to this maximum value.
W al l angl e l ess than (° )
It is a threshold for the angle value.
If the angle value, computed according to the ray and the normal of the intersection of the ray with the model, is less
than this value, the backlash is not computed for this point.
Use the slider to select the angle or enter directly a value in the field.

Mesh
M esh densi ty
It allows you to refine or enlarge the tessellation of the model.
As the computation is based on the tessellation of the model, this option allows you to compute backlash more or less
accurately .
There are five possible mesh densities:
l Low
l Medium-Low
l Medium (default value)
l Medium-High
l High
S i m pl i fy m esh
It allows you to enlarge the tessellation of the resulting model.
The mesh is enlarged according to the curvature of the model and the value of backlash of each point.

R ESU L T

O F A BACK L ASH ES AN AL YSIS

After the analysis process, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Check Backlash Display.
This display mode shows the result of the backlashes analysis with a colored map that indicates the value of backlash
on each point of the selected elements.
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Remark: To exit the Check Backlash Display mode, click
dow. It is necessary to exit this mode to start a new analysis.

in the upper right corner of the graphic win-

The rul er
It is displayed on the left side of the graphic window when the Check Backlash Display mode is active.
Each value of backlash is mapped to a color. The ruler allows to personalize the display of the result.
It is possible to:

Modi f y the mi ni mum and the maxi mum val ues of backl ash
There are two ways to modify these values:
l Double click on a triangle and enter the value.
l Click on a triangle and drag it upward or downward. Value of backlash is modified in real time.
Remark: There are two triangles. Triangle 1 (upper triangle) defines maximum value of backlash. Triangle 2
(lower triangle) defines minimum value of backlash.

Remark: 0 < Value of triangle 2 < Value of triangle 1

The two triangles are the minimum
and maximum values of backlash.

Click on the triangles and drag them
upward or downward.

Double click on a triangle and enter a
value.

Modi f y the col ors range
Click anywhere on the ruler and drag it. The upper or the lower limit of the colors range is modified in real time.
Remark: Click on the half upper part of the ruler to modify the upper limit of the colors range. Move upward
to decrease this upper limit.

Remark: Click on the half lower part of the ruler to modify the lower limit of the colors range. Move downward to increase this lower limit.
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Default display of result.

The colors range is:
Backlashes of 1 are displayed in yellow.
Backlashes of 4 are displayed in blue.

Drag the ruler to modify the colors
range:
Backlashes of 1 are displayed in red.
Backlashes of 4 are displayed in
white.

Measure f rom pi cki ng
It displays backlash value for each point of tessellation. If the picking point is not a point of the mesh, an interpolation is
done.

Transparency
It shows the irrelevant triangles of the model in transparency instead of gray.

Important: The option Use shaders to optimize display must be set to see the model in transparency.
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Fi l ter grey f aces
Check this box and click Filter button to show only the faces with backlash value inside the colors range.

Filter grey faces is not checked.
All faces are visible.

Filter grey faces is checked.
Only faces with a backlash value between the
minimum and maximum values are visible.

Create annotati on
It allows to create annotation for the result model after the Check display.
Click "Create annotation" then move the annotation where you want. Click "Validate annotation" to save the position
of the annotation.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to check backl ashes?

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Check Backlashestool, and select the parts or the
assemblies to analyze.

Step 2
Configure the backlashes analysis and
click

or press space bar.
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Result
Optional
The Check Backlash Display mode is
Use the ruler to modify the display of
used to display the result of the backClick
the result as desired.
lashes analysis.

to exit the Check Backlash Display mode.

H ow to personal i ze the di spl ay of a backl ashes anal ysi s?
After a backlashes analysis, when the Check Backlash Display mode is active, it is possible to modify the display of the
analysis by clicking on the ruler displayed on the left side of the graphic window. You can either:
l Modify the minimum and the maximum values of backlash
l Modify the colors range
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C HECK D RAFTS
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Check Drafts tool checks the correct application of draft to the faces of a body.
It is useful to know if a model can be easily removed from a mold.
After the draft analysis process, the body is displayed in different colors.
The display of the result can be modified:
l to display only the categories of the face you want to analyze
l to modify the used colors
l to hide the parts of the analysis which are not interesting you

B ASIC
1.
2.
3.
4.

U SAG E

Click
to activate the Check Drafts tool.
Select the body whose drafts must be analyzed.
Select a planar face, a linear coedge, or a line to define a draft direction.
(Optional) Select a reference draft angle.

5. Click

W H ICH

, or press

bar to launch the analysis process.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

B ody
The body (only one) to check.
D raft D i recti on
The draft direction is the direction of pull.

This direction is defined by either:
l

Face
Select a face based on a plane surface. The direction is given by the normal of this plane. Any face based on
another type of surface is not selectable.

1 Analyze
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l

C oedge
Select a coedge based on a line. It is not possible to select a coedge based on another type of curve.

l

C urve
Select a curve of the type line. Any other type of curve is not selectable.

l

C oordi nate S ystem A xi s
Select a coordinate System Axis to define a direction normal to the direction of pull.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
D i recti on from C urrent V i ew
Direction based on the current orientation of the 3D view.
R everse D i recti on
Click this button to reverse the direction of pull.
X, Y, Z
After the selection of a Draft direction, these fields give the coordinates of the direction.
You can adjust the direction of pull by modifying its coordinates in these fields.
Remark: It is also possible to directly enter values in the X, Y and Z fields and define a custom direction without
selecting a Draft direction.
D raft angl e (° )
Reference a draft angle between 0 and 90°. It defines areas where a draft is required.

R ESU L T

O F A DRAF T AN AL YSIS

After the analysis process, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Check Draft Display.
This display mode shows the result of the draft analysis.

Remark: To exit the Check Draft Display mode, click
It is necessary to exit this mode to start a new analysis.

in the upper right corner of the graphic window.
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Measure f rom pi cki ng
It displays a draft angle value for each point of tessellation. If the picking point is not a point of the mesh, an interpolation is done.

R everse D i recti on
Click this button to reverse the direction of pull.
T ransparency
When any of the following check boxes Positive irrelevant draft angle, Positive draft max angle, Positive draft angle,
Negative draft angle, Negative draft max angle or Negative irrelevant draft angleis unchecked, the corresponding
faces of the body are hidden. Check Transparency if you prefer to have them transparent.
Important: The option Use Shaders to optimize display must be set to see the model in transparency.

Fi l ter grey f aces
Check this box and click theFilterbutton to show only the faces with draft value inside the color's range.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
P osi ti ve i rrel evant draft angl e:
The draft is positive and irrelevant when the angle between the face's normal and the pulling direction is between 30°
and 90° (by default).
These parts are irrelevant because they aren't making contact with the mold while removing the body.
Check this box to see the parts of the body where the drafts are positive and irrelevant.
Click
to change the default color (red) for Positive irrelevant draft angle.
P osi ti ve draft m ax angl e:
The draft is positive at its maximum when the angle between the face's normal and the pulling direction is between 3°
and 30° (by default).
Check this box to see the parts of the body where the drafts are positive.
Click
to change the default color (light blue) for Positive draft max angle.
P osi ti ve draft angl e:
The draft is positive when the angle between the face's normal and the pulling direction is between 0 and 3° (by
default).
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Check this box to see the parts of the body where the drafts are positive.
Click
to change the default color (green) for Positive draft angle.
Negati ve draft angl e:
The draft is negative when the angle between the face's normal and the pulling direction is between -3° and 0° (by
default).
Check this box to see the parts of the body where the drafts are negative.
Click
to change the default color (yellow) for Negative draft angle.
Negati ve draft m ax angl e:
The draft is negative at its maximum when the angle between the face's normal and the pulling direction is between 30° and -3° (by default).
Check this box to see the parts of the body where the drafts are negative and maximum.
Click
to change the default color (blue) for Negative draft max angle.
Negati ve i rrel evant draft angl e:
The draft is negative and irrelevant when the angle between the face's normal and the pulling direction is between 90° and -30° (by default).
These parts are irrelevant because they aren't making contact with the mold while removing the body.
Check this box to see the parts of the body where the drafts are negative and irrelevant.
Click
to change the default color (red) for Negative irrelevant draft angle.

C O MPU TE

SU RF ACE AREA

It gives the surface area for each type of draft angle.

C REATE

AN N O TATIO N

It allows to create annotation from a picked point of the model.
E xam pl es of custom i z ed di spl ay
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HOW

TO . . .

H ow to check draf ts?

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Check
Draftstool, and select the body to analyze.

Step 2
Select a draft direction and a reference angle.
Click

or press space bar.
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Result
The Check Draft Display mode is
used to display the result of the
drafts analysis.

Optional
Modify the display of the result as
desired.

Click

to exit the Check
Draft Display mode.
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C HECK T HICKNESSES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Check Thicknesses tool is used to check the thicknesses of a body or a part.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Check Thicknesses tool.
2. (Optional) Select elements to check.
3. (Optional) Change the mode of computation: ray, sphere, ratio.

4. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to launch the analysis process.

TO CH ECK

Remark: If there is no selected element, the analysis is launched on the whole model.
P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face
Select at least two faces to detect the thickness between them.

M O DE
There are three modes of computation used to check thickness.

Ray
On each point of the tessellation, a ray is traced into the inside of the model to find the closest object blocking the path
of that ray. The length of this ray defines the thickness value.

1 Analyze
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Ray and Sphere
The thickness by sphere computes the maximal sphere for each point of the tessellation.
This sphere must be tangent to the face at the original point and to another point.
The diameter of this sphere defines the thickness value.

Remark: The computation of thickness by sphere includes the computation of thickness by ray.

Ray and Sphere and Rati o
This mode computes the thicknesses inside the selected parts or inside the parts of the selected assembly.
The thickness by ratio computes for each point of the tessellation, the ratio between the diameter of the sphere, and
the diameter of the nearest adjacent sphere.
The thickness value is the ratio D1 / D2.

Remark: The computation of thickness by ratio includes the computation of thickness by sphere and by ray.
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Remark: The thickness by ray or by sphere computes the thickness of the wall of a model.
The thickness by ratio computes the variations of thickness inside a model.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Compute i f model si ze
It defines a minimum length of ray.
Greater than (i n num ber of average thi ckness)
It defines the minimum size to compute the model.
This value is expressed in a number of average thicknesses.
For each element, the process computes an average thickness of this element. The minimum thickness value will be
that average thickness multiplied by the number of average thickness.

Thi ckness detecti on
It defines a maximum length of ray.
Less than (i n num ber of average thi ckness)
It defines the maximum value to detect a thickness.
This value is expressed in a number of average thicknesses.
For each element, the process computes an average thickness of this element. The maximum thickness value will be
that average thickness multiplied by the number of average thickness.
During the computation, if the ray's length is greater than this maximum value, the thickness at this point will be equal
to this maximum value.

Mesh
M esh densi ty
It allows to refine or enlarge the tessellation of the model.
As the computation is based on the tessellation of the model, this option allows you to compute a more or less accurate thickness.
There are five possible mesh densities:
l Low
l Medium-Low
l Medium (default value)
l Medium-High
l High
S i m pl i fy m esh
It allows you to enlarge the tessellation of the resulting model.
The mesh is enlarged according to the curvature of the model and the value of thickness of each point.
C reate m i d- faces
It allows to generate mid-faces of the resulting model.
Important: Checking this option modifies the assembly structure of the model in an irreversible way. Be careful not to save the model after this option has been set.

Remark: When the option Create mid-faces is selected, the mid-faces are added to the history tree of the
model displayed in the Model tree.
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R ESU L T

O F A TH ICK N ESS AN AL YSIS

After the analysis process, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Check Thickness Display.
This display mode shows the result of the thickness analysis with a colored map that indicates the value of thickness on
each point of the selected elements.

Thickness by ray

Thickness by sphere

Remark: To exit the Check Thickness Display mode, click
dow. It is necessary to exit this mode to start a new analysis.

Thickness by ratio

in the upper right corner of the graphic win-

The rul er
It is displayed on the left side of the graphic window when the Check Thickness Display mode is active.
Each value of thickness is mapped to a color. The ruler allows you to personalize the display of the result.
It is possible to:

Modi f y the mi ni mum and the maxi mum val ues of thi ckness
There are two ways to modify these values:
l Double click on a triangle and enter the value.
l Click on a triangle and drag it upward or downward. Value of thickness is modified in real time.
Remark: There are two triangles. Triangle 1 (upper triangle) defines maximum value of thickness. Triangle 2
(lower triangle) defines minimum value of thickness.

Remark: 0 < Value of triangle 2 < Value of triangle 1
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The two triangles are the minimum
and maximum values of thickness.

Click on the triangles and drag them
upward or downward.

Double click on a triangle and enter a
value.

Modi f y the col or's range
Click anywhere on the ruler and drag it. The upper or the lower limit of the color's range is modified in real time.
Remark: Click on the half upper part of the ruler to modify the upper limit of the color's range. Move
upward to decrease this upper limit.

Remark: Click on the half lower part of the ruler to modify the lower limit of the color's range. Move downward to increase this lower limit.

Default display of result.

Modify minimum and maximum val- Drag the ruler to modify the color's
ues of thickness. The color's range is:
range:
Thicknesses of 1 are displayed in yel- Thicknesses of 1 are displayed in red.
Thicknesses of 4 are displayed in
low.
Thicknesses of 4 are displayed in blue.
white.

Computed mesh si ze
It displays the exact size of the mesh used by the analysis.

Measure f rom pi cki ng
It displays the thickness value for each point of tessellation. If the picking point is not a point of the mesh, an interpolation is done.
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Transparency
It shows the not relevant triangles of the model in transparency instead of gray.
Important: The option Use shaders to optimize display must be set to see the model in transparency.

Fi l ter grey f aces
Check this box and click the Filter button to show only the faces with thickness value inside the colors range.

filter grey faces is not checked.
All faces are visible.

filter grey faces is checked.
Only faces with a thickness value between the
minimum and maximum values are visible.

Sharp edges
Parameter

Description

None

The sharp edges are not represented.

Reentrant

Sharp reentrant edges are the edges which are pointing inwards. The
angle is greater than 180°.

Salient

Sharp salient edges are the edges which are projecting outwards at an
angle of less than 180°.

Both

This option displays both reentrant and salient sharp edges.

When enabled, sharp edges are displayed in different color. Example below for sharp salient edges:

( O pen model )
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Original model

Check Thickness Display
The option Nonefor Sharp edges is selected.

Reentrant sharp edges
Reentrant sharp edges are displayed in purple.

Salient sharp edges
Salient sharp edges are displayed in blue.

Both Reentrant and Salient sharp edges
The option Bothfor Sharp edges is selected.

Map
It allows to show the result of the different modes of computation: Ray, Sphere, or Ratio.
If thickness by ray was computed, only ray results are available.
If thickness by sphere and ray was computed, ray and sphere results are available.
If thickness by ratio, sphere, and ray was computed, ray, sphere, and ratio results are available.

Reverse col or
Check it to reverse the colors of the ruler.
It allows to easily identify parts of the model with the minimum thicknesses which are displayed in red.
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Maximum thickness value is closed to red, and Maximum thickness value is closed to blue,
minimum thickness value is closed to blue. and minimum thickness value is closed to red.

Wal l angl e l ess than ( ° )
It allows you to display only the points of faces where the computed angle is less than the selected value.
Use the slider to change the angle and modify the display dynamically, or enter directly a value in the field.

Create annotati on
It allows to create annotation for the result model after the Check display.
Click "Create annotation" then move the annotation where you want. Click "Validate annotation" to save the position
of the annotation.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to check thi cknesses?
( O pen model )

Original model

Step 1

Step 2
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Click
to activate the Check
Thicknesses tool, and select the elements to analyze.

Configure the thicknesses analysis and
click

Result
Optional
The Check Thickness Display mode is
Use the ruler to modify the display of
used to display the result of the thickClick
the result as desired.
nesses analysis.

or press space bar.

to exit the Check Thickness Display mode.

H ow to check thi cknesses usi ng "Create mi d- f aces"?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Check
Thicknesses tool, and select the elements to analyze.

Step 2
Configure the thicknesses analysis and
click

or press space bar.
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Result
The Check Thickness Display mode is
Click
to exit the Check ThickThe [Mid-faces] are added to the hisused to display the result of the thickness Display mode.
tory tree of the model.
nesses analysis.
The model has changed due to the
mid-faces.

Important: Checking this option modifies the assembly structure of the model in an irreversible way. Be careful not to save the model after this option has been set.

H ow to personal i ze the di spl ay of a thi cknesses anal ysi s?
After a thicknesses analysis, when the Check Thickness Display mode is active, it is possible to modify the display of the
analysis by clicking on the ruler displayed on the left side of the graphic window. You can either:
l Modify the minimum and the maximum values of thickness
l Modify the color's range
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C HECK U NDERCUTS
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Check Undercuts tool is used to find trapped areas in a model that cannot be ejected from the mold.
After the undercut analysis process, the body is displayed in different colors.
The display of the result can be modified:
l to display only the categories of face you want to analyze.
l to modify the used colors.
l to hide the parts of the analysis which are not interesting you.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Check Undercuts tool.
2. Select the body whose undercuts must be analyzed.
3. Select a planar face, a linear coedge, or a line to define a draft direction.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to launch the analysis process.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

B ody
The body (only one) to check.
D raft D i recti on
The draft direction is the direction of pull.

This direction is defined by either:
l

Face
Select a face based on a plane surface. The direction is given by the normal of this plane. Any face based on
another type of surface is not selectable.

l

C oedge

1 Analyze
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Select a coedge based on a line. It is not possible to select a coedge based on another type of curve.
l

C urve
Select a curve of a type line. Any other type of curve is not selectable.

l

C oordi nate S ystem A xi s
Select a coordinate System Axis to define a direction normal to the direction of pull.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
D i recti on from C urrent V i ew
Direction based on the current orientation of the 3D view.
R everse D i recti on
Click this button to reverse the direction of pull.
X, Y, Z
After the selection of a Draft direction, these fields give the coordinates of the direction.
You can adjust the direction of pull by modifying its coordinates in these fields.
Remark: It is also possible to directly enter values in the X, Y and Z fields and define a custom direction without
selecting a Draft direction.

Mesh
M esh densi ty
It allows you to refine or enlarge the tessellation of the model.
As the computation is based on the tessellation of the model, this option allows you to compute thickness more or less
accurately.
There are five possible mesh densities:
l Low
l Medium-Low
l Medium (default value)
l Medium-High
l High

R ESU L T

O F AN U N DERCU T AN AL YSIS

After the analysis process, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Check Undercut Display.
This display mode shows the results of the undercut analysis.

Remark: To exit the Check Undercut Display mode, click
dow. It is necessary to exit this mode to start a new analysis.

in the upper right corner of the graphic win-

M easure from pi cki ng
It displays undercut angle value for each point of the tessellation. If the picking point is not a point of the mesh, an interpolation is done.
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T ransparency
When any of the following check boxes Direction 1 undercut, Direction 2 undercut, Occluded undercut, Straddle undercut, orNo undercut is unchecked, the corresponding parts of the body are hidden. Check Transparency if you prefer to
have them transparent.
Important: The option Use Shaders to optimize display must be set to see the model in transparency.
Fi l ter grey faces
Check this box and click theFilterbutton to show only the faces with undercut value inside the color's range.
D i recti on 1 undercut:
It groups parts of the body which are not visible from above the chosen direction.
Check this box to see these parts.
Click
to change the default color (green) for Direction 1 undercut.
D i recti on 2 undercut:
It groups parts of the body which are not visible from below the chosen direction.
Check this box to see these parts.
Click
to change the default color (red) for Direction 2 undercut.
Occl uded undercut:
It groups parts of the body which are not visible from above or below the chosen direction.
Check this box to see these parts.
Click
to change the default color (yellow) for Occluded undercut.
S traddl e undercut:
It groups parts of the body which have undercuts in both directions.
Check this box to see these parts.
Click
to change the default color (blue) for Straddle undercut.
No undercut:
It groups parts of the body which have no undercut.
Check this box to see these parts.
Click
to change the default color (gray) for No undercut.

Create annotati on
It allows to create annotation for the result model after the Check display.
Click "Create annotation" then move the annotation where you want. Click "Validate annotation" to save the position
of the annotation.
E xam pl es of custom i z ed di spl ay
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HOW

TO . . .

H ow to check undercuts?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Step 2
Original model

Click
to activate the Check
Select a draft direction, then click
Undercutstool, and select the body to
or press space bar.
analyze.
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Result
The Check Undercut Display mode is
used to display the result of the undercuts analysis.

Optional
Modify the display of the result as
desired.

Click

to exit the Check Undercut Display mode.
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C OMPARE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Compare tool is used to compare two elements.
3D_Evolution can be used to compare:
l Geometry: the B-Rep of two models.
l Assembly structure: the differences in the structure of two assemblies.
l PMI: the Product Manufacturing Information of two models.
l Attributes: the attributes attached to the two models.
l Features: the features of two models.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Compare tool.
2. Select the faces, the bodies, or the parts to compare.
3. (Optional) Select what you want to compare: geometry, assembly structure, PMI, attributes, or features.

4. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar launch the comparison process.

TO CO MPARE

Remark: If there is no selected element, the comparison is launched on the whole model. In this case, the
main component must reference two sub-components which are compared.

Remark: If you want to compare two files, open the 1st one in 3D_Evolution, then drag and drop the 2nd one
in the same graphic window. A root component which references the two opened models is automatically created, so you can start a comparison without any selection.
P art or A ssem bl y
Select two parts or assemblies or two groups of parts or assemblies to compare.
If you have one assembly which references the two elements you want to compare, select nothing. Just directly click
or press space bar.
S ol i d
Select two solids or two groups of solids to compare.
B ody
Select two bodies or two groups of bodies to compare.
Face
Select two faces or two groups of faces to compare.
P art by coordi nate system

1 Analyze
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It is used to compare the geometry of two bodies with coordinate systems.
Select a coordinate system on a 1st body and a coordinate system on a 2nd body.

Remark: You may need to create a coordinate system first using the Create Coordinate System tool

.

B ody by 3 verti ces
It is used to compare the geometry of two bodies with different orientations.
Select three vertices on a 1st body and three vertices on a 2nd body. The order of the selection of the three vertices is
important because it defines the orientation of the body.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: If the two models to compare don't have the same orientation, the Comparetool automatically places
them in the same orientation before starting the geometry comparison.

M O DE
Select which type of comparison you want to launch. Five types of comparisons are proposed.

Compare geometry
The process compares geometric deviations at a user defined tolerance. For an assembly, the process identifies parts
considered as identical between the two models and compares their geometry.
Each tessellation's point of the 1st model is compared to each tessellation's point of the 2nd model, and each tessellation's point of the 2nd model is compared to each tessellation's point of the 1st model.

The two models are displayed
together

Only the 1st model is displayed

Only the 2nd model is displayed

There are several specific options for geometric comparison which can be used is the comparison mode.

Compare assembl y structure
The process identifies identical bodies, parts, and assemblies between the two models and compares their positions.
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The two models are displayed
together

Only the 1st model is displayed

Only the 2nd model is displayed

Compare PMI
The process identifies identical bodies, parts, and assemblies between the two models and compares their Product
Manufacturing Information, also called annotations.
The PMI which are different are displayed in red.

The two models are displayed
together

Only the 1st model is displayed

Only the 2nd model is displayed

There are several specific options for PMI comparison which can be used is the comparison mode.

Compare attri butes
The process identifies identical bodies, parts, and assemblies between the two models and compares their attributes.
There is one specific option for attributes comparison which can be used is the comparison mode.
Important: The result of the attributes comparison process is displayed on the Comparator report.

Compare f eatures
The process identifies identical parts between the two models and compares their features tree.
Remark: The two models to compare must be loaded in Feature mode.

Remark: For a feature comparison, it is possible to compare only parts.
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There are several specific options for features comparison which can be used is the comparison mode.

Compare moni kers
The process identifies identical faces, bodies, parts, and assemblies between two JT files and compares theirmonikers.
There is one specific option for moniker comparison which can be used is the comparison mode.

O PTIO N S
For geometri c compari son
C om pare curves
Add the comparison of curves to the geometric comparison process.
Fl at assem bl y
This option is useful to compare two models with different assembly structures.
In the comparison process, the assembly structures of the two models are taken into account. So if two models have
different assembly structures but are graphically and geometrically identical, the process detects false differences.
Check this option to avoid these false comparison results.

Without Flat assembly, the geometric
The two models contain the same geocomparison shows differences
metry, but their assembly structure is
between the two models when there
different.
are none.

With Flat assembly, geometric comparison shows that there are no difference between the two models.

A ssem bl y w i thout transform ati on
This option allows to remove transformation of instance and to keep the assembly structure for the comparison process.
C om pare properti es of canoni cal surfaces
This option allows to complete the geometric comparison by identifying differences of properties of canonical surfaces.
The concerned surfaces are:
l Plane
l Cylinder
l Sphere
l Cone
l Torus
The compared properties are:
l Origin
l Direction
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l
l
l

Radius
Half angle
Distance between plane or parallel axis

For PMI compari son
C om pare nam e
The names of the PMI are also compared.
C om pare col or
The colors of the PMI are also compared.
C om pare vi si bi l i ty
The visibilities of the PMI are also compared.
C om pare ful l P M I structure
The full Product Manufacturing Information (PMI) structure of the CAD files are compared.

For attri butes compari son
Fl at assem bl y
Allows to focus attributes comparison on bodies.
Important: Checking this option modifies the assembly structure of the model in an irreversible way. Be careful to not save the model after this option has been set.

For f eatures compari son
C om pare Features
This option enables comparison of features without taking account of sketch features.
S tri ct C om pare
This option checks if the two selected parts are strictly identical when Compare features option is activated.
C om pare S ketches
This option enables comparison between multiple sketches whenCompare features option is activated.
C om pare Nam es
The names of the features are also compared.
C om pare S tatus
The status of the features are also compared. Status means feature is active or not.

For moni kers compari son
P ropagate m oni ker
This option enables the propagation of monikers. It does not really do a comparison but copies the monikers from the
first model to the second one. Only the common faces (or bodies) between the two compared models are concerned
by this propagation.
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Remark: This mode of comparison can be used to propagate the monikers from a JT file to any other kind of
format: Nx, Catia V5...

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Di recti on
Remark: Available in Compare geometry mode only.
In both di recti ons
This option enables comparison in both directions: from the first element to the second one, and from the second element to the first one.
Onl y fi rst to second
This option enables comparison only from the first element to the second one. The second selected element is a reference of comparison for the first one.
Onl y second to fi rst
This option enables comparison only from the second element to the first one. The first selected element is a reference of comparison for the second one.

Mesh
Remark: Available in Compare geometry mode only.
M esh densi ty
It allows to refine or enlarge the tessellation of the model and the precision of the comparison.
As the comparison is based on the tessellation of the model, this option allows to compute more or less accurate comparison.
There are five possible mesh densities:
l Low
l Medium-Low
l Medium (default value)
l Medium-High
l High
If the mesh density is set to Low, the comparison is not very precised but is fast. If the mesh density is set toHigh, the
comparison is very precised but is longer.
S i m pl i fy m esh
It allows to enlarge the tessellation of the resulting model.
The mesh is enlarged according to the curvature of the model and the result of the comparison on each point.
When this option is activated, the number of triangles is reduced, so the comparison process takes less time.

Report
The result of the comparison process can be saved in form of an html file.
Directly enter a name and a location of this html file or click the browse button

.

Di spl ay i n mul ti vi ewport
This option cuts the graphic window in three views before launching the comparison process:
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l
l

l

The left view displays the two models superimposed together.
The upper right view displays the 1st compared model and its name. The 1st compared model is the 1st model
in the Model tree,.
The lower right view displays the 2nd compared model and its name. The 2nd compared model is the 2nd
model in the Model tree.

R ESU L T

O F CO MPARISO N

After the comparison process, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Compare Display.
This display mode shows the result of the comparison with a colored map that indicates the distance between the tessellation of the two models.

Remark: To exit the Compare Display mode, click
is necessary to exit this mode to start a new comparison.

in the upper right corner of the graphic window. It

The result of the comparison is also given in form of a text report in html format. This comparator report is accessible
from the icon

in the title bar of 3D_Evolution.

The rul er
It is displayed on the left side of the graphic window when the Check Compare Display mode is active.
Each value of comparison is mapped to a color.
The ruler is divided in two parts. The upper part shows positive comparison values which correspond to an addition of
matter. The lower part shows negative comparison values which correspond to a removal of matter.
The two parts of the ruler react in an opposite way; the displayed values are identical, but their sign is opposed.
The ruler allows to personalize the display of result.
It is possible to:

Modi f y the mi ni mum and the maxi mum val ues of compari son
There are two ways to modify these values:
l Double click on a triangle and enter the value.
l Click on a triangle and drag it upward or downward. Value of comparison is modified in real time.
Remark: There are four triangles. Triangle 1 (upper triangle) and triangle 4 (lower triangle) define maximum
values of comparison. Triangle 2 and triangle 3 (middle triangles) define minimum values of comparison.

Remark: Triangle 1 and triangle 4 are opposites. Moving one automatically moves the other.
Triangle 2 and triangle 3 are also opposites.

Remark: Value of triangle 4 < Value of triangle 3 < 0 < Value of triangle 2 < Value of triangle 1
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The four triangles are displayed on
the ruler.

Click on the triangles, and drag them Double click on a triangle and enter a
upward or downward.
value.

Modi f y the col ors range
As the ruler is divided into two parts (one for the positive values and one for the negative values), there are in fact
two half rulers displayed. These half rulers interact in opposite way.
Each half ruler is also divided in two zones: the upper zone and the lower zone.
Click on the upper zone of a half ruler to modify one of the limits of the colors range. Move upward to modify this
limit in real time.
Click on the lower zone of a half ruler to modify the other limit of the colors range. Move downward to modify this
limit in real time.

Computed mesh si ze
It displays the exact size of the mesh used by the geometric comparison.
Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry mode only.

Measure f rom pi cki ng
It allows to display compare value for each point of tessellation. If the picking point is not a point of the mesh, an interpolation is done.

Click on the model. The distance
between the two models is displayed
Press
to see the tessellation.
at the picked point location.
The picked point is on a point of the

The picked point is not on a point of
the mesh: the value is interpolated
from the surrounding points of the
mesh.
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mesh: the exact value is displayed.

Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry and Compare monikers modes.

Transparency
It shows the not relevant triangles of the model in transparency instead of gray.
Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry mode only.

Important: The option Use Shaders to optimize display must be set to see the model in transparency.

Fi l ter grey f aces
Check this box and click theFilterbutton to show only the faces with a comparison value inside the colors range.

Filter grey faces is not checked.
All faces are visible.

Filter grey faces is checked.
Only faces with a comparison value between
the minimum and maximum values are visible.

Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry mode only.

Create capture
It allows to create capture for the result model after the Check display.
The created captures are added to the Model Tree as items after exiting the Check Display.
Remark: Displayed inCompare geometrymode only.

Di spl ay i n mul ti vi ewports
This option cuts the graphic window in three views:
l The left view displays the two models superimposed together.
l The upper right view displays the 1st compared model and its name. The 1st compared model is the 1st model
in the Model tree.
l The lower right view displays the 2nd compared model and its name. The 2nd compared model is the 2nd
model in the Model tree.
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Display in multi viewports is not checked.
The two models are superimposed.

Display in multi viewports is checked.
The graphic window is cut in three views.

Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry, Compare assembly structure, Compare PMI, Compare feature,
andCompare Monikers modes.

Reverse col or f or second model
This option changes the colors used to display the comparison results on the 2nd model in the lower right view.
The same colors are used to show an addition of matter and a removal of matter.

Reverse color for second model is not checked.
The two right views use opposite colors.

Reverse color for second model is checked.
The two right views use the same colors.

Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry mode only.

Fi l ter di f f erences
This option allows to display only differences found during the comparison.
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Filter differences is not checked.
The whole model is visible.

Filter differences is checked.
Only differences are visible.

Remark: Displayed in Compare assembly structure, Compare PMI, andCompare Monikers modes.

O nl y two col ors
This option allows to display differences found during comparison only in two colors. Positive distances are displayed
from white to purple, and negative distances are displayed from white to blue.

Only two colors is not checked.
Positive and negative distances are displayed
using there own graduated shading.

Only two colors is checked.
Positive distances are displayed in purple and
negative distances in blue.

Remark: Displayed in Compare geometry mode only.

Fi l ter PMI
Remark: Displayed inCompare PMImode only.
This option allows to filter the PMI differences found between the two CAD files. The PMI information to filter are:
l PMI Note
l PMI Dimension
l PMI Tolerance
l PMI Roughness
l PMI Datum
l PMI Datum Target
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Create annotati on
It allows to create annotation for the result model after the Check display.
Click "Create annotation" then move the annotation where you want. Click "Validate annotation" to save the position
of the annotation.
Remark: Displayed inCompare geometryandCompare Monikersmodes.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Important: The comparison of each point of tessellation between the two models is done in a zone of the
3D space which is three times the mesh size of the model. For each point of a model, if no corresponding point
is found on the other model, the maximum distance is assigned to this point. The maximum distance assigned is
positive for the 1st model and negative for the 2nd model.

Result of comparison. The two models are
shown on the left. The 1st model is in the
upper right corner. The 2nd model is in the
lower right corner.

HOW

Colors go from white to purple. As soon as the
distance becomes too far, the color is set to
the negative maximum distance blue.

TO . . .

H ow to compare the geometry of two model s?
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Step 2
Step 1
Drag & drop two models in the same
graphic window

Result
The result of the geometric comparison is displayed.

Click
to activate
theComparetool, and select the two
models to compare.

Step 3
Select Compare geometry mode and
configure the comparison.

Optional
Use the ruler or the options to modify
Click
the display of the result.

Click

or press space bar.

to exit the Compare Display mode.

H ow to compare the assembl y structure of two model s?

Step 2

Step 3
Step 1
Select Compare assembly structure
Drag & drop two models in the same
Click
to activate the
mode and configure the comparison.
graphic window
Comparetool, and select the two modClick
or press space bar.
els to compare.
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Result
The result of the assembly structure
comparison is displayed.

Optional
Use the Filter differences option to
modify the display of the result.

Click

to exit the Compare Display mode.

H ow to compare the PMI of two model s?

Step 2
Step 3
Step 1
Select
Compare
PMI mode and conCheck the Load PMIoption, and drag &
Click
to activate the
figure
the
comparison.
drop two models in the same graphic
Comparetool, and select the two modwindow.
Click
or press space bar.
els to compare.
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Result
The result of the PMI comparison is
displayed. The PMI with differences
are displayed in red.

Optional
Use the Filter differences option to
modify the display of the result.

Click

to exit the Compare Display mode.

H ow to compare the attri butes of two model s?

Step 2
Step 1
Drag & drop two models in the same
graphic window.

Click
to activate the Compare,
and select the two models to compare.

Step 3
Select Compare attributes mode and
configure the comparison.
Click

or press space bar.
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Result
The result of the attributes comparison is displayed in the Comparator report.

Click

to exit the Compare Display mode.

Below is a preview of the Comparator report:

H ow to compare the f eatures of two model s?
( Vi ew vi deo)
H ow to compare the moni kers of two model s?
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Step 1
Drag & drop two models in the same graphic window.
Load as Representation.

Step 3
Select Compare monikers mode and configure the comparison.
Click

Step 2
Click

to activate the Compare, and select the two
models to compare.

Result
The result of the monikers comparison is displayed.

or press space bar.

Result
The result of the monikers comparison is displayed in the
Comparator report.
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C OMPUTE P ROJECTED F ACE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Compute Projected Face tool computes the projection of the model according to a direction and displays information such as area of the projected face.
It is useful to estimate the projection of the model for the injection molding process.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Compute Projected Face tool.
2. (Optional) Select elements to project.
3. (Optional) Select a projected direction.

4. Click
or press
projected face.

O BJ ECT

bar to launch the computation of the

TO PRO J ECT

P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody

Remark: If there is no selected element, the computation is launched on the whole model.

P RO J ECTED D IRECTIO N
Select an object that defines a direction used for the projection.
l

Face
Select a face based on a plane surface. The direction is given by the normal of this plane.

l

C oedge
Select a coedge based on a line. The direction is given by the tangent line.

l

C urve
Select a curve of type line. The direction is given by the tangent line to this curve.

l

C oordi nate system axi s
Select a coordinate system axis to define the direction.

D i recti on from C urrent V i ew

1 Analyze
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Direction based on the current orientation of the 3D view.
R everse D i recti on
Click this button to reverse the projected direction.
X, Y, Z
After the selection of a Projected Direction, these fields give the values of the direction.
You can adjust the projected direction by modifying its coordinates in these fields.
Remark: It is also possible to directly enter values in the X, Y, and Z fields and define a custom direction without
selecting a Projected Direction.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
C reate m i ni m um boundi ng box
A minimum bounding box is created when this option is checked.
This option is useful to know the dimension of the injection molding machine.
C reate parti ng l i nes
Parting lines are the lines of separation where the two halves of the mold meet.
It is often a complex form that traces the perimeter of the part around the various features that make up the part’s
outer silhouette.
Checking this option allows you to create the parting lines for the model to clearly define its borders and shape.

Original model to compute.

Result if Create parting lines is not checked.
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Result if Create parting lines is checked.

R ESU L T

O F A PRO J ECTED F ACE CO MPU TATIO N

After the computation, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Compute Projected Face Display.
This display mode shows the result of the projected face computation.

Remark: To exit the Compute projected face mode, click
dow. It is necessary to exit this mode to start a new analysis.

in the upper right corner of the graphic win-

The Compute Projected Face Display gives information about the surface area for the different projected bodies and
faces.
A rea of body i n di recti on of proj ecti on:
It groups parts of the body which have the same orientation as the chosen direction.
A rea of body i n reverse di recti on of proj ecti on:
It groups parts of the body which have a reverse direction from direction of projection. These parts are not visible
from the chosen direction.
A rea of proj ected face:
This area represents a projection of the model according to the chosen direction.
A rea of proj ected face w i thout hol es:
This area represents the projection of the model without holes.
Remark: The default colors cannot be changed.

Di mensi on of mi ni mum boundi ng box
Remark: This option appears when "Create minimum bounding box" is checked.
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Lx, Ly, Lz
Dimensions of the bounding box are computed along the axes of the specified coordinate system.

What do you want to keep?
Important: Checking one of these options modifies the assembly structure of the model in an irreversible way.
Be careful to not save the model after this option has been set.
Keep proj ected faces
If enabled, this option offers the possibility to keep projected faces on the model after exiting the Compute Projected
Face Display.
When enabled, the projected body is added to the model tree and indicated by
ProjectedBody.

Keep si l houette body
If enabled, this option offers the possibility to keep the silhouette of the model after exiting the Compute Projected
Face Display.
When enabled, the silhouette body is added to the model tree and indicated by
Silhouette_.

Keep boundi ng box
If enabled, this option offers the possibility to keep projected faces on the model after exiting the Compute Projected
Face Display.
When enabled, the Minimum Bounding Box is added to the model tree and indicated by
Coordinate Systems.
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Important: The option "Keep bounding box" works only if the option "Create minimum bounding box" is
checked.
Keep parti ng l i nes
If enabled, this option offers the possibility to keep projected faces on the model after exiting the Compute Projected
Face Display.
When enabled, the Parting lines are added to the model tree and indicated by curves .

Important: The option "Keep parting lines" works only if the option "Create parting lines" is checked.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to compute proj ected f ace?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Compute
Projected Face tool, and select the
body to analyze.

Step 2
Select the options "Create minimum
bounding box" and "Create parting
lines", then click
or press space
bar.

Result
Result
Optional
The projected body, the silhouette,
The Compute Projected Face Display
Select Keep parting lines before leavand the minimum bounding box have
mode displays the result of the coming the Compute Projected Face Disbeen created.
putation.
play mode.
They are added to the Model Tree too.

Click
to exit the Compute
Projected Face Display mode.
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C ONNECT
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

A CTIO N
The Connect tool creates topological link between two coedges. The coedges are projected on each other and split if
necessary.
In global mode, this tool automatically search for connections and create topology information.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Connect tool.
2. Select two free edges.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to validate.

TO CO N N ECT

Remark: If no part or assembly is selected, the search for connections is launched on the whole model. This is
called the sewing process.
P art or assem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Free edge
Connect tool can only be used on free edges. Disconnecttool
if needed.

can be used to transform coedges into free edges

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Sew
C om pl ete exi sti ng topol ogy
Improves the existing topology within a body (often by reading it from the input file) and looks for topology in the
zones where topology is missing.
M erge bodi es before sew i ng
Merges all bodies before sewing. Enabling this option is especially useful when faces of a part are all read as different
bodies.

1 Conversion
2 FEM Tools
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A uthori z e i nternal shel l s
Specifies whether the creation of internal shells is authorized throughout the sewing process.
S ew by current fi l ter
Sew faces shown in the current view filter into one body (if needed, they are disconnected from their original body).
T ol erance (i n factor of 3D T ol erance)
Defines the maximum allowable distance between two edges which should be considered connected.
3D tolerance can be checked in the Preferences dialog accessible from the Edit menu.
The sewing tolerance should be set low enough to prevent the connection of unrelated faces.

Tessel l ati on
C reate body for each group of connected tri angl es
When enabled, disjoint group of triangles are placed in different bodies. Example below:

Option disabled
The tessellated model above is composed of only one
body.

Option enabled
Model has been split up into several bodies
(bodies are colored for better visibility)

C reate faces usi ng sharp edges
When enabled, triangles with sharp edges (< 30°) are merged into new faces. Example below:

Option disabled
The tessellated model above is composed of only one
face.

Option enabled
Triangles with sharp edges are used to delimit new faces.
(some of the faces are colored for better visibility)
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T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: the Connect tool creates missing topological links but do not repair the model. Use Heal tool
Stitch tool

HOW

or

to repair the model after using the Connect tool.

TO . . .

H ow to connect f ree edges when one of the edges cannot be
seen?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model
The Connect tool needs two free
edges but only one is visible.

Observation
As shown above, the selected face
needs to be relimited to match the
boss profile.

Step 2
Step 3
Right-click anywhere on the screen to Draw a rectangle (Shift + left drag)
change the selection mode to Free around the visible free edge to select
edge.
any free edge behind as well.

Click
to activate the Connect
tool. Make sure you activate the Select
obscured objects with the rectangle
option in the Preferences... window.

Step 4
With two selected free edges, click
or press space bar to validate the
connection.
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Result
Edges are now set as connected. The
Heal tool

can be used to repair
the model.

H ow to use Connect and H eal tool s to repai r l arge voi ds?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Step 2
Click
to activate the Connect
Edges have been connected. If relThe Heal tool
cannot repair this tool. Select two opposite edges to be evant, repeat the operation with other
edges which should be connected.
void in its default settings.
connected, and click
or press
space bar.

Step 3

Result

Step 4
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Click

Model has been totally or partially
Repeat step 1 to 3 on remaining free
repaired, depending on the severity of
edges to complete connections.
or press space
the errors in the model.

to activate the Heal tool,

and directly click
bar.

Step 5 (optional)
Model is repaired, but could be made
neater by merging some faces.

Result
Model is totally repaired.

The Meta-Face tool
can be
used to this end.

Remark: this method is adapted to voids whose edges are tangent. Attempting the connection of non-tangent
faces results in imprecisions. In such case, a new surface should be created with the Create Surface tool
.

Remark: when dealing with bad quality free edges (e.g. self-intersected or with too many segments), use the
Heal tool
tool (Free Edges Deletion option disabled) on these free edges first to smooth them and facilitate further repair.

H ow to correct topol ogy usi ng the Di sconnect and Connect
tool s?
( O pen model )
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Original model
Bad topology information prevents
Heal tool

from repairing this
void.

Step 3
Click
to activate the Connect
tool, and select two edges which
should be connected.
Click

or press space bar.

Step 1
Step 2
Click
to activate the
Disconnect tool, and select one of the
side of the edge with bad connection
information.

Click
or press space bar.
Bad connection is removed.

Result
Repeat the operation on other edges
to complete the topology.Topology is
now correct: the Heal tool
should be able to repair this.

Remark: while all free edges have been connected in the example above, a few topology hints is usually
enough to have the Heal tool

repair the model.

H ow to remove f i l l ets usi ng the Del ete and Connect tool s?
( O pen model )

Remark: removing fillets using the Delete tool
FEM Tools workshop tools (e.g. Defeaturing tool
if included in your license.

and the Connect tool
or FEM Merge Faces tool

can be time-consuming. The
) should be preferred
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Step 1
Original model

Click

to activate the Delete tool.

Select faces of the fillet and click
or press space bar to remove it.

Result
Fillet have been removed.

Click
to activate the
Connect tool and select two edges to
connect.

Step 5

Step 3
Click
or press space bar to validate and transform the free edges
into coedges as shown above.

Step 2

Step 4
to activate the Heal tool,
Repeat the operation to rebuild all (or Click
most) of the topology.
and directly click
or press space
bar to perform a global healing.

Remark
Depending on the model and the
method employed, some free edges
might not be removed. In such case
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repeat the operation on the remaining
free edges.

Remark: depending on the complexity of the removed geometry, Heal tool
twice or more.

might need to be executed

Remark: Heal tool
should be used in Local mode when dealing with large objects (select either the
imprecisions or the neighboring faces).
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C ONNECT
A CCESSIBL E

TO

T ARGET S YSTEM

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Connect to Target System tool starts the CAD target system and create the link between this system and 3D_Evolution.
This step is mandatory for all data migrations using an opened session in a CAD target system.
The connection to the CAD target system must be done after the Convert tool
tool

and before the Rebuild Features

.
Remark: Before connecting to a CAD target system, you must select the CAD target system and configure the
connection.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Connect to Target System tool.
2. Select the CAD target system to start and its version.
3. Select the format version for the B-Rep.

4. Click
or press
bar to validate.
The target system is started by 3D_Evolution.
3D_Evolution is ready to communicate with the target system to rebuild the data.

C O N N ECTIO N

STATU S

The connection status indicates the current state of the connection to the CAD target system.
It only displays one of two things:
l Stopped: which means there is no active connection.
l Started: which means that the connection between 3D_Evolution and the CAD target system is established and
ready to be used.
A Stop button is displayed to interrupt the connection.

T ARG ET

SYSTEM SEL ECTIO N

System
Feature based data migration through 3D_Evolution's plugins is available to several CAD target systems. Use this to
select the software and the version corresponding to the desired CAD target system. Here is a list of supported CAD
formats:
System

Software name

System Version

Catia V5

Dassault Systèmes® Catia V5®

R19, R20, R21, V5-6R2012, V5-6R2013, R24, R25

ProEngineer

PTC® ProEngineer® / Wildfire® /

Wildfire5, Creo Element,

1 Feature Based Conversion
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Creo®

Creo Parametric 1, Creo Parametric 2, Creo Parametric 3

Inventor

Autodesk® Inventor®

2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

SolidWorks

Dassault Systèmes® SolidWorks®

2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

Unigraphics

Siemens® Nx®

Nx5, Nx6, Nx7, Nx7.5, Nx8, Nx8.5, Nx9, Nx10

Remark: The defined CAD target system here will match the one used during the convert to target system
operation.

Format versi on
Format version refers to the B-Rep format used to import into the target system the elements which have no history
and the imported B-Rep bodies. Available formats depend on the selected target system.
System

B-Rep format

Tessellation format

CatiaV5

Step, Model, Cgr, CatPart

Vrml, Cgr

ProEngineer

Step, CreoView

Vrml

Inventor

Step, Sat

Vrml

SolidWorks

Xt, Step

Vrml

Unigraphics

Xt, Step, Jt

Vrml

C O N F IG U RE P L U G IN S
I nstal l di rectory
Select the installation directory of the CAD target system with the following particularities:
l Catia V5®
Depending on the Catia version installed on your computer, enter the "win_b64" installation directory of Catia
V5® x64 (64 bits), or the "intel_a" installation directory of Catia V5® x86 (32 bits).
l ProEngineer® / Wildfire® / Creo®
Enter the "bin" installation directory of the ProEngineer® version installed on your computer.
l Nx®
Enter the directory containing the "UGII" directory of the Nx® version you want to use.
l Inventor®
Enter the "bin" installation directory of Inventor®.
l SolidWorks®
Enter the directory where "SLDWORKS.exe" is located.

Envi ronment f i l e
Only available for Catia V5®.
Enter the CATEnv file of the Catia V5® version you are configuring.
Remark: To easily find the CATEnv file to use, look at the properties of the shortcut used to start Catia V5® on
your computer. As an example, if the shortcut is targeting:
"C:\CAD\Dassault Systemes\CatiaV5R24\win_b64\code\bin\CATSTART.exe" -run "CNEXT.exe" -env CATIA_
PLM_Express.V5-6R2014.B24 -direnv "C:\CAD\Dassault Systemes\CATEnv" -nowindow
In this case, the name of the CATEnv file to enter is: CATIA_PLM_Express.V5-6R2014.B24.

Shortcut
Shortcut hot key used within the CAD target system to start the communication between 3D_Evolution and the
plugin of the CAD target system.
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This shortcut is specific to the CAD target system and may vary depending on its configuration on your computer.

Command l i ne
It is possible to use a command line (with or without arguments) to start the executable of the CAD target system.
Enter here the name and the path of this command.

System envi ronment
You can define here some environment variables as needed. Each variable is separated by a comma without space
character, for example:
Var1=2800,Var2=C:\TEST,Var3=Nx9.0

Connecti on ti me out
The waiting period for the connection between the plugin and 3D_Evolution is 30 sec by default. It is possible to
increase or to decrease this period depending on the time the CAD target system takes to start on the computer.

Templ ates
A ssem bl y
To define a start model for the assembly, browse and select your desired model.
P art
To define a start model for the part, browse and select your desired model.
D raw i ng
To define a start model for the drawing, browse and select your desired model.

Check conf i gurati on
Click this button to verify that 3D_Evolution:
1. starts the CAD target system,
2. connects to the CAD target system,
3. connects to the plugin,
4. uses correctly the plugin and the documents templates if necessary.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to conf i gure the connecti on?
The configuration to the CAD target system must be done before the connection.
It is necessary to know where 3D_Evolution and the CAD target system are installed on your computer and the environment variables used.
Fill the fields of the Configuration as indicated above.

H ow to test the conf i gurati on of the connecti on?
After you have defined the configuration by entering every needed information in the Configuration described above,
just click the Test configuration button.

H ow to anal yze the resul ts of the conf i gurati on test?
l

l

If "Starting system" fails:
The CAD target system's executable has not been found. Verify the name of the executable and its path.
If "Connection to system" fails:
3D_Evolution has started the CAD target software but the connection didn't work. Verify:
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the specific executable if used,
the Environment file CATEnv in case of Catia V5®,
o the environment variables defined in System environment,
o the Command line,
o the availability of a license for the CAD target system.
If "Connection to plugin" fails:
Verify the Shortcut to connect to the plugin.
Verify the plugin's installation on the CAD target system: installation directory, used version x64 for 64 bits or
x86 for 32 bits...
If "Testing plugin" fails:
Verify that the work folder exists, for example C:\Users\MyName\AppData\Local\CT CoreTechnologie\evolution4\work.
Verify you have write access to this folder.
Verify that the start models defined in Documents templates can be opened in the CAD target system.
Verify that you can create documents from these start models.
If the configuration of the connection is correct, the following messages are displayed:
o Starting system: Succeed
o Connection to system: Succeed
o Connection to plugin: Succeed
o Testing plugin: Succeed
o
o

l

l

l
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C ONVERT
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

A CTIO N
The Convert tool makes adjustments to the selected elements so that they fit the target system. This is the main tool of
3D_Evolution, used in all conversion processes.
Its action includes changing surface types (such as planes, cylinders, NURBS), splitting or joining faces, recomputing
boundaries, fixing the assembly structure…
The Convert tool can be executed in Automaticmode to handle the whole conversion process including:
1. Checking the model for imprecisions and free edges (as usually done with the Check tool
2. Repairing such imprecisions (as usually done with the Heal tool
or the Stitch tool
3. Fitting the model to the target system (main function of the Convert tool).

).
).

4. Repairingnecessary imprecisions resulting from the model fitting (as usually done with theHeal tool
5. Exporting the model (as usually done by clicking the File > Save menu).

B ASIC

).

U SAG E

1. Click on
to activate the Convert tool.
2. (Optional) Select an object to convert.
3. Choose your target system and format.

4. Click
or press
or displayed object.

T H IN G S

to start the conversion of the selected

TO N O TE

Important: Components which are not converted cannot be saved in any other format other than CT (attempting to do so results in a "The model is not in conformity with the target system!" error). When converting only
part of a model, the exact same part of the model has to be saved. To do so:
l select the converted faces (or other elements) first, then save using the "Only selected" option.
l select the converted elements, then right click and select "View alone". Save using the "Only visible"
option.

Remark: You can modify the parameters for this function with theConversion to Target System Configuration
dialog box.

Remark: All the adjustments made by theConvert tool are based on the current tolerance.

1 Feature Based Conversion
2 Conversion
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Remark: Before using this tool, it is recommended to heal the model with the Heal tool

E L EMEN TS

.

TO CO N VERT

Remark: If there is no selected elements, the whole model is converted.
P art or assem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Feature
Face
C urve

S YSTEM
Select the system and its version where you want your model to be transferred to.

F O RMAT
Select a format for your file in the list of formats available for that system.
Remark: When converting with features, the CAD file must be opened in Feature mode. Then the Plugin
format must be used, or the features information will be lost. Pluginformat is available for systems: Catia V5®,
ProEngineer® (Creo®), Unigraphics® (Nx®), SolidWorks®, and Inventor®.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Important: The configuration options below are automatically preset with optimal values for each target system. It shouldn’t be changed without a good understanding of the target system and the feature it supports.

G eneral opti ons
Hi story
Enables the writing of history to the export file.
S urfaces
Enables the writing of surfaces to the export file.
Facets
Enables the writing of facets (i.e. polygons with three sides or more) to the export file.
T ri angl es
Enables the writing of triangular facets to the export file.
V i sual i z ati on
Enables the writing of visualization facets to the export file.
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Remark: Facet conversion is used to create polyhedral models to be used with Euclid or Robcad. Triangle conversion produces more precise models. It is used to write in STL or VRML (visualization) formats.
Norm al angl e sm ooth (° )
Available if Visualization is checked. Normal angle smooth.

Di screti zati on
Discretization options are displayed when conversion to Facets, Triangles, orVisualization is enabled. It is used to specify the characteristics of generated triangles or facets.
M axi m um sag
Maximum distance between the facets (or triangles) and the actual geometry they approximate. See maximum sag.
M axi m um step
Maximum length of the sides (for facets or triangles). See maximum length.
M axi m um angl e (° )
Maximum angle between two consecutive sides (for facets and triangles). See maximum angle.
W i th si m pl i fi cati on
Simplification is done to reduce the number of triangles (or facets).

Fi l ename restri cti ons
Imposes restrictions to the file names of exported file to match the requirements of the target system.
M axi m um l ength
Defines the maximum character length of files. This field is preset with optimal values which shouldn't be modified
unless necessary.
Forbi dden characters
Lists all forbidden characters with regards to the selected target system. This field is preset with optimal values which
shouldn't be modified unless necessary.
S upports Uni code
Specifies whether Unicode characters are supported or not. This field is preset with optimal values which shouldn't be
modified unless necessary.

BRep conversi on
Remark: BRep conversion options are displayed when the target format is Plugin.
A l l bodi es i n one i m ported B R ep
This option applies to BRep conversion through plugin. All imported bodies are migrated as one file which is not supported in every format (e.g. possible in STEP; not in Parasolid).
Force surfaci c i m ported B R ep
This option applies to BRep conversion through plugin. If enabled, imported bodies are saved as surfaces; otherwise,
bodies are created.
S ave al l curves i n one fi l e
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This option applies to BRep conversion through plugin. All curves are migrated as one file.

O ther
Remark: Other options are displayed when the target format is Plugin.
Opti m i z e hi story tree
Flatten boolean operations whenever possible. Used in Catia V4® and Ideas®.
R ecogni z e hol es
This option is used in plugin conversion from older CAD systems. It recognizes holes, and writesCut Revolution features
as Hole features when applicable.

K eep i nput f ol der hi erarchy
If enabled, 3D_Evolution will export the model with the same folder hierarchy (if applicable).

A DVAN CED

CO N F IG U RATIO N

Important: Please note that most of the options below are technically advanced and preset with optimal values for each target system. It is not recommended to change any of the options below unless necessary.
Opens the Conversion to Target System Configuration dialog box.

Surf ace tab
The priorities listed in the Surface tab are used to determine the search order for each surface type.
Parameter

Description

None

This type of surface is not supported by the target system.

High

Search for this type of surface (supported by the target system) first.

Normal

Search for this type of surface (supported by the target system) after
the search for High priority surface types has ended.

Low

Search for this type of surface (supported by the target system) after
the search for Normal priority surface types has ended.

Remark: Several surface types can share the same priority.

Remark: The search order for same priority surfaces follows this tab’s display order.

Remark: 3D_Evolutioncan extricate and identify a plane, a canonical, or a revolution surface from a surface
with control points; therefore, it can provide data about a surface's normals, axis, or radii.

N U RBS Surf ace tab
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring NURBS surfaces.
Parameter

Description
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l

Maximum number of patches
l

Not used: conversion into a NURBS surface with one or more
patches.
1: conversion into a Bézier surface.

Minimum degree

Minimum degree for a NURBS surface.

Maximum degree

Maximum degree for a NURBS surface.

Optimum degree

Optimum degree for a NURBS surface.
l

Joining (C0, C1, C2)

l
l

C0: continuous
C1: tangent
C2: same curvature

Joining angle

Angle between the normals (this value is used by the C1 joining).

Joining ratio

Ratio between the curvature radii (this value is used by the C2 joining).

Cut faces if joining fails

If a Bézier surface is describing a NURBS by using control points, then
reaching the chosen tolerance and, at the same time, keeping the maximum degree prescribed by the surface, might prove to be rather difficult. This option allows for the initial face to be cut in order to insure
both the right tolerance and the maximum degree.

Reduce number of patches

A reduction in the number of patches leads to an increase in the number of control points.

Reduce number of control points

This option is not available yet.

Rational

The surface is encoded as a rational element where the weight of the
different control points is different from 1. Rational formulation is used
to represent all the canonical surfaces (such as cylinders, cones,
spheres, tori) without approximation.

Curve tab
The priorities listed in the Curve tab are used to determine the search order for each curve type.
Parameter

Description

None

This type of curve is not supported by the target system.

High

Search for this type of curve (supported by the target system) first.

Normal

Search for this type of curve (supported by the target system) after the
search for High priority curve types has ended.

Low

Search for this type of curve (supported by the target system) after the
search for Normal priority curve types has ended.

N U RBS Curve tab
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring NURBS curves.
Parameter

Description
l

Maximum number of segments (parametric
curve)

l

Not used: converts parametric boundary curves (or 2D curves)
into NURBS curves.
1: converts parametric boundary curves (or 2D curves) into
Bézier curves

Minimum degree (parametric curve)

Minimum degree for parametric boundary NURBS curves (or 2D
curves).

Maximum degree (parametric curve)

Maximum degree for parametric boundary NURBS curves (or 2D
curves).
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Optimum degree (parametric curve)

This option is not available yet.
l

Maximum number of segments (3D curve)

l

Not used: converts (boundary and isolated) 3D curves into
NURBS curves.
1: converts (boundary and isolated) 3D curves into Bézier
curves.

Minimum degree (3D curve)

Minimum degree for (boundary and isolated) 3D NURBS curves.

Maximum degree (3D curve)

Maximum degree for (boundary and isolated) 3D NURBS curves.

Optimum degree (3D curve)

This option is not available yet.
l

Joining (C0, C1, C2)

l
l

C0: continuous
C1: tangent
C2: same curvature

Joining angle

Angle between two segments (this value is used by the C1 joining)

Joining ratio

Ratio between the curvature radii (this value is used by the C2 joining).

Reduce number of segments

This option is not available yet.

Reduce number of control points

This option is not available yet.
The parametric curve is encoded as a rational element where the
weight of the different control points may be different from 1.

Rational parametric curve

Remark: Rational formulation is used to represent all the canonical curves without approximation.
The 3D curve is encoded as a rational element where the weight of the
different control points is different from 1.

Rational 3D curve

Remark: Rational formulation is used to represent all the canonical curves without approximation.

Assembl y tab
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring assemblies. Options of this tab are also available through the
Transform Assembly tool

.

Parameter

Description

Type | Flat Assembly

Creates a flat assembly where all the levels and instances are removed,
and where the bodies are duplicated and positioned in the tree if necessary. The highest level of the assembly is therefore a multiple body part
which incorporates all the bodies.

Type | Assembly without transformation

Converts 3D transformations into absolute positioning.

Type | Pure assembly

Creates a pure assembly. A pure assembly consists of parts
blies only and does not contain any components .

Type | One body per part

The assembly structure is adjusted so that there remains only one body
per part. To prevent the emergence of multiple body parts, some parts
are added to the structure if necessary.

, orassem-

Moreover One body per part, each point, curve, or coordinate system is
placed in a separate part. Parts are added to the structure if necessary.
Type | One point, curve, and coordinate system per part

Remark: This option is typically enabled when converting to
Parasolid Xt or Xb which do not accept parts with multiple
points, curves, or coordinate systems.
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Type | One level

Creates a single level assembly by removing all the sub-assemblies.

Type | Positioning only

Only direct positioning of matrices is allowed which means translation
and rotation only and no more homothety. New bodies might be created for this option to work.

Type | Fit parts

Fits parts.

Type | Remove empty components

Removes empty components.

Type | Remove useless components

Removes unnecessary levels in the assembly structure.

Type | Search identical parts

Searches for identical bodies by comparing their geometry (at the selected tolerance) first, and then creates instantiations where a unique geometry is established for all the bodies that are identical.
Remark: Choosing this option will help reduce both the model's
size and processing time.

Type | No instance of assemblies

Duplicate assemblies if necessary to remove all assembly instances of
the model.

Type | Separate tessellation and exact

Separate tessellated geometries from B-Rep geometries.

Objects Name | Unchanged: idem emettor

Creating or changing the name of an entity is not permitted during the
modification of the assembly structure

Objects Name | Completed

Creating or completing the name of an entity is permitted during the
modification of the assembly structure. Existing names are left
unchanged.

Objects Name | New: hierarchic incremental

All assemblies, parts, and bodies names are recreated using hierarchy
information. Such names make hierarchic positioning and instantiation
status easily recognizable.

Objects Name | New: incremental

All assemblies, parts, and bodies names are recreated incrementally
without regard to hierarchy information.

Propagate Color to Faces | Never

Never propagate color to faces.

Propagate Color to Faces | Always

Always propagate color to faces.

Propagate Color to Faces | If no color

Only propagate color to faces with no color information.

Export | Internal references

All the elements (bodies, parts, assemblies, components, curves ...) are
saved as a single file.

Export | External references: all levels

Each part, each assembly, and each component (regardless of their
level) is saved as a separate file.

Export | External references: last level

The entire assembly structure is saved as one file, and then each part is
saved as a separate file.

Export | External references: first level

Each part, each assembly, or each component that belongs to the first
level of the assembly is saved as a separate file.
File format for assembly data.

Export | Export format

Remark: This only applies to assembly data. Parts are saved in
the target format as specified in theConvert tool configuration.

Face tab
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring faces.
Parameter
Boundary curves | Parametric

Description
The boundary curves are encoded in the surface's parametric space.
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Boundary curves | 1 x 3D

The boundary curves are encoded in 3D space individually: one 3D
boundary curve per connection.

Boundary curves | 2 x 3D

The boundary curves are encoded in 3D space in pairs: two 3D boundary curves per connection (which comes to a face).

Boundary curves | Synchronized parameters

The parameters for the 3D curves and the boundary curves (at the current tolerance) are shared. This kind of configuration is recommended
for the CADDS modeler.

Topology | Write topology

Write the topology to the saved file.

Topology | Write one face per body

This option should be used when writing models that are purely surfacic
(i.e. without any topology), and it is specifically appropriate for CADDS
native export files. After the conversion, the model will include as many
individual bodies as there are faces. The initial topology (if at all present)
will therefore be completely removed.

H i story tab
This tab defines how each of the supported history elements (e.g. features, sketches geometry, sketches constraints,
etc.) should be processed in plugin conversion. Each feature can be:
l Exported as a feature if possible (default).
l Exported as BRep. This is useful when the conversion of a specific type feature fails.
Additionally, the conversion process can be set to stop on specific features to allow manual intervention before resuming the process.
Remark:
Each of the entries in this tab are used in one or several CAD systems; therefore, entries are given general
names which do not necessarily match the tool name in all CAD systems.
For example, the feature EXTRUSION | POCKET (name in 3D_Evolution) is related to:
l Catia V5®: Pockettool
l Pro/Engineer®: Extrudetool
l SolidWorks®: Extruded cuttool

Remark: Most of the features listed in this tab are only used in feature-based conversion. Details regarding feature-based conversion can be found in theRebuild Features tool

documentation.

Fi l e f ormat speci f i c tabs
Depending on the format selected as Target Format, one of the following tabs may be displayed (only if configuration
option are available for the selected format).

Ct
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the CT format.
Parameter

Description

System version

The CT file version. Default value is recommended.

Compact

Enables compression (remove redundant data or data that can be
recalculated).

Tessellation

Enables saving of tessellation for display. This increases file size but
accelerates further loading as the tessellation does not have to be
recomputed.
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Filters

Enables saving the active view filter.

Parameters

Enables saving parameters.

Materials

Enables saving materials and textures.

Preview

Enables saving file preview.

Geometry

Enables saving the geometry.

Annotations

Enables saving the annotations created with the Annotations workshop.

Step
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Step format.
Parameter

Description

Application Protocol | 203

AP203 version of the Step format: geometry

Application Protocol | 214

AP214 version of the Step format: AP203 + non geometric attributes

Application Protocol | 242

AP242 version of the Step format: AP203 + AP214 + tessellation +
semantic PMI

B-Rep type | Force surfacic BRep

If enabled, BRep is saved as surfaces. Otherwise, BRep is saved as bodies.

Options | Save tessellation

Enables saving tessellation (AP242 only)

Options | Save compressed (.stpZ)

Enables compression in stpZ format.

Options | PMI

Enables saving PMI

Options | PMI | Polyline

Enables saving PMI (polyline presentation).

Options | PMI | Tessellated

Enables saving PMI (tessellated presentation).

Options | PMI | Semantic with polyline

Enables saving PMI (semantic representation with polyline). AP242
only.

Options | PMI | Semantic with tessellated

Enables saving PMI (semantic representation with tessellated). AP242
only.

Validation Properties | Geometry

Enables computing and saving of Geometry Validation Properties
(GVP).

Validation Properties | Assembly

Enables computing and saving of Assembly Validation Properties
(AVP).

Validation Properties | PMI

Enables computing and saving of Validation Properties related to PMI.

Validation Properties | Semantic PMI

Enables computing and saving of Validation Properties related to
semantic PMI.

Validation Properties | Tessellation

Enables computing and saving of Validation Properties related to the
tessellation.

Validation Properties | Composite

Enables computing and saving of Validation Properties related to composites.

Jt
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Jt format.
Parameter

Description

Options | Tessellation

The saved file will include tessellation.

Options | No tessellation

The saved file won't include tessellation.
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Options | Ultra-Lightweight Precise

Enables usage of the the Ultra-Lightweight Precise (ULP) compression.

Options | Save meta data

Enables saving of meta data.

LOD | Number of LOD

Specifies the number of LOD to be computed.

LOD | Customize LOD parameters

Enables customization of LOD parameters

LOD | Sag

The maximum deviation of the tessellated data from the actual geometry it approximates.

LOD | Angle

The maximum angle between two adjacent edges in LOD triangles.

LOD | Name

The name of each LOD.

Advanced | General | Auto (recommended)

Automatically chooses the JT writing interface (CoreTechnologie or
JTOpen) depending on the conversion parameters.

Advanced | General | JTOpen

Uses the JtOpen library to convert JT (B-Rep can be saved as XT, JT, or
ULP)

Advanced | General | JT

Uses Core Technologie JT writing (B-Rep is exported as XT)
All configuration parameters for JT writing are read from the specified
configuration file.
You can find here an example of JTOpen configuration file.

Advanced | JTOpen | Use configuration file

Remark: Choose an OutputDirectory in your JTOpen configuration file to save your JT file as JT-XtBrep format. By
default, the OutputDirectory is "C\:Temp\"
B-Rep in XT format is written from JT B-Rep data.

Advanced | JTOpen | Xt format by conversion
Advanced | JTOpen | Use Jt tessellation

Remark: The Xt format by conversion option produces open
bodies.
JTOpen recomputes the tessellation from JT B-Rep.

Advanced | JTOpen | Recompute triangles If enabled, tri-strips are agressively optimized by JTOpen when writing
strip for tessellation
JT files. Otherwise, nominal optimization is performed.
Advanced | JTOpen | Save points as curves Saves points as curves.

Sat
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Sat format.
Parameter

Description

Write... | Isolated curves

Enable writing of isolated curves.

Write... | Isolated points

Enable writing of isolated points.

Options | Use tolerant modeling

Enable the use of tolerant modeling.

Stl
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Stl format.
Parameter

Description

Binary

Saves binary files.

ASCII

Saves ASCII (text) files.

Vrml
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Vrml format.
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Parameter

Description

VRML format | VRML97 Zip

Converts to VRML97 format with zip compression.

VRML format | VRML97

Converts to VRML97 format (uncompressed).

VRML format | VRML 1.0

Converts to VRML 1.0 format.

Normals generation | VRML crease angle

Threshold for angle value on facet connection differentiating sharp
edges from smooth ones.

Custom tessellation | Use Custom Tessellation
Custom tessellation | Maximum sag

Maximum sag authorized during the local tessellation.

Custom tessellation | Maximum length

Maximum length authorized during the local tessellation.

Custom tessellation | Maximum angle

Maximum angle authorized during the local tessellation.

Shape configuration | One shape per face

Saves one shape per face.

Shape configuration | One shape per body Saves one shape per body.

Cati a
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Catia V4® format. It is displayed only if Catia has been
selected in the System list and only for the Model and Dlv formats.
Parameter

Description

Workspace | File

Name and path name of the Catia V4® configuration file. Click on "..."
to edit this entry. The configuration file includes data about the type,
the unit, the tolerance of the model...

Workspace | Catia unit

Workspace unit in meters for Catia V4® : 0.001 to work in mm, 0.0254
to work in inches. You have to choose a unit of measurement before
you can fix the tolerance.

Workspace | Catia 3D space

Size of the Catia V4® workspace in the selected unit of measurement.

Workspace | Catia tolerance

Corresponding tolerance (= Catia space x 1E-5).

Writes... | Curves knot vectors

Encodes the knot vectors defined in the curves. By default, NURBS
curves are encoded as polynomial elements and not real elements.

Writes... | Surfaces knot vectors

Encodes the knot vectors defined in the surfaces. By default, NURBS
surfaces are encoded as polynomial elements and not real elements.

Writes... | Bodies with Catia solid type

Each closed body without any free edge and any imprecision higher
than the Catia tolerance is encoded as a Catia Exact Solid. With this
option, you can have access to the solid's history, and you can make
solid operations like fillets, chamfers, boolean operations...

Pdf
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Pdf format. It is displayed only if Acrobat has been selected in the System list.
Parameter

Description

Options | Title

Title displayed in the pdf.

Options | Orientation

Orientation of the image: portrait or landscape

Options | Format

Paper format of the pdf.
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Margins | Top

Size of the top margin.

Margins | Left

Size of the left margin.

Margins | Right

Size of the right margin.

Margins | Bottom

Size of the bottom margin.

Rf
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Robcad format. It is displayed only if Robcad has been
selected in the System list.
Parameter

Description

File name maximum length

Maximum length of the .rf file created.

Component name maximum length

Maximum length for the component name.

Object name maximum length

Maximum length for the object name.

H ol e
This tab includes all parameters available for configuring the Plugin format:
l Simple
l Counterbored
l Countersunk
l Counterdrilled
l Tapered

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to convert a model to a standard f ormat such as STEP?
Automati c process
1. Click
to activate the Convert tool.
2. Select Automaticto activate the automatic conversion mode (encompasses quality check, topology healing,
conversion, and export).
3. For a general-purpose STEP file, choose Evolution as the target system and Step as the format. Evolution
regroups all standard writing interfaces of 3D_Evolution. If the STEP file is to be read by a specific
CAD system, it can be selected as the target system (the output file will be optimized for this system).

4. Click
or press
bar to start the automatic conversion
process.
5. When prompted to save the file, first choose a name, then click theSave button.
Remark: The automatic quality check and correction of imprecisions are based on the 3D tolerance whose
default value is 0.01 mm. The 3D tolerance can be adjusted using Edit | Preferences....

Important: TheAutomatic mode does not guarantee the correction of all imprecisions in a model. The
manual process described below should be preferred when converting complex models or bad quality geometries.
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Manual process
1. Run a data quality check with the Check tool
umentation for more information).

set to the BasicCheck profile (please consult this tool doc-

2. If imprecisions or free edges are detected, use the Heal tool
(please consult related documentation for more information).

or the Stitch tool

to repair it

3. Click
to activate the Convert tool.
4. For a general-purpose STEP file, choose Evolution as the target system and Step as the format. Evolution
regroups all standard writing interfaces of 3D_Evolution. If the STEP file is to be read by a specific
CAD system, it can be selected as the target system (the output file will be optimized for this system).

5. Click
or press
bar to start the conversion. Through
this process data will be adjusted to fit the target CAD system. A check result is displayed at the end of the execution which may report new imprecisions or free edges in the model. This is caused by the specificities of
the two CAD systems involved.
6. If imprecisions appeared, the Heal tool
can be used to correct them. Another execution of the Convert
tool is recommended to make sure the model is still fitting the target system.
7. Click File | Save in the title bar to export the model.
Remark: Correcting all imprecisions isn't required to convert a model (steps 1,2, and 6 above can be
ignored); however, this may result in the model not being considered water-tight by the target system.

H ow to convert a model to a nati ve f ormat?
3D_Evolution can convert models to many native formats such as CatPart or Parasolid.
W hen converti ng to a nati ve form at such as C atP art
The related CAD system (e.g. Catia V5®) should be directly selected as the Target System.
W hen converti ng to a kernel form at such as P arasol i d or A ci s
l

l

Set the Target System to Parasolid or Acis to improve the general compatibility of the exported file to CAD system using the kernel.
If the converted file is to be loaded into a specific CAD system (e.g. Unigraphics, Inventor...), this CAD system
should be set as the Target System. This allows 3D_Evolution to optimize the file if needed.
Remark: The above are recommendations and not obligations. For example, aParasolid file saved with Target
System = Unigraphics can still be loaded into SolidWorks or other systems as well.

H ow to convert a model to STL?
Please refer to How to convert a model to a standard format such as STEP?
The target system has to be set to Evolution, and the target format set toStl.
Remark: When converting a model to STL, theDiscretization parameters Maximum sag, Maximum step,
andMaximum angle should be adapted to generate an appropriate tessellation.

H ow to convert usi ng a speci f i c tol erance?
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3D_Evolution uses 0.01 mm as its default tolerance (maximum distance between two geometric elements which
should be merging). It is possible to repair and convert a model using a different tolerance. Open the Edit | Preferences... menu (from the title bar) to view the current tolerance setting and change it as needed.

H ow to have converted assembl i es saved as mul ti pl e f i l es?
Most CAD formats are exported as a single file when converting using default parameters. This behavior can be
changed:
1. Click
to activate the Convert tool.
2. Click Advanced Configuration to display the Conversion to Target System Configuration dialog box.
3. In the Assemblytab, select one of theExternal references option instead of Internal references (cf. Assembly tab
for more information).
Once the export parameters are set, the conversion process is identical to How to convert a model to a standard
format such as STEP?

H ow to handl e "The Model i s not i n conf ormi ty wi th the Target System" error?
"The model is not in conformity with the Target System" error is frequent when trying to save a model which has not
been properly converted. Typical causes are as follows:
Cause
Trying to save a model which have not been converted first.

Recommended action
l

Convert the model and try again.

l

Convert the whole model before saving it.
OR select the converted elements
first, then save only these elements
using the "Only selected" option.
OR limit visibility to the converted
elements, then save only these elements using the "Only visible" option.

l

Trying to save a whole model while only part of it has been converted.
l

Trying to save a model which have been modified following the conversion.
Remark: This includes the manual reparation of imprecisions or
free edges in some scenario (e.g. bad geometry requiring the
creation of new surfaces).

l

Execute Convert once again.
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C REATE A REA
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Create Area tool is used to compute the area of one or several faces, bodies, solids, parts or assemblies and to
save it as 3D annotation.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Create Area tool.
2. Select the object to be measured (e.g. face).

3. Click
or press
annotation.

A REA

bar to validate the creation of the

OF

P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Important: Please note that area annotations are not updated along with changes in the geometry.

Remark: 3D annotations are only created if
activate another tool to cancel it.

is clicked. If no annotation is required, you can click

or

Remark: Measurement unit can be changed through the Edit | Preferences... menu.

HOW

TO . . .

No how to is available for this tool. Please refer to the Basic usage section.

1 Annotations
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C REATE B OUNDING B OX
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Create Bounding Box tool computes the bounding box of any part, assembly, solid or body.
Dimensions are related to the specified coordinate system.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click

to activate the Create Bounding Box tool.

2. Select an existing coordinate system or create a new one with the Create Coordinate System tool
3. Select a part, assembly, body or solid.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

.

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

C oordi nate S ystem
Dimensions of the bounding box are computed along the axes of the specified coordinate system.

B O U N DIN G

BO X O F

The bounding box can be created for any volume or assembly.
P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Dimensions of the bounding box depends on the coordinate system. For a minimum bounding box
the following might be required:
- creation of an adapted coordinate system with the Create Coordinate System tool
- or use of the Minimum Bounding Shape tool
shape of any volume.

,

which automatically computes the minimum bounding

Remark: Measurement unit can be changed through the Edit | Preferences... menu.

HOW

TO . . .

1 Annotations
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H ow to create a boundi ng box usi ng the model 's coordi nate
system?

Step 2
Original model
Coordinate system is displayed in the
origin.

Step 1
Click
to activate the Create
If required make the coordinate sysBounding
Box
tool. Select the coordintem visible using the menu shown
ate system and the model, then click
above.
or press space bar.

Result
The bounding box is displayed graphically along with its (Lx,Ly,Lz) dimensions.

H ow to create a boundi ng box wi th a new coordi nate system?
Use the Create Coordinate System tool
to create a new coordinate system, then follow instructions of "How to
create a bounding box using the model's coordinate system?".
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C REATE C OORDINATE S YSTEM
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

A CTIO N
The Create Coordinate System tool creates a coordinate system using points and axes of the existing geometry.

B ASIC
1.
2.
3.
4.

U SAG E

Click
to activate the Create Coordinate System tool.
Select a point of the model as the origin of the coordinate system.
Define the X axis using two points of the model.
Define the Y and Z axes in the same way.

5. Click
or press
coordinate system.

W H ICH

bar to validate the creation of the

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

V ertex, M i ddl e, C enter, P i cked poi nt
To create a coordinate system, choose an origin point and two axis orientations.
For the origin point, select a vertex or a middle point or a center point or a picked point.
For the X, Y or Z axis orientation, select two vertices or points among the above.

O PTIO N
C reate i n the root
Coordinate systems are created in a Part or Assembly.
When enabled, the coordinate system is created in the root (top level) of the assembly.
When disabled, a receiving part or assembly can be specified.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Coordinate systems created with the Create Coordinate System tool are especially useful when used
with the Create Bounding Box tool

HOW

or the Direct Modeling tool

.

TO . . .

H ow to create a coordi nate system f rom exi sti ng poi nts of
the geometry?
( O pen model )

1 Annotations
2 Modeling
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Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Create
Coordinate System tool. Set the Edit
mode to "Origin" and select the vertex which shall be used as the origin.

Step 4
Step 3
Set the Edit mode to "Axis Z" and
Set the Edit mode to "Axis Y" and
select two vertices to define it. Selecselect two vertices to define it. Selection order is important!
tion order is important!
Click
or press space bar.

Step 2
Set the Edit mode to "Axis X" and
select two vertices to define it. Selection order is important!

Result
A coordinate system is created as
shown above.
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C REATE M EASURE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Create Measure tool is used to measure an angle, a distance or a length and to save it as 3D annotation.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Create Measure tool.
2. Select the elements to be measured.
3. (Optional) Change the type of measure (e.g. radius, diameter, length…) as needed.

4. Click
or press
annotation.

E L EMEN TS

bar to validate the creation of the

TO MEASU RE

Face
C oedge, C urve
V ertex, M i ddl e, C enter
P i cked poi nt
B ody
Any combination of faces, coedges, vertices, middle points, center points and picked points can be selected (e.g. a
point and a face).
Measures adapted to the selection are automatically proposed. For example:
l With one circular edge selected, available measures are Diameter, Radius and Length.
l With another circular edge selected, available measures are Distance (between center points) and Total length.
Remark: Middle point selection is available when the mouse cursor is located on an edge and approximately at
mid-distance between two vertices.

Remark: Center point selection is available for edges with a constant curvature radius (e.g. most cylinders,
holes and fillet edges).

C O N F IG U RATIO N
T ype of m easure
Different types of measure are made available depending on the selection. The Create Measure tool measures:

1 Annotations
270

Face
When one face is selected:
D i am eter
R adi us
When 2 faces are selected:
A ngl e
It allows measure the angle between the two faces.
E xteri or angl e
Check this option to measure the exterior angle.
D i stance of axi s
Check this option to measure the distance between the two faces and the axis.
D i stance m i ni m um

Coedge, Curve
When a coedge or a curve is selected:
For a sel ected coedge
l

Length

For a sel ected curve
l
l
l

Diameter
Radius
Length

M easure l i ne
For a selected coedge
When two coedges or two curves are selected:
A ngl es of axi s
It allows measure the angle between the two selected coedges.
E xteri or angl e
Check this option to measure the exterior angle.
D i stance
T otal l ength

Vertex, Mi ddl e, Center
Two points (at least) have to be selected to create a measure.
D i stance
A l ong axi s
Check this option to choose a reference axis for the measurement. (X, Y, Z)
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When more than two points are selected, we can measure:
A ngl e
It allows measure the angle between the two faces.
E xteri or angl e
Check this option to measure the exterior angle.

Pi cked Poi nt
When two points are selected:
D i stance
A l ong axi s
Check this option to choose a reference axis for the measurement. (X, Y, Z)
When three points are selected, we can measure:
A ngl e
It allows measure the angle between the two faces.
E xteri or angl e
Check this option to measure the exterior angle.

Body
Two bodies have to be selected
D i stance m i ni m um
It allows measure the minimum distance between two selected bodies.

Remark: Area of faces or solids can be measured with the Create Area tool
with the Select tool

T H IN G S

. Volume can be computed

(in General | Mass Properties dialog).

TO N O TE

Important: Please note that measure annotations are not updated along with changes in the geometry.

Remark: 3D annotations are only created if
activate another tool to cancel it.

is clicked. If no annotation is required, you can click

or

Remark: Measurement unit can be changed through the Edit | Preferences... menu.
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Remark: If you want to create a measure on a specific position where it's impossible with any selectable elements, you can create a section curve with the Section tool

and use this curve in your measure. You can

even cut the section curve in elementary curves with the outil Split

HOW

and use them for your measures.

TO . . .

H ow to measure the di stance to a pl ane?

Example 1
Two parallel planar faces

Example 2
One planar face and one plane edge
(on a parallel plane)

Example 4
Example 5
One planar face and one center point One planar face and one middle point

Example 3
One planar face and one vertex

Example 6
One plane edge and one vertex

H ow to measure the di stance between poi nts or copl anar
obj ects?
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Example 1
Two vertices

Example 2
Two center points

Example 3
Two edges of constant curvature (e.g.
hole)

H ow to measure an angl e?

Example 1
One cylindrical face (e.g. hole, fillet)

Example 2
One edge of constant curvature (e.g.
hole)

Example 4
Two linear edges

Example 5
Three vertices

Example 3
Two planar faces

H ow to measure a l ength?
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Example 1
One or several edges
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C REATE N OTE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Create Note tool creates a text annotation on any geometric object.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Create Note tool.
2. Select the component to be annotated (e.g. a face or an edge).
3. Input the text

4. Click

or press

bar to validate.

T EXT
Use this field to enter the text of a text note.

N O TE

ON

Several text notes can be applied to the same object if needed.
P art or A ssem bl y
B ody
Face
C oedge
C urve
V ertex
M i ddl e
C enter

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Contents of text notes should be entered using the Text field in the menu, not the one located on the
3D model.

Remark: Text note contents can be edited.

HOW

TO . . .

1 Annotations
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H ow to create an enri ched text annotati on?
Most of the HTML syntax is available to enrich annotations text. Please see a few basic example below:
Tag

Effect

<p>text</p>

paragraph

text<br>text

line break

<b>text</b>

bold

<u>text</u>

underline

<i>text</i>

italic

<font color="red">text</font>

colors in red

<h1>text</h1>

larger font

<ol><li>text1</li><li>text2</li></ol>

ordered list

Remark: The syntax described above is not exhaustive. Use any HTML documentation for further information.

H ow to edi t a text annotati on?
Content of text notes can be directly modified. To edit an annotation:

l

Select the annotation using the Select tool
.
Double click on the annotation and modify the text of the annotation.

l

(Optional) Click

l

to move the annotation.
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C REATE S URFACE
A CCESSIBL E

1

IN WO RK SH O PS

2

3

4

A CTIO N
The Create Surface tool is used to generate high quality surfaces to fill voids in a model or replace bad quality geometry.
It creates both planar faces and NURBS faces, and can be set to respect tangent continuity on all edges or specific
edges.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Create Surface tool.
2. Select one of the surface types.

3. Select free edges and click
surface.

or press

bar to create the

M O DE
P refer pl ane
The Create Surface tool tentatively creates a planar surface first. If it results in imprecisions, then a NURBS surface is
created instead. No option is available in this mode.
Onl y pl ane
The Create Surface tool forcefully creates a planar surface, without regards to the imprecisions it might cause. No
option is available in this mode.
Onl y NUR B S
The Create Surface tool forcefully creates a NURBS surface, even if a planar surface could have been used instead.
Several options are available to facilitate the creation of fillets and ruled surfaces.
P atch
The Patch mode is an alternative way of regenerating surfaces. While the three modes above only fill voids, the Patch
mode can directly be used on existing faces with imprecisions to improve their quality.
Its Fitting Free Edges and Tangent Free Edges selection types makes possible choosing on which edges tangent continuity should be respected.

Whi ch mode shal l you use?
Situation
General situation.

1
2
3
4

Which surface creation mode?
l

Prefer plane is recommended. It meets most needs without any
configuration and does not create NURBS surfaces when planes

Feature Based Conversion
Conversion
FEM Tools
Modeling
278

can be used instead.
You want to make sure a planar surface is
created.
You need to regenerate a ruled surface.

You only need tangent continuity on specific
edges.

You need to replace an existing face.

F ITTIN G

l

Only plane is the best choice.

l

Only NURBS should be used. Its Choose rails and profiles option
is useful to regenerate ruled surfaces.

l

Prefer plane or Only NURBS automatically choose on which
edges tangent continuity should be respected.
If the above isn't satisfactory, Patch may produce better results
by combining "Fitting Free Edges" and "Tangent Free Edges".

l

l

Patch can be used to directly replace faces.

l

Or the Delete tool
face.

can be used first to remove the bad

EL EMEN TS

For the Pref er pl ane mode
Free edge
The free edges delimiting the face to be generated.

For the O nl y pl ane mode
Free edge
The free edges delimiting the plane to be generated.
C urve
The curves delimiting the plane to be generated.

For the O nl y N U RBS mode
l

If Choose rails and profiles option is not checked:
Free edge
The free edges delimiting the face to be generated.

l

If Choose rails and profiles option is checked:
Fi rst rai l , S econd rai l , Fi rst profi l e, S econd profi l e
The free edges defining the 1st rail, the 2nd rail, the 1st profile and the 2nd profile.

For the Patch mode
Fi tti ng free edges
Free edges where the face to be generated is connected to. The tangency is not required.
T angent free edges
Free edges where the face to be generated is to be tangent.
Face to repl ace
The face to be replaced.
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C O N F IG U RATIO N
Remark: These options are only available in the Only NURBS mode.

Choose rai l s and prof i l es
When disabled, the Create Surface tool uses the selected Free Edges to create a surface.
When enabled, Free Edges can be typed either as Rails or as Profiles. The basic principle is to move Profiles along the
Railsto generate the surface.

Rails and profiles example
Fillet faces have two Profiles and two Rails as shown above. Each Profile and Rail can be composed of several connected free edges.
To recreate fillets, at least one Profile and one Rail must be selected. If two Rails but no Profile are selected, then a
NURBS surface of level 1 (i.e. a ruled surface) is created.

Synchroni ze rai l s
Synchronize rails action depends on the synchronization mode:
l Synchronize rails by arc length: the two rails are scanned proportionally along their length.
l Synchronize rails by projection: one rail is synchronized through its length then projected onto the 2nd rail.
In the examples below, the surface that has been created is displayed in white and its control points in red.

Synchronize rails by arc length
(Keep profiles orientations is not checked)
The control points are in the right position, but the surface is slightly curled.
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Synchronize rails by projection
(Keep profiles orientations is not checked)
The starting and ending points, as well as the isoparameters are perpendicular to the two rails,
which gives the surface a much squarer (less rounded) look than the previous one.

Remark: This option is only valid if two rails have been selected.

K eep prof i l es ori entati on
With this option, isoparameters are forced to keep the same orientation as the section's orientation (in relation to the
rails). Technically, the sections move along the rail's Frenet marks, and not along the marks that are attached to the
curve anymore.
In the example below, the surface that has been created is displayed in white, and its control points in red.

Synchronize rails by projection + Keep profiles orientations
The isoparameters are now on planes that are perpendicular to the rails
(same orientation as the section seen in green on the right).
In this configuration, the surface and the control points are exactly in the right position.

Remark: This option is only valid if two rails have been selected.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: When using the Create Surface tool to fill voids, it is recommended to use the Heal tool
first
on the free edges to repair any geometric quality defect. By joining free edges and removing segments (when
possible) it facilitates the surface creation.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to repl ace a degenerated f ace wi th many edges?
High edge count increases the geometric complexity of a new surface, and makes its creation harder. The possible

281

workarounds include:
l

l

l

l

Executing Heal tool
ments.

on the free edges first to join tangent free edges and remove unnecessary seg-

The Heal tool
makes the free edges geometry simpler, which facilitates the creation of a new surface.
If a large void cannot easily be filled with one surface, creating two or more surfaces might facilitate the repair
and potentially improve its quality.
In cases where Only NURBS mode or Prefer plane mode fails to generate a surface, the Patch mode can be
used to create a surface which fits as much as possible (be it not perfectly) the selected edges. The imprecisions that might be generated can be repaired using the Heal tool
or the Stitch tool
.
A surface can be created using only part of the free edges (e.g. by selecting six edges out of eight). The other
free edges can be connected later using the Connect tool

.
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C REATE V ERTEX C OORDINATES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Create Vertex Coordinates tool computes and displays as a 3D annotation the coordinates of any vertex or picked
point.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Create Vertex Coordinates tool.
2. Select a vertex to display its coordinates.

3. Click
or press
annotation.

C O O RDIN ATES

bar to validate the creation of the

OF

V ertex
M i ddl e
C enter
P i cked poi nt

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Important: Please note that vertex coordinates annotations are not updated along with changes in the geometry.

Remark: 3D annotations are only created if
activate another tool to cancel it.

is clicked. If no annotation is required, you can click

or

Remark: Measurement unit can be changed through the Edit | Preferences... menu.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to compute the coordi nates of the mi ddl e poi nt of an
edge?

1 Annotations
283

Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the Create Vertex Coordinates tool, select the
middle point as shown above, and
click

Result
Selected point coordinates are displayed as a 3D annotation.

or press space bar.

H ow to compute the coordi nates of the center poi nt of an
edge?

Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the Create Vertex Coordinates tool, select the center point as shown above, and click

Result
Selected point coordinates are displayed as a 3D annotation.

or press space bar.

Remark: The above is only applicable to edges with a constant curvature radius (e.g. cylinders, holes, regular fillets, etc.)
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D EFEATURING
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Defeaturing tool helps preparing the model for export to FEA software by automatically eliminating features such
as holes, filets and chamfers from the model.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Defeaturing tool.
2. (Optional) Select a group of faces.

3. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Feature starti ng faces
One or several faces of the feature (e.g. fillets, chamfer) to be removed. The selection of one face of a feature is usually enough to recognize it. When it is not, try selecting several faces of the same feature for improved recognition, or
specify Detail surrounding faces.
D etai l surroundi ng faces
(Optional) Detail surrounding faces offers a dual approach to feature removal: it is not about selecting features to
remove but their surrounding faces to keep.
It can be used to remove any kind of complex geometry as shown in How to manually remove any volume?.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Extracti on mode
Extraction mode selection is only available for global defeaturing (no active selection).
If extractabl e
Features whose deletion is likely to cause edge gaps or free edges won't be deleted. This is the safest option, but all features might not be deleted.
A l w ays
All features will be deleted even if it cause geometry errors. This option is likely to generate edge gaps or free edges
when applied to bad geometries.

Features to remove
Defines which kind of feature is to be identified and removed.
A l l features

1 FEM Tools
285

When enabled any feature can be removed. This option is useful for removing any fillet, chamfer or hole without
regard for its maximum radius or thickness. It can also be used to manually remove the specified geometry without
regard to its type.
Fi l l ets
Will remove fillets of specified maximum radius. We recommend using small values to avoid unintentional deletions.
Can be combined with Chamfers and Holes.
C ham fers
Will remove chamfers of specified maximum thickness. We recommend using small values to avoid unintentional deletions. Can be combined with Fillets and Holes.
Hol es
Will remove holes of specified maximum radius. We recommend using small values to avoid unintentional deletions.
Can be combined with Fillets and Chamfers.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Before using this tool, it is recommended to heal the model with the Heal tool

HOW

.

TO . . .

H ow to automati cal l y remove f eatures f rom a model ?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the DefeaResult
turing tool and specify which types of Holes have been removed throughout
features to remove.
the model.
Do not select any geometry. Directly
click

or press space bar.

Remark: It is also possible to individually select several types of features at once, or All Feature to remove in
one go all identified features.

H ow to manual l y remove speci f i c f eatures?
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( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Defeaturing tool and select Fillets and Holes.

Step 2
Select at least one face of each feature
to remove and click
space bar.

or press

Result
All three features have been
removed.

Remark: the same results can be achieved by clicking All Features instead of Fillets + Holes (step 1):
- Choosing All features makes manual defeaturing easier, as it does not impose restrictions on feature types or
parameters such as radius.
- Choosing Fillets, Chamfers or Holes is especially useful for global defeaturing, as it protects the user from unintended deletions.

H ow to manual l y remove any vol ume?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model

Step 3
Select one of the faces of the feature
and click

Click
to activate the Defeaturing tool and enable removal of All
Features.

Step 2
Select surrounding faces to be kept.

Result
Features have been removed.

or press space bar.

Remark: Even when dealing with complex features, selecting one of the Feature starting faces is usually
enough as long as Detail surrounding faces are properly specified.
Try selecting one face first, then more faces if the feature hasn't been removed.
Other examples with Detail surrounding faces:

Original model

Selection

Result
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Original model

Selection

Result

Original model

Selection

Result
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D ELETE
A CCESSIBL E
6

IN AL L WO RK SH O PS

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

9

A CTIO N
The Delete tool can be used to delete all types of objects: 3D geometry, 2D geometry, coordinate systems, annotations...

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
or press
2. Select an object.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

to activate the Delete tool.

bar to delete the selected object.

TO DEL ETE

Sel ected obj ects
All selected objects are deleted.
Instance
P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face
Loop
Feature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Analyze
Annotations
Advanced Tools
Feature Based Conversion
Conversion
Simplifier
FEM Tools
Modeling
User Tools
290

S hape
C urve
P oi nt
C oordi nate S ystem
A nnotati on

Al l vi si bl e obj ects
No need to select any object. All visible objects are deleted. Visible objects are objects actually displayed in the graphic
window. It is based on the current filter.

Al l i nvi si bl e obj ects
No need to select any object. All invisible objects are deleted. Invisible objects are objects actually not displayed in the
graphic window. It is based on the current filter.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: It is possible to delete several objects at the same time if they all have the same type.

Remark: If you don't manage to select directly with the mouse an object to delete, right click on the graphic
window to display the contextual menu, select the type of the object to delete, then click on the object to
select it.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to del ete an obj ect?
( O pen model )

Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the Delete tool.
Select one or more objects to delete,
and click

Result
The objects are deleted.

or press space bar to validate.
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D ETECT C OLLISIONS
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Detect Collisions tool is used to detect automatically parts that touch or overlap each others according to a user
defined tolerance.
The result of the collisions detection process can be saved in a html file or in a CT file.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Detect Collisions tool.
2. (Optional) Select the part or assembly whose collisions must be detected.

3. Click
, or press
process.

E L EMEN TS

bar to launch the collisions detection

TO AN AL YZE

P art or A ssem bl y
The collisions are detected inside one part or assembly (only one).
Remark: If no part or assembly is selected, the collisions are detected on the whole model.

O PTIO N
One body per part
Due to the collision detection process, it is sometimes necessary to transform the assembly structure to have one body
per part.
Important: Checking this option modifies the assembly structure of the model in an irreversible way. Be careful to not save the model after this option has been set.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Col l i si on tol erance
This tolerance allows you to configure how close the parts can be to each other before a collision is detected.

1 Analyze
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The two bodies have a radius difference of 0.1 mm

With collision tolerance = 0.02 mm:
No detected collisions

With collision tolerance = 0.05 mm:
Collisions are detected

Voxel si ze
A voxel is the 3D equivalent of a pixel.
The voxelization of parts is like a 3D display of the model skin in a grid of the 3D space.
Each voxel defines a region of the 3D space in which the process detects the intersections between the faces.
Important: The voxel size must depend on the size of the model. Computation time increases if the value is
reduced.

Remark: To choose the voxel size, get the size of the model by using the Create Bounding Box tool
1% of the model size is a good value for the voxel size.

.

Report
The result of the collisions detection can be saved in form of an html file.
Directly enter a name and a location of this html file or click the browse button

R ESU L T

.

O F A CO L L ISIO N S DETECTIO N

After the collisions detection process, 3D_Evolution enters in a specific display mode called Collision Detection Display.
This display mode shows the result of the collisions detection.
The model is displayed in transparency and the collisions are displayed as red curves.

Original model

Collision detection display
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Remark: Press

to clip the model and have a better view of the collisions.

Remark: To exit the Collision Detection Display mode, click
in the upper right corner of the graphic
window. It is necessary to exit this mode to start a new collisions detection.
S ave resul t i n C T fi l e
If checked, the model is saved in Collision detection display mode when Write collision report is clicked.
This way, the result of the collisions detection process is saved with the 3D model.
W ri te col l i si on report
Click this button to save the result of the collisions detection in the Report html file defined in the configuration.
Click
in the title bar to display this collision report in the Browser of 3D_Evolution.
If Save result in CT file is also checked, the 3D model is also saved in Collision detection display mode.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to detect col l i si ons i nsi de a model ?

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Detect Collisions tool, and select the part or the
assembly inside which you want to
detect collisions.

Step 2
Configure the collisions detection,
then click

or press space bar.
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Optional
Result
The result of the collisions detection is
displayed.

Click
to clip the model to
clearly see where are the collisions.

Click

to exit the Collision
Detection Display mode.
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D IRECT M ODELING
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Direct Modeling tool is used to modify existing geometry or to create new geometry interactively in the graphic
window.
The possible modeling operations are: translation, rotation, scaling or modification of radius.

B ASIC
1.
2.
3.
4.

U SAG E

Click
to activate the Direct Modeling tool.
Select the mode of direct modeling: Modify geometry or Create geometry.
Select elements to modify (or reference elements for geometry creation).
Depending on the selected element, modify the desired parameter: translation, rotation, scale or radius.

5. Click

M O DES

or press

bar to validate.

O F DIRECT MO DEL IN G

There are two modes of direct modeling.
M odi fy geom etry
This mode modifies the existing geometry. The selected objects are modified.
C reate geom etry
This mode creates new geometry from a reference geometry. The selected objects are not modified and a new geometry is added.

E L EMEN TS

TO MO DIF Y

In Modify geometry mode, select one or several elements to modify. In Create geometry mode, select one or several
elements which will be used as references for the geometry creation.
The Direct Modeling tool needs a direction to do a translation or an axis to do a rotation. This direction (or this axis) is
given by the clicked element. It can be a face based on a canonical surface (plane, cylinder, cone, sphere, torus) or a
conical curve (circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola) or a line. So when selecting several elements, it is important to
select the one defining the direction (or the axis) at the end (as last element).
Important: Elements such as instances, parts or assemblies, solids or bodies must be selected by clicking in the
graphic window and not in the model tree. When selecting such an element, click on a face or a curve belonging to it to define a direction (or an axis) and so to make a translation or a rotation possible.

Remark: It is not possible to use the Direct Modeling tool if the clicked element does not define a direction or
an axis. It will not work if you select a face based on a NURBS surface, an offset surface, a ruled surface or a
blend surface, or a NURBS curve, a polyline or a composite curve.
You can always modify these elements by clicking at the end (as last element) an element defining a direction

1 Modeling
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(or an axis).
Another possibility is to use the Convert tool
to convert these elements (NURBS surface for example)
into simpler ones (canonical surface) when it is possible.

For Modi f y geometry mode
Instance
P art or assem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face
C urve
P oi nt
C oordi nate system
C oordi nate system axi s

For Create geometry mode
B ody
Face
Loop
Selecting a loop is like selecting the face it belongs to.
C oedge
Selecting a coedge is like selecting the 3D curve the coedge is based on.
C urve

F IRST

REF EREN CE

This is an optional parameter which appears when at least one Elements to modify is selected.
Select an object which will be used as a reference for the translation, the rotation or the scaling.
The First reference is displayed in magenta by default. To change this color, go to Edit | Preferences... | System Colors |
Interface Elements and change the color of Second selection.
One and only one element can be selected as a reference.
The reference can belong to the Elements to modify. For example, it can be a face of a body to modify.

For Modi f y geometry or Create geometry mode
Face
C oedge
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Selecting a coedge is like selecting the 3D curve the coedge is based on.
C urve
C oordi nate system axi s
P oi nt
V ertex
C enter

S ECO N D

REF EREN CE

This is an optional parameter which may appear when at least one Elements to modify and one First reference are
selected, depending on their type.
Select an object which will be used as a second reference for the translation, the rotation or the scaling.
The Second reference is displayed in magenta by default, as the First reference.

For Modi f y geometry or Create geometry mode
Face
C urve
P oi nt
V ertex
C enter

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Combi ne modi f y & ref erence
This option appears when a First reference is selected in addition to the Elements to modify.
Check this option to modify the distance or the angle between the Elements to modify and the First reference.

Transl ati on
All the selected elements are translated of the desired length.
There are two ways to modify this length.
l Enter a value in the field,
l Click with the left mouse button on the red straight line arrow in the graphic window, keep the button pressed
and move the mouse. The selected objects are translated in real time and the translation value is modified in
the field and in the graphic window. Release the left mouse button to stop the translation.
The translation is possible when the last clicked element (or the First reference if one is specified) defines a direction.
So it can be:
l a face based on:
o a plane,
o a cylinder,
o a cone,
o a sphere,
o a torus,
o a revolution surface.
The translation is done along the normal of the plane, or the axis of the surface.
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l

a curve:
o Line,
o Circle,
o Ellipse,
o Parabola,
o Hyperbola.
The translation is done along the direction of the curve.

Rotati on ( ° )
All the selected elements are rotated of the desired angle.
There are two ways to modify this angle.
l Enter a value in the field,
l Click with the left mouse button on the red curved arrow in the graphic window, keep the button pressed and
move the mouse. The selected objects are rotated in real time and the rotation value is modified in the field
and in the graphic window. Release the left mouse button to stop the rotation.
The rotation is possible when the last clicked element (or the First reference if one is specified) defines an axis. So it
can be:
l a face based on:
o a cylinder,
o a cone,
o a sphere,
o a torus,
o a revolution surface.
The rotation is done around the axis of the surface.
l a curve:
o a line.
The rotation is done along the direction of the line.

Scal e
All the selected elements are scaled of the desired factor.
Enter a value in the field to modify this factor. For example: 0.5 halves the size; 2 doubles the size; 1 does not modify
the size.
The scaling is possible when the last clicked element (or the First reference if one is specified) is:
l a face based on:
o a plane,
o a cylinder,
o a cone,
o a sphere,
o a torus,
o a revolution surface.
The scaling is done from the clicked point for a plane, or from the axis of the surface. In the two cases, it is the
position of the red arrow.
l a curve:
o Line
o Circle
o Ellipse
o Parabola
o Hyperbola
The scaling is done from the clicked point on the curve: the position of the red arrow.

Radi us
The radius of the last clicked element is modified. A corresponding scaling is applied on all the other selected elements
(even those with a radius).
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Enter a value in the field to modify the radius.
The modification of the radius is possible when the last clicked element has a radius. So it can be:
l a face based on:
o a cylinder,
o a cone,
o a sphere,
o a torus: the "small" radius (Radius 2) is modified,
o a revolution surface: the "small" radius is modified.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Press
at any time to cancel the current translation, rotation, scaling or modification of radius
if you are not satisfied with the result.

Remark: Use the Quick Sketch tool

HOW

to create the necessary curves for your direct modeling operations.

TO . . .

H ow to create geometry wi th transl ati on?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Direct
Modeling tool and choose Create geometry

Step 2
Configure the translation created and
click

or press space bar.
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Result
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D ISCONNECT
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

A CTIO N
The Disconnect tool removes the topological link between coedges. It can be used to isolate faces from the rest of the
body, or to remove bad connections and get the right one before using the Heal tool

B ASIC

or the Stitch tool

.

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Disconnect tool.
2. Select the coedge(s), face(s) or body(s) to disconnect.

3. Click

or press

E L EMEN TS

bar to validate.

TO DISCO N N ECT

B ody
All the edges of the selected bodies are changed into free edges.
Face
If only one face is selected, all its coedges are changed into free edges.
If several connected faces are selected, the shared edges are changed into free edges.
C oedge
The selected coedges are changed into free edges.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: the Disconnect tool is generally used in conjunction with the Connect tool
topology information with the good one.

HOW

to replace wrong

TO . . .

H ow to correct topol ogy usi ng the Di sconnect and Connect
tool s?
( O pen model )

1 Conversion
2 FEM Tools
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Original model
Bad topology information prevents
Heal tool

from repairing this
void.

Step 3
Click
to activate the Connect
tool, and select two edges which
should be connected.
Click

or press space bar.

Step 1
Step 2
Click
to activate the
Disconnect tool and select one of the
side of the edge with bad connection
information.

Click
or press space bar.
Bad connection is removed.

Result
Repeat the operation on other edges
to complete the topology.Topology is
now correct: the Heal tool
should be able to repair this.
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E XTEND F ACE
A CCESSIBL E

1

IN WO RK SH O P

A CTIO N
The Extend Face tool extends a face by projecting one or more of its free edges to selected target faces.
The result of this tool is an extension of the face if the free edges to extend are before the target faces. In this case, the
area of the face is increased.
But it results in a reduction of the face if the free edges to extend are beyond the target faces. In this case, the area of
the face is reduced.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Extend Face tool.
2. Select one or more free edges of the face to extend.
3. (Optional) Select one or more target faces which will define the limit of the extension.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Free edges to extend
One or more free edges belonging to the face(s) to extend. These free edges are moved onto the Target faces.
T arget faces
(Optional) In the extension process, the Free edges to extend are moved onto these faces.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: If you don't select a target face, the face is extended by 10%.

Remark: The selected free edges are moved, but they are not automatically connected to the target faces.
To do this, use the Connect tool

to connect the selected free edges to the target faces' free edges.

If the target faces' free edges don't exist, you can create them with the Trim Face tool

HOW

.

TO . . .

H ow to extend a f ace?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

1 Advanced Tools
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Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Extend
Face tool, and select the free edge to
move.

Step 2
Select a target face which defines the
limit of the extension.
Click

or press space bar.

Result
The face is extended: the selected
free edge has been moved to the target face.
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FEM F LAT F ACES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The FEM Flat Faces tool is used to convert any type of face (e.g. NURBS) into planar faces. It preserves the original surface normal, automatically relimit coedges to fill gaps whenever possible and can also be set to respect tangent continuity (G1) along one or several coedges (tangent ribbon).

B ASIC

U SAG E

Fl at f aces
1. Click
to activate the FEM Flat Faces tool.
2. Select a face.

3. Click

or press

bar.

Fl at al ong a tangent ri bbon
1. Click
to activate the FEM Flat Faces tool.
2. Select all edges of the tangent ribbon.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar.

TO F L AT

Face
Flat faces without applying any tangent continuity (G1) constraint. When a face has two curvatures, it is first flatted
along the curvature with the lowest curvature radius (apply the tool twice to remove all curvatures).
T angent ri bbon
A set of connected coedges spanning across one or several faces. Selection is made by clicking slightly left or right of
coedges. As a result each selection indicates both a face to be flatted and the tangency to be respected. Examples
below:

1 FEM Tools
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OK! (but ineffective)
OK!
This selection indicates face 1 is to be
This selection indicates face 2 is to be
flatted in tangency with face 2 (inefflatted in tangency with face1.
fective as face 1 is already flat).

KO!
This is not a valid selection (coedges
have to be connected).

KO!
OK!
This is not a valid selection (faces to This selection indicates that faces 2, 3
flat all have to be located on the same and 4 are all to be flatted in tangency
side of the tangent ribbon).
with face 1.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

As FEM Flat Faces does not modify neighboring face surfaces, it may generate edge gaps when applied to faces whose
neighbors are non-planar.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to si mpl y f l at a f ace?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Model to be modified

Step 3
Select surrounding faces to be kept
and click

Click
to activate the FEM Flat
Faces tool and enable removal of All
Features.

Step 2
Select faces from the feature to be
removed.

Result
Features have been removed.

or press space bar.

Remark: When a face has two curvatures, it is first flatted along the curvature with the lowest curvature radius
(apply the tool twice as shown above to remove all curvatures).

H ow to f l at a f ace al ong a coedge?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
Faces can be flatted with respect of tangent continuity (G1) on the specified coedge.
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Step 1

Model to be modified

Click
to activate the FEM Flat
Faces tool. Click slightly left of a
coedge to select it while indicating
that it is the face on the left side which
should be flatted.
Click

Step 2
Click now slightly right of the same
coedge to select it while indicating
that it is the face on the right side
which should be flatted.
Click

Result
Face on the left side of the coedge
have been flatted.

or press space bar.

Result
Face on the right side of the coedge
have been flatted as well.

or press space bar.

H ow to f l at several f aces at once al ong a tangent ri bbon?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
Important: Before starting, refer to section Elements to flat for details regarding tangent ribbon how it should
be selected.
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Step 1
Click
Model to be modified

to activate the FEM Flat
Faces tool.
Select the inner portion of a coedge
(click not on top of the coedge, but
slightly inside the face to be flatted)
and click

Result
All faces are flatted along the tangent
ribbon.

or press space bar.
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FEM M ERGE F ACES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The FEM Merge Faces tool merges group of faces along a reference surface. This tool can be used to remove several
steps at once, or any feature surrounding the reference face such as fillets.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the FEM Merge Faces tool.
2. Select the reference face.
3. Select a group of faces to be projected onto the reference face and merged.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

R eference face
The face (only one) to be used as reference. All Faces to merge are projected onto this face.
Faces to m erge
In the merging process all Faces to merge will be projected onto the Reference face.
All Faces to merge have to be selected so that their projection onto the Reference face does not leave any gap.
Example:

KO!
There is a gap between these two
faces.
They cannot be merged.

OK!
OK!
Selected faces are not connected, but
All faces are all connected and can be
once projected onto the Reference
projected onto the Reference Face.
Face they will be.

1 FEM Tools
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Remark: There is a possibility of tiny faces appearing when all Faces to Merge are not connected (e.g. the rightmost image above). Heal tool

can be applied to remove tiny faces in one click.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
A utom ati c m erge fi l l et
When enabled, all fillets surrounding the reference face are automatically deleted.
Maximum radius should be set slightly larger than the radius of fillets to remove, to avoid the accidental suppression of
other features.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Before using this tool, it is recommended to heal the model with the Heal tool

.

Remark: FEM Merge Faces tool is not to be confused with Meta-Face tool
:
- Meta-Face merges faces whose logical surface is identical. It decreases face count but does not change the
model.
- FEM Merge Faces merges by projecting faces onto a reference surface. It changes the model.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to remove steps?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1
Step 2
Original model

Click
to activate the FEM
Merge Faces tool and select the reference face.

Select the step faces and click
press space bar.

or
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Result
Step is removed.

Remark: It is possible to select several Faces to Merge (purple) at once to delete all steps in one go. In any case,
make sure that Faces to Merge (or their projection) are connected to the Reference Face. Refer to the Which
objects need to be selected? section for more information.

H ow to automati cal l y remove f i l l ets around a f ace?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the FEM
Merge Faces tool and check Automatic merge fillet with a maximum
radius adapted to the fillets to
remove.

Step 2
Select a reference face connected to
the fillets to remove. Do not select any
faces to merge. Directly click
press space bar.

or
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Result
All fillets surrounding the reference
face have been removed.

Remark: When bad quality fillets are not deleted automatically, the remaining fillet faces can be manually
selected as Faces to Merge to force their merging.

Remark: Create Measure tool

can be used to measure the radius of fillets to be removed.
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FEM R IB M ANIPULATION
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
Mid-faces model may be generated with gaps if volumes are left unprocessed by the Mid Face tool (voluntarily or not).
The FEM Rib Manipulation tool helps finalizing such models: it is used to join fragmented ribs or extend ribs to target
faces, in order to fill any undesired gap in mid-faces model.

FEM Rib Manipulation tool is always used after the execution of Mid Face tool
basics of Mid Face tool

B ASIC

. It is recommended to learn the

first for a better understanding.

U SAG E

Ri b extensi on mode
1. Click
to activate the FEM Rib Manipulation tool.
2. Set the tool mode to Rib extension.
3. Select free edges to be extended.

4. Select target faces and click

or press

bar.

Joi n ri bs mode
1. Click
to activate the FEM Rib Manipulation tool.
2. Set the tool mode to Join ribs.
3. Select two or more free edges to join and click

or press

bar.

Spl i t shape mode
Remark: Rib extension can be used first to have the free edges match the faces to be split.

1. Click
to activate the FEM Rib Manipulation tool.
2. Set the tool mode to Split Shape.
3. Select one or more faces to be split.
4. Select one or more splitting free edges and click

or press

bar.

1 FEM Tools
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W H ICH

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Ri b extensi on mode
Face
The ribs to be extended. Selected ribs' edges possibility of extension is determined by their type: Fixed Free Edges
(purple) cannot be relimited while Normal Free Edges (green) can.
T arget face
Normal free edges of the ribs selected as Face are extended to the Target face.

Joi n ri bs mode
Free edges
Will try to join together all faces supporting the selected free edges.
To select a Fixed Free Edge (purple) change its type to Normal Free Edge (green) first using the FEM Types tool

.

Spl i t shape mode
Face
One or more faces to be split.
Free edge
One or more free edges previously extended to the faces to split.

C O N F IG U RATIO N

Ri b extensi on mode
S pl i t target faces
Enable this option if you want Target faces to be split along the extended ribs.
D o w hat you can
When disabled, 3D_Evolution won’t attempt rib extensions likely to generate errors. In such case enable this option if
you want to forcefully execute the extension. It may result in partial extensions or in errors which can be fixed using
the Heal tool

.

Joi n ri bs mode
T ol . m erge extrem i ti es
Tolerance for allowing differently sized ribs to share the same extremities. Example:
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Tol. merge extremities = 0 mm
With no tolerance, ribs are not perfectly joined
(extremities end up being 0.48 mm
apart)

Ribs to join

T H IN G S

Tol. merge extremities = 0.5 mm
With a 0.5 mm tolerance, extremities
are perfectly joined
(any setting < 0.48 mm would have no
effect)

TO N O TE

Remark: Fixed free edges (purple) are not affected by Rib extension and Join ribs. Before using these two
manipulations, use the FEM Types tool
to change to Normal free edges (green) any edge you want to
relimit. Split Shape can be used with Fixed free edges, as it is the faces (and not the free edges) which are actually modified.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to extend ri bs?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Original model

Step 1

Step 2
Select all free edges to be extended

Click
to activate the FEM Types
tool and select Normal free edge.

and click
or press space bar to
set their type as Normal Free Edge.
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Step 3
Result
Free edges to be extended are now
Normal free edges (green). Free edges Click
to activate the FEM Rib
which shouldn't be extended are all
Manipulation tool and set mode to
Fixed free edges (purple).
Rib extension as shown above.

Step 5
Select all target faces and click
extend ribs to these faces.

Step 4
Select the ribs to be extended first.

Result
Ribs
have
been
extended to specified
to
target faces.

Remark: You can use the configuration option Split target face to also split the target faces along the extended
ribs.

H ow to j oi n ri bs?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model

Step 2
Select all edges to be joined and click

Click
to activate the FEM Types
tool and select Normal free edge.

or press space bar to set their
type to Normal free edge.

Step 3
Result
to activate the FEM Rib
Free edges to be joined are all Normal Click
Manipulation tool and set mode to
free edges (green). Free edges which
Join ribs as shown above.
shouldn't be modified are all Fixed
It is usually recommended to set a
free edges (purple).
reasonably high tolerance setting for
smooth joining.

Step 4
Select all free edges to be joined and
click

or press space bar to join
ribs.

Result
Ribs have been joined.
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FEM T YPES
A CCESSIBL E

1

IN WO RK SH O P

A CTIO N
The FEM Types tool is used in conjunction with Mid Face or FEM Rib Manipulation tools. It is used to type faces and
free edges for later processing. Typing faces helps finalizing Mid-faces model and allows for faster creation.
Refer to the “how to” section for concrete examples of how one can benefit from using FEM Types tool.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the FEM Types tool.
2. Select a face or a free edge.

3. Choose one of the available types and click
bar.

or press

T YPE
M i d- faces reference
Paints face in red. Changing a face type to Mid-faces reference fixes its position in the Mid-faces generation process.
Mid-faces reference are used as a support for other faces to be projected onto.
As no offset is applied, the type Mid-faces reference with offset is best suited to change Mid-faces to keep into Midfaces reference as needed.
M i d- faces reference w i th offset
Paints face in red. A Mid-face reference with offset has a fixed position with the specified offset. Offset is usually set
with a negative value to have the reference face placed inside a wall.
M i d- faces to keep
Paints face in green. Changing a face type to Mid-faces to keep means the selected face will directly be considered a
Mid-face.
As no offset is applied, the type Mid-faces to keep with offset should be preferred to create from scratch the mid-face
of a wall. Conversely, Mid-faces to keep is best suited to change Mid-faces reference into Mid-faces to keep as needed.
M i d- faces to keep w i th offset
Paints face in green. When a wall thickness is constant (no draft angle) and known, this type can be used to create midfaces using only one of the faces of the wall.

Remark: Check Thicknesses tool

can be used to check which offset should be applied.

1 FEM Tools
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Important: Use Mid-faces to keep with offset with precaution on walls with draft angle, as it is ignored in such
mid-face calculation. Mid Face tool

should be used instead as it supports variable thickness walls.

Norm al face
Face bearing no characteristics. In the mid-faces generation process, normal faces are faces which are not processed
yet. Use Normal face when you need to cancel prior modification.
Fi l l ed face
Paints face in dark blue. Filled faces are automatically generated to close gaps in solids following mid-faces generation.
Filled faces are set to be automatically deleted as the mid-faces creation completes.
Norm al free edge
Paints free edges in green. Normal free edges are default free edges whose relimitation is allowed when altering the
supporting face. When using FEM Rib Manipulation tool
possibilities of extension.

, free edges’ normal or fixed type determines the ribs'

Fi xed free edge
Paints free edges in purple. Fixed free edges are free edges which cannot be relimited. When using FEM Rib Manipulation tool

, free edges’ normal or fixed type determines the ribs' possibilities of extension.

E L EMEN TS

TO AL TER

Face
Any type can be applied to faces, with the exception of Normal free edge and Fixed free edge.
Free edge
Free edges can only be typed Normal free edge (default) or Fixed free edge.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: For a better understanding, it is recommended to learn the basics of Mid Face tool
Rib Manipulation tool

HOW

and FEM

before using the FEM Types tool.

TO . . .

H ow to manual l y create mi d- f aces?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the FEM Types
tool. Set type to Mid-faces to keep
with offset . Offset should be set to the
negative value of half the wall's average thickness
(e.g. for a 3 mm wall input -1.5 mm)

Step 2
Select all faces which should be offset'ed and turned into mid-faces to
keep. Click

or press space bar.

Result
Mid-faces have been created.

Remark: Check Thicknesses tool

can be used to check thickness of walls before setting the offset.

H ow to f i x posi ti on of f ree edges?
FEM Types can be used to make sure that free edges you want fixed are not relimited by the FEM Rib Manipulation
tool

. Please refer to FEM Rib Manipulation how to #1 and #2 for details.
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F LIP N ORMALS
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Flip Normals tool reverses the face's orientation.
When a model is of poor quality, some of its faces may be wrongly encoded, and some faces may have their orientation reversed. In this case, it is necessary to turn the faces upside down in order to identify the right topology with
the Connect tool

B ASIC

.

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Flip Normals tool.
2. Select some objects (part, body, face) to flip.

3. Click

or press

E L EMEN TS

bar to validate.

TO F L IP

P art or assem bl y
The orientation of all the bodies of the selected parts or assemblies is reversed.
B ody
The orientation of the selected bodies is reversed.
Face
The orientation of the selected faces is reversed.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Press

to see the face's orientation. This is the shortcut for Display back faces (B).

Remark: As the connection between faces is depending on the faces' orientation, flipping the orientation of a
connected face will disconnect it from its neighboring faces.

Remark: If several faces are reversed at the same time, the connection between them is kept.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to f l i p a f ace?

1 Advanced Tools
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( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1
Original model
The orientation of the face is the
opposite of its neighbors.

Click
to activate the Flip
Normals tool, and select the face
which orientation is to be reversed.
Click

Result
The orientation of the face is the same
as its neighbors.

or press space bar.

Optional
Use the Connect tool
to connect the face to its neighbors.
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H EAL
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

3

A CTIO N
The Heal tool automatically repair quality defects in part or totality of a model.
In Basic mode, the Heal tool recomputes the edges of the model to correct imprecision without modifying any surface.
The Heal tool can be set to remove tiny faces and to automatically correct most PDQ defects in accordance with SASIG
and VDA4955-2 standards. It can be applied to B-Rep data as well as tessellated data.

Heal tool

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Heal tool.
2. (Optional) Select faces, bodies, or other elements to heal.

3. Click

or press

bar to validate.

M O DE
Basi c
In Basic mode, edges are recomputed to correct any imprecision but no surface is modified. As surfaces are not modified, the Heal tool can only repair faces with genuine intersection as shown below.

These faces can be repaired without surface modification.
Such reparation is possible with the Heal tool.

These faces are not tangent.
Surfaces have to be modified which requires using the
Stitch tool

instead.

1 Feature Based Conversion
2 Conversion
3 FEM Tools
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Advanced
In Advanced mode, advanced algorithms (also accessible in the Advanced Tools workshop) are employed to automatically correct whenever possible all errors detected by the Check tool
In Advanced mode, surfaces are modified if required.

(if run with AdvancedCheck profile).

Remark: When using the Advanced mode, the Heal tool should be executed only once.

E L EMEN TS

TO H EAL

Automatically repair imprecisions and free edges of the selected objects.
Remark: If there is no selected elements, the healing is launched on the whole model.
Double click

to directly launch the healing on the whole model.

P art or assem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face
Only repairs imprecisions or free edges of the selected face.
Free E dge
Repairs the selected free edge. This causes neighboring faces edges to be relimited.
Im preci si on
Repairs the selected imprecision. This causes neighboring faces edges to be relimited.

Remark: The Check tool
cisions.

(with BasicCheck profile) needs to be executed first to detect and display impre-

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Exact
This is the configuration for exact (B-Rep) models.
D el ete free edges before heal i ng
When checked, this option cleans free edges first to facilitate the healing process.
l For local healing only
l For local and global healing
Important: This option should not be set for global healing when some of the model free edges are intended
(e.g. skin models).
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Remark: When disabled, free edges are not deleted, but the Heal tool increases the geometric quality of their
curves (i.e. deletes tiny segments and merges tangent segments). It facilitates the creation of good quality
patch surfaces.
M erge faces before heal i ng
The Heal tool will try to merge faces under the specified tolerance.
A uthori z e vertex rel axati on
Determines whether the relaxation of vertices is allowed or not in the healing process.
R em ove ti ny faces and l oops
When set on, tiny faces and loops are automatically removed, and the provided neighboring faces can be relimited to
fill the gap.
Fi l l hol es
When enabled, holes are automatically filled whenever possible. The maximum free edge count of holes can be specified to prevent unintended face creation.
Important: This option should not be used when some of the model’s free edges are intended (e.g. skin models).

Remark: This option fills holes by creating new faces. If the extension of neighboring faces is preferred to fill a
specific hole, use the Connect tool

first to add the missing topology information.

Di screte
This is the configuration for discrete (tessellated) models.
R em ove ti ny facets
Enables the automatic removal of tiny facets. The provided neighboring facets can be relimited to fill the gap.

Remove tiny facets - Before healing

Remove tiny facets - After healing

C l ose hol es
Enables the automatic filling of missing facets.
M erge copl anar facets
Enables the automatic merging of coplanar facets. It can greatly reduce the complexity of fixed size meshes while preserving the geometry.
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Merge coplanar facets - Before healing

T H IN G S

Merge coplanar facets - After healing

TO N O TE

Remark: Because it does not distort the model in any way, this tool should always be used first when correcting a model.

Remark: The Basic healing can be applied a few times if required (usually no more than four or five); the correction of some imprecisions might require the correction of other imprecisions first.

Remark: The information on topology must be right to start. This requires the presence of imprecisions rather
than free edges, and the presence of connections between faces that are actually connecting. You can use the
Connect tool

HOW

to add the missing topology information for better results.

TO . . .

H ow to automati cal l y correct i mpreci si ons throughout a
model ?
( O pen model )
Remark: the model doesn't need to be checked before healing, but it is recommended to do so to measure
the effectiveness of the correction (imprecisions and free edges count reduced or not). Use the Check tool
with the BasicCheck profile to check the model for imprecisions and free edges.
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Step 1

Original model

Result
After
healing,
check
results are autoClick
to activate the Heal tool.
Do not select anything ; directly click matically displayed as shown above.
If Bad Edges > 1, repeat the operation
or press space bar to autoto remove the remaining bad edges.
matically heal the model.

W hat shal l I do i f Heal tool doesn't correct al l i m preci si ons?
Scenario
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

First execution of the Heal tool.
Some (but not all) errors have been corrected.

Possible action
l

It is probable more errors will be repaired if the
Heal tool is executed once again.

l

Enable more options (e.g. Fill holes) in the configuration.

l

Use the Stitch tool
modifies surfaces.

l

There is no harm in using the Heal tool many times
as long as it bears positive results (usually no more
than four or five times).

l

Use the Stitch tool
modifies surfaces.

First execution of the Heal tool.
No error have been corrected.

2nd, 3rd, etc. execution of the Heal tool.
Some other (but not all) errors have been corrected.
2nd, 3rd, etc. execution of the Heal tool.
No more error have been corrected.

2nd, 3rd, etc. execution of the Heal tool.
Errors count increased.

. It is more powerful but

. It is more powerful but

Remark: The error count may slightly increase in
situations where imprecisions are interdependent
(e.g. correcting one specific imprecision makes
previous ones reappear).
l

Use the Heal tool in Local mode for better control
over its action.

l

Or use the Stitch tool
but modifies surfaces.

. It is more powerful

H ow to automati cal l y correct model s whose f ree edges are
i ntended?
( O pen model )
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Remark: the model doesn't need to be checked before healing, but it is recommended to do so to measure
the effectiveness of the correction (imprecisions and free edges count reduced or not). Use the Check tool
with the BasicCheck profile to check the model for imprecisions and free edges.

Step 1

Original model
Skin model with 26 imprecisions >
0.01 mm.

Result
Click
to activate the Heal tool.
After
healing,
check
results are autoDisable Fill holes option, and make
sure Delete free edges before healing matically displayed as shown above.
option isn't active for global healing. Imprecisions count has been reduced
to 7.
Click
or press space bar to automatically heal the model.

Remark: The demo model above cannot be repaired using only the Heal tool. Use the Stitch tool
stitch the remaining imprecisions (quasi-tangent faces).

next to

H ow to repai r speci f i c i mpreci si ons whi l e preservi ng surf aces?
( O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Heal tool.
Right click anywhere on the screen to

Step 2
Select one or several imprecisions,
then click

or press space bar.
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display the selection menu, and
choose the Imprecision type.

Result
The imprecision is healed.

Remark: Faces can be selected instead of imprecisions with the same results. Free edges can also be directly
selected, so the Heal tool smooths its segments.

Remark: The incapacity to repair an imprecision using the Heal tool usually means faces are not-tangent. In
such a case, the Stitch tool
can be used (modify surfaces).
Please note that in some cases the Heal tool needs to be executed twice or more to heal an imprecision.

H ow to repai r hol es by extensi on of the nei ghbori ng f aces?
( O pen model )
Remark: The success of this operation depends on the presence of genuine intersections between the faces to
be connected. Trying to connect non tangent faces will result in imprecisions, as the Heal tool won't modify
their surfaces.
Follow the procedure described in How to use Connect and Heal tools to repair large voids?

H ow to repai r hol es through f aces creati on?
( O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model
The hole edges are composed of
many segments.

Click
to activate the Heal tool,
and select one of the free edges of
the hole.

Step 3
Above is the result of the healing.
Free edges have been cleaned which
facilitates the creation of a new surface. Use the Create Surface tool

Step 2
Right-click anywhere on the screen to
display the selection menu, and click
Select Connected Free Edges to select
all other free edges of the hole. Click
or press space bar to remove tiny
segments of the free edges and
increase their overall geometric quality.

Result
Model is repaired.

to create the missing face.

Remark: While the Heal tool has been applied to free edges above, it can be applied to the surrounding faces
with the same effect.

H ow to repai r hol es wi th topol ogy errors?
( O pen model )
1. The Heal tool requires correct topology to be effective. Reparation of topology issues is done with the Disconnecttool
and the Connect tool
and Connect tools?

. Please refer to How to correct topology using the Disconnect
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2. Depending on your needs, please refer to How to repair holes by extension of the neighboring faces? or How
to repair holes through faces creation?

H ow to repai r seemi ngl y i sol ated edge or f ree edges?
( O pen model )
Seemingly isolated edge are the visible consequence of PDQ defects. For example:
l a defect in the loop of a neighboring face.
l one independent face with overlapping edges (null area). In such case, it looks like an isolated free edge.
l or two such faces with interconnection. In such case, it looks like an isolated coedge.
For defects in neighboring face loops, simply repair the concerned faces using the Heal tool. In other cases, (independent faces) the Delete tool

needs to be used.

To si mpl y remove the edge

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Delete
tool. Right-click anywhere on the
screen to display the selection menu
and choose Face.

Step 2
Click the isolated edge to select the
associated face, then click
press space bar.

or

Result
The isolated edge have been
removed.
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Remark: If the foremost face gets selected instead, it can be hidden using the right click menu. The procedure below is another alternative.

I f you need to control the f ace of the edge bef ore removi ng
it

Step 1
Click
to activate the Delete
tool. Right click anywhere on the
screen to display the selection menu
and choose Loop.

Original model

Step 2
Click the isolated edge to select the
associated loop, then click
press space bar.

or

Result
Without its loop, the face is relimited
to the size of its surface as shown
above.
It can be easily removed using the
Delete tool

.

Remark: The rectangle selection tool can be used to facilitate the selection of the loop. As it may cause loops
located behind the model to be selected as well, you should make sure the number of selected loops is 1.

H ow to proceed when cri ti cal PDQ errors cannot be repai red?
3D_Evolution provides multiple possibilities to solve serious PDQ problems. The following procedures can be tried:
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l

Check whether the Advanced Tools workshop provides a tool adapted to the issue.

l

Delete the bad face, use the Connect tool
to add topology information, then execute Heal to fill the gap.
Note: this may result in unintended modification of the model.
Delete the bad face, execute Heal once on the free edges (Delete free edges option disabled) to smooth them,

l

then use the Create Surface tool
l

to create a good quality surface to fill the void.

Before starting one of the procedures above, use the Split tool
on the bad face to separate good geometry from the bad one, and reduce the complexity of the healing operation.
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L OCAL T ESSELLATION
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Local Tessellation tool computes a new tessellation for the selected objects with parameters different of the
global ones.
The tessellation of the models is normally done with the global parameters defined by Edit > Preferences...> Rendering >Quality.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Local Tessellation tool.
2. Select one or more faces, bodies, or parts whose tessellation needs to be locally recomputed.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to validate.

TO AL TER

P art or assem bl y
A new tessellation is computed for the selected parts or assemblies.
S ol i d
A new tessellation is computed for the selected solids.
B ody
A new tessellation is computed for the selected bodies.
Face
A new tessellation is computed for the selected faces.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
There are three criteria used to compute a local tessellation: maximum sag, maximum length, and maximum angle.
In order to have a more precise tessellation, you can reduce one or more of these criteria (especially the maximum
sag or angle).
Important: Keep in mind that reducing one or more of these criteria will generate more triangles, so it will
slow down the display speed.

Maxi mum sag
Is the maximum distance between a face and its approximate triangles.
When it is set to 0, it is ignored by the computation.
The default value depends on the size of the model.

1 Advanced Tools
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As you can see in the following table, with a smaller sag, the tessellation is more precise on the whole face.

Maximum sag = 0 mm
The criterion is ignored.

Maximum sag = 0.5 mm

Maximum sag = 0.1 mm

Maximum sag = 0.01 mm

Maxi mum l ength
Is the maximum size of a triangle.
The default value is 0, which means that the criterion is ignored by the computation.

As you can see in the following table, the maximum length criterion is useful if you want to have triangles which have
nearly the same area.
The maximum length is normally set to 0 as it increases the number of triangles when it is often not necessary.
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Maximum length = 0 mm
The criterion is ignored.

Maximum length = 10 mm

Maximum length = 5 mm

Maximum length = 2 mm

Maxi mum angl e
Is the maximum angle between two consecutive triangles of the same face.
When it is set to 0, it is ignored by the computation.
The default value is 45°.

As you can see in the following table with a smaller angle the tessellation is more precise where the curvature is
important.
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T H IN G S

Maximum angle = 0 °
The criterion is ignored.

Maximum angle = 45 °

Maximum angle = 10 °

Maximum angle = 5 °

TO N O TE

Remark: Press
to display the model in line contours and view the tessellation before and after the use
of the tool. This is the shortcut for Edit > Preferences... > Rendering > Mesh Visualization > Line contours (M).
The rendering mode must be Shaded or Shaded with edges.

Important: Do not refresh the display by pressing
! It will recompute the tessellation of the whole
model with the global parameters, and the local tessellation will be lost.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to compute l ocal l y a new tessel l ati on?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Model to be modified
It is not very precisely tessellated.

Click
to activate the Local Tessellation tool and select the faces you
want to tessellate.

Result
The tessellation of the selected faces
is recomputed. As you can see, the
Press
borders are less angular.

Step 2
Decrease the maximum sag and maximum angle then click
space bar.

or press

to view the tessellation.
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M ATCH T ANGENCY
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Match Tangency tool moves the NURBS surface's poles to different positions to force tangency between the face
that is selected first and the following faces.
This tool is useful for:
l Removing G1 continuity defects between 2 faces.
Improving a surface which was created with the Create Surface tool
boring faces.
Modifying the geometry by changing chamfers to fillets.

l

l

B ASIC

by making it tangent to its neigh-

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Match Tangency tool.
2. Select the face which needs a tangency adjustment.
3. Select the face(s) connected to the first one define the tangency.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Face to m atch
The face (only one) which needs a tangency adjustment on one of its edges. The surface of this face is modified.
T arget faces
One or more faces which are connected to the first face by an edge where the tangency must be adjusted.
The surfaces of the target faces is not modified.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Ensure that the face to modify is based on a NURBS surface. Use Select tool
kind of surface it is based.

to see on which

Remark: This tool works only if the edge where the tangency is going to be modified is located on a natural
edge of its face (this edge may be a partial edge). In order to view the natural edges, use Select tool
display the surface.

HOW

to

TO . . .

1 Advanced Tools
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H ow to make a f ace tangent to i ts nei ghbors?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1

Original model
The two faces are not tangent.

Result
The face's surface is modified to
become tangent to the target face.

Step 2
Select a target face to become tangent
Click
to activate the Match Tanto.
gency tool, and select the face to
Click
or press space bar.
modify.

Optional
Use the Heal tool
to fix the
remaining imprecisions.
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M ERGE B ODIES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Merge Bodies tool is used to assemble several bodies into a single one.
Some tools of 3D_Evolution are executable only on elements belonging to the same body.
For example, it is not possible to connect two free edges if they do not belong to the same body. To connect these two
free edges, it is necessary to merge their bodies together with the Merge Bodies tool before using the Connect tool
.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Merge Bodies tool.
2. Select the bodies to merge.

3. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to validate.

K IN D O F O BJ ECT CAN BE MERG ED TO G ETH ER ?

B ody
This tool can be applied only on bodies.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: The bodies you want to merge must be at the same level in the model tree. If not, you can either flatten the assembly structure before using this tool or do a Copy / Paste to place the bodies at the same level.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to merge several bodi es together?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

1 Advanced Tools
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Step 1
Model to be modified
It has two separate bodies.

Result
Click
to activate the Merge Bod- The two bodies are merged: there is
ies tool and select the two bodies.
only one body in the tree.
Click

or press space bar.

Optional
Use the Connect tool
to connect the faces together.
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M ETA -F ACE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Meta-Face tool merges throughout the model all faces sharing the same logical surface. It reduces the number of
faces in a model without damaging its quality.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click

to activate the Meta-Face tool.

2. Click
or press
the model.

E L EMEN TS

bar to generate meta-faces throughout

TO AL TER

P art or assem bl y
Automatically looks for faces to be merged throughout the selected parts or assemblies.
B ody
Automatically looks for faces to be merged throughout the selected body.
Face
Automatically looks for faces to be merged among selected faces.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Mergi ng
Merging configuration defines which kind of shape is to be identified and merged as a meta-face.

Mergi ng > Al l shapes
Merges all faces identified as one of s-Shape, S-Shape, orU-Shape.
s- S hape
Merges faces identified as s-Shape. s-Shapes are composed of two fillets of opposite orientation.

s-Shape
S - S hape

1 FEM Tools
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Merges faces identified as S-Shape. S-Shapesare composed of two fillets of opposite orientation separated by a ruled
surface. Depending on theTotal width parameter value, S-Shapes may be cut through the middle.

S-Shape
U- S hape
Merges faces identified as U-Shape. U-Shapesare composed of two fillets of identical orientation separated by a
ruled surface.U-Shapes are always merged then cut through the middle.

U-Shape

Mergi ng > Fi l l et
Merges faces identified as Fillets.

Fillet

Mergi ng > Rul ed
Merges faces identified as Ruled.

Ruled
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Mergi ng > O ther
Merges faces which do not match any of the types above (not a Shape, not a Fillet, and not Ruled).

Other

Restri cti on
Restriction parameters guarantee that meta-faces creation do not damage the model quality, but it may limit the number of meta-faces generated.

Restri cti on > Tangency angl e
Faces are merged only if the maximum angle existing between the surface’s normal is less than the value set for this
parameter. As such, if this option is set to 0, no meta-face can be created.

Tangency angle

Restri cti on > Shape
T otal w i dth
Faces identified as Shapes are not merged if the total maximum width of the resulting meta-face is larger than the
value set for this parameter.
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S-Shape total width

Remark: If the computed width is equal to a value comprised between half the width and the full width that
was selected by the user, then the Shape is cut in two parts.

S-Shape cut in two parts
R ul ed w i dth
Faces identified as Shapes are merged on the condition that their maximum width is less than the value set for this
parameter.

Ruled width
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Length m ergi ng
Enable length merging to have all faces previously identified as Shapes merged through their length.

Length merging
Length m ergi ng > C urvature rati o
Shapetype faces are merged only if the maximum ratio between the two curvature radii (with the biggest radius
always used as the denominator) is superior to the value set for this parameter. This value must always be somewhere between 0 and 1. The option becomes more and more restrictive as the value gets closer to 1.

Curvature ratio
Length m ergi ng > Gl obal angl e devi ati on
Faces identified as Shapes are merged only if the sum of the angle deviations is inferior to the value set for this parameter.
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Original model: this set of consecutive s-Shapes is actually composed of 17x2 faces with many changes
of direction. Total angle deviation is 720°.

If no global angle deviation is specified, all faces are merged as one single long s-Shape face.
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With a 180° < global angle deviation < 200°, five s-Shape type faces are created.

Restri cti on > Fi l l et
C onstant radi us
Fillet type faces are merged only if such Fillet radius is constant.
M i ni m um radi us
Fillet type faces are merged only if their minimum radius is greater than the value set for this parameter.
M axi m um radi us
Faces identified as Fillet are merged on the condition that their maximum radius is less than the value set for this
parameter.
C urvature rati o
Filletsare merged only if the maximum ratio between the two curvature radii (with the biggest radius always used as
the denominator) is superior to the value set for this parameter. This value must always be somewhere between 0
and 1. The option becomes more and more restrictive as the value gets closer to 1.

Curvature ratio
Gl obal angl e devi ati on
Fillets are merged only if the sum of the angle deviations is inferior to the value set for this parameter.
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Original model: this long fillet is actually composed of 17 faces and many changes of direction. Total angle deviation is 720°.

If no global angle deviation is specified, all faces are merged as one single long Fillet face.

With a 280° < global angle deviation < 360°, three Fillets type faces are created.

Restri cti on > Rul ed
M i ni m um radi us
Ruled type faces are merged only if their smallest radius is superior to the value set for this parameter.
C urvature rati o
Ruledtype faces are merged only if the maximum ratio between the two curvature radii (with the biggest radius
always used as the denominator) is superior to the value set for this parameter. This value must always be somewhere between 0 and 1. The option becomes more and more restrictive as the value gets closer to 1.
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Curvature ratio
Gl obal angl e devi ati on
Ruled type faces are merged only if the sum of the angle deviations is inferior to the value set for this parameter.

Original model: this set of Ruled faces is composed of seven faces with
many changes of direction. Total angle deviation is 360°.

If no global angle deviation is specified, all faces are merged as one single long Ruled type face. With a 90° <
Global Angle Deviation < 240°, three Ruled type faces are created.

Restri cti on > O ther
C urvature rati o
Faces of the Othertype are merged only if the maximum ratio between the two curvature radii (with the biggest
radius always used as the denominator) is superior to the value set for this parameter. This value must always be
somewhere between 0 and 1. The option becomes more and more restrictive as the value gets closer to 1.
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Curvature ratio

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Before using this tool, it is recommended to heal the model with the Heal tool

.

Remark: Meta-Face tool is not to be confused with FEM Merge Faces tool
:
- Meta-Face merges faces whose logical surface is identical. It decreases face count but does not change the
model.
- FEM Merge Faces merging is accomplished by projecting faces onto a reference surface. It changes the
model.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to automati cal l y generate meta- f aces throughout the
model ?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click

to activate the Meta-

Facetool, then directly click
press space bar.

Result
Meta-faces have been created.

or
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Remark: For more restrictive generation, please refer to the followinghow to's.

H ow to automati cal l y generate meta- f aces of f i l l ets?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 2

Step 1
Original model

Step 3 (optional)
If required, other meta-faces can be
created manually. Select “Other” in
merging configuration.

Click
or press space bar to create
Click
to activate the Meta-Face meta-faces of fillets as shown above
tool and enable fillet merging (nothing
(with respect of restriction paraelse).
meters if any).

Step 4 (optional)
Select faces to be merged (if allowed
by restriction parameters), then click

Result
Selected faces have been merged.

or press space bar.

Remark: On default settings no restriction is applied to Fillet meta-faces creation. Required restrictions can be
set through the Configuration > Restriction menu. Check the Configuration section for more information.

Remark: In the case that some bad geometry fillets are not identified as fillets, you can refer to the next how
to section to complete the meta-faces generation.

H ow to generate meta- f aces f rom speci f i c f aces?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model

Step 2
Select
faces
to
be
merged, then click
Click
to activate the Meta-Face
tool and select types whose merging is
or press space bar.
allowed (enable all items to lessen
restrictions).

Result
Selected faces are merged.

Remark: Meta-faces are only created if restriction parameters are satisfied. While these parameters are
important to ensure model quality is preserved, they can be made less restrictive to force meta-faces creation
(at the risk of modifying the model or creating edge gaps).
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M ID F ACE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Mid Face tool facilitates the creation of model for mid-surface analysis. It can be used to generate mid-faces of
planar, cylindrical or NURBS faces.
Mid faces models are usually created to simplify the analysis of thin walled parts.

B ASIC

U SAG E

Automati c generati on
1. Click
to activate the Mid Face tool.
2. Select a body.

3. Click
body.

or press

bar to generate mid-faces from the

Semi - automati c generati on
1. Click
to activate the Mid Face tool.
2. Select one side (1 face) of a wall.
3. Select all faces of the other side of the wall.

4. Click

or press

E L EMEN TS

bar to generate the mid-face.

TO AL TER

B ody
3D_Evolution will generate mid-faces of all walls with respect of the maximum thickness and draft angle specified.
Face
When a wall's mid-face is generated, the first face selected (blue) is used as a reference. Select first the face that
defines best the shape of the mid-face to be created (usually the largest one).
Faces to proj ect
When a wall’s mid-face is generated, the second selection faces (magenta) are projected onto the reference face to
create the actual mid-face.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Before using this tool, it is recommended to heal the model with the Heal tool

.

1 FEM Tools
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Remark: It is recommended to use the Check Thicknesses tool
processed.

first to determine the size of walls to be

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Avai l abl e when sel ecti ng a body
M axi m um thi ckness
Any wall thicker than the specified value will be ignored.
M axi m um draft angl e (° )
Any wall with a draft angle greater than the specified value will be ignored.

Avai l abl e when sel ecti ng f aces
Force fl at faces
When enabled, only planar faces can be generated (even if manually selecting other type of faces).

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to automati cal l y create mi d- f aces of a body?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Original model

Step 2

Step 1 (optional)
Check thickness of the body walls
using Check Thicknesses tool

.

Click
to activate the Mid Face
tool and select the body to be processed.
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Step 3 (optional)
Specify maximum allowed thickness
and draft angle if required.
Click

Result
Mid-faces have been created.

or press space bar to create
mid-faces.

Remark: If required use the Heal tool

to fix any imprecision.

Remark: This tool can be executed multiple times if needed. For example, once with a low Maximum thickness to process thin walls first; then another time with less restrictive settings to handle larger walls.

H ow to export mi d- f aces as a CAD f i l e f or CAE anal ysi s?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Original model

Step 1
Generate mid-faces automatically or
manually as shown in other how to's,
and set view filter to MID-FACES

Result
Only mid-faces (green) are now
shown.
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Step 2
Use the Convert tool
(Conversion workshop) to export the file
Step 3
to a format supported by the CAE ana- When prompted to save, enable the
lysis software (e.g. STEP). Set the conoption Only filtered.
version mode to automatic and click

Result
A file containing only mid-faces have
been saved.

or press space bar to start conversion.

Remark: Refer to the Convert tool

documentation for details regarding the conversion process.

H ow to semi - automati cal l y create mi d- f aces of a si mpl e wal l ?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Mid Face
tool and select one side (face) of the
wall.

Step 2
Select the other side (face) of the wall
and click

or press space bar.
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Result
Mid-face has been created.

Remark: If required use the Heal tool

to fix any imprecision.

H ow to semi - automati cal l y create mi d- f aces of a compl ex
wal l ?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1

Original model

Click
to activate the Mid Face
tool and select the reference face.
Choose here the face that is most like
the mid-face you want to create (usually the largest one).

Step 2
Select all faces to be projected onto
the reference face and click
press space bar.

or
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Result
Mid-faces have been created.

Remark: If required use the Heal tool

to fix any imprecision.

H ow to semi - automati cal l y create mi d- f aces of tubes?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1
Original model

Step 2
Select all corresponding outer faces of

Click
to activate the Mid Face
tool and select one inner face of the the tube and click
bar.
tube as reference face.

or press space
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Step 4
Result
Step 3
Select all corresponding outer faces of
One of the mid-faces has been gen- Select the other inner face of the tube
the tube and click
or press space
erated.
as reference face.
bar.

Result
The second mid-face of the tube have
been created.

Step 5
Select one of the sides of the last
volume to process.

Step 6
Select the other side of the last
volume to process and click
press space bar.

or

Result
All mid-faces have been created.

Remark: If required use the Heal tool

to fix any imprecision.
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H ow to manual l y create mi d- f aces f rom any surf ace?
The general idea is to offset existing faces to create the mid-face. This is done using the FEM Types tool
For further information, refer to How to automatically create mid-faces of a body?

.

H ow to edi t mi d- f aces?
Volumes unprocessed by the Mid Face tool may result in gaps between ribs. In such cases, the FEM Rib Manipulation
tool
l

l

is used to join or extend ribs. Procedure:
Save mid-faces as described in How to export mid-faces as a CAD file for CAE analysis?
Open the newly saved mid-faces and use the FEM Rib Manipulation tool
details).

(refer to its documentation for
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M INIMUM B OUNDING S HAPE
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Minimum Bounding Shape tool is used to compute closed volume that completely contains model or part of
model.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Minimum Bounding Shape tool.
2. Select elements to alter.
3. (Optional) Select shape type of closed volume. By default a box is created.

4. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to validate.

TO AL TER

Instance
P art or assem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Shape type
There are six different types of shape which can be computed.
l Box
l Cylinder
l Cone
l Pyramid
l Convex
l Polyhedron

1 Simplifier
365

Model to be contained

Shape type : Box

Shape type : Cylinder

Shape type : Cone

Shape type : Pyramid

Shape type : Convex

Shape type : Polyhedron

Remark: Shape types can be combined. In this case, the process finds the best shape type to contain the model
a minimum volume.

Create one shape f or
A l l sel ected obj ects
One minimum bounding shape is created for the group of selected objects.
E ach part of sel ected com ponent
A minimum bounding shape is created for each part of selected component.
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Remark: Only one component must be selected.

Several minimum bounding shapes Only one minimum bounding shape is
Original assembly to enclose in a minare created when Each part of selec- created when All selected objects is
imum bounding shape.
ted component is checked.
checked.

Remove al tered el ements
This option allows to remove the altered elements when computing the closed volume.

Original assembly to enclose in a minimum bounding shape.
Shape type: Box

Result if Remove altered elements is
not checked.

Result if Remove altered elements is
checked with Accuracy is 2% of the
model size.

Remark: The option Remove altered elements is available for all shape types.

Pol yhedron conf i gurati on
Displayed for Polyhedron shape type only.
A ccuracy (% of m odel si z e)
Accuracy is modifiable to obtain refined or enlarged result.
M i ni m um accuracy (m m )
If accuracy value, in % of model size, is less than this value, computation uses the minimum accuracy as voxel size.
Keep hol es w i th di am eter
Offers the possibility to keep holes.
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Model to be computed with Polyhedron shape type

Result if Keep holes with diameter is
Result if Keep holes with diameter is
checked with Accuracy is 2% of the
not checked.
model size.

Result if Keep holes with diameter is
checked with Accuracy is 1% of the
model size.
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O FFSET
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Offset tool shifts every selected faces according to an offset value in a direction normal to every faces' points.
There are three ways of use:
l You can offset the original model, keep the shifted one, and delete the original one (simple offset).
l You can offset the original model, keep it and the shifted one (duplicate and offset).
l You can thicken the model (thicken bodies).

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Offset tool.
2. Select the parts, bodies, or faces you want to offset.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to validate.

TO O F F SET

P arts or assem bl i es
All the bodies of the selected parts or assemblies are offset.
B ody
The selected bodies are offset.
Face
One or several faces from the same body can be offset. If they are connected to tangent faces, some blue faces will be
created to join the offset faces to their previously tangent faces. In this way, the modified body will stay closed.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
O f f set
The first thing to do is to choose an offset value.
This value must be based on the model's size, so you have to know this size. You can get it by using the Create Bounding Box tool

.

The sign of the offset value is important. It can be positive or negative.
If the model is orientated to the outside, a positive value shifts the model outside the original one, and a negative value
shifts the model inside the original one.
If the model is orientated to the inside, you have the opposite effect.

To get the orientation of the model, press

. This is the shortcut for Display back faces (B).

1 Advanced Tools
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Type
Select the offset type.
There are three possible types of offset.
S i m pl e offset
The original model is not kept. It is replaced by the offset one. The result is one body.

Original model

With: Simple offset

D upl i cate and offset
The original model is kept with the offset one. The result is two bodies: one inside the other one with the same orientation.

Original model

With: Duplicate and offset

T hi cken bodi es
The model is thickened. The result is a hollow body.
If the model is closed, it creates an external (or an internal) shell. The orientation of the created shell is the opposite of
the original.
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Original model

T H IN G S

With: Thicken bodies

TO N O TE

Remark: It is recommended to heal the model before and after using this tool.

Remark: The surfaces of the offset faces are transformed into offset surfaces based on the original surfaces.

Remark: After using this tool, you can clip the display with

to have a better view of the result.

Important: This tool may generate collisions between bodies or self-intersecting bodies in areas where the distance existing between the surfaces is less than twice the offset value. Corrections must be applied to the body
after this happens.

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to create an of f setted model ?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Offset tool
and enter the offset value and the offset's type.

Step 2
Select the part or its body then click
or press space bar.

Result
The model is offsetted.
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Q UICK S KETCH
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Quick Sketch tool provides sketcher capabilities. It is used to create curves which can be used by the Direct Modeling tool to create new geometry.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Quick Sketch tool.
2. Select an element such as a planar face to define the plane of the sketch.
3. Create your sketch with lines and curves in the plane.

4. Click

G RID

or press

bar to validate.

DEF IN ITIO N

The creation of a sketch is done using a grid. The grid is based on a 2D plane surface which serves as a support for the
sketch.
To define the grid, you must specify its plane support. Optionally, you can modify the orientation of the grid to perfectly match your needs.
The grid is displayed on the selected plane, around the cursor position in the graphic window.
The step used for the grid depends on the current zoom.

Def i ne pl ane of sketch
The first thing to do is to define the plane which will support the curves you want to create. To do it, select one of the
following object. Nothing happens if you select an object which does not allow the definition of a plane.
Face
Select a planar face if possible. If you select a non planar face, the plane support will be defined in accordance with the
selected face. For example, for a cylinder, the plane will be defined perpendicularly to the axis, and at the middle of
the cylinder.
C oedge
Select a linear coedge. The plane is defined perpendicularly to this coedge.
C urve
If you select a line, the plane is defined perpendicularly to this line.
If you select a conical (circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola), the plane is the conical supporting plane.
C oordi nate system axi s
The plane is defined perpendicularly to the coordinate axis at the origin of the coordinate system.
P oi nt
V ertex

1 Modeling
373

C enter

Def i ne gri d di recti on
Once the plane has been defined, you can modify the direction of the grid: its orientation.
For example, if you have selected a planar face to define the plane, you can select one of its coedges to modify the
grid direction.
C oedge
C urve
C oordi nate system axi s

S K ETCH

TO O L S

Once the grid has been defined, you can access various sketch tools to create the sketch as you want.

Create l i ne
Create a straight line.
1. Click a point in the grid to define the first extremity of the line.
2. Move the cursor and click a second point in the grid to define the second extremity of the line.
3. The line is created.

Create ci rcl e
Create a circle or an arc of circle.
1. Click a point in the grid to define the center of the circle.
2. Move the cursor to choose the radius.
3. Click a second point in the grid to select the radius and the first extremity of the arc.
4. Move the cursor to define the length of the arc.
5. Click a third point to select the length and the second extremity of the arc.
Remark: If the first clicked point is an extremity of a curve, this point is not used as the center of the circle but
as the first extremity of the arc.

Tri m/Extend curves
When two curves are not matching exactly, use this sketch tool to extend or reduce the desired curve.
1. Click the curve to trim or extend.
2. Click the curve (or the coedge) which defines the limit of the trimming or extension.
3. The curve is either cut in two parts or extended to the limit.

Del ete curves
Delete the clicked curve immediately.

Pol yl i nes
This option is displayed during the creation of lines or circles.
If checked, when a curve has just been created, the last clicked extremity is used as the first extremity of the next
curve to create.
In this case the created curve is a composite curve made with the created lines and circles.

Length
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During the creation of a line, its length is indicated in this field.

Radi us ( ° )
During the creation of a circle, its radius is indicated in this field.

Fi x the radi us
This option is only displayed during the creation of a circle.
If checked, it allows to set the value of the radius in the Radius (°) field.

Sel ect curves to tri m
During the use of the Trim/Extend curves tool, allows the selection of the limit of the trimming or the extension.
C oedge
C urve

Sel ect curves to del ete
During the use of the Delete curves tool, allows the selection of the curve to delete.
C oedge
C urve

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Unlike in the other tools, the
Quick Sketch tool

key interrupts the current curve creation. It does not exit the

.
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R EBUILD F EATURES
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Rebuild Features tool rebuild automatically the current model in a CAD target system through the use of a plugin.
It uses the information contained in the construction history of the model.
Each feature is rebuilt in the same chronological order as in the current model by the modeling tools of the CAD target
system.

B ASIC

U SAG E

It is mandatory that the two following conditions be met prior to using this tool:
l

The model must be converted in conformity with the CAD target system. Use the Convert tool

l

3D_Evolution must be connected to the CAD target system. Use the Connect to Target System tool

.
.

After the model has been converted and the connection to the CAD target system done, it is possible to use the tool.
1. Click
to activate the Rebuild Features tool.
2. Select the desired rebuilding mode between Automatic or Interactive.

3. Click
or press
bar to start the rebuilding of the model
in the CAD target system.
3D_Evolution manage the CAD target system to rebuild the model either in automatic or in interactive depending on the chosen mode.

S YSTEM
Indicates the CAD target system which is connected with 3D_Evolution.

Remark: If the validation icon is
instead of
, then the two mandatory conditions are not fulfilled.
No system connected is displayed if 3D_Evolution is not connected to a CAD target system. Use the Connect to
Target System tool
to connect to the CAD target system.
Current format not matching connected system is displayed if the model has not been converted to the
CAD target system. Use the Convert tool
tem.

to convert the model in conformity with the CAD target sys-

M O DE
Automati c
The rebuilding is completely automatic and stops at the end of the model. If errors occur during the rebuilding, the system skips them to achieve the process anyway.

1 Feature Based Conversion
376

I nteracti ve
The rebuilding is not completely automatic but semi-automatic. If a problem occurs during the rebuilding, the rebuilding is temporary stopped allowing you to rebuild manually in the CAD target system the problematic feature which can
not be automatically rebuilt.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Stop on
The configuration is only used in interactive mode. It defines which conditions will cause the rebuilding process to stop
allowing you to edit the problematic feature.
l Error: for every errors during the data migration.
l Warning: when the CAD target system sends a warning message during the creation of a feature.
l Specified: the rebuilding process is stopped when reaching specified features which need a manual intervention on the CAD target system. These features can be specified in the History tab of the Advanced con-

l

HOW

figuration of the Convert tool
.
All: for every conditions listed above.
TO . . .

H ow to do an i nteracti ve rebui l di ng wi th Cati a V5®?
( Vi ew vi deo)
( Vi ew vi deo)
H ow to do an i nteracti ve rebui l di ng wi th Creo® 2?
( Vi ew vi deo)
( Vi ew vi deo)
H ow to do an i nteracti ve rebui l di ng wi th N x®?
( Vi ew vi deo)
( Vi ew vi deo)
H ow to do an i nteracti ve rebui l di ng wi th I nventor®?
( Vi ew vi deo)
( Vi ew vi deo)
H ow to do an i nteracti ve rebui l di ng wi th Sol i dWorks®?
( Vi ew vi deo)
( Vi ew vi deo)
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R EBUILD S INGULARITY
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Rebuild Singularity tool moves the control points of a surface to a different position and adjust the boundary
curves in order to make this surface singular.
This tool is useful to:
l Compute a clean singularity on a surface.
l Remove the natural tiny edges.
l Take the most efficient use of the healing functions.
l Assure a high quality transfer.
l Improve the intrinsic quality of the model.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Rebuild Singularity tool.
2. Select a face whose surface's singularity must be rebuilt.
3. (Optional) Select one of the face's vertices where the singularity must be rebuilt.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Face
The face whose singularity must be rebuilt.
V ertex
(Optional) One vertex of the face where the singularity will be rebuilt.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: If this tool does not manage to heal the model, then you can first delete the face with the Delete tool
and create a new one with the Create Surface tool

HOW

.

TO . . .

H ow to rebui l d a surf ace's si ngul ari ty?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

1 Advanced Tools
378

Step 1
Original face

Click
to activate the Rebuild Singularity tool and select the face.
Click

Result
The singularity is rebuilt.

or press space bar.

379

R ECOGNIZE
A CCESSIBL E

AND

E XTRACT F EATURES

IN WO RK SH O P

1

A CTIO N
The Recognize and Extract Features tool recognizes in a B-Rep model all sets of faces which define shapes. Then features can be extracted from these shapes to create a history tree of the model.
Remark: The elements which are recognized are groups of B-Rep faces and not features. It's preferable to call
them « Shapes » to avoid confusion.

T YPES

O F U SE

The recognition and extraction processes can be executed automatically or manually.
For an automatic recognition and extraction, use Recognize and extract.
For a manual recognition, use Recognize.
For a manual extraction, use Extract.

Recogni ze and extract
The recognition and extraction phases are automatically done in accordance with the choices given in the configuration. The processes are launched on the whole model.

Basi c usage
1. Click
to activate the Recognize and Extract Features tool.
2. Set the tool mode to Recognize and extract.
3. In the Recognitionconfiguration, start by checking only the types of shapes which simply create or remove
some of the model's matter. By default, they are: Cut revolution, Boss revolution, Cut extrusion, and Boss extrusion.

4. Click
or press
bar to validate.
A history tree appears in the Model tree.
5. Repeat step 2 to 4 until there is no modification of the Model tree or there are no more of the selected types of
shapes to recognize.
6. In the Recognitionconfiguration, continue by checking the more complex types of shapes which are topological
modifiers: Chamfer, Fillet, and Draft; and repetitions: Pattern.

7. Click
or press
bar to validate.
8. Repeat step 7 until there is no modification of the Model tree or there are no more shapes to recognize.

Recogni ze
The recognition and the extraction can be done alone, one after the other, in manual mode. It allows to choose precisely the sets of faces which must be recognized as shapes and in what priority.

1 Feature Based Conversion
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El ements to recogni ze
P art or assem bl y
The recognition is done on the selected parts or assemblies.
S ol i d
The recognition is done on the selected solids.
B ody
The recognition is done on the selected bodies.
Face
The recognition process tries to recognize a shape from the face or the selected set of faces.
Remark: If there is no selected element, the recognition is launched on the whole model.

Basi c usage
1. Click
to activate the Recognize and Extract Features tool.
2. Set the tool mode to Recognize.
3. In the Recognition configuration, check the shapes you want to recognize. It is advised to select simple shapes
first before the complex ones.
4. Select the elements for whom shapes must be recognized.

5. Click
or press
bar to validate.
A history tree appears in the Model tree.
6. If necessary, in the Recognition configuration, check the shapes which are topological modifiers: Chamfer, Fillet and Draft; and repetitions: Pattern.
7. Repeat step 4 and 5 until there is no modification of the Model tree or there is no more shape to recognize.
8. Start a manual extraction.

G raphi cal resul t of a manual recogni ti on
The faces belonging to the recognized shapes are displayed in different colors in the graphic window.
Shape

Color

Revolution

Blue

Through extrusion

Red

In graphic window
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Limited extrusion

Khaki

Fillet

Yellow

Chamfer

Purple

Pattern

Pink

Extract
After a manual recognition, it is necessary to extract the features from the recognized shapes, so they appear in the history tree of the model.

El ements to extract
P art or assem bl y
Extract all the recognized features of the selected parts or assemblies.
S ol i d
Extract all the recognized features of the selected solids.
S hape
Extract the selected shapes; The shapes are converted to features.
Remark: If there is no selected element, the extraction is launched on the whole model.

Basi c usage
A manual recognition is needed before starting a manual extraction of the features.
1. Click
to activate the Recognize and Extract Features tool.
2. Set the tool mode to Extract.
3. Select the elements containing the recognized features to extract.

4. Click
or press
bar to validate.
The extracted features are added to the history tree of the model displayed in the Model tree.
5. If necessary, restart a manual recognition to find other shapes.

382

Remark: Extracted features are no longer displayed in the graphical window; however, they are shown in the
assembly tree as features and no longer as shapes. To display the initial model in the graphic window, go to the
status bar, then choose "Display result bodies".

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: Before using this tool, it is recommended to heal the model with the Heal tool

.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
The configuration is used in automatic or manual mode.
It allows to choose which kind of features are recognized or extracted:
l Hole
l Cut revolution
l Boss revolution
l Cut extrusion
l Boss extrusion
l Chamfer
l Fillet
l Draft
l Pattern
l Cut untyped
l Boss untyped

HOW

TO . . .

H ow to recogni ze and extract f eatures?
( Vi ew vi deo)
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S ECTION
A CCESSIBL E

IN WO RK SH O PS

1

2

3

A CTIO N
The Section tool creates a cross-section of the selected body using a face, a coordinate system axis or a clipping plane
as the sectioning element.
Unlike the Split tool
set of 3D curves.

B ASIC

, the Section tool does not modify the existing geometry. The cross-section is created as a

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Section tool.
2. Select the assembly, part, or body to section.
3. Select the sectioning element.

4. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to create the section.

TO SECTIO N

P art or A ssem bl y
B ody

S ECTIO N IN G

EL EMEN T

Sel ected O bj ect
Face
The selected planar face is used to define the sectioning plane.
A non planar face can be selected as well, but such a face is made planar first before being used.
C oordi nate S ystem A xi s
The selected coordinate system axis is used to define a direction normal to the sectioning plane.

Remark: You may need to create a coordinate system first using the Create Coordinate System tool

.

Cl i ppi ng Pl ane
The clipping plane is used to define the sectioning plane.

1 Annotations
2 FEM Tools
3 FEM Tools
384

Choosing this sectioning element directly activates the clipping plane. Right click in the graphic window to define the

clipping plane, then click

to create the section or press

to remove the clipping plane.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Cl ose secti on
Sectioning surface models or non water-tight geometries may result in open sections.
This option specifies whether open sections (if any) should be closed, and if it should be closed using straight lines or
tangent curves.

Close section: No

T H IN G S

Close section: By straight line

Close section: By tangent curve

TO N O TE

Remark: While the Section tool comes with an option to automatically close the open sections, it is recommended to check the quality of the model (using the Check tool
ating the section.

in its BasicCheck mode) first before cre-

Remark: The tool creates one or several section curves of type composite curve. If necessary, you can cut
theses curves in elementary curves with the Split tool

.
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S ELECT
A CCESSIBL E
6

IN AL L WO RK SH O PS

7

8
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5

9

A CTIO N
The Select tool can be applied to any object to check and edit its properties such as colors, materials, geometric properties, parametric space, feature parameters, etc.

B ASIC

U SAG E

There are two ways to select an object: in the model tree or in a graphic window.
1. Click
.
2. Click on the model in the model tree or in a graphic window.
3. Open the Edit properties tree to see and edit the attributes of the selected object.

W H ICH

K IN D O F O BJ ECT ARE SEL ECTABL E ?

Instance
P art or A ssem bl y
S ol i d
B ody
Face
Loop
C oedge
Feature
S hape
C urve

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Analyze
Annotations
Advanced Tools
Feature Based Conversion
Conversion
Simplifier
FEM Tools
Modeling
User Tools
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P oi nt
C oordi nate S ystem
A nnotati on

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: More information about selection is available in the Selection chapter.

Remark: More information about edition is available in the Edition chapter.
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A CTIO N
The Simplify tool is used to simplify models by extracting elementary volumes.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Simplify tool.
2. (Optional) Select a type of simplification: assembly, bodies, all-in-one step, with mix geometries, or shrink wrap.
3. Depending on chosen type: select bodies, parts, or assemblies to simplify.

4. Click

T YPES

or press

bar to start the simplification process.

O F SIMPL IF ICATIO N

5 different types of simplification are available.

Si mpl i f y assembl y
Detects the outer limits of the 3D model in order to systematically suppress internal (or external) parts from the
assembly.
Remark: Simplify assembly process suppresses parts, but it does not alter the bodies which compose them.

Remark: No need to select any element. The simplification is launched on the whole model.

Conf i gurati on
Remove bodi es or detai l s smal l er than
Allows to automatically remove any volume (Simplify bodies) or part (Simplify assembly) which size is inferior to the
value.
Important: Small bodies which are not small details can be deleted.

Assembl y
Fi l l hol es before si m pl i fi cati on
Areas of bodies that would be removed by the Simplify bodies automatically process are removed before computation of the internal / external objects. After the assembly simplification is complete, the geometric shapes are
not actually modified. This option simply helps to detect more internal objects for the assembly simplification to
remove.

1 Simplifier
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Obj ects to rem ove
Possibility to remove from the 3D model:
l Internal objects
l External objects

Assembly to simplify

Simplified assembly with Objects to
remove: Internal objects

Simplified assembly with Objects to
remove: External objects

V oxel si z e (i n % of m odel si z e)
Voxels are used to determine internal from external parts of an assembly. Voxels are cubic volumes placed along the
entire outer shell of the model and any body voxels touch are considered external objects. Smaller voxel sizes will
detect more external objects.

Fi l ter
Allows to exclude or remove some parts during the simplification process.
E l em ents to excl ude
Select one of the elements you want to exclude from the simplification:
l Face
l Body
l Solid
l Part or Assembly
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Body to simplify

Result if no face is excluded

Select the faces to exclude.

Result if some faces are excluded:
excluded faces are not simplified.
Li st of parts and bodi es to excl ude

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to exclude.

Li st of parts and bodi es to rem ove

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to remove.

Si mpl i f y bodi es
Erases all details of wanted type (holes or bosses) from selected elements.
Remark: Simplify bodies process suppresses faces from the bodies and changes their geometry, but it does not
alter the assembly structure.
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El ements to si mpl i f y
P art or assem bl y
Simplify bodies can also be used on assemblies. In this case, each body within the assembly is processed as if the function was applied on each individually. Kept volumes can be selected from any of these bodies.
B ody

Conf i gurati on
Remove bodi es or detai l s smal l er than
Allows to automatically remove any volume (Simplify bodies) or part (Simplify assembly) which size is inferior to the
value.
Important: Small bodies which are not small details can be deleted.

Body
Keep rem oved detai l s i n No S how
Deleted bodies are kept in "No Show" visibility filter.
D etai l s to rem ove autom ati cal l y
Select which kind of details you want to remove:
l Holes
l Bosses
R adi us l ess than
Delete bodies which have an equivalent radius less than the value.
D raw i ng connecti ons
Keeps track of boundaries that existed on the inner/outer limits of the model before simplification.
Possible boundaries to keep are:
l Cylindrical hole
l Circle
l Center
l Axis
l Other boundaries
Remark: A hole on that limit will leave a circular mark on the simplified model.

Remark: This option can be useful to convey positioning information to the simplified model.

Fi l ter
Allows to exclude or remove some parts during the simplification process.
E l em ents to excl ude
Select one of the elements you want to exclude from the simplification:
l Face
l Body
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l
l

Solid
Part or Assembly

Body to simplify

Result if no face is excluded

Select the faces to exclude.

Result if some faces are excluded:
excluded faces are not simplified.
Li st of parts and bodi es to excl ude

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to exclude.

Li st of parts and bodi es to rem ove

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to remove.

Si mpl i f y wi th mi x geometri es
Transforms exact geometry to tessellated geometry in order to reduce size of model.
Simplify with mix geometries is generally used after a first simplification.
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Model to simplify

Do a first simplification all-in-one
step.

Do a simplification with mix geometries. Keep only plane as exact
representation.

El ements to si mpl i f y
P art or assem bl y
B ody

Conf i gurati on
Mi xed geometry
Keep exact representati on for
The computation is configurable with filters:
l Area of faces
l Layers
Faces area greater than
It defines the minimum area of the faces to simplify in the current length unit squared (default is mm²).
B el ongi ng to the l ayer
It allows to identify an element by the layer to which it belongs. Enter the number of this layer to identify the element.
T ype concerned
Concerned type of surfaces are:
l Plane
l Cylinder
l Cone
l Sphere
l Torus

Fi l ter
Allows to exclude or remove some parts during the simplification process.
E l em ents to excl ude
Select one of the elements you want to exclude from the simplification:
l Face
l Body
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l
l

Solid
Part or Assembly

Body to simplify

Result if no face is excluded

Select the faces to exclude.

Result if some faces are excluded:
excluded faces are not simplified.
Li st of parts and bodi es to excl ude

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to exclude.

Li st of parts and bodi es to rem ove

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to remove.

Si mpl i f y al l - i n- one step
It is a succession of four simplification processes:
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l

Simplify bodies (see above)

l

Simplify Manually

l

Simplify assembly (see above)

l

Simplify Manually
Remark: No need to select any element. The simplification is launched on the whole model.

Conf i gurati on
Remove bodi es or detai l s smal l er than
Allows to automatically remove any volume (Simplify bodies) or part (Simplify assembly) which size is inferior to the
value.
Important: Small bodies which are not small details can be deleted.

Assembl y
V oxel si z e (i n % of m odel si z e)
Voxels are used to determine internal from external parts of an assembly. Voxels are cubic volumes placed along the
entire outer shell of the model, and any body voxels touch are considered external objects. Smaller voxel sizes will
detect more external objects.

Body
D raw i ng connecti ons
Keeps track of boundaries that existed on the inner/outer limits of the model before simplification.
Possible boundaries to keep are:
l Cylindrical hole
l Circle
l Center
l Axis
l Other boundaries
Remark: A hole on that limit will leave a circular mark on the simplified model.

Remark: This option can be useful to convey positioning information to the simplified model.

Fi l ter
Allows to exclude or remove some parts during the simplification process.
E l em ents to excl ude
Select one of the elements you want to exclude from the simplification:
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l
l
l
l

Face
Body
Solid
Part or Assembly

Body to simplify

Result if no face is excluded

Select the faces to exclude.

Result if some faces are excluded:
excluded faces are not simplified.
Li st of parts and bodi es to excl ude

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to exclude.

Li st of parts and bodi es to rem ove

Click "

" to browse and find the parts and bodies to remove.

Shri nk wrap
Shrink wrap process computes a simplified model in order to match the initial geometry.
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El ements to si mpl i f y
P art or assem bl y

Conf i gurati on
Remove bodi es or detai l s smal l er than
Allows to automatically remove any volume (Simplify bodies) or part (Simplify assembly) which size is inferior to the
value.
Important: Small bodies which are not small details can be deleted.

Shri nk wrap
T ype
l
l
l

Create shrink wrap
Detect outside faces using shrink wrap
Detect outside bodies by using shrink wrap

Voxel si ze ( mm)
A voxel is the 3D equivalent of a pixel.
The voxelization of parts is like a 3D display of the model skin in a grid of the 3D space.
Each voxel defines a region of the 3D space in which the process detects the intersections between the faces.
Important: The voxel size must depend on the size of the model. Computation time increases if the value is
reduced.

Remark: To choose the voxel size, get the size of the model by using the Create Bounding Box tool
1% of the model size is a good value for the voxel size.

.

Voxel si ze ( i n % of model si ze)
Voxels are used to determine internal from external parts of an assembly. Voxels are cubic volumes placed along the
entire outer shell of the model, and any body voxels touch are considered external objects. Smaller voxel sizes will
detect more external objects.

Model to simplify

Size of voxel : 10% model size

Size of voxel : 1% model size
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Si mpl i f y geometry
S ag for si m pl i fi cati on
Possibility to simplify the resulting model with a sag parameter.
Displayed only if Simplify geometry is checked.
S m ooth geom etry
Possibility to smooth the resulting model.
Remark: The options "Simplify geometry" and "Smooth geometry" are specific to the "Create shrink wrap"
type.
Num ber of l ayers to fi l l hol es
Possibility to fill holes by computing layers of voxels.
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S IMPLIFY M ANUALLY
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1

A CTIO N
The Simplify Manually tool is used to simplify bodies by extracting elementary volumes.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Simplify Manually tool.
2. Click Split bodies button to split bodies in simpler volumes.
3. Select bodies to keep or to remove.

4. Click

W H ICH

or

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Firstly, click Split bodies to split bodies into simpler volumes.
B ody
After bodies have been split-ed, select bodies and choose between:
l Keep selected bodies
l Remove selected bodies

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Keep rem oved detai l s i n No S how
Deleted bodies are kept in "No Show" visibility filter.
D raw i ng connecti ons
Keeps track of boundaries that existed on the inner/outer limits of the model before simplification.
Possible boundaries to keep are:
l Cylindrical hole
l Circle
l Center
l Axis
l Other boundaries
Remark: A hole on that limit will leave a circular mark on the simplified model.

Remark: This option can be useful to convey positioning information to the simplified model.
Fi l ter
You can choose a template file for the parts and bodies list to exclude or to remove.

1 Simplifier
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Parts and bodies list to exclude:
Parts and bodies list to remove:
Directly enter a name or click the browse button
l
l

HOW

to choose a filter.

TO . . .

H ow to do a manual si mpl i f i cati on?

Original model
Model to be simplified manually

Step 1
Click Split bodies button.

Step 2
Select bodies to keep.

Result
All others bodies are removed.
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S MOOTH
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1

A CTIO N
The Smooth tool moves the NURBS surface's poles to a different position to get the smoothest possible surface.
This tool is used to remove defects detected by the Check tool
curvature radii...
Fixing these defects allows a more efficient use of the Heal tool

B ASIC

, such as : twists, folds, self intersections, tiny

and improves the intrinsic quality of the model.

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Smooth tool.
2. Select the face or the free edge you want to smooth.

3. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to validate.

TO SMO O TH

Face
The selected faces are smoothed.
Free edge
The selected free edges are smoothed.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
Smooth curvature vari ati on
If checked, the surface's curvature variation is minimized.
Use the slider to select the percentage of variation or directly enter a value in the field.
This action has a local impact on the surface's shape; it removes local defects.

1 Advanced Tools
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Original face

Smooth curvature variation
= 5%

Smooth curvature variation
Smooth curvature variation
= 50%
= 80%
Default value

Regul ate surf ace pol yhedron
If checked, the tool regularizes the control points of the surface.
It modifies the control points towards parallel rows and columns.
The whole surface is modified.

Original face

T H IN G S

Regulate surface polyhedron

TO N O TE

Remark: Ensure that the face to modify is based on a NURBS surface. Use Select tool
kind of surface it is based.

to see on which

Remark: If this tool does not manage to heal the model, then you can first delete the face with the Delete tool
and create a new one with the Create Surface tool

HOW

.

TO . . .
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H ow to smooth a f ace?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

Step 1

Original face
The control points of its surface are
displayed using the Select tool

.

Click
to activate the Smooth
tool, and select the face to smooth.

Step 2
Configure the smoothing to remove
the local defect then click
press space bar.

or

Result
The control points have been moved.
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A CTIO N
The Split tool can be used to:
l Split a face in a direction defined by an edge, two vertices or an isoparametric curve. It facilitates the later correction of the face, or the remodeling of related geometries.
l Split assemblies, parts or bodies in a direction defined by a face or a coordinate system axis.

B ASIC
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To spl i t an assembl y, a part or a body
1. Click
to activate the Split tool.
2. Select the assembly, part, or body to split.
3. Select a face to define the splitting direction.

4. Click

or press

bar to validate the action.

To spl i t a f ace
1. Click
to activate the Split tool.
2. Select the face to split.
3. Select either two points or one edge defining the splitting direction.

4. Click

or press

bar to validate the action.

To spl i t a curve
1. Click
to activate the Split tool.
2. Select the curve to split.
3. Select either two points or one edge defining the splitting direction.

4. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to validate the action.

TO SPL IT

P art or A ssem bl y
B ody

1 Conversion
2 FEM Tools
3 Modeling
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Face
C urve

S PL ITTIN G

EL EMEN T

To spl i t an assembl y, a part or a body
Sel ected obj ect
Face
The selected planar face is used to define the sectioning plane.
A non planar face can be selected as well, but such a face is flatted first before being used.
C oordi nate S ystem A xi s
The selected coordinate system axis is used to define a direction normal to the sectioning plane.

Remark: You may need to create a coordinate system first using the Create Coordinate System tool

.

Cl i ppi ng pl ane
The clipping plane can be used to define the sectioning plane.
Choosing this sectioning element activates directly the clipping plane. Right click in the graphic window to define the

clipping plane and click

to compute the section, or press

to remove the clipping plane.

To spl i t a curve
C oedge
Any coedge can be used as the splitting element, including coedges of different parts. This may be without effect if the
coedge cannot be projected onto the face to split.
V ertex
The vertices used to define the splitting direction have to belong to the face to split.
C urve
Remark: It is also possible to split a face following one of its isoparametric curves. Check Choose splitting parameter to do it. In this case, no splitting element (coedge, vertex or curve) has to be selected.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
To spl i t an assembl y, a part or a body
Remark: These options are available if the splitting element is Selected object.
Use offset
Check this box to have the possibility to enter a positive or a negative offset value to apply to the clipping plane.
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To spl i t a f ace
C hoose spl i tti ng param eter
This option can be enabled to split the face following an isoparametric curve. The direction (U or V) and a parameter
value (between 0.0 and 1.0) have to be specified.
D i recti on

H ow to vi sual i ze the U and V vectors of the f ace?
1. Select the face to split and click
to activate the Select tool.
2. Expand the NURBS surface category (or Cylinder, Plane, etc. depending on the surface type) and enable Display
surface to display the U and V vectors as well as some of the surface isoparametric lines.
3. The U vector is displayed in red.
4. The V vector is displayed in green.
5. Isoparametric lines are displayed in white color every 0.1 values.
V al ue (0<>1)
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A CTIO N
The Stitch tool modifies surfaces to fill imprecisions which cannot be corrected with the Heal tool
.
It repositions control points of NURBS surfaces to repair quasi-tangent intersections. While surfaces can be modified,
such modification are kept under user-specified limits.

Stitch tool

B ASIC
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G l obal mode ( whol e model )
1. Click

to activate the Stitch tool.

2. Directly click

or press

bar to repair the model.

Local mode ( speci f i c f aces)
1. Click
to activate the Stitch tool.
2. Select the face to be modified.
3. Select target faces (not modified).

4. Click

E L EMEN TS

or press

bar to repair the selected face.

TO STITCH

P art or assem bl y
Corrects all imprecisions throughout the selected part or assembly. Surfaces to stitch (if any) are automatically chosen.
S ol i d
Corrects all imprecisions throughout the selected solid. Surfaces to stitch (if any) are automatically chosen.
B ody

1 Feature Based Conversion
2 Conversion
3 FEM Tools
407

Corrects all imprecisions throughout the selected body. Surfaces to stitch (if any) are automatically chosen.
Face
Face to sti tch, T arget faces
Used to repair specific imprecisions (Local mode). The first face selected (Face to stitch) is the only face whose surface
is modified. Next selection (one or several Target faces) specifies the connecting faces onto which the first face must
be stitched. The connecting faces are actually the faces adjacent to the imprecision.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
A ccept NUR B S transform ati on
The Stitch tool only applies to NURBS surfaces. When enabled, other surfaces are transformed into NURBS surfaces as
needed.
A ccess control poi nts addi ti on
Authorizes the addition of control points to NURBS surfaces if required.
M axi m um devi ati on of the surface
Value (in factor of 3D Tolerance)
While the Stitch tool modifies surfaces, a maximum deviation can be specified to control deformations. Maximum deviation is set as a multiple of the tolerance (usually 0.01 mm).
Remark: Maximum deviation of the surfaceshould usually be set to a value larger than 1, as an imprecision
smaller than the tolerance wouldn't be considered an imprecision to begin with.
R ecom pute i ntersecti ons
Authorizes the relimitation of edges. When enabled, the Stitch tool relimits the edges (as does the Heal tool
before the modification of any surface.

T H IN G S

)

TO N O TE

Remark: TheStitch tool modifies the model. While the Maximum deviation of surfaces can be specified, the
Heal tool

should always be used first as it repairs most imprecisions without modifying any surface.

Remark: If there are no selected elements, the stitching is launched on the whole model.
Double click

to directly launch the stitching on the whole model.

Remark: When used locally, the selection order is important: theFace to stitch surface is modified, but the Target faces surfaces are not.
Having control over the selection of surfaces to be modified makes the Local mode a better choice when precision is important.

Remark: Execution of theStitchtool can be repeated, but it results in larger modifications. In such case,
theLocal mode should be preferred for better control.
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HOW

TO . . .

H ow to automati cal l y correct i mpreci si ons throughout a
model ?
( O pen model )
Remark: The model doesn't need to be checked before stitching, but it is recommended to do so to measure
the effectiveness of the correction (imprecisions count reduced or not). Use theCheck tool
BasicCheck profile to check the model for imprecisions and free edges.

with the

Step 1
Original model
Result
This model has 13 imprecisions which Click
to activate the Stitch tool.
Most imprecisions have been corcannot be repaired using the Heal tool Do not select anything. Directly click
rected. Execute Stitch again to correct
all remaining imprecisions.
or press space bar to auto.
matically repair the model.

Remark: Following the execution of theStitch tool, remaining imprecisions are displayed on the model in yellow, orange, or red (depending on the severity).
W hat shal l I do i f S ti tch tool doesn't correct al l i m preci si ons?
1. As for the Heal tool
, the Stitch tool can be executed globally several times.
2. The Stitch tool can be used locally for better control and efficiency. Please refer to How to repair specific
imprecisions?
3. The Maximum deviation of the surface value can be increased to allow larger modification of the model.
4. Remove the face using the Delete tool

, repair the resulting free edges using the Heal tool

create a new surface using the Create Surface tool

, then

.

H ow to repai r speci f i c i mpreci si ons?
( O pen model )
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Step 1
Original model

Step 2
Select
target
faces
next (purple color),
Click
to activate the Stitch tool.
Select the face to stitch first (blue
then click
or press space bar.
color).

Result
The imprecision has been corrected
without any modification of the
purple faces.

Important: TheFace to stitch is modified by the Stitch tool, but the Target faces are not. This should be kept in
mind to make surfaces whose precision is important (e.g. planar faces or cylindrical faces) are not modified.

H ow to l i mi t al l owed devi ati on to 0. 01 mm?
Maximum deviation of the surface option is specified as a factor of the 3D tolerance. As such, if the 3D tolerance is
0.01 mm, you should enter “1” as the Maximum deviation of the surface value.
The current 3D tolerance can be seen in the Edit | Preferences... menu (accessible from the title bar).
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The Transform Assembly tool makes adjustments to the assembly structure of the model. It comes with several preset
actions to reduce the complexity of models or to fit it to target systems.

B ASIC
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1. Click
to activate the Transform Assembly tool.
2. Select one of the preset modes such as Flat assembly.

3. Click

or press

bar to execute the transformation.

M O DE
U ser conf i gurati on
This is your configuration. Set it as you want.
Remark: The other preset modes below are not modifiable. As soon as you modify one option of a preset
mode, the User configuration becomes active and it takes the current values of the options.

Evol uti on, Ct
Assembly transformation options defined by the current conversion to target system configuration of the Convert tool
, accessible from the Advanced configuration dialog (Assembly tab). Any modification made to the Advanced
configuration is instantly reflected here (but not in the other way).

Assembl y wi thout transf ormati on
Converts 3D transformations into absolute positioning.

Cl ean
Creates a pure assembly and removes empty or useless components.

Fl at assembl y
Creates a flat assembly where all the levels and instances are removed and where the bodies are duplicated and positioned in the tree if necessary. The highest level of the assembly is therefore a multiple body part which incorporates
all the bodies.

O ne body per part

1 Conversion
411

Creates a pure assembly. The assembly structure is adjusted so that it remains only one body per part.

Posi ti oni ng onl y
Creates a pure assembly. Only direct positioning of matrices is allowed, which means translation and rotation only and
no more homothety (scale transformation). New bodies might be created for this option to work.

Search i nstances
Creates a pure assembly and searches for identical bodies by comparing their geometry (at the selected tolerance)
first, then creates instantiations where a unique geometry is established for all the bodies that are identical.

E L EMEN T

TO TRAN SF O RM

When used globally (when there is no selection), the Transform Assembly tool is applied to the model loaded into 3D_
Evolution.
When used locally, the Transform Assembly tool is applied to the selected assembly.
Remark: when two or more models are loaded, a top assembly named Global is automatically created. This
assembly can be manipulated like any other assembly using the Transform Assembly tool.

C O N F IG U RATIO N
All of the following options can be combined for customized results.

Pure assembl y
Creates a pure assembly. A pure assembly consists of parts
ponents .

or assemblies

only and does not contain any com-

O ne body per part
The assembly structure is adjusted so that there remain only one body per part. To prevent the emergence of multiple
body parts, some parts are added to the structure if necessary.

O ne poi nt, curve and coordi nate system per part
Moreover One body per part, each point, curve or coordinate system is placed in a separate part. Parts are added to
the structure if necessary.
Remark: this option is typically enabled when converting to Parasolid Xt or Xb which does not accept parts
with multiple points, curves or coordinate systems.

O ne l evel
Creates a single level assembly by removing all the sub-assemblies.

Posi ti oni ng onl y
Only direct positioning of matrices is allowed, which means translation and rotation only and no scaling. New bodies
might be created for this option to work.

Fi t parts
Fits parts.
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Remove empty components
Removes empty components.

Remove usel ess components
Removes unnecessary levels in the assembly structure.

Search i nstances
Searches for identical bodies by comparing their geometry (at the selected tolerance) first, and then creates instantiations where a unique geometry is established for all the bodies that are identical.
Remark: choosing this option will help reduce both the model's size and processing time.

N o i nstance of assembl i es
Duplicate assemblies if necessary to remove all assembly instances of the model.

Separate tessel l ati on and exact
Separate tessellated geometries from BRep geometries.

O bj ects name
l

Unchanged: i dem em i tter
Creating or changing the name of an entity is not permitted during the modification of the assembly structure.

l

C om pl eted
Creating or completing the name of an entity is permitted during the modification of the assembly structure.
Existing names are left unchanged.

l

New : hi erarchi c i ncrem ental
All assemblies, parts and bodies names are re-created using hierarchy information. Such names makes hierarchic positioning and instantiation status easily recognizable.

l

New : i ncrem ental
All assemblies, parts and bodies names are re-created incrementally, without regard to hierarchy information.

Propagate col or to f aces
l

Never
Never propagate color to faces.

l

A l w ays
Always propagate color to faces.

l

Of no col or
Only propagate color to faces with no color information.

Export
l

Internal references
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All the elements (bodies, parts, assemblies, components, curves ...) are saved as a single file.
l

E xternal references: al l l evel s
Each part, each assembly or each component (regardless of their level) is saved as a separate file.

l

E xternal references: l ast l evel
The entire assembly structure is saved as one file, and then each part is saved as a separate file.

l

E xternal references: fi rst l evel
Each part, each assembly or each component that belongs to the first level of the assembly is saved as a separate file.

E xternal assem bl y form at
File format for assembly data.
Remark: this only applies to assembly data. Parts are saved in the target format specified in the Convert tool
configuration.
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The Trim Face tool creates one or several new loops in a face by projecting the selected free edges onto that face.
If the projection intersects one of the face's loops, this loop will be modified.
If the projection doesn't intersect one of the face's loops, a new loop will be created. This new loop will be either an
internal one or the external loop of the face.

B ASIC

U SAG E

1. Click
to activate the Trim Face tool.
2. Select the face which needs trimming.
3. Select the free edges which will be projected onto the face.

4. Click

W H ICH

or press

bar to validate.

O BJ ECTS N EED TO BE SEL ECTED ?

Face to tri m
The face (only one) to trim. All Free edges are projected onto this face. The topology of this face will be modified.
Free edges
In the trimming process, all Free edges will be projected onto the Face to trim.

T H IN G S

TO N O TE

Remark: It is not necessary that the selected free edges are on the face to trim.

Remark: The result of using this tool is the creation of new loops and free edges. These new free edges are not
automatically connected to the projected ones. To do this, use the Connect tool

HOW

.

TO . . .

H ow to tri m a f ace?
( Vi ew vi deo | O pen model )

1 Advanced Tools
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Step 1
Original model

Click
to activate the Trim Face
tool, and select the face to trim.

Step 2
Select the two free edges to project
onto the face.
Click

or press space bar.

Optional
Result
Use the Connect tool
to conThe face is trimmed: an internal loop nect the free edges, then use the Heal
is created (a hole in the face).
tool

Result
The topology is repaired.

to repair the remaining
imprecisions.
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H OW

TO ...

M ENUS
O PEN
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

TO OPEN A FILE ?
T O OP E N A FI LE I N A S E P ARAT E W I NDOW ?
T O OP E N S E VE RAL FI LE S I N T HE S AME W I NDOW ?
T O FI ND T HE ROOT FI LE S I N A FOLDE R?
T O FI ND T HE I S OLAT E D FI LE S I N A FOLDE R?
T O ADD A FOLDE R T O T HE FAVORI T E S ?

P REF EREN CES . . .
HOW

T O CONFI GURE T HE

G RAP HI CAL U S E R INT E RFACE

OF

3D _ EVOLUT I ON ?

S AVE
HOW

T O S AVE A FI LE ?

S CREEN C APTU RE
HOW

T O S AVE AN I MAGE OF T HE GRAP HI C W I NDOW ?

S ETTIN G S
HOW

T O I MP ORT T HE S E T T I NGS OF YOUR P RE VI OUS

3D _ E VOLUT I ON

I NS T ALLAT I ON ?

HOW
HOW

3D _ EVOLUT I ON ?
3 D _ E V O L U T I O N?

T O E XP ORT T HE CURRE NT S E T T I NGS OF YOUR
T O RE S T ORE T HE DE FAULT S E T T I NGS OF

I NTERACTIVE

USE

C L IPPIN G
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O CLI P T HE MODE L ?
T O MOVE T HE CLI P P I NG P LANE ?
T O T RANS LAT E T HE CLI P P I NG P LANE?
T O ROT AT E T HE CLI P P I NG P LANE?
T O RE VE RS E T HE CLI P P I NG P LANE?
T O M O V E T H E C E N T E R O F T H E G R I D?
T O MAKE A QUI CK ME AS URE OF T HE MODE L US I NG T HE CLI P P I NG

P LANE?

C U STO M
HOW
HOW

VIEWS

T O ME MORI Z E A VI E W ?
T O CRE AT E , RE NAME OR DE LE T E A VI E W?

E DITIO N
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HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O MODI FY T HE COLOR OF S E VE RAL OBJE CT S ?
T O S E T A LAYE R T O S E VE RAL OBJE CT S?
T O DI S P LAY T HE S URFACE OF A FACE ?
T O DI S P LAY T HE P ARAME T RI C S P ACE OF A FACE ?
T O COMP UT E T HE MAS S P ROP E RT I E S OF A MODE L ?

F IL TERIN G
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O F I L T E R T H E D I S P L A Y?
T O VI E W T HE DE FI NI T I ON OF A FI LT E R?
T O CRE AT E A NE W FI LT E R?
T O MODI FY A US E R FI LT E R ?
T O VI E W ONLY T HE

S URFACE S OF A MODE L ?

T O CRE AT E A FI LT E R BAS E D ON T HE CURRE NT VI S I BI LI T Y ?

K EYBO ARD
M O U SE
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

NURBS

SH O RTCU TS

CO MMAN DS

T O T R A N S L A T E T H E M O D E L?
T O R O T A T E T H E M O D E L?
T O CHANGE T HE ROT AT I ON CE NT E R?
T O Z OOM I N T HE MODE L ?
T O RE S T ORE T HE DE FAULT Z OOM AND P OS I T I ON OF T HE MODE L ?
T O S E LE CT OBJE CT S ?
T O DI S P LAY T HE CONT E XT UAL ME NU ?
T O ACCE S S T HE I NT E RNAL P ART OF A MODE L ?
T O FI LT E R T HE DI S P LAY T O S E E ONLY T HE I NT E RE S T I NG P ART S OF T HE

M O D E L?

HOW

T O OP E N A MODE L W I T H A DRAG AND DROP?

S EL ECTIO N
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O S E T T HE T YP E OF OBJE CT S T O S E LE CT ?
T O S E LE CT OBJE CT S ?
T O S E LE CT ALL OBJE CT S OF A GI VE N T YP E?
T O COUNT T HE T OT AL NUMBE R OF OBJE CT S OF A GI VE N T YP E?
T O S E LE CT S E VE RAL OBJE CT S I N T HE MODE L T RE E?
T O S E LE CT S E VE RAL OBJE CT S I N T HE GRAP HI C W I NDOW ?
T O S E LE CT AN I NS T ANCE ?
T O S E L E CT A CO E DG E 'S E XT RE M I T Y , M I DDL E O R CE N T E R ?

T OOLS
A DD

TO O L TO WO RK SH O P

HOW

T O CUS T OMI Z E T HE T OOLS I N

3D _ EVOLUT I ON ?

A SSEMBL Y A N IMATIO N
HOW

T O CRE AT E AN AS S E MBLY ANI MAT I ON ?
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HOW
HOW

T O CRE AT E A MOT I ON?
T O CRE AT E AN AUT OMAT I C ANI MAT I ON ?

B O O L EAN O PERATIO N S
C H ECK
HOW
HOW

T O CHE CK I MP RE CI S I ONS AND FRE E E DGE S I N A W HOLE MODE L ?
T O CHE CK I MP RE CI S I ONS AND FRE E E DGE S OF A S P E CI FI C P I E CE OF A

M O D E L?

HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O E XE CUT E ADVANCE D

PDQ

C H E C K O F A M O D E L?

T O CRE AT E A CUS T OMI Z E D CHE CK P ROFI LE?
T O CHE CK VALI DAT I ON P ROP E RT I E S OF

STEP AP242

ARCHI VE?

T O CHE CK FE AT URE S ?
T O E XP ORT DE FE CT S AS

CAD

DAT A ?

C H ECK B ACK L ASH ES
HOW
HOW

T O CHE CK BACKLAS HE S?
T O P E RS ONALI Z E T HE DI S P LAY OF A BACKLAS HE S ANALYS I S ?

C H ECK D RAF TS
HOW

T O CHE CK DRAFT S ?

C H ECK T H ICK N ESSES
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O CHE CK T HI CKNE S S E S ?
T O CHE CK T HI CKNE S S E S US I NG

" C RE AT E

MI D-F ACE S " ?

T O P E RS ONALI Z E T HE DI S P LAY OF A T HI CKNE S S E S ANALYS I S?

C H ECK U N DERCU TS
HOW

T O CHE CK UNDE RCUT S ?

C O MPARE
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O COMP ARE T HE GE OME T RY OF T W O MODE LS ?
T O COMP ARE T HE AS S E MBLY S T RUCT URE OF T W O MODE LS ?
T O COMP ARE T HE

PMI

OF T W O MODE LS ?

T O COMP ARE T HE AT T RI BUT E S OF T W O MODE LS ?
T O COMP ARE T HE FE AT URE S OF T W O MODE LS ?
T O COMP ARE T HE MONI KE RS OF T W O MODE LS ?

C O MPU TE P RO J ECTED F ACE
HOW

T O COMP UT E P ROJE CT E D FACE?

C O N N ECT
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O CONNE CT FRE E E DGE S W HE N ONE OF T HE E DGE S CANNOT BE S E E N?
TO USE

C ONNE CT

AND

H E AL

T OOLS T O RE P AI R LARGE VOI DS ?

D I S CONNE CT AND C ONNE CT
D E LE T E AND C ONNE CT T OOLS?

T O CORRE CT T OP OLOGY US I NG T HE
T O RE MOVE FI LLE T S US I NG T HE

T OOLS?
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C O N N ECT
HOW
HOW
HOW

TO

T ARG ET S YSTEM

T O CONFI GURE T HE CONNE CT I ON?
T O T E S T T HE CONFI GURAT I ON OF T HE CONNE CT I ON?
T O ANALYZ E T HE RE S ULT S OF T HE CONFI GURAT I ON T E S T ?

C O N VERT
H OW T O CONVE RT A MODE L T O A S T ANDARD FORMAT S UCH AS S T E P ?
H OW T O CONVE RT A MODE L T O A NAT I VE FORMAT ?
H OW T O CONVE RT A MODE L T O S T L?
H OW T O CONVE RT US I NG A S P E CI FI C T OLE RANCE ?
H OW T O HAVE CONVE RT E D AS S E MBLI E S S AVE D AS MULT I P LE FI LE S?
H O W T O H AN DL E " T H E MO DE L I S N O T I N CO N F O RMI T Y W I T H T H E TARG E T
SYS T E M " E RROR?

C REATE A REA
C REATE B O U N DIN G B O X
HOW
HOW

T O C R E A T E A B O U N D I N G B O X U S I N G T H E M O D E L' S C O O R D I N A T E S Y S T E M ?
T O CRE AT E A BOUNDI NG BOX W I T H A NE W COORDI NAT E S YS T E M?

C REATE C O O RDIN ATE S YSTEM
HOW

T O CRE AT E A COORDI NAT E S YS T E M FROM E XI S T I NG P OI NT S OF T HE

G E O M E T R Y?

C REATE M EASU RE
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O ME AS URE T HE DI S T ANCE T O A P LANE?
T O ME AS URE T HE DI S T ANCE BE T W E E N P OI NT S OR COP LANAR OBJE CT S?
T O ME AS URE AN ANGLE ?
T O ME AS URE A LE NGT H?

C REATE N O TE
HOW
HOW

T O CRE AT E AN E NRI CHE D T E XT ANNOT AT I ON?
T O E DI T A T E XT ANNOT AT I ON?

C REATE S U RF ACE
HOW

T O RE P LACE A DE GE NE RAT E D FACE W I T H MANY E DGE S ?

C REATE V ERTEX C O O RDIN ATES
HOW
HOW

T O COMP UT E T HE COORDI NAT E S OF T HE MI DDLE P OI NT OF AN E DGE?
T O COMP UT E T HE COORDI NAT E S OF T HE CE NT E R P OI NT OF AN E DGE?

D EF EATU RIN G
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O AUT OMAT I CALLY RE MOVE FE AT URE S FROM A MODE L ?
T O MANUALLY RE MOVE S P E CI FI C FE AT URE S ?
T O MANUALLY RE MOVE ANY VOLUME ?
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D EL ETE
HOW

T O DE LE T E AN OBJE CT ?

D ETECT C O L L ISIO N S
HOW

T O DE T E CT COLLI S I ONS I NS I DE A MODE L ?

D IRECT M O DEL IN G
HOW

T O CRE AT E GE OME T RY W I T H T RANS LAT I ON ?

D ISCO N N ECT
HOW

T O CORRE CT T OP OLOGY US I NG T HE

D I S CONNE CT

AND

C ONNE CT

T OOLS?

E XTEN D F ACE
HOW

T O E XT E ND A FACE?

FEM F L AT F ACES
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O S I MP LY FLAT A FACE ?
T O FLAT A FACE ALONG A COE DGE ?
T O FLAT S E VE RAL FACE S AT ONCE ALONG A T ANGE NT RI BBON?

FEM M ERG E F ACES
HOW
HOW

T O RE MOVE S T E P S ?
T O AUT OMAT I CALLY RE MOVE FI LLE T S AROUND A FACE?

FEM R IB M AN IPU L ATIO N
HOW
HOW

T O E XT E ND RI BS ?
T O JOI N RI BS?

FEM T YPES
HOW
HOW

T O MANUALLY CRE AT E MI D- FACE S?
T O FI X P OS I T I ON OF FRE E E DGE S ?

F L IP N O RMAL S
HOW

T O FLI P A FACE ?

H EAL
HOW
HOW

T O A U T O M A T I C A L L Y C O R R E C T I M P R E C I S I O N S T H R O U G H O U T A M O D E L?
T O AUT OMAT I CALLY CORRE CT MODE LS W HOS E FRE E E DGE S ARE

I N T E N D E D?

HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O RE P AI R S P E CI FI C I MP RE CI S I ONS W HI LE P RE S E RVI NG S URFACE S ?
T O RE P AI R HOLE S BY E XT E NS I ON OF T HE NE I GHBORI NG FACE S ?
T O RE P AI R HOLE S T HROUGH FACE S CRE AT I ON ?
T O RE P AI R HOLE S W I T H T OP OLOGY E RRORS ?
T O RE P AI R S E E MI NGLY I S OLAT E D E DGE OR FRE E E DGE S ?
T O P ROCE E D W HE N CRI T I CAL

PDQ

E RRORS CANNOT BE RE P AI RE D?
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L O CAL T ESSEL L ATIO N
HOW

T O COMP UT E LOCALLY A NE W T E S S E LLAT I ON ?

M ATCH T AN G EN CY
HOW

T O MAKE A FACE T ANGE NT T O I T S NE I GHBORS ?

M ERG E B O DIES
HOW

T O ME RGE S E VE RAL BODI E S T OGE T HE R?

M ETA - F ACE
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O A U T O M A T I C A L L Y G E N E R A T E M E T A-F A C E S T H R O U G H O U T T H E M O D E L ?
T O A U T O M A T I C A L L Y G E N E R A T E M E T A-F A C E S O F F I L L E T S ?
T O G E N E R A T E M E T A-F A C E S F R O M S P E C I F I C F A C E S ?

M ID F ACE
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O A U T O M A T I C A L L Y C R E A T E M I D -F A C E S O F A B O D Y?
T O E XP ORT MI D- FACE S AS A

CAD

FILE FOR

CAE

ANALYS I S ?

T O S E MI- AU T O MAT I CAL L Y CRE AT E MI D-F ACE S O F A S I MP L E W AL L?
T O S E MI- AU T O MAT I CAL L Y CRE AT E MI D-F ACE S O F A CO MP L E X W AL L ?
T O S E MI- AU T O MAT I CAL L Y CRE AT E MI D-F ACE S O F T U BE S ?
T O MANUALLY CRE AT E MI D- FACE S FROM ANY S URFACE?
T O E DI T MI D-F ACE S ?

M IN IMU M B O U N DIN G S H APE
O F F SET
HOW

T O C R E A T E A N O F F S E T T E D M O D E L?

Q U ICK S K ETCH
R EBU IL D F EATU RES
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O DO AN I NT E RACT I VE RE BUI LDI NG W I T H
T O DO AN I NT E RACT I VE RE BUI LDI NG W I T H
T O DO AN I NT E RACT I VE RE BUI LDI NG W I T H
T O DO AN I NT E RACT I VE RE BUI LDI NG W I T H
T O DO AN I NT E RACT I VE RE BUI LDI NG W I T H

C AT I A V 5® ?
C RE O® 2?
N X® ?
I N V E N T O R® ?
S O L I DW O R K S ® ?

R EBU IL D S IN G U L ARITY
HOW

T O RE BUI LD A S URFACE' S S I NGULARI T Y?

R ECO G N IZE
HOW

AN D

E XTRACT F EATU RES

T O RE COGNI Z E AND E XT RACT FE AT URE S ?

S ECTIO N
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S EL ECT
S IMPL IF Y
S IMPL IF Y M AN U AL L Y
HOW

T O DO A MANUAL S I MP LI FI CAT I ON ?

S MO O TH
HOW

T O S MOOT H A FACE?

S PL IT
S TITCH
HOW
HOW
HOW

T O A U T O M A T I C A L L Y C O R R E C T I M P R E C I S I O N S T H R O U G H O U T A M O D E L?
T O RE P AI R S P E CI FI C I MP RE CI S I ONS ?
T O LI MI T ALLOW E D DE VI AT I ON T O

0 .0 1

M M?

T RAN SF O RM A SSEMBL Y
T RIM F ACE
HOW

T O T RI M A FACE ?
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W ORKING

IN INTERACTIVE MODE

F UNCTIONALITIES
The interactive mode of 3D_Evolution gives access to various interesting functionalities.

S EL ECTIO N
Selection is the basis of all possible interactions with the model.

E DITIO N
Edition is how you can modify the attributes and the properties of the objects.

C L IPPIN G
Clipping offers the possibility to view inside the model.

F IL TERIN G
Filtering is used to hide some elements of the model to concentrate on interesting parts.

C ONTROL

COMMANDS

You can interact with a model loaded in 3D_Evolution with the mouse and the keyboard.

M O U SE

CO MMAN DS

K EYBO ARD

SH O RTCU TS
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S ELECTION
There are several ways to select an object in interactive mode. The simplest is to click with the left mouse button on
this object in the model tree or in a graphic window.
The objects you can select are highlighted in orange in the graphic window when you move the mouse cursor over
them (in the model tree or in a graphic window). This helps to know which object will be selected before you click at
this position.

Default display
The mouse cursor is not over the
model.

When the mouse cursor is over the
model
A selectable object is highlighted. Its
boundaries are displayed in orange.

After a left mouse button click
The highlighted object is selected.

The color for highlighted objects (orange by default) is configurable in Edit | Preferences... | System Colors | Interface
Elements. The color for selected objects (cyan by default) is configurable too.

I NTELLIGENT S ELECTION
3D_Evolution proposes a particular selection mode called Intelligent Selection. The type of the selectable objects (also
called the selection type) is not predefined. It depends on which object the mouse cursor is over. If the mouse cursor
is over a face, this face is highlighted and ready to be selected. After selection, the selection type is: Face. Now, only
faces can be selected. In the same way, if the mouse cursor is over a coedge, this coedge is highlighted and ready to be
selected. After selection, the selection type is: Coedge. Now, only coedges can be selected.
To reset the selection type, and to enable the selection of another type of object, the selection must be erased with

.
The objects which are selectable in the Intelligent Selection mode depend on the current tool. Each tool accepts
objects of specific type, for example the Connect tool
accepts only Part or Assembly, Solid, Body or Free Edge,
and not Face. So if this tool is the current tool, the Intelligent Selection highlights only these types of objects when the
mouse moves over the model. Faces are not highlighted.

Remark: The Select tool

is the only tool which accept any type of objects.

The contextual menu is displayed when you click with the right mouse button in a graphic window or in the model
tree.
The contextual menu has three modes which help you select the objects you want:
l

The Filter mode

: to set the Intelligent Selection, or to force the selection type directly.

l

The Highlighted mode

: to choose the desired object between the ones under the mouse cursor.
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l

The Selected mode

: when an object is already selected, to select connected or adjacent objects.

In Filter mode
, the contextual menu indicates if the Intelligent Selection mode is actually set or not. Here is an
example of the contextual menu in Filter mode when Intelligent Selection is set.

The Intelligent Selection mode is the default selection mode, but you can choose to not use it and choose directly the
type of the objects to select. Just click on one of the proposed types below Intelligent Selection in the contextual menu
to force the selection type. Only objects of this type are now selectable.
In Highlighted mode
, the contextual menu displays the list of objects under the mouse cursor. It is then easier to
select an object or one of its parents.

In Selected mode
(available when one object is already selected), the contextual menu offers other possibilities
like selecting faces connected or tangent to the selected ones.
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For a complete description of the contextual menu, refer to the Contextual menu presentation.

S ELECTION

IN THE MODEL TREE

Click with the left mouse button on an object in the model tree to select it. Click on a selected object to deselect it.
When an object is selected, its icon and its parents' icon change. A little red check mark is added to the icons ( , ,
, , ...). In this way, it is easy to find in the model tree structure where an object selected in the graphic window
is located.
Several objects can be selected together in the model tree if they have the same type. Click them one by one or use

the

key as in How to select several objects in the model tree?

To select a set of objects stored in a same folder (for example curves
to select them all at once.

, points

...), click the folder icon (

,

...)

If the Intelligent Selection is set, selecting an object in the tree automatically sets the selection type. This type is displayed in the graphic window (in the tool configuration zone) when the Select tool
menu.

is active, or in the contextual

If the Intelligent Selection is not set (so a selection type is set), an object can be selected in the model tree only if it is of
the selection type. For example, if the selection type is Body, only bodies are clickable in the model tree; if the selection type is Face, there is no object selectable in the model tree because the faces are not displayed in the model tree.

S ELECTION

IN THE GRAPHIC WINDOW

Click with the left mouse button on an object in the graphic window to select it. Click on a selected object to deselect
it.
Click on the model with the middle mouse button to highlight the object. Click again to highlight its parents. The mouse
cursor changes to correspond to the type of the highlighted object, and the name of the highlighted object is displayed
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below the mouse cursor. Click again to go up through the parent parts, assemblies and instances. Left click to select the
desired object when it is highlighted.

( O pen model )

Tree structure of the model
An instance and its referenced element are grouped in a single item
with the icon of the references element and the name of the instance.

1st middle click
Face

2nd middle click
Body ( cabin)

3rd middle click
Part ( cabin)

4th middle click
Instance (cabin_1)

5th middle click
Assembly ( part_cabin)

6th middle click
Instance (part_cabin_1)

7th middle click
Assembly ( tractor)

8th middle click
Instance (tractor_1)

9th middle click
Top level assembly ( truck)
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It is possible to select several objects at the same time by drawing a rectangle in the graphic window as explained in
How to select several objects in the graphic window?.

S ELECTION

MENU IN THE TOOL CONFIGURATION

ZONE
The tool configuration zone has a small icon
to access the selection menu.
This menu allows to:
l Select obscured objects with the rectangle tool,
l Select geometry linked to annotations and vice versa.

T HINGS

TO NOTE

Important: Only objects of the same type can be selected simultaneously. For example, if you select bodies

then you cannot add parts to the selection. You have to reset the selection first with
. There are few
exceptions where objects of different types can be selected together, for example the use of the Split tool
(a face and a coedge can be selected together).

Important: You cannot select a child object and its parent at the same time. For example it is not possible to
select a body and its parent part or a part and its parent assembly. There is one exception: you can select an
assembly and its parent assembly together.

H OW

TO ...

H ow to set the type of obj ects to sel ect?
You can set the type of objects to select (the selection type) in several ways:
l Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to display the contextual menu; if
necessary click
to display the list of types available for the current tool. Then select one type in the list or
choose Intelligent Selection.
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Remark: If the desired type is not in the list, it's because it is not available for the current tool. Change
the current tool to Select tool

l

to access all the types.

In the tools configuration zone, the types of the objects requested for the current tool are listed in orange. Click
one type in the list to change the selection type: it will be possible to select only objects of this type.
Here is the example of the Connect tool

.

H ow to sel ect obj ects?
1. Specify the type of objects to select as explained in How to set the type of objects to select?.
2. Click an object with the left mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to add it to the selection.
Click this object again to remove it from the selection.
If you have difficulties to select the object you want, the cause may be one of the followings.
l The Intelligent Selection is not set. This means that a selection type has been chosen in the contextual menu.
For example, if Face is the current selection type, it is not possible to select any other types of object. Faces are
the only selectable objects in this case.
Open the contextual menu and select Intelligent Selection or the type of object you want to select.
l An object with a different type is already selected.

Remove this object from the selection or press

to reset the selection.
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l

The type of this object is not accepted by the current tool.

l

Activate the Select tool
as it accepts any type of object then click on the object.
You have reached the maximum number of objects that can be selected for the current tool.
For example, you can select no more than one body for the Split tool

.

H ow to sel ect al l obj ects of a gi ven type?
1. Specify the type of objects to select as explained in How to set the type of objects to select?.
2. Select one object of the desired type by clicking it with the left mouse button in the graphic window (or in the
model tree).
3. Right click to open the contextual menu.
4. Click Select All in the contextual menu.

H ow to count the total number of obj ects of a gi ven type?
1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual menu; if
necessary click
to display the list of all types.
3. Select the type of objects to count in the list
4. Right click to open the contextual menu and click Select All.
5. The total number of objects of the given type is displayed in the tool configuration zone under Edit Properties.

H ow to sel ect several obj ects i n the model tree?
You can select several or all the objects in a list in the model tree without clicking each object one by one.
1. Specify the type of objects to select as explained in How to set the type of objects to select?.
2. Click the first object.

3. Press
and click the last object in the list.
4. All the objects between the first and the last are selected.
Remark: The first and last clicked objects must be at the same level in the model tree: they must have the
same parent.

H ow to sel ect several obj ects i n the graphi c wi ndow?
It is possible to select several objects as the same time in the graphic window by drawing a rectangle around them.
This is called the selection with the rectangle tool.
1. Specify the type of objects to select as explained in How to set the type of objects to select?.

2. Press

while clicking the left mouse button to define a corner of the rectangle, keep the

button pressed and move the mouse to draw a rectangle. The mouse cursor becomes
. Release the
mouse button to define the opposite corner of the rectangle. All the objects inside the rectangle are selected.
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The objects which intersect the rectangle are selected too.

3. Do the same with

pressed to deselect several objects at the same time.

If the Intelligent Selection is set, a warning message is displayed.

This is because 3D_Evolution does not know which type of objects you are selecting. To avoid this message,
l select an object of the desired type with one left click first, then draw the rectangle, or
l unset the Intelligent Selection and select the desired type of object in the contextual menu, before you draw
the rectangle.
Remark: The rectangle tool can select or not hidden objects. Make sure that Select obscured objects with the
rectangle tool is checked in the Preferences... window.

H ow to sel ect an i nstance?
An instance and its referenced part, assembly or component share the same icon in the model tree. It is either
(part),
(assembly) or
(component). But the displayed name on the right of the icon is the name of the instance,
not the name of the part, assembly or component.
By default the selection type is Part or Assembly. So when you click on one of these icons in the model tree, the part,
assembly or component is selected. To select the instance which references this part, assembly or component:
1. Open the contextual menu.
2. Choose "Instance" as new selection type.
3. Click on the same icon as before in the tree to select the instance.
You can see the type of the selected object with the Select tool

. It is either "Part or Assembly" or "Instance".

H ow to sel ect a coedge's extremi ty, mi ddl e or center?
Some tools can be applied on vertices of the model an in particular middle vertex of a coedge or center of a circular
coedge. This is the case for example of the Create Note tool

.

To select a vertex, middle or center, click Vertex, Middle of Center in the list above than move the mouse cursor over
a coedge. The selectable vertex is then highlighted. It is either an extremity, the middle or the center of the coedge.
Click with the left mouse button when the expected vertex is highlighted.
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Move the mouse cursor over a
coedge's extremity to highlight it.
Click with the left mouse button to
select it.

Move the mouse cursor over the
middle of the coedge to highlight its
middle.
Click with the left mouse button to
select it.

Move the mouse cursor over the
coedge but not over its middle nor its
extremities to highlight the center.
Click with the left mouse button to
select it.
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E DITION
The Select tool
is available in each workshop. It is used to edit the attributes and the properties of an object.
When this tool is activated, the tool configuration zone displays the Edit Properties tree.

E DIT P ROPERTIES
When there is no selected object, the Edit Properties tree is not opened.

Click on one of the listed types to change the selection type.
When an object is selected, it looks like:

The first line indicates the type and the number of selected objects.
The second line displays the General item which groups the attributes common to every objects.

G ENERAL

ATTRIBUTES

Nam e
Name of the object. This attribute is editable.
Identi fi er
Internal identifier of the object. It is not editable.
Layer
The layers of the object. A layer is a number used to group several objects together. An object can belong to several
layers.
This attribute is editable. Enter one number (ex: 50), several numbers separated by commas (ex: 50,69,184), or empty
the field to remove the layer attribute.
All objects belonging to a specific layer can be filtered with
details.

in the status bar. See Filtering chapter for more

S how
The Show attribute of the object. It is a specific attribute which gives the visibility of the object in the source
CAD system.
The visibility of an object in 3D_Evolution is based on this Show attribute, but also on the current filter and on the user
actions done with the contextual menu like View, Hide or View Alone.
Check (or unchek) the Show box to set (or unset) the Show attribute of the object.
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C om m ent
A comment can be added to an object. It is a small text attached to the object and displayed in 3D_Evolution.
It is an attribute specific to 3D_Evolution. It is not an annotation (also called Product Manufacturing Information or
PMI).
To view the comments in 3D_Evolution, ensure that View Comments is checked in the View menu
status bar.
The comment attribute is editable: enter a text for the comment and its position (X,Y,Z) or click
comment in the middle of the selected object. X, Y and Z fields are computed automatically.

in the
to place the

Inheri ted col or
If the object has a colored parent, this color is indicated here. If the object has several colored parents,it is the color of
the top level colored parent.
This is not an attribute of the object, so it is not editable, but it is an important information to understand how the
object is colored.
Remark: An object is displayed in the graphic window using its inherited color if Color Inheritance is set to
Always in the Preferences window displayed by Edit | Preferences....
C ol or
Color of the object. Click this field to open a dialog box to choose a color.
Click
to apply the current color to the children of the object. For example, if the color is on a
body, it is applied to its faces.
M ateri al
Material of the object. Click this field to open a dialog box to choose a material.
Click

to apply the current material to the children of the object.
Remark: Materials are only visible in 3D_Evolution when the Rendered mode is selected in the status bar. Click
to select it.

T ransparency
Transparency of the object. Choose the percentage of transparency of the object.
It is different from the transparency defined in the material.
A ttri butes
Opens a dialog box listing other attributes of the object.

M ass P roperti es
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If the selected object is of type: Part or Assembly, Solid, Bod or Curve, it is possible to compute its mass properties.
Click Mass Properties to open the Mass Properties dialog box.

After the mass properties computation, the dialog box shows the computed values: area, volume, mass, center of gravity...
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T HINGS

TO NOTE

Remark: If several objects are selected together, the displayed attributes correspond to the last selected
object.

Important: If you modify an attribute when several objects are selected together, the modification is applied
not only to the last selected object but to all selected objects. Be very careful to not modify attributes by error.
In the other hand, this behavior is useful if you want to apply an attribute to several objects in one time. See
How to modify the color of several objects? or How to set a layer to several objects? to have examples.

Important: After a modification of the properties, an undo icon appears on the right of Edit Properties

Click
tools.

to undo the last modification. Do not use Ctrl+Z as it is reserved for modifications done by the use of

S PECIFIC

ATTRIBUTES

Some attributes specific to the type of the selected object are displayed below the General attributes.
Instance
Displays the positioning matrix of the instance in form of:
l Rotation,
l Translation,
l Homothety (scaling).
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All the values are editable.
P art or A ssem bl y
Displays the Reference file of the selected part or assembly. It is the name of the external file which defines this element, if there is one. Otherwise, it is the name of the root file.

The Reference file is modifiable: enter a name or click

to browse and find an existing file.

S ol i d
Displays information on the selected solid:
l number of shells,
l number of faces,
l number of imprecisions,
l value of the maximum imprecision (if any),
l number of free edges.

B ody
Displays information on the selected body:
l Is the body closed or open? The body is closed if it has no free edges, otherwise it is open.
l number of shells,
l number of faces,
l number of imprecisions,
l value of the maximum imprecision (if any),
l number of free edges.
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Face
Displays information on the selected face:
l number of loops,
l number of coedges,
l number of singularity coedges,
l number of free edges,
l number of parametric boundary curves,
l orientation between the face and its surface (identical or opposite),
l number of 3D boundary curves.

Click
to open the Parametric Space dialog box. It shows the 2D space of the surface and the position of the parametric boundary curves in this space.
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The horizontal axis is the U direction and the vertical axis is the V direction. The grid is displayed between 0 and 1 in
each direction, with the origin located in the bottom left corner.
This dialog box is re-sizable so drag one of its corner and extend it to have a better view.
You can choose to display the boundary curves (UV or 2D), control points of the boundary curves (in red) and extremities (in cyan).
The UV boundary curves are displayed in green and are always displayed. The 2D boundary curves (if they exist) are
displayed in yellow.
Singularities are indicated in darker colors (dark yellow or dark green).
You can:
l zoom with the wheel of the mouse,
l translate with the right mouse button,

l

fit the view with the "Period" key (

or

).

Remark: The Parametric Space dialog box stays open if you select other faces, so you can easily see their parametric space.
S urface
The item under Face is the type of the surface supporting the selected face. It can be Plane, Sphere, Cone, Cylinder,
Torus, NURBS surface, Revolution surface, Ruled surface, Offset surface, Blend surface, Linear Transformation surface or Non Linear Transformation surface. It displays specific information about the surface. Some of them are editable.

At the bottom of each surface description, there is a Display item with at least one check box to display the surface in
the graphic window. The surface is represented by a network of iso-parametric curves: the white grid on the image
below. The U direction is displayed in red and the V direction in green.
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Depending on the type of the surface, you can also display the origin and the normal (for Plane), the axes (for Cylinder,
Cone, Sphere, Torus, revolution surface), the control points and patches (for NURBS surface), or the spine (for Blend
surface).

Control points of a NURBS surface

Remark: When the selection changes or is reset-ed (with

control points...) stay visible. Press

), the displayed elements (surfaces, axes,

to remove them.

Remark: Particular case of an offset surface: below Offset Surface there is another surface item giving the
information of the original surface of the offset surface.
Feature
Displays the parameters on the selected feature. They depend on the type of the feature. Most of them are editable.

Below the General item are displayed other items specific to the type of the selected feature.
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C urve
Displays information on the selected curve. These information depend on the type of the curve: Line, Polyline, Circle,
Ellipse, Parabola, Hyperbola, NURBS curve, Composite curve. Some of these information are editable.
At the bottom of each curve description, depending on the type of the selected curve, there is a Display item to display the axis of the curve (for Line, Circle, Ellipse, Parabola, Hyperbola) or the control points (for NURBS curve).

Remark: When the selection changes or is reset-ed (with

points...) stay visible. Press

), the displayed elements (axes, control

to remove them.

P oi nt
Displays the X,Y, Z coordinates of the point. They are editable.
C oordi nate S ystem
Displays the position and the X, Y, Z orientation of the coordinates system. All are editable.
Click

to use the current coordinate system as new coordinate system (0,0,0) of the model.

Remark: Click
in the status bar then View Coordinate System in Origin to display the coordinate system (0,0,0) of the model.
A nnotati on
Displays information specific to the selected annotation.

H OW

TO ...

H ow to modi f y the col or of several obj ects?
There are two ways to modify the colors of several objects in one time.
l To color all the objects located in a same level, for example all the faces of a body:
1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual
3.
4.
5.
6.

menu; if necessary click
to display the list of all types.
Select the Body type.
Click on the body which is the parent of all the faces to color.
In Edit Properties, open the General item.
Click Color and select the desired color.

7. Click
to apply the color of the body to the faces. All the faces have now the same
color than their parent body.
8. (Optional) Uncheck Color to remove the color of the body.
9. You can undo the last modification by clicking
l

on the right of Edit Properties.

General method to color several objects:
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1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual
3.
4.
5.
6.

menu; if necessary click
to display the list of all types.
Select the type of the objects to color.
Select all the objects to color. Click them one by one or use the rectangle tool for this.
In Edit Properties, open the General item.
Click Color and select the desired color.

7. You can undo the last modification by clicking

on the right of Edit Properties.

Remark: To remove the color of several objects in one time, follow the same procedure but just uncheck
Color.

Remark: In a same way, you can set (or remove) the material of several objects in one time.

H ow to set a l ayer to several obj ects?
1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual menu; if
3.
4.
5.
6.

necessary click
to display the list of all types.
Select the type of the object whose layer must be changed.
Select all the objects together. Click them one by one or use the rectangle tool for this.
In Edit Properties, open the General item.
In the Layer field, enter the number of the layer to set. To set one layer, enter the number of this layer (ex: 50).
To set several layers, enter the numbers of the layers separated by commas (ex: 50,69,184).

7. Press

to set the layers.

8. You can undo the last modification by clicking

on the right of Edit Properties.

H ow to di spl ay the surf ace of a f ace?
1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual menu; if
3.
4.
5.
6.

necessary click
to display the list of all types.
Select the Face type.
Click on a face.
In Edit Properties, below the Face item, click the item of the surface.
At the bottom of the surface description, open the Display item and click Display Surface.
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7. Click Display Surface once again to remove the displayed surface or press
See the presentation of the Surface item for more information.

.

Remark: In a same way, you can display the control points of a NURBS surface. Just click Display Control Points.

H ow to di spl ay the parametri c space of a f ace?
1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual menu; if
necessary click
to display the list of all types.
3. Select the Face type.
4. Click on a face.
5. In Edit Properties, open the Face item and click

to open the Parametric Space dialog box.

6. Drag a corner of the box to extend it.
7. Move inside the parametric space:
l zoom with the wheel of the mouse,
l translate with the right mouse button,

l

fit the view with the "Period" key (

or

).
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See the presentation of the Parametric Space dialog box for more information.

H ow to compute the mass properti es of a model ?
1. Activate the Select tool
.
2. Click with the right mouse button in the model tree or in the graphic window to open the contextual menu; if
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

necessary click
to display the list of all types.
Select the type of the object whose mass properties will be computed.
Click on the object.
In Edit Properties, open the General item and click Mass Properties to open the Mass Properties dialog box.
Select the type of computation: fast or accurate.
(Optional) configure the computation: modify the maximum sag, maximum angle, default density...

8. Click
to start the computation.
9. The computed mass properties of the selected object are displayed in the dialog box.
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C LIPPING
When a model is displayed in a graphic window, it is sometimes impossible to see some elements of the model
because they are hidden by other elements. The creation of a clipping plane allows to access the interior of a model
and to have a better view of these hidden elements.
Without clipping

With clipping

The color of the clipping plane and the level of transparency can be modified with Edit | Preferences... | System Colors.
Remark: On the clipping plane is displayed a grid which can be used to have a quick idea of the size of the
model. The values of the grid depends of the zoom.

H OW

TO ...

H ow to cl i p the model ?
There are two ways to create a clipping plane.

Cl i ppi ng pl ane based on a f ace
You can use one of the model's faces to define the position of the clipping plane.
1. First select a face of the model. It can be any kind of face but a planar face is a better choice.

2. Click the Clip (C) icon

in the status bar or

in the contextual menu, or press

. The icon in

the status bar becomes
and the clipping plane is directly created with the selected face's position and
orientation.
3. Use the red arrows on the clipping plane to orientate it or move it as you want. See How to move the clipping plane?
4. If you want to see the opposite side of the model, see How to reverse the clipping plane?
5. To remove the clipping plane, either click

in the status bar or

in the contextual menu, or press

.
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O ther cl i ppi ng pl ane
Here is the usual way to define a clipping plane.
1. Orientate the model to be perpendicular to the clipping plane to create.

2. Click the Clip (C) icon

in the status bar or

in the contextual menu, or press

. The icon in

the status bar becomes
and the mouse cursor becomes
.
3. Click with the left button at the position of the clipping plane to create, keep the button pressed and move
the mouse on the graphic window to draw a line which defines the position of the clipping plane. The mouse
cursor becomes
or
or
depending of where you move the mouse. The drawn line is magnetized when it is quite horizontal or vertical to help the creation of such a clipping plane.
4. Release the button. The mouse cursor becomes
. You have to select which side of the model you want
to clip. Move the mouse on one side of the drawn line or the other to select the side to clip.
5. Click with the left button to validate the creation of the clipping plane.
6. Use the red arrows on the clipping plane to orientate it or move it as you want. See How to move the clipping plane? below.
7. To remove the clipping plane, either click

in the status bar or

in the contextual menu, or press

.

H ow to move the cl i ppi ng pl ane?
When the clipping plane is displayed, you can translate it or rotate it as you want. To do this, use the red arrows at the
center of the clipping plane.

H ow to transl ate the cl i ppi ng pl ane?
Click with the left button on the straight line arrow, keep the button pressed and move the mouse in the direction of
the straight line arrow.
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Remark: You can also press
while you click with the left mouse button anywhere on the model to
move the center of the grid at the clicked position. Keep the button pressed and move the mouse in the direction of the straight line arrow to translate the clipping plane.

H ow to rotate the cl i ppi ng pl ane?
Click with the left button on one of the three curved arrow, keep the button pressed and move the mouse up and
down (or left and right). The clipping plane is rotated around the corresponding axis.

H ow to reverse the cl i ppi ng pl ane?
To see the opposite side of the model (the side which is actually clipped), you have to reverse the clipping plane. The
easiest way to do this is to double click with the left button on the straight line arrow. The clipping plane is directly
reversed.

H ow to move the center of the gri d?
It is easy to make a quick measure using the grid.
Click with the left button on the red point, keep the button pressed and move the mouse.

You can even have a more precise measure if you move the center on a clipped border of the model. The point is like
magnetized by the border and it becomes blue when it is exactly placed on the border.
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Remark: You can also press
while you click with the left mouse button anywhere on the model to
move the center of the grid at the clicked position. Keep the button pressed and move the mouse in the direction of the straight line arrow to translate the clipping plane.

H ow to make a qui ck measure of the model usi ng the cl i ppi ng
pl ane?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a clipping plane as shown here.
Move the center of the clipping plane as shown here.
Rotate the clipping plane to orientate the grid along the element to measure as shown here.
Zoom in the model to modify the grid graduation as desired.
Read the value on the grid.
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F ILTERING
When a model is displayed in a graphic window, you can use filters to control what you see and concentrate on interesting or problematic parts. For example you can choose to see only the objects which have a "Show" attribute (this is
the default filter), or only the bad faces of a model (faces with imprecisions of free edges), or only the objects belonging to a particular layer or only the objects named "SCREW...", etc.
Important: 3D_Evolution's tools work only with the elements that are displayed on the screen. For example, a
body which is hidden on the screen due to the current filter, won't be converted by the Convert tool
and won't be saved by the File | Save.

Remark: For a detailed description of the Filters Configuration dialog box, have a look here.

D ESCRIPTION

OF THE FILTERS

3D_Evolution is delivered with a list of default filters. These filters are not modifiable but you can create your own filters based on existing ones.
All
No filter: all elements are visible.
M y S how
This is a specific filter which is used to save the current visibility of the graphic window.
See How to create a filter based on the current visibility?
S how
This filter is the default filter. It is the standard visibility of the model as read in the CAD files. All elements with a
"Show" attribute are visible. The "Show" attribute of an element can be viewed with the Select tool
Properties, General.

and Edit

No S how
All elements which don't have the "Show" attribute set are visible. It means that every invisible elements are displayed. It is the opposite of the Show filter.
Ini ti al S how
When several files are opened in the same graphic window, each with its own filter, the Initial Show filter is set to
reflect the initial visibility of each model.
Open Faces
View only faces with free edges.
B ad Faces
View only faces with imprecisions and free edges. Use the Check tool
edges.

to compute the imprecisions and the free

B ad B odi es
View only bodies with imprecisions and free edges.
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P erfect B odi es
View only bodies with neither imprecision nor free edge.
W i refram e
View the curves and the points. Hide the bodies, the coordinates systems and the annotations.
B odi es
View the bodies. Hide the curves, the points, the coordinates systems and the annotations.
D i scret
View the discrete bodies, the curves and the points. Hide the exact or visualization bodies, the coordinates systems
and the annotations.
E xact
View the exact bodies, the curves and the points. Hide the discrete or visualization bodies, the coordinates systems
and the annotations.
V i su
View the visualization bodies. Hide the discrete or exact bodies, the curves, the points, the coordinates systems and
the annotations.
Fi rst Instance
View only the first instance of every instantiated parts or assemblies.
M i d- faces
To be used with the Mid Face tool

to view the generated mid-faces.

B oundi ng S hape
To be used with the Minimum Bounding Shape tool

to view the generated bounding shape.

Insi de Faces
View the faces inside the model. To be used with the Simplify tool
side faces, and by extension the inside faces.

when Shrink wrap type is set to detect out-

Outsi de Faces
View the faces outside the model, the opposite of the Inside faces above.
Insi de B odi es
View the bodies inside the model. Inside bodies are bodies whose all faces have been detected inside the model by
the Simplify tool

when Shrink wrap type is set to detect outside faces.

Outsi de B odi es
View the bodies outside the model. Outside bodies are bodies which have at least one outside face.
Features
View all the features. The model must be loaded in Feature mode (See loading options).
Feature R evol uti on
View only the features of type Revolution.
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Feature T hrough E xtrusi on
View only the features of type Through Extrusion.
Feature Li m i ted E xtrusi on
View only the features of type Limited Extrusion.
Feature Fi l l et
View only the features of type Fillet.
Feature P attern
View only the features of type Pattern.
Fi l ters as defi ned i n the C A D fi l es and user fi l ters
A CAD file can have its own filters. They are displayed at the end of this list.
If you saved your own filters, they are displayed here too.

H OW

TO ...

H ow to f i l ter the di spl ay?
1. Let the mouse cursor over the Filter icon
example the default filter: "Filter Show".

in the status bar to display the name of the current filter, for

2. Click the funnel
to apply the current filter. The visibility of the model in the current graphic window is
modified accordingly.
3. Click the black triangle

to display the list of all the filters and change the current filter.
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H ow to vi ew the def i ni ti on of a f i l ter?
1. Click the black triangle of the Filter icon
2. Click

in the status bar to display the list of all the filters.

on top of the list to open the Filters Configuration dialog box which allows to edit the filters.
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3. Select the filter to view in the upper list. The definition of the filter is given in the lower pane of the dialog box.
4. (Optional) You can modify the definition of the current filter.
Remark: Only the user filters are modifiable; the default filters are not modifiable. If you want to
modify one of them, you have to create a new filter based on an existing one.

H ow to create a new f i l ter?
1. Click the black triangle of the Filter icon
2. Click

in the status bar to display the list of all the filters.

on top of the list to open the Filters Configuration dialog box which allow to edit the filters.
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3. Select the filter which will be used as base of the new filter.
4. Click Add a new filter icon

in the upper right corner of the Filters Configuration dialog box.

5. Enter a name for your new filter and press
6. Check the boxes to filter by:
l Show
l Type
l Layer
l Color
l Name
l Feature

. By default, My Filter is proposed.

Remark: See the description of the Filters Configuration dialog box for more details on the different
parameters.
7. (Optional) Click
8. Click

to save the filter you have created.
to close the dialog box. The new filter is applied so you see only the filtered objects.

H ow to modi f y a user f i l ter?
Follow the same steps described in How to view the definition of a filter?

H ow to vi ew onl y the N U RBS surf aces of a model ?
1. Click the black triangle of the Filter icon
2. Click

in the status bar to display the list of all the filters.

on top of the list to open the Filters Configuration dialog box which allow to edit the filters.
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3. Select the filter All which is used to display every objects independently of their Show attribute.
4. Click Add a new filter icon

in the upper right corner of the Filters Configuration dialog box.

5. Enter a name for this new filter, for example NURBS surface and press
6. Check the Show and Type boxes.
In the Show list, check All.
In the Type list, check only Exact face and Surface.
In the Surface list, check only NURBS surface.
7. (Optional) Click
8. Click
model.

.

to save the filter you have just created.
to close the dialog box. The new filter is applied so you see only the NURBS surfaces of the

H ow to create a f i l ter based on the current vi si bi l i ty?
It can be very useful to remember the current visibility, i.e. the visibility actually used in the graphic window. For
example, if you have a big assembly and you have hidden one after the other some parts which are not interesting,
you can save this visibility information in a specific filter called My Show and use it in another work session next time
you reload the model.
1. Set the visibility of the model as you want. For example, hide only some specific faces with the Hide command
of the Contextual menu.
2. Click the black triangle of the Filter icon
3. Click

in the status bar to display the list of all the filters.

on top of the list to create My Show filter.

4. To use it later, click the black triangle of
again and select My Show in the list.
The visibility is set as it was at the creation of the My Show filter.
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Remark: The My Show filter can not be saved. It is resetted each time 3D_Evolution starts.
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K EYBOARD

SHORTCUTS

Here is the list of all keyboard shortcuts available in 3D_Evolution.
Shortcut

Action
Edit > Preferences... > Rendering > Graphic
Options > Display back faces (B)

Status bar >

Clip (C) or Contextual menu >

Clip (C)

Status bar >

Standard views > Front

Status bar >

Standard views > Isometric

Status bar >

Standard views > Left

Edit > Preferences... > Rendering > Mesh Visualization > Line contours (M)

Status bar >
menu >

Status bar >

Normal to (P) or Contextual
Normal to (P)

Standard views > Top

Rotate the model 90° around X axis.

Rotate the model 90° around Y axis.

Rotate the model 90° around Z axis.

Help > Documentation
Refresh the display in the graphic window, in the
model tree, in the file explorer or in the favorites.
Clean the display: remove the display of all geometrical properties in the graphic window such
as surfaces, normals, control points...
Used in combination with the mouse to zoom in
a graphic window or to select objects.
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Activate the Delete tool
start to delete anything.

tool. It does not

Reset the selection
.
Available in tool configuration zone or contextual
menu.
Status bar >
or

Fit (.) or Contextual menu >

Fit (.)
Select several objects in the model tree at once.
Also used in combination with the mouse to
zoom in a graphic window.
Validate the selection and launch the tool
.
Available in tool configuration zone or contextual
menu.
Advanced > Shell... > Shell window > Complete
command
Advanced > Shell... > Shell window > Previous
command
Advanced > Shell... > Shell window > Next command
File > Exit

+
Edit > Copy

or Contextual menu > Copy

+
Help > Search Command...
+
File > Open
+
File > Save
+
Edit > Paste

or Contextual menu > Paste

+
Edit > Cut

or Contextual menu > Cut

+
Edit > Undo

or

+
Close current graphic window

.

+
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Edit > Screen Capture
+
Show next graphic window in the workspace.
+
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M OUSE

COMMANDS

When a model is displayed in a graphic window, the mouse is the irreplaceable way to interact with the model.
You can use the mouse by either simply clicking a button or by clicking and moving the mouse.

You will achieve different results when you use the mouse and press
time.

H OW

or

at the same

TO ...

H ow to transl ate the model ?
Click with the right mouse button anywhere in the graphic window, keep the button pressed and move the mouse.
The mouse cursor becomes

and the model is translated. Releasing the right mouse button stops the translation.

H ow to rotate the model ?
Click with the left mouse button anywhere in the graphic window, keep the button pressed and move the mouse. The
mouse cursor becomes

and the model is rotated. Releasing the left mouse button stops the rotation.

Remark: It is also possible to rotate the model of 90° around X, Y or Z axis by pressing respectively

or
. The current rotation center is used. To view the X, Y and Z axes, click
status bar and check View Coordinate System in Left Corner.

,

in the

Remark: When the coordinate system is displayed in the bottom left corner of the graphic window, you can
click on the X, Y or Z axis to set the view perpendicular to the clicked axis.

Remark: There are predefined views in 3D_Evolution, for example Front, Left, Top, Isometric... To choose one
of them, click

in the status bar.

Remark: It is not possible to rotate the display when a drawing (2D model) is loaded.

H ow to change the rotati on center?
The rotation center is the middle of the model by default.
If the cursor initially sits on a visible object of the model when the left mouse button was clicked, it then becomes the
center of rotation. If you click outside the model, the rotation center is not modified.
Remark: Sometimes, you may want to keep the rotation center unchanged, for example when you are

zoomed in a very precise area of the model. To keep the rotation center at the same place, press

and

together when you click with the left mouse button on the model.
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H ow to zoom i n the model ?
There are three ways to zoom.

Fast zoom
Use the mouse wheel to zoom by step. The zoom is centered on the position of the mouse cursor. You can change this
position during the zooming by moving the mouse cursor.

Preci se zoom
Click with the middle mouse button anywhere in the graphic window, keep the button pressed and move the mouse
up and down (or left and right). The mouse cursor becomes
and the model is zoomed in or out. Releasing the
middle mouse button stops the zooming.
The center of the zoom is the position of the mouse cursor when clicked.

Remark: If your mouse doesn't have a wheel or a middle mouse button, press
clicking the right mouse button to zoom in the graphic window.

while

Rectangl e zoom
To zoom directly on a specific location on the model, you can draw a rectangle to delimit the location to zoom in.

Press

while clicking the right mouse button to define a corner of the rectangle, keep the button pressed and

move the mouse to draw a rectangle. The mouse cursor becomes
. Release the mouse button to define the
opposite corner of the rectangle. The location delimited by the rectangle is zoomed in.

H ow to restore the def aul t zoom and posi ti on of the model ?

Use the Fit (.) icon
in the status bar or in the contextual menu
, or press "Period" key (
or
)
to center the model in the graphic window. The default zoom and initial position of the model are restored. The rotation center is restored in the middle of the model.

H ow to sel ect obj ects?
Selection of objects with the mouse is explained here.

H ow to di spl ay the contextual menu?
Click with the right mouse button in the graphic window or in the model tree to display the contextual menu.

H ow to access the i nternal part of a model ?

Use the Clip (C) icon
in the status bar or in the contextual menu
in the graphic window.
The creation and the use of a clipping plane is explained in details here.

, or press

to create a clipping plane

H ow to f i l ter the di spl ay to see onl y the i nteresti ng parts of
the model ?
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Use the Filter icon
in the status bar to access the filters. Filters controls what you see in 3D_Evolution. For
example you can choose to see only the objects which have a "Show" attribute (this is the default filter), or only the
bad faces (faces with imprecisions of free edges), or only the objects belonging to a particular layer...
The creation and the use of filters is explained in details here.

H ow to open a model wi th a drag and drop?
Refer to the description of the drag and drop mechanism described here.
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W ORKING
H OW

IN BATCH MODE

TO START

3D_E VOLUTION

IN BATCH

MODE ?
From a command line:
Open a DOS or SHELL window and type the following command : <path>\evolution.exe -batch <script_file_full_path>
[<argument_1>] ... [<argument_n>]
From the Enterprise Data Manager (EDM):
1. launch edmlite.exe in your EDM installation folder,
2. open the web interface,
3. select a script file you want to execute,
4. enter script parameters (input file, output directory, etc),
5. hit the Run button.

T HE

SCRIPT FILE

With the script file you can have full control over the sequencing of operations, especially when you need to adjust the
commands according to the degree of quality of a model at a given time.
With the script language you can:
l execute functions by using commands such as : open, heal, save,
l add parameters to these commands such as : open a specific file, save it as a file with a different name...,
l use logical expressions for testing, as well as iterative statements (or loops) such as : apply the heal command
while the number of imprecisions or free edges is more than zero,
l define variables,
l insert comments.
Notes :
l To work efficiently in batch mode you need to know most of 3D_Evolution's main features.
l Several scripts (those you are most likely to need) are included in the .../evolution/edm_scripts directory.
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P ROGRAMMING

IN BATCH MODE

Statements
A script is a sequence of statements representing instructions to be performed.
There are different kinds of statements:
l declarations of variable,
l assignments,
l commands,
l conditional statements.
All statements are separated by a carriage return or a semicolon.
Example
print "hello"
print "world"

is equivalent to
print "hello; print "world"

Commands
Commands available in batch are listed in the Batch commands section.

Vari abl es
A variable is a name that has a data value associated with it. A script file may have many variables.

Decl ari ng a vari abl e
All variables must be declared before they can be used. Declaring a variable means creating a type and a name for it.
Remark: Variables may be declared anywhere in the script as long as they are declared first.

Remark: You can have as many variables as you like.

Remark: Variables names should be written in lower case and without any parenthesis so as to distinguish
them easily from commands.

Remark: Keywords cannot be used as variable names: int, float, string, if, else, elif, then, fi, while, do, done,
bye, function and all the command names.

Remark: The scope of variables (i.e. the section of the script in which a variable is effective) is always global.
This means that all variables are valid and usable in the whole script. Local variables do not exist in 3D_Evolution.

Def i ni ng a vari abl e
You can assign a value to a variable only if you have declared it beforehand.
The = operator is used to assign a value to a variable. A variable can be defined as:
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a constant value
Example

l

var1 = 34.5

a mathematical expression
Example

l

var1 = 4 + 3

a value returned by a command
Example

l

var1 = Heal()

If a variable was declared as a certain type and then assigned a value of a different type, then the declared type takes
precedence.
Type transformation (i.e. cast) will take place automatically if possible.
Example
string str_var
str_var = 1.5

The decimal value 1.5 will automatically be changed into a string, and $str_var will be assigned the value of "1.5".
Remark: When casting decimals, the nearest value will be assigned.
3.4 -> 3
3.5 -> 4
3.6 -> 4

Ref erenci ng a vari abl e
The dollar sign ($) is used to substitute the value of the variable for the variable name.
Example
$toto represents the value previously assigned to the variable toto.

Type
Type
Integer
Whole numbers
Meaning

Example
123
86
26

int <Name>
Declaration

Example
int previous_nb_imp

int

<Name> = <Value>
Example
previous_nb_imp = 2

Definition

previous_nb_imp = nbimprecisions()

The value returned by the nbimprecisions() command must be an integer.
previous_nb_imp = $nb_imp

Requires that the variable nb_imp be explicitly declared as integer first and then
defined.
float

Meaning

Decimal number
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When a number contains a floating point, it becomes a decimal number.
Example
123.45
123.
.123

The scientific format is also valid:
1E3
1e-10

float <Name>
Declaration

Example
float changetol

<Name> = <Value>
Example
changetol = 0.01

Definition

changetol = tolerance()

The value returned by the tolerance() command must be a float.
changetol = $tol

Requires that the variable tol be explicitly declared as float first and then defined.
String of characters
Anything enclosed in between double quotes.
Meaning

Example
"Input Model"
"Save OK"
''qwe§$%&&/()!?==%$???1213455 ''

A string cannot contain a ".
string <Name>
Declaration
string

Example
string output_filename

<Name> = "<Value>"
Example
output_filename = "toto.model"

Definition

output_filename = ext("toto.model")

The return value of the ext() command must be a string.
output_filename = $file_name

Requires that the variable file_name be explicitly declared as string first and then
defined.
CT identifier
Composed of a & followed by an identifying number. Represents one of 3D_Evolution's data structure element (body, face, etc).
Meaning
Example

CTid

&34
&2544

Declaration NA
Definition

NA
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Predef i ned vari abl es
Some valuable predefined variables are available and ready to be used in 3D_Evolution batch mode.
Name

Description

HOST

Name of the machine where 3D_Evolution is run from.

USERNAME

Name of the user running 3D_Evolution.

UNAME

Type of machine where 3D_Evolution is run from.

APPLI

Installation path of 3D_Evolution.

HOME

User home directory path.

TMP

Temporary directory path.

SCRIPT

Name of the script.

NBARGS

Number of arguments passed to the script.

ARG0 - ARG9

Arguments passed to the script, from argument number 0 to argument number 9,
from left to right on the command line.

Constants
Constants are values defined in the script. Their type is set automatically.
Example
int var1
var1 = 3
if [ 3.1 = $var1 ]

In this case, 3 is an int (whole) type and 3.1 is a float type (decimal).

Ari thmeti c expressi ons
The arithmetic expressions comply with standard conventions. The available operators are:
l + : addition
l - : subtraction
l / : division
l * : multiplication
l % : modulo
l ^ : to the power of
Remark: The + and - signs are also unary operators (for signed number): +34 or -34

Remark: Every operator has a precedence level (importance level) : /, *, %, +, -, ^.
Parenthesis are used to change priorities.
Example
3 + 4 * 5 = 23
(3 + 4 ) * 5 = 35

The carriage return character looses its power as a statement terminator when it is located in between the parenthesis enclosing an arithmetic expression. This enables you to write long lists of arithmetic expressions on several
lines and have a more structured programming style that is easy to read.
Example
long_expr = 3+($long_variable*
4)^4
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is wrong, however:
long_expr = (3+($long_variable*
4)^4)

is perfectly valid.

Bool ean expressi ons
The basic boolean expression consists in a simple test between two values (constant, variable, arithmetic expression,
or value returned by a command).
The test must be enclosed in square brackets. It returns a 1 for true and a 0 for false.
The following operators are available:
l = : equal, assignment
l < : less than
l > : more than
l <= : less or equal to
l >= : more or equal to
Some boolean expressions can be combined so as to obtain a more complex test. The following operators are available:
l ! : logical NOT
l && : logical AND
l || : logical OR
Example
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

$var1 = 2 ]
Heal() = 0 ]
$var1 = "content" ]
(3*$var1) <= 20 ]
! $var1 = "content" ]
[ $var1 = 2 ] && [ Heal() = 0 ] ]
[ $var1 = 2 ] || [ Heal() = 0 ] ]

If two values of different type are being tested, then the value on the left takes precedence and the type of the value
on the right is automatically converted (cast).
Example
int var1
var1 = 3
if [ $var1 = 3.1 ]

This will return a true value since decimal 3.1 will be changed into integer 3 before the equality test.
int var1
var1 = 3
if [ 3.1 = $var1 ]

This will return a false value since $var1 becomes decimal 3.0 before the equality test.
Expression are evaluated from left to right. Square brackets can be used to change priorities.
The carriage return character looses its power as a statement terminator when it is located in between the square
brackets enclosing a boolean expression. This enables you to write long lists of boolean expressions on several lines
and have a more structured programming style that is easy to read.
Example
[ [ $var1 = 2 ] &&
[ Heal() = 0 ] ]

Condi ti onal statements
Conditional statements execute a list of instructions, one or several times, depending on the resulting value (true or
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false) of a boolean expression.
The most important conditional statements are if and while.

if
if requires a boolean expression to control the execution of a list of instructions.
Keyword

Description

if

Placed at the beginning of the conditional statement. This keyword must be followed by a boolean expression.

then

Indicates the beginning of a list of instructions which is executed if the previous
test is true. This list of instructions is interrupted as soon as a new keyword
appears.

else

Indicates the beginning of a list of instructions which is executed if all previous tests
returned false.

elif

Equivalent to else + if.
Adds a new test which is evaluated if the previous tests failed. As if, this keyword
must be followed by a boolean expression.

fi

Indicates the end of the if conditional statement

Examples
l if <boolean_expression>
then
<list_of_instructions>
fi
l

if <boolean_expression>; then
<list_of_instructions_1>
else
<list_of_instructions_2>
fi

l

if <boolean_expression_1>
then
<list_of_instructions_1>
elif <boolean_expression_2>; then
<list_of_instructions_2>
fi

whi l e
The while iterative statement will execute over and over (in a loop) a list of instructions until the boolean expression
results in a false value.
Keyword

Description

while

Placed at the beginning of the conditional statement. This keyword must be followed by a boolean expression.

do

Indicates the beginning of a list of instructions which is executed while the previous
test stays true. This list of instructions to be executed ends at the done keyword.

done

Indicates the end of the list of instructions and of the while conditional statement.

Example
while <boolean_expression>
do
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<list_of_instructions>
done

Comments
Anything preceded by a # and ending by a carriage return is considered to be a comment. You can therefore put a
comment after an instruction, on the same line.
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B ATCH

COMMANDS

Commands are usually followed by a list of arguments enclosed in parenthesis.
The arguments are separated by a comma.
When a command does not have any arguments, it must still be followed by empty parenthesis.
Important: The commands are case sensitive. Be sure to write the correct uppercase/lowercase syntax.
Example:
Save("C:\model.ct","Ct")
Heal()

Each command has a defined number of arguments, from 0 to n.
Some arguments may be optional.
All arguments have a type and a cast mechanism applies (i.e. type transformation).
A command can be passed as an argument to an other command: its return value is then used as the argument.
Example
print("the return value of Heal is:",Heal())

The carriage return character looses its power as a statement terminator when it is located in between the parenthesis enclosing a list of arguments. This enables you to write long lists of arguments on several lines and have a
more structured programming style that is easy to read.
Example
AddToActive(
"Model", "C:/file1.model",
"CatPart", "C:/file2.CATPart")

C OMMANDS

LIST

These commands are usable in scripts but also accessible from the interactive. In interactive mode commands are
selected through menus and icons. The name of each selected command is then displayed in the Shell window if it is
opened.
Command

Description

AddLayer
AddToActive([<sFormat>,]<sFile> [,<sFormat>,<sFile>])
AddToActiveFeature
AddToActiveFeatureInNewWindow
AddToActiveInNewWindow
AdvancedHeal
AnimationChangeView()

Command sent by Assembly Animation tool
when the Save camera position mode is asked.

AnimationDisplayParams()

Command sent by Assembly Animation tool
when the Save display parameters mode is asked.

AnimationExplode()

Command sent by Assembly Animation tool
when the Automatic mode is asked.
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AnimationFlash()

Command sent by Assembly Animation tool
when the Flash mode is asked.

AnimationMotion()

Command sent by Assembly Animation tool
when the Motion mode is asked.

AnimationShowHide()

Command sent by Assembly Animation tool
when the Hide/Show mode is asked.

ApplyView
AskNumberOfFeatures
AskNumberOfLinkedFaces
BooleanCommon()

Command sent by the Boolean Operations tool
when Common operation is asked.

BooleanMergeFaces()

Command sent by the Boolean Operations tool
when Merge faces operation is asked.

BooleanMinus()

Command sent by the Boolean Operations tool
when Minus operation is asked.

BooleanPlus()

Command sent by the Boolean Operations tool
when Plus operation is asked.

Check()
CheckBacklash()
CheckDraft()
Checker()

Command sent by the Check Backlashes tool
Command sent by the Check Drafts tool
Command sent by the Check tool

.
.

.

CheckPlugin
CheckThickness()
CheckUndercut()

Command sent by the Check Thicknesses tool

.

Command sent by the Check Undercuts tool

.

Command sent by the Detect Collisions tool

.

Close()
CollisionDetection()
Compare()

Command sent by the Compare tool

.

CompareUpdateDisplay
ComputeMassProperties
Command sent by the Compute Projected Facetool
ComputeProjectedFace()
.
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Command sent by the Connect to Target System tool
ConnectToTargetSystem
.
ConnectTwoEdges()

Command sent by the Connect tool
executed on two free edges.

when it is

ContinueRebuilding
ConvertToTargetSystem()

Command sent by the Convert tool

.

CopyObjects
CreateAssemblyFromXmlFile
CreateBody
CreatePartFromFile
CreatePatchSurface
CreatePlanarSurface()

Command sent by the Create Surface tool
the creation of a plane surface is asked.

when

CreateSurface()

Command sent by the Create Surface tool
the creation of a NURBS surface is asked.

when

CustomerSpecific
CutObjects()
Defeaturing()
Delete()

Command sent by the Defeaturing tool
Command sent by the Delete tool

.
.

DeleteAllInvisibleObjects
DeleteAllVisibleObjects
Disconnect()
ExtendFaces()

Command sent by the Disconnecttool

.

Command sent by the Extend Face tool

.

Command sent by the Recognize and Extract Features
ExtractFeatures()

FemFlatFaces()

FemMergeFaces()

tool
when a features extraction is asked after a
features recognition.
Command sent by the FEM Flat Faces tool

.

Command sent by the FEM Merge Faces tool

.

Command sent by the FEM Rib Manipulation tool
FemRibManipulation()
.
FemTypes()

Command sent by the FEM Types tool

.
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FlipNormals()

Command sent by the Flip Normals tool

.

GAPI_AssemblySaveToFile
GAPI_PartSaveToFile
GAPI_SetPriority
GAPI_SetPropertyRebuildMigrateAsBrep
GAPI_SetPropertyRebuildStopOn
GAPI_SetTargetSystem
GetFileInfo
GetRfCompliantName
GlobalUndo
Heal()

Command sent by the Heal tool

.

LinkPIDToGeometry
LoadExternalDefinition
LoadMawFile
LocalTesselation()

Command sent by the Local Tessellation tool

.

LocalUndo()
MatchTangency()
MergeBodies()
MetaFace()
MidFaces()

Command sent by the Match Tangency tool

.

Command sent by the Merge Bodies tool

.

Command sent by the Meta-Face tool

.

Command sent by the Mid Face tool

.

Command sent by the Minimum Bounding Shape tool
MinimumBoundingShape()
.
Offset()

Command sent by the Offset tool

.

Open([<sFormat>,]<sFile> [,<sFormat>,<sFile>])
OpenFeature
OpenFeatureInNewWindow
OpenInNewWindow
Option(<sOption>,<sValue>)
PartSubstitute
PasteObjects
RebuildFeatures
RebuildSingularity()

Command sent by the Rebuild Features tool
Command sent by the Rebuild Singularity tool

.
.
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Command sent by the Recognize and Extract Features
RecognizeFeatures()
tool

.

ReloadExternalComponent
RemoveKnots
RemoveLayer
Rename
ReplayLastFeatures
ResetCheck()
ResetFunctionalInformations
Save
SaveAs(<sFile>,<sFormat>)
SaveBatchImage
SaveCurrentShowHide
SaveImage
ScreenShot
SearchReferencedFiles
Section()

Command sent by the Section tool

.

Select(&<Id>[,&<Id>])
SelectByArea(selection_stack,[visibility,]type,min_area,max_ Select objects with given type and visibility with an area
area)
between min_area and max_area.
SelectByColor(selection_stack,[visibility,]type,color_1,…,color_n)

Select objects with given type, visibility and colors.

SelectByLayer(selection_stack,[visibility,]type,layer_
1,…,layer_n)

Select objects with given type and visibility belonging to
the given layers.

SelectByName(selection_stack,[visibility,]type,name_1,…,name_n)

Select objects with given type, visibility and names.

SelectByType
SelectByVolume(selection_stack,[visibility,]type,min_
volume,max_volume)

Select objects with given type and visibility with a
volume between min_volume and max_volume.

SelectFaceByRadius
SetAttribute
SetLayers(<sNolayer>)
SetName(<sName>)
SetShowAttribute
SetTransformation
SetVisibility(<iValue>)
SetVisibilityAlone(<iValue>)
SetVisibilitiesByFilter()

Sew()

Command sent by the Connect tool
when it is
executed on one or more bodies, solids, parts or assemblies.
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Command sent by the Simplify tool

Simplify()

plify Manually tool
Smooth()

or the Sim-

.

Command sent by the Smooth tool

Split

.

Command sent by the Split tool

Stitch()

.

Command sent by the Stitch tool

.

TestImport
TransformAssembly()

Command sent by the Transform Assembly tool

TrimFace()

Command sent by the Trim Face tool

.

.

User

S CRIPT

COMMANDS

Command

( AVAILABLE

Arguments

3Dspace()

abs(<fValue>)
abs(<iValue>)

float
int

IN BATCH ONLY )

Type of returned value

Description

float

Returns the current 3D
work space (in the current
unit of measurement)

float if the argument is a
float
int if the argument is an
integer.

Returns the absolute value
of a number.

string

Returns the name and
extension of a file without
the path name.
ex : basename
("c:\dir1\dir2\file_
name.ext") => "file_
name.ext"

[NONE]

End the current job.

askithfilelink
askithfilename
askithfiletype
asknbfiles

basename(<sFullName>)

bm_endjob

[NONE]

bm_endjobgetnext

[NONE]

[INT] Id of the next job

End the current job and
return the ID of the next
job (Use this function to
start more than one job
with the same 3D_Evolution process).

bm_getcurrentjobid

[NONE]

[INT] Id of the current job

Return the current job ID.

bm_getjobdata

[STRING] job_parameter_
key

[STRING] Value of the given Return the current job
parameter.
asked parameter.
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[STRING] arg1, ...

bm_updatejob

[INT] job_id, [STRING] job_
[NONE]
param_and_value, ...

Change a job parameters
(description, status, etc).

bm_waitjobstatus

[INT] job_id, [STRING] job_
[NONE]
wanted_status.

Wait for a job specific
status.

catiaexpnbmodels(<sFile>)

[NONE]

Print in the log, if a log file
was opened, print in it as
well.

bm_print

int

Returns the number of
models in the Catia V4
export file (*.dlv ou *.exp).
Changes the current directory.

cd(<sPath>)
chmod()
cleanfilename
cleanname
closefile
closelog()

Closes the log file.

closexmlreport
cojtdirname
copy(<sFullNameOrigin>,<sFullNameTarget>)

Copies a file.

copydir(<sPathOrigin>,<sPathTarget>)

Copies a directory.

createprocess
createuuidfromname
currentfiltername
date
[NONE]

db_connect

[STRING] connection
information, must be
[INT] 1 for success, 0 for
formatted as follow
error
user:password@host:port

Open a connection to a
database server with given
user, password, host and
port.

[INT] ith result field

[STRING] value of the ith
field.

Get the ith field of the last
result set if the last query
give results. (SELECT statement).

db_getnbresults

[NONE]

[INT] Number of fields of
the last result set.

Return the number of field
of the last result set if the
last query give results.
(SELECT statement).

db_load

[STRING] SQL full file name.

[INT] 1 for success, 0 for
error

Load a database into the
current database in use
from a sql file.

db_query

[STRING] SQL Statement.

[INT] 1 for success, 0 for
error

Run a SQL query.

db_save

[STRING] SQL full file name [INT] 1 for success, 0 for
to save database in,
error

db_getithresult

[NONE]

Close current connection
to database server.

db_close

Save the database in use in
SQL format into the spe478

[STRING] (Optional, if omitted save all tables) Tables to
save (Ex : table_name1,
table_name2,...).
diff
(<sFullName1>,<sFullName2>)

cified file.
If second argument is specified, save only given
tables.
int

Compares two files and
checks for differences.

int

Tests a file's existence.

diroffile
exec
exist(<sFullName>)
exit()

Exits 3D_Evolution.

exploredirectory

string

Returns a file's extension
name.
ex : ext("c:\dir1\dir2\file_
name.ext") => ".ext"

string

Returns a file's full name
(path, name and extension).

int

Searches for a pattern in a
file.

isdir(<sPath>)

int

Tests a directory's existence.

isempty(<sPath>)

int

Tests if a directory is

ext(<sBaseName>)

extfromformat
extoffile
filedate
filename
filesize
find
fm_addcouple
fm_addfile
fm_addpath
fm_getithfile
fm_getithpath
fm_getithtype
fm_getnbfiles
fm_getnbpaths
fm_updatelevels
fullname(<sBaseName>)
getenv
getparameter
getpid
grep(<sExp>,<sFullName>)
idcurrentfilter
isassembly
ispart
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empty.
isfile(<sFullName>)

int

Tests a file's existence.

isread(<sFullName>)

int

Tests the read permissions
of a file.

iswrite(<sFullName>)

int

Tests the write permissions
of a file.

float

Returns the size of the maximum imprecision after the
last Check().

isprocessalive

ithreturneddouble
ithreturnedint
ithreturnedstring
lastsavedfile
killprocess
lm_harnessname
lm_renameconvention
lstrtrunc
maincomponentname
makedir
massunit
maximprecision()
mkdir(<sPath>)

Create a new directory.

move(<sFullNameOrigine>,
<sFullNameTarget>)

Moves and renames files.
int

Returns the number of bodies after the last Check().

nbclosedbody()

int

Returns the number of
closed bodies (with no free
edges) after the last Check
().

nbface()

int

Returns the number of
faces after the last Check().

nbfreeedges()

int

Returns the number of free
edges after the last Check().

nbimprecisions()

int

Returns the number of
imprecisions after the last
Check().

int

Returns the number of perfect bodies (with neither
imprecisions nor free
edges) after the last Check
().

nbbody()

nbfilters

nbperfectbody()

nbreturneddouble
nbreturnedint
nbreturnedstring
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nextfile()

string

Gives the name of the next
file (works with startexplore).

nscript
openfile
openlog(<sFile>)

Opens a log file.

open_log
openxmlreport

pathname(<sFullName>)

string

Returns the file's path
name.
ex : pathname
("c:\dir1\dir2\file_namer.ext") => "c:\dir1\dir2"
Writes a string of characters in the log file.

print(<sText>[,<sText>])
println
printfile
proefamitytables
pwd()

string

Returns the name of the
current directory.

removeall
rm(<sFullName>)

Deletes a file.

rmdir(<sPath>)

Deletes a directory and its
content.

rstrrm(<sString>,<sLimit>)

string

Removes all the characters
that come before the characters serving as the delimiter
ex : rstrrm("abcdefghabcdefgh","de") =>
"defgh"

string

Removes all the characters
coming after the last occurrence of the characters
serving as the delimiter,
including the delimiter itsself
ex : rstrtrunc("abcdefghabcdefgh","de") =>
"abcdefghabc"

int

Returns the name of all the
files of a specified type contained in a directory and all
its sub-directories

rstrtrunc(<sString>,<sLimit>)

script
searchdependecies
setcharactersubstitution
start
startexplore(<sStartDirName>
[,<sFileMask>][,<iRecursif>])
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<sFileMask> = * by default
<iRecursive> = 1 by default
starttimer
strdbescape
strirm

strrm(<sString>,<sAdd>)

string

Removes all the characters
coming before the first
occurrence of the characters serving as a delimiter.
ex : strrm ("abcdefghabcdefgh","de") =>
"defghabcdefgh"

string

Removes all the characters
coming before the first
occurrence of the characters serving as a delimiter, including the delimiter
itsself.
ex : strtrunc ("abcdefghabcdefgh","de") =>
"abc"

float

Returns the current tolerance (in the current unit
of measurement).

float

Returns the current unit of
length (value expressed in
meter).

string

Returns all but the last level
of the path name.
ex : uppath("c:\dir1\dir2\filename.ext") => "c:\dir1"

strsub
strsubstitution

strtrunc(<sString>,<sLimit>)

timer
timestamp
timeunit
toascii
tolerance()
tolower
toupper
unit()

uppath(<sFullName>)

wait
writeassembly
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S ELECT B Y A REA
S YN TAX
S el ectB yA rea(sel ecti on_ stack, [vi si bi l i ty, ]type, m i n_ area, m ax_ area)

P U RPO SE
Select objects with given type and visibility with an area between min_area and max_area.
The objects are added in a stack of selection.

A RG U MEN TS
sel ecti on_ stack (i nt)
You can add the objects in two different stacks of selection.
Authorized values:
l 0 : first selection stack (normal value)
l 1 : second selection stack
vi si bi l i ty (i nt)
Optional argument.
Authorized values:
l 1 : visible objects only
l 2 : invisible objects only
l 3 : all objects : visible and invisible (default value if argument is not specified)
type (stri ng)
Authorized values (case insensitive):
l "part"
l "assembly"
l "component"
l "solid"
l "body"
l "face"
m i n_ area (fl oat)
Minimum area of the objects to select, in current length unit squared (default is mm2).
m ax_ area (fl oat)
Maximum area of the objects to select, in current length unit squared (default is mm2).

R ETU RN ED

VAL U E

int value: number of selected objects.

E XAMPL ES
SelectByArea(0,"face",5,7)

Select all faces with an area between 5 and 7 mm2, in case current unit is mm.
SelectByArea(0,1,"body",10.3,20.89)

Select visible bodies with an area between 10.3 and 20.89 mm2, in case current unit is mm.
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S ELECT B Y C OLOR
S YN TAX
S el ectB yC ol or(sel ecti on_ stack, [vi si bi l i ty, ]type, col or_ 1, … , col or_ n)

P U RPO SE
Select objects with given type, visibility and colors.
The objects are added in a stack of selection.

A RG U MEN TS
sel ecti on_ stack (i nt)
You can add the objects in two different stacks of selection.
Authorized values:
l 0 : first selection stack (normal value)
l 1 : second selection stack
vi si bi l i ty (i nt)
Optional argument.
Authorized values:
l 1 : visible objects only
l 2 : invisible objects only
l 3 : all objects : visible and invisible (default value if argument is not specified)
type (stri ng)
Authorized values (case insensitive):
l "part"
l "assembly"
l "component"
l "instance"
l "solid"
l "body"
l "face"
l "loop"
l "coedge"
l "surface"
l "curve"
l "point"
l "coordsystem"
l "featurebranch"
l "featureleaf"
l "view"
l "annotation"
col or_ 1 to col or_ n (i nt)
Color of an object in the form "RRRGGGBBB" where:
l RRR is the red value, between "000" and "255"
l GGG is the green value, between "000" and "255"
l BBB is the blue value, between "000" and "255"

R ETU RN ED

VAL U E

int value: number of selected objects.
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E XAMPL ES
SelectByColor(0,"body","255000000")

Select all red bodies (visible and invisible).
SelectByColor(0,1,"face","255213071", "064064064")

Select visible faces with color: red=255, green=213, blue=071 or color: red=064, green=064, blue=064.
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S ELECT B Y L AYER
S YN TAX
S el ectB yLayer(sel ecti on_ stack, [vi si bi l i ty, ]type, l ayer_ 1, … , l ayer_ n)

P U RPO SE
Select objects with given type and visibility belonging to the given layers.
The objects are added in a stack of selection.

A RG U MEN TS
sel ecti on_ stack (i nt)
You can add the objects in two different stacks of selection.
Authorized values:
l 0 : first selection stack (normal value)
l 1 : second selection stack
vi si bi l i ty (i nt)
Optional argument.
Authorized values:
l 1 : visible objects only
l 2 : invisible objects only
l 3 : all objects : visible and invisible (default value if argument is not specified)
type (stri ng)
Authorized values (case insensitive):
l "part"
l "assembly"
l "component"
l "instance"
l "solid"
l "body"
l "face"
l "loop"
l "coedge"
l "surface"
l "curve"
l "point"
l "coordsystem"
l "featurebranch"
l "featureleaf"
l "view"
l "annotation"
l ayer_ 1 to l ayer_ n (i nt)
Number of a layer.

R ETU RN ED

VAL U E

int value: number of selected objects.

E XAMPL ES
SelectByLayer(0,"assembly",5)
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Select all assemblies belonging to layer number 5.
SelectByLayer(0,1,"part",5,50,500)

Select visible parts belonging to layers number 5, 50 or 500.
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S ELECT B Y N AME
S YN TAX
S el ectB yNam e(sel ecti on_ stack, [vi si bi l i ty, ]type, nam e_ 1, … , nam e_ n)

P U RPO SE
Select objects with given type, visibility and names.
The objects are added in a stack of selection.

A RG U MEN TS
sel ecti on_ stack (i nt)
You can add the objects in two different stacks of selection.
Authorized values:
l 0 : first selection stack (normal value)
l 1 : second selection stack
vi si bi l i ty (i nt)
Optional argument.
Authorized values:
l 1 : visible objects only
l 2 : invisible objects only
l 3 : all objects : visible and invisible (default value if argument is not specified)
type (stri ng)
Authorized values (case insensitive):
l "part"
l "assembly"
l "component"
l "instance"
l "solid"
l "body"
l "face"
l "loop"
l "coedge"
l "surface"
l "curve"
l "point"
l "coordsystem"
l "featurebranch"
l "featureleaf"
l "view"
l "annotation"
nam e_ 1 to nam e_ n (stri ng)
Name of an object.
with possible wild char "*".
Uppercase and lowercase letters are differentiated.

R ETU RN ED

VAL U E

int value: number of selected objects.
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E XAMPL ES
SelectByName(0,1,"part","*SCREW*")

Select visible parts with a name containing SCREW.
SelectByName(0,"body","bucket","trailer")

Select all bodies called "bucket" or "trailer".
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S ELECT B Y T YPE
S YN TAX
S el ectB yT ype(sel ecti on_ stack, [vi si bi l i ty, ]type[, sub_ type_ 1, … , sub_ type_ n])

P U RPO SE
Select objects with given type, visibility and sub type.
The objects are added in a stack of selection.

A RG U MEN TS
sel ecti on_ stack (i nt)
You can add the objects in two different stacks of selection.
Authorized values:
l 0 : first selection stack (normal value)
l 1 : second selection stack
vi si bi l i ty (i nt)
Optional argument.
Authorized values:
l 1 : visible objects only
l 2 : invisible objects only
l 3 : all objects : visible and invisible (default value if argument is not specified)
type (stri ng)
Authorized values (case insensitive):
l "part"
l "assembly"
l "component"
l "instance"
l "solid"
l "body"
l "face"
l "loop"
l "coedge"
l "surface"
l "curve"
l "point"
l "coordsystem"
l "featurebranch"
l "featureleaf"
l "view"
l "annotation"
sub_ type_ 1 to sub_ type_ n (stri ng)
Optional arguments.
Authorized values (case insensitive) depends of the type argument above.
type
"part"

sub_type
"CT_DRAWING_PART_TYPE"
"CT_UNLOADED_PART_TYPE"
""
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"assembly"

"CT_UNLOADED_ASSEMBLY_TYPE"
""

"component"

"CT_COMPONENT_TYPE"

"instance"

""

"solid"

""

"body"

"CT_EXACT_TYPE"
"CT_DISCRET_TYPE"
"CT_TRIANGULATED_TYPE"
"CT_VISUALIZATION_TYPE"
"CT_OPEN_TYPE"
"CT_CLOSE_TYPE"

"face"

"CT_S_NURBS_TYPE"
"CT_S_REVOL_TYPE"
"CT_CONE_TYPE"
"CT_CYLINDER_TYPE"
"CT_SPHERE_TYPE"
"CT_TORUS_TYPE"
"CT_PLANE_TYPE"
"CT_S_OFFSET_TYPE"
"CT_S_RULED_TYPE"
"CT_TABULATED_RULED_TYPE"
"CT_S_LINEARTRANSFO_TYPE"
"CT_S_NONLINEARTRANSFO_TYPE"
"CT_S_BLEND_TYPE"

"loop"

""

"coedge"

"CT_IMPRECISION_TYPE"
"CT_FREEEDGE_TYPE"

"surface"

"CT_S_NURBS_TYPE"
"CT_S_REVOL_TYPE"
"CT_CONE_TYPE"
"CT_CYLINDER_TYPE"
"CT_SPHERE_TYPE"
"CT_TORUS_TYPE"
"CT_PLANE_TYPE"
"CT_S_OFFSET_TYPE"
"CT_S_RULED_TYPE"
"CT_TABULATED_RULED_TYPE"
"CT_S_LINEARTRANSFO_TYPE"
"CT_S_NONLINEARTRANSFO_TYPE"
"CT_S_BLEND_TYPE"

"curve"

"CT_C_NURBS_TYPE"
"CT_CONICAL_TYPE"
"CT_ELLIPSE_TYPE"
"CT_CIRCLE_TYPE"
"CT_PARABOLA_TYPE"
"CT_HYPERBOLA_TYPE"
"CT_LINE_TYPE"
"CT_C_COMPO_TYPE"
"CT_POLYLINE_TYPE"
"CT_EQUATION_CURVE_TYPE"
"CT_CURVE_ON_SURFACE_TYPE"
"CT_INTERSECTION_CURVE_TYPE"

"point"

"CT_COEDGE_POINT_TYPE"
"CT_EXTREMITY_TYPE"
"CT_MIDDLE_TYPE"
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"CT_CENTER_TYPE"
"CT_PICK_POINT_TYPE"
"coordsystem"

""

"featurebranch"

""

"featureleaf"

""

"view"

""

"annotation"

"CT_DATUM_TARGET_TYPE"
"CT_TEXT_TYPE"
"CT_GTOL_TYPE"
"CT_ROUGHNESS_TYPE"
"CT_LEADER_TYPE"
"CT_DIMENSION_TYPE"
"CT_ANNOTATION3D_TYPE"
"CT_ANGLE3D_TYPE"
"CT_DIMENSION3D_TYPE"
"CT_NOTE3D_TYPE"
"CT_CONSTRUCTIVE_GEOMETRY_TYPE"

R ETU RN ED

VAL U E

int value: number of selected objects.

E XAMPL ES
SelectByType(0,"part")

Select all parts.
SelectByType(0,1,"body","CT_OPEN_TYPE")

Select all visible bodies which have free edges.
SelectByType(0,1,"face","CT_CYLINDER_TYPE")

Select all visible faces based on cylinders.
SelectByType(0,"curve","CT_LINE_TYPE","CT_CIRCLE_TYPE","CT_C_NURBS_TYPE")

Select all curves of type: line, circle and NURBS.
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S ELECT B Y V OLUME
S YN TAX
S el ectB yV ol um e(sel ecti on_ stack, [vi si bi l i ty, ]type, m i n_ vol um e, m ax_ vol um e)

P U RPO SE
Select objects with given type and visibility with a volume between min_volume and max_volume.
The objects are added in a stack of selection.

A RG U MEN TS
sel ecti on_ stack (i nt)
You can add the objects in two different stacks of selection.
Authorized values:
l 0 : first selection stack (normal value)
l 1 : second selection stack
vi si bi l i ty (i nt)
Optional argument.
Authorized values:
l 1 : visible objects only
l 2 : invisible objects only
l 3 : all objects : visible and invisible (default value if argument is not specified)
type (stri ng)
Authorized values (case insensitive):
l "part"
l "solid"
l "body"
l "face"
m i n_ vol um e (fl oat)
Minimum volume of the objects to select, in current length unit cubed (default is mm3).
m ax_ vol um e (fl oat)
Maximum volume of the objects to select, in current length unit cubed (default is mm3).

R ETU RN ED

VAL U E

int value: number of selected objects.

E XAMPL ES
SelectByVolume(0,"body",0,1.9)

Select all bodies with a volume between 0 and 1.9 mm3, in case current unit is mm.
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W ORKING WITH
M ANAGER
W HAT

IS THE

THE

E NTERPRISE D ATA

E NTERPRISE D ATA M ANAGER ?

The Enterprise Data Manager (EDM) provides you a way to use 3D_Evolution in batch mode easily. It is designed to
launch a list of Batch-jobs.
The EDM exists in two versions:
l EDMlite (edmlite.exe) allows you to simply start 3D_Evolution's scripts.
This version is a light version which does not need any specific license.
l EDM (edm.exe) allows you to start a complete migrations and give access to the Digital Mock Up application.
This version is the full version of the EDM which needs a full license.

E XECUTING

THE

E NTERPRISE D ATA M ANAGER

FOR THE FIRST TIME
If you have done a full install (3D_Evolution and EDM). All the setting should be correct and you can execute the
edm.exe. If you have not installed 3D_Evolution before the EDM or if you have an error like "[PATH] does not exist,
please create it or change path." or "[PROGRAM or FILE] not found.", you need to configure your environment. See
Configuring the EDM.
If everything is correct, you should see "Initialization done correctly." message in the log window.
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I NTERFACE

The image above show the interface of the Enterprise Data Manager.

T ITL E

BAR

The [_] button is used to minimize the interface.
The [x] button closes the interface window but not the EDM. The interface will be accessible in the system tray by clicking on this icon

M ACH IN E

.
IN F O RMATIO N

Machine name: name of the machine on the network.
Machine ipv4: IP Address of the machine on the network. If the current machine is connected to more than one network, you can have more than one Ipv4 Address.
Reset button: this button kills all processes that are launched by the Enterprise Data Manager. Use this button if you
have trouble launching the EDM and your configuration is good.

S TATU S

IN F O RMATIO N

It represents the status of the Enterprise Data Manager on the machine.
Each line contains:
l Traffic Light: if it is green, your server/daemon is running/connected correctly.
l Name of the server/daemon.
l Status of the server/daemon.
l For the daemon, you have the system priority of the processes launched by the Enterprise Data Manager.
l Start/Stop button: start/connect or stop/disconnect the server/daemon.

LOG

WIN DO W

Information about the status and life of your batches are displayed.
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M ISCEL L AN EO U S
Web interface button: opens the EDM web interface in your favorite web browser.
Restart button: re-initializes the EDM and restarts started servers/daemon.
Configuration button: opens the configuration dialog.
Debug checkbox: if checked, displayed launched executables standard output in the log window.

T HE

WEB INTERFACE

The Enterprise Data Manager groups two applications.
On the left of the web interface there are two buttons. They allow you to quickly switch from one workshop to the
other.
Remark: This interface was designed to work on the integrated web browser in 3D_Evolution. It is not guaranteed to work properly on others.

D IG ITAL M O CK U P

B ATCH M AN AG ER
These buttons will always be at the same place through all your navigation.
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D IGITAL M OCK U P
The Digital Mock Up is an interface to check result from you batch computation. It can be accessed by pressing the
Digital Mock Up

P ROJECT

button on the top left in the web interface.

SELECTION

The main page of the Digital Mock Up is the available projects selection (the already computed projects).

In the picture above, there is already one computed project: Truck.
The New project sends you directly to the Batch Manager, on the DMU specific scripts. There are currently three available scripts as for now:
l Collisions detection: this script creates a new project and computes the collision for this project.
l Compare two models: this script creates a new project and computes the comparison for this project.
l Create or update project: this script creates a new project or updates an existing project (creates a new revision).
l Import a project: this script imports a project previously exported.
Once you have computed a project, you can start exploring it.

T ABS
You can order your projects with tabs.
To manage tabs, click on

manage tabs button. This opens the tabs management dialog.
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To create a new tab, click on New tab button.
To delete a tab, click on the red cross in a circle button on the right of the tab name you want to delete.
New tabs appear in light blue and deleted ones in light red.
Once you have finished, confirm your operations by clicking on the Ok button, or cancel them by clicking on the Cancel
button.
To put a project in a tab, just drag the project to the tab and drop on the tab you want it to be.

P ROJECT

LEFT PANEL COMMON BUTTONS

P RO J ECT

M AN AG E

EXPL O RER PAG E

PRO J ECT PAG E

C O L L ISIO N

C O MPARE

C U STO M

REPO RT PAG E

REPO RT PAG E

VIEWS PAG E
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P ROJECT

EXPLORER PAGE

To access this page, click on
Project explorer button.
In this page, you can explore your project by clicking on the different sub-assemblies and parts of your project.

In the picture above, the blue halo around the truck assembly is the current selected part or assembly, and the arrow
show the first level children of the selected assembly.
You can navigate through your project by clicking on the children. It displays the children of the clicked assembly.
On each component of your project there are several icons that give you information on this component:
l Type of component:
o
The component is an assembly.
o
The component is a part.
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l

l

Differences (if there is more than one revision of your project):
o
There is at least one difference in one of the child of the assembly. This icon never exists for parts.
o
There is a difference of positioning on the instance of the component compared to the previous revision.
o
There is a difference of geometry on the part. This icon never exists for an assembly.
o
The instance of the component is new in the current revision of your project.
o
The component does not exist anymore in the current revision of your project. It only exists in the
previous revision.
Collisions:
o X (y)
The numbers aside this icon is the number of relevant collisions. For assembly, the number in
parenthesis is the number of collisions with an other sub-assembly (between parts of different subassemblies).
o X (y)
Same as relevant collisions but for not relevant collisions.
o
The part (not available for assembly) was excluded from the collision computation.

If you click on the selected component, a box opens with the attributes of this component.

Remark: If you click again on the
Project explorer button, you will switch the explorer view to an
assembly tree view (See picture below).

F IL TERS
You can open the Filters dialog box by clicking on the Filter button.
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In the Filter dialog box, you can filter the displayed components (and their parents) according to some filters:
l Differences filters:
o

Position differences: displays only component whose instance has a different position than in the
previous version.

o

Geometric differences: displays only parts which have geometrical differences.

o

New in the current revision: displays only new instances or components.

Removed in the current revision: displays only removed instance or components.
Checked filters:
o

l

l

l

o

Checked differences: displays only checked differences.

o

Not checked differences: displays only not checked differences.

Collision filter:
o
Relevant collisions: displays only parts with relevant collisions.
Name filter:
o Filter by name: displays only components that are matching the wild card search: * matches 0 or more
characters; ? matches exactly one character.

Remark: Filters can be combined, excepted for the checked and unchecked filters that you cannot select at
the same time.

D RAG

AN D DRO P ACTIO N S

You can drag and drop the component of the project.
When you start dragging a component, a list of drop zones appears:
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l

l

l

Assembly drop zones:
o
Shows only inside collisions of the dragged assembly in the collisions report page.
o
Shows only outside collisions of the dragged assembly in the collisions report page.
Part drop zones:
o
Shows only collisions of the dragged part in the collisions report page.
o

Puts the dragged part into the not relevant list.

o

Puts the dragged part into the excluded parts list (and in the not relevant at the same time).

Both:
o

Sets the component differences as checked (or unchecked if already checked).
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M ANAGE

PROJECT PAGE

To access this page, click on
Manage project button.
You will be redirected to the Batch Manager, with some specific DMU scripts that are only available for an existing project.
These scripts are:
l Collisions detection
l Compare two models
l Create pictures for all components
l Create or update a project
l Delete last revision of project: deletes the last revision of the project. You can also delete the complete project
l Export project: exports the project for future importation
l Filter
l Import a project
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C OLLISION

REPORT PAGE

The left panel collision report groups three quick access buttons.

Rel evant col l i si ons page
Lef t panel speci f i c button
l

Export relevant collisions report: create a HTML report in the selected folder. This functionality is
affected by the tab you are currently in and the filters currently active.

Report

The relevant collision report is the displayed as a table.
Each row represents a collision, and for each collision, you have:
l The image and name of the first colliding part in the first column.
l The image and name of the second colliding part in the second column.
l The image of the collision as well as the number of times it appears in the current revision of the project.

Tabs
As in the project selection page, you can order your collisions with tabs. Management of tabs is the same as in the project page. See Selection tabs.

Fi l ters
In the collision report, the only available filter is filter by name.
If you already have used a filter, you also have access to the five latest filters. These recent filters are shared with all collision reports page.

Drag and drop acti ons
You can drag and drop the parts or collisions of the collision report.
l When you start dragging a part, a list of drop zones appears:
o

o
o

Set the dragged part as not relevant (go into the not relevant list).
Put the dragged part into the excluded parts list (and in the not relevant at the same time).
Filter collision report to display only collision of the dragged part.
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l

When you drag a collision :
o

o

Put the dragged collision as not relevant.
Put the 2 parts of the dragged collision as not relevant couple. It means that every collisions that
implied these two parts will be set as not relevant.

Remark: You can also drop the dragged collision into a tab.

N ot rel evant l i st page
Lef t panel speci f i c button
l

Export not relevant list: save the not relevant list as a CSV file. It can be used for a future collisions detection script.

Li st
The not relevant list is the list of what have been set as not relevant.
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There are three types of items that can be in the not relevant list:
l Collision: a collision is the combination of two positioned parts.
l Couple: a couple is the combination of two parts whatever their position is, so all collisions implying these two
parts are not relevant.
l Part: all collisions implying this part are not relevant.

Fi l ters
In the not relevant list, the only available filter is filter by name.
If you already have used a filter, you also have access to the five latest filters. These recent filters are shared with all collision reports page.

Drag and drop acti ons
You can drag and drop the parts or collisions of the collision report.
When you start dragging a part or collision, a list of drop zones appears:
l Both
o

Remove the dragged part, or part's couple, or part's collision of the not relevant list (update relevant collision report according to).
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l

Part only
o
o

Put the dragged part into the excluded parts list.
Filter not relevant list to display only items that match dragged part.

Excl uded parts l i st page
Lef t panel speci f i c button
l

Clear or reset list: open the clear or reset menu:
Clear all button: remove all parts of the list. If parts where in the list because you specified an excluded
parts file for the collision detection script, the list will be clear but the parts are still excluded for the current revision.
o Reset button: set the list to the state it had for the last revision of your project. If you specified an
excluded parts file in the collision detection script, the list will be reset to the list created by the script.
o

l

Export excluded parts list: save the excluded parts list as a text file. It can be used for a future collisions
detection script.

Fi l ters
In the excluded parts list, the only available filter is filter by name.
If you already have used a filter, you also have access to the five latest filters. These recent filters are shared with all collision reports page.
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C OMPARE

REPORT PAGE

The compare report page is a report that shows you the differences between the current selected revision of your project and the previous one.
Remark: The compare report page is not accessible if you have only one revision.
The compare report is represented as a table, each row is a difference.
There are four types of difference and the rows for each type of difference are displayed in order to have the most
information:
l
This icon means the row is a difference of positioning on an instance of a component compared to the previous revision.
o First column is the image of the direct parent of the moved component in the current revision.
o Second column is the image of the component in the current revision.
o Third column is the value of the displacement and/or rotation around global axis.
l
This icon means the row is a difference of geometry on a part. This icon never exists for an assembly.
o First column is the image of the part in the previous revision.
o Second column is the image of the part in the current revision.
o Third column is the comparison image.
l
This icon means the row displays a new component or instance in the current revision of your project.
o If there are two images, the difference is a new instance. The first image is the direct parent component
where the instance appears compared to the previous revision.
o If there is only one image, the difference is a totally new component compared to the previous revision.
You will also see new instances of the new component further in the report.
l
This icon means the row displays a component that does not exist anymore in the current revision of your
project. It only exists in the previous revision.
o If there are two images, the difference is a deleted instance. The first image is the direct parent component where the instance appears in the previous revision.
o If there is only one image, the difference is a totally deleted component compared to the previous revision. You will also see deleted instances of the deleted component further in the report.

F IL TERS
You can open the filter menu by clicking on the filter button.
In the filter dialog menu, you can filter the displayed differences according to some filters:
l Differences filters:
o

Position differences: displays only differences of positioning.

o

Geometric differences: displays only geometrical differences.

o

New in the current revision: displays only new instance or components differences.

Removed in the current revision: displays only removed instance or components differences.
Checked filters:
o

l

o

l

Checked differences: displays only checked differences.

o
Not checked differences: displays only not checked differences.
Name filter:
o Filter by name: displays only differences that are matching the wild card search: * matches 0 or more
characters; ? matches exactly one character.
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Remark: Filters can be combined, excepted for the checked and unchecked filters that you cannot select at
the same time.

D RAG

AN D DRO P ACTIO N S

You can drag and drop the components or compare images (or table of positioning differences for position differences).
When you start dragging an image, a list of drop zones appears:
l
l

Set the difference as checked (or unchecked if already checked).
Filter not relevant list to display only items that match dragged component.
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C USTOM

VIEWS PAGE

The custom views page allows you to create your own report and export it. It uses the SQL language in order to create
displayed tables.

L EF T

PAN EL SPECIF IC BU TTO N

Edit custom views: switch to editing views. If you have selected a view switch to the selected view edi-

l

tion.
Regenerate view: force the regeneration of the view. It appears only when a view is selected.

l

l

Edit custom views: open export view menu. It appears only when a view is selected.
Html button: exports the current selected view as an HTML report. They can be multiple HTML files, so
you will have to select a folder where all files will be created.
o CSV button: exports the current selected view as a CSV file (like a table dump).
o

E DITIO N

O F VIEWS

For editing or creating a view, you will be able to write some SQL Commands.
For more information about this tools, please contact your local support.
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B ATCH M ANAGER
The Batch Manager is designed to execute a list of jobs (or migrations) automatically.
To access this page, click on the web interface button on the EDM executable (See above), or click on the
Manager home page.

Batch

A UTHENTICATION
Important: The authentication will only be available if you have the bm_web_auth option set to 1. See Configuration.
You can be asked to authenticate yourself. In this case, type your user name and password in the login box.

If this is the first time you launch the EDM with a login authentication, the default user is "admin" with "admin" as password.
On the right top corner of the web interface, there will be a
If you have administrator rights, you will also find an
administration page.

A DMIN ISTRATIO N

log off button.
administration button, which will redirect you to the user

PAG E

On the administration page, you will see the list of existing users.
You can edit an user information by clicking on the Edit button.
You can delete an user by clicking on the Delete button.
You can create an user by clicking on the New user button.
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The new user dialog has five fields:
l Username (mandatory): name of the new user.
l E-mail (optional): if given, can be used to send e-mails notification about a batch when it is finished (you must
have configured the smtp server correctly in order to have this functionality working).
l Password: password used by the user to log on.
l Confirm password: confirmation of the password used by the user to log on.
l Privileges: set the privileges of the user between None (simple user) or Administrator (administrator user who
can create users).

L EFT

PANEL SPECIFIC BUTTONS

l

Clears the jobs list. After a confirmation, removes all logs from the batch manager.

l

Opens the options dialog box.

S CRIPTS

SELECTION

This is the list of available scripts. It represents the mapped scripts directories from the configuration.
By default, it will be: <evolution_directory>/edm_scripts/

B ATCHMANAGER

MONITOR

This is the list of jobs or migrations currently finished/in progress/waiting.
The list is a succession of lines. One line corresponds to one job or one migration. The columns are:
l ID: id of the job or migration.
l Description: description of the job or migration.
l Duration: time it takes for the job or migration to be done if it is finished or time it is running if the job or migration is still running.
l Status: icon that describes the status of the job or migration.
o
job is waiting to start,
o
job is running,
o
job ended with success,
o
job ended with at least an error,
o
a warning as been emitted during the job,
o
the job as been stopped by a user,
o
the script contains errors.
l Tools: action that can alter the status of the script.
o
delete the job from the list,
o
open log of the job,
o
start or resume for migrations job,
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o
o

pause the migration (does not work for 3D_Evolution jobs)
end the running job or migration.

For migrations, you can expand it by clicking on the little icon

at the beginning of the corresponding line.

Remark: Jobs can also be expanded. However as they are like a migration with only them-self as a job, you will
only see the job alone.
There are two new columns in the children jobs of a migration line:
l Parent ID: id of the job that added this one to the list.
l Priority: priority on the system machine.
Remark: If the script in use for the job or migration implements it, you can see the progress of the job (or
migration) in the description (green progress bar).

S CRIPTS

INTERFACE

Once you choose which job or migration you want to start, you will be directed on the script specific options.
Scripts have five types of field:
l

l

l
l
l

File selection: if you click on the folder button
on the right of the field, it opens a file explorer and you can
choose any file you want.
Directory selection: same as file selection field, unless the file explorer shows you only directories; no file will
be displayed.
Text input: can be any type of text.
Check box: can be selected or not (boolean value).
List of options: can be one of the available options. There are two special lists which are target system and
format selection.

For more information about a specific script, please contact your local support.
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C ONFIGURING

THE

EDM

There are two ways to configure the Enterprise Data Manager (EDM).

E DITING

THE CONFIGURATION FILE

In the Enterprise Data Manager installation directory, there is the configuration file of the EDM, named edm.ini.
Open this file with a text editor.

U SING

THE CONFIGURATION INTERFACE

The configuration dialog is accessible by clicking on the Configuration button on the main interface.

You can find the same section and option in the edm.ini file.

C ONFIGURATION

OPTIONS

Env
This section is used by the EDM to find where are the resources it needs to work properly.
BMDATAPATH is where the database of the batch manager writes its data on the local drive.
CTLIBPATH is where the libraries needed to launch 3D_Evolution are located on the local drive.
EDMPATH is where the EDM is located on the local drive.
DMUDATAPATH is where the database of the DMU writes its data on the local drive.
EVOLPATH is where the executable of 3D_Evolution is located on the local drive.
SCRIPTPATH is where the available scripts can be found on the local drive.
Important: This six paths are mandatory in order to launch the EDM and they must be correct. You will be notified if the EDM is not initialized properly.

Launch
This section sets what must be started on EDM first execution.
data_server: if set to on, starts the data server on execution.
bm_server: if set to on, starts the batch manager server on execution.
bm_daemon: if set to on, starts the batch manager daemon on execution.
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debug: if set to on, all executables started by the EDM will print in blue their output in the log window.
Remark: This section is used for convenience only.

DataServer
This section sets where the EDM can find the data server on the network.
data_host: name of the server on the network or IPV4 Address (Ex: 192.168.0.1) of the machine where is running the
data server.
Important: If set to "localhost", the server will be started on the current machine.
data_port: port used by the data server to communicate through the network.

BmServer
This section sets where the EDM can find the batch manager (main) server on the network.
bm_host: name of the server on the network or IPV4 Address (Ex: 192.168.0.1) of the machine where is running the
batch manager server.
Important: If set to "localhost", the server will be started on the current machine.
bm_port: port used by the batch manager server to communicate through the network.
bm_web_port: port used by the EDM to display the web interface.
Remark: All the following options apply only if the batch manager server is started on the current machine
(bm_host =localhost).
bm_web_auth: this option can have 0, 1 or 2 as value. If set to 0, the server does not ask for any identification. If set to
1, the server is only accessible through authentication. If set to 2, on next start, the server resets all the users in the
database and creates an user with "admin" as login and "admin" as password and sets itself to 1 (bm_web_auth=1).
Remark: Set the bm_web_auth option to 2 if you have lost your administrator account password only, as it will
delete all known users of the EDM.
The next four options are used to send E-mail notification to users (must have bm_web_auth set to 1).
smtp_host: (optional) address of the smtp server.
smtp_port: (optional) port used to communicate with the smtp server.
smtp_user: (optional) sender user if smtp uses authentication.
smtp_password: (optional) sender password if smtp uses authentication.
daemon_machines: list of the authorized daemons allowed to connect to this server. It can be the names or IPV4
addresses of the machines on the network.
Remark: Ex: daemon_machines={localhost,192.168.0.1,MyMachine,192.168.0.2,...}
concurrent_migration: number of migrations that can be started at the same time.

BmDaemon
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This section sets the maximum number of processes that can be started concurrently on the current machine.
ctsi: number of migration reader that can be started at the same time.
evolution: number of 3D_Evolution that can be started at the same time.
opengl: number of 3D_Evolution that use graphics in batch mode that can be started at the same time.
Remark: This values can be limited by several factors. The most important will be the number of licenses you
want to use for your batches. Example: if you have two 3D_Evolution licenses, set "evolution" to 2, in order to
limit to two concurrent 3D_Evolution. The second factor will be the number of logical cores you have on your
machine, except for "opengl" value which will be limited by the number of physical cores on your machine.

Remark: If you use the plug-ins for conversions, you can limit the number of external processes by adding the
name of the target system (in lower case) in this configuration (Ex: catiav5=4, Ex2: solidworks=3).
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E XECUTING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

YOUR FIRST SCRIPT

Open the web interface of the batch manager by clicking on the web interface button.
Go into the Standard folder and select Convert to target system and format script.
Select an input file.
Select an output directory.
Select Evolution as target system.
Select Step as target format.
Hit Run button.

Once the batch conversion is finished, open the output directory with your system file explorer. If the conversion succeeded, you can see a .stp file.
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M IGRATION
M IGRATION

SCRIPTING LANGUAGE

SCRIPT SPECIFIC COMMANDS

Command

Arguments

Type of returned value

Description

[STRING] arg1, [STRING] arg2,
[INT] ID of the added job
[STRING] arg3, ...

Add a new job to the current
migration according to the given
parameters.

bm_addjobtobuffer

[STRING] arg1, [STRING] arg2,
[INT] ID of the added job
[STRING] arg3, ...

Same as bm_addjob but the job
will be added to buffer, for more
efficiency.
Use this function if you have a
huge list of jobs to add.

bm_endjob

[NONE]

[NONE]

End the current job.

bm_addjob

bm_endjobgetnext

[NONE]

[INT] Id of the next job

End the current job and return the
ID of the next job.
Use this function to start more
than one job with the same 3D_
Evolution process.

bm_getcurrentjobid

[NONE]

[INT] Id of the current job

Return the current job ID.

bm_getjobdata

[STRING] job_parameter_key

[STRING] Value of the given
parameter.

Return the current job asked parameter.

bm_print

[STRING] arg1, ...

[NONE]

Print in the log, if a log file was
opened, print in it as well.

bm_updatejob

[INT] job_id, [STRING] job_
param_and_value, ...

[NONE]

Change a job parameters (description, status, etc...).

bm_waitjobstatus

[INT] job_id, [STRING] job_
wanted_status.

[NONE]

Wait for a job specific status.
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G LOSSARY
A SSEMBLY
An assembly is a group of instances which position (or reference) parts, components, or other assemblies.
An assembly is composed of one or more elements.
An assembly has the icon .

truck assembly

in the model tree truck assembly

in the graphic window

( O pen model )
The example shows an assembly called truck, composed of two instances: tractor_1 which positions the tractor
assembly, and trailer_1 which positions the trailer component.
In the tree, the instances and the part, assembly, or component they reference are displayed by a single item. Its icon (
,
,or ) is the icon of the referenced element (part, assembly, or component). Its name is the name of the
instance: it ends with an underscore and a number. For example, the tractor_1 instance references the tractor
assembly.
The tractor assembly is itself composed of three instances which are positioning the part_cabin, lights, and asm_axle
assemblies.
The asm_axle assembly is composed of three instances positioning the wheel part twice and the axle1 part.
The wheel part is composed of three bodies : rim, tire, and nut. The trailer component is composed of one instance
asm_axle_2 which is positioning the same asm_axle assembly and three bodies
right_side_member.

Remark: A "pure" assembly does not contain any component
assembly.

: bucket, left_side_member, and

, so the assembly shown here is not a pure

In 3D_Evolution, the structure of an assembly can be modified with the Transform Assembly tool
vert tool

and the Con-

.

B ATCH
3D_Evolution can be executed in batch mode or in interactive mode.
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In batch mode, 3D_Evolution launches a script file with a list of commands to execute in a particular order. A simple
example is: open a CAD file, convert it to a CAD target system and save it.
In batch mode, there is no need for user interactions and there is no graphical display.
Batch mode allows 3D_Evolution to be launched in Client Server mode: a client server application calls Enterprise Data
Manager allows LINUX and Windows clients to run 3D_Evolution in batch mode on a Windows server. For a complete
description of the client server mode and Enterprise Data Manager, refer to Working with the Enterprise Data Manager.
Remark: The batch mode is the easiest and fastest way of making transfers.
Refer to Working in batch mode for more information on how to use 3D_Evolution in batch mode.

B EZIER

SURFACE

A Bezier Surface is a surface defined by polynomials with two variables (u and v) called parameters.
The Bezier formulation provides a complete description of these polynomials by using control points (also called
poles).
The Bezier polynomial surface was invented towards the end of the 1960's, by Mr Pierre Bézier, an engineer at
Renault, to modelize car bodyworks.

Remark: About Bezier surface:
If n and m are the degrees belonging to the surface in u and v, then the number of poles = (n+1) x (m+1).
An increase in degree does not change the surface but will cause the poles to be closer to the surface.
The iso-parametric curves situated at the (u=0, u=1, v=0 and v=1) borders are Bezier curves.
Bezier surfaces of degree 1 in u and v are ruled surfaces.

B ODY
A body is a set of geometrical elements that may have a topology associated with them.
It is composed of shells which are made of faces.
The concept of body is very similar to the concept of B-Rep.
A body has the icon .
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truck assembly
in the model
tree

truck assembly

in the graphic window

bucket body

in the graphic window

( O pen model )
Remark: In Catia V4®, a volume is a closed set of faces. A body is a volume which has a corresponding construction history.

B OUNDARY

CURVE

A boundary curve is a curve which delimits the useful parts of a surface.
A surface and all of its associated boundary curves comprise a boundary surface, which is topologically linked to a face.
A boundary curve can be described in a surface's parametric space (as an entity linked to a coedge) or it can be
described in 3D space (as an entity linked to an edge).
A boundary curve is always pointing in some direction.

In 3D_Evolution, boundary curves written in parametric space
(2D space) can be viewed using the Select tool
tool.
Refer to How to display the parametric space of a face?

B OUNDARY

SURFACE

A boundary surface is a surface which has been trimmed down to its useful parts by a set of curves called boundary
curves (for example the remaining part of a surface after intersecting with a second surface).
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These boundary curves can be defined in the parametric space of the surface (UV) and/or the Cartesian space (3D). So
we speak about UV boundaries (2D) or 3D boundaries.
In 3D_Evolution, a boundary surface is always associated with a face.

In the graphic window, the face is displayed in cyan color (because it is selected).
Its surface is displayed by a network of white iso-parametric curves.
Refer to How to display the surface of a face?

Remark: See also the definition of a surface.

B-R EP

B-Rep means Boundary Representation.
An object is described through its boundaries and consists of a combination of geometrical and topological elements.
In a more intuitive way, B-Rep is what is drawn in the graphic window.
In a solid modeler, B-Rep is linked to CSG representation.
In a surfacic modeler, the user creates B-Rep directly.

CAD

MODEL

A CAD Model may be any geometrical design created in a CAD software.
It can be one part or an assembly of many parts. An assembly always has a root file or a node. The root file/node references several sub-components which can be saved in multiple files.

CAD - CAM
Computer Aided Design (CAD) - Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
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CAD and CAM are the use of computer systems to design and manufacture an object or a product.
CAD software is used to increase the productivity of the designer, improve the quality of design, improve communications through documentation, and to create a database for manufacturing. Through the implementation of this
database, these techniques will define and process all the data involved for the design of and the research on an object
or product, as well as all the data needed to build and produce this same object or product.

C OEDGE
A coedge is a topological element
defining the border of a face in
parametric space.
A coedge usually
corresponds to an
edge by running
along it in the
same or opposite
direction.
In this imge, the
coedges have the
same color as the
faces, the edges
are black, and the
vertices are red.
A coedge without an edge is a singularity coedge, that is a UV border reduced to a point in 3D space.
In the parametric space, the dark green boundary curve (shown vertically on the right) is reduced to a 3D point.

Face with a singularity
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Surface of the face

Parametric space of the face

Remark: See also How to display the surface of a face? and How to display the parametric space of a face?

C OMPONENT
An assembly is only composed of instances.
A component is a particular assembly composed of instances and also of geometrical or topological objects at the same
level (for example: body, curve, point or coordinate system).
A component has the icon .

The trailer component
is composed of:
l one instance asm_axle_2 which is
positioning the asm_axle assembly
,
l three bodies
: bucket, left_side_
member, and right_side_member.

Remark: The trailer component
is displayed in the tree with a single
item for it and the trailer_1 instance
which positions it.
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In this case, trailer is not a component
because the three bodies: bucket, left_side_
member, and right_side_member are not its
direct children.
It is an assembly
composed of two
instances:
l asm_axle_2 which is positioning the
asm_axle assembly ,
l trailer-1_1 which is positioning the
trailer-1 part
which has three
bodies : bucket, left_side_member, and right_side_member.

( O pen model )
Important: Components are not allowed by CAD systems and are converted to assemblies when using the Convert tool

.

C ONE

A cone is a surface generated by a straight line which passes
through a fixed point called the summit and describes a circle.

C ONNECTED

FACE

Two faces are said to be connected when they share the same edge.
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In this image, the selected faces (in cyan) are connected to the middle gray face.

C ONNEXITY
When using B-Rep modeling, connexity is the link existing between two coedges which indicates that their two corresponding faces are neighboring faces.
In 3D_Evolution, use the Connect tool

to look for the connexity between faces.

C ONTINUITY
Continuity specifies the coupling of two curves, two segments of a curve, two surfaces or two surface patches. One
observes that "Ci" represents continuity in the mathematical representation (and therefore dependent on
space parameters), and that "Gi" represents continuity in
the geometrical representation (therefore independent of
space parameters). "Ci" implies "Gi".
l G0: continuity of position (distance quantity
between two elements at one point)
l G1: continuity of tangency (angle quantity between
two tangents: right and left, at one point)
l G2: continuity of curve (ratio quantity of two curved
radii: right and left, at one point)
3D_Evolution works on geometrical continuity.

C ONTROL

POINT
Bezier and NURBS formalizations describe a surface by using only "approximate" points called control points or poles.
In 3D_Evolution, you can view these control points using the Select tool
tool. Select a face whose surface is a NURBS, open the NURBS Surface
item in the tool configuration zone and click Display Control Points.

CSG
CSG means Constructive Solid Geometry.
Objects are described by using boolean operations (union or subtraction) between primitives (cubes, cylinders, etc.)
and also with features (holes, drafts).
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CSG is expressed in the form of a construction tree.
In a solid modeler, each step of the construction tree provides a B-Rep of the object.

C URVE
Curve is used to name all types of lines:
l straight line
l polyline
l circle
l ellipse
l parabola
l hyperbola
l NURBS curve
l composite curve
l etc.
In 3D_Evolution, curves are represented by

in the model tree.

To display the 3D curves in the graphic window, click

in the status bar, then click View Curves.

C YLINDER

A cylinder is a ruled surface whose axis has a fixed direction and whose two ends
are equal and parallel circles.

D ISCRETIZATION
Discretization in 3D_Evolution indicates what type of representation is needed for a model:
l exact
l faceted
l triangulate
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E DGE

An edge is a topological entity connecting two vertices and
defining the border of one or two faces. It is expressed as a 3D
curve in geometry.
In this image, the coedges have the same color as the faces,
the edges are black, and the vertices are red.

E DITOR
An editor is a company specialized in developing software.
Example:
PTC® (Parametric Technology Corporation) is the editor of the Creo® software,
CT CoreTechnologie® is the editor of 3D_Evolution software,
etc.

E XACT

MODEL

An exact model is a model which has no surface, no facet and no triangle.
For example, a hole in a part is modelized with a cylinder and not a set of
points.
In the past, the first computers, because of their low memory and processing capabilities, could only manage points to produce simple representations.
They replaced a curved surface with a set of points linked together by segments of a straight line (i.e. facets or triangles).
Today, some of the modeling software programs (those used in manufacturing particularly) still use this type of modeling.

E XTREMITY
An extremity is the geometrical element delimiting the beginning or the end of a boundary curve.
An extremity is the geometric element that corresponds to a vertex.
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F ACE

A face is the topological element associated to a boundary surface.

F ACET
A facet is described solely by a set of points that belong to one plane and are
joined together by the segments of a straight line.
A facet defined by three points is a triangle.
Facets are used to create faceted models which are used by some softwares and
some formats.

F ACETED

MODEL

A faceted model is a model composed of facets only.
For example, a hole in a part is modelized with a set of facets instead of a
cylinder.
Some of the 3D softwares such as Catia V4®, Euclid®, Robcad® or Medusa®
can produce this type of models.

Remark: To view the boundaries of the facets: Open Edit | Preferences... | Display | Miscellaneous and check
Draw discrete coedges.

F ACETIZATION
Facetization is the transformation of an exact model into a faceted model (a model defined by facets and triangles).
The transformation of an exact model into a triangulated model is the triangulation.
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Exact model

Faceted model

F EATURE
A feature is a geometrical, parametric, or topological operation performed by a CAD software to obtain a CAD model.
A CAD model is defined by a set of several features (operations) executed one after the other.
The set of all the features is used to create a CAD model. This operation is called the feature tree or history tree of the
model.

F ORMAT
Language rule describes how a geometrical model is represented in a file.
Each format has its own identifying extension (i.e. all the characters coming after the "." in a filename).
Example: lets consider the file wheel.model
CATIA Model file is the format for Catia V4®.
".model" is the extension of this format.
The list of formats that can be read and written by 3D_Evolution is given in the Interfaces list section.

F REE

EDGE

A free edge is a coedge that is not topologically connected to another coedge of a different face.
Here are some cases when a model is likely to have free edges:
l The model is a skin type model.

l

The model's borders are not connected to any other faces.
Some of the faces are missing, and therefore; some of the coedges are not connecting. Use the Create Surface

l

tool
to replace the missing faces.
The quality of the model is very poor: the distance existing between the different faces is too large. Use the

l

Heal tool

and Stitch tool

to repair the model.
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To display the free edges in the graphic window, click
in
the status bar, then click View Free Edges. Free edges can be seen
more easily by activating View Free Edges Tags.
You can configure the color of the free edges (green by default) in
Edit | Preferences... | System Colors | Interface Elements.

G EOMETRICAL

SINGULARITY

A geometrical singularity is a point on a surface where the normal is not
defined (for example the tip of a cone).
In some surfaces, parametric definition can cause parametric singularities while there are no geometric singularities.
A typical example is a map of the world where the North Pole, which
should be represented as a single point, is modelized as a line instead.

G EOMETRY
The geometrical part of a model includes points, curves and surfaces (the boundary types or not).
One should keep in mind that the word "Topology" which includes edges, vertices, faces, shells, etc, the word "B-Rep"
which includes both geometry and topology, and the word "Geometry", are often mixed-up and thought to be one and
the same thing.

G EO METRY T O PO L O G Y
Body
Shell
Boundary surface

Face
Loop

Boundary curve
Point

Coedge
Edge
Vertex

I DENTIFIER
The unique number given to each object of a model when it is loaded into 3D_Evolution.
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I MPRECISION
An imprecision is the maximum distance existing between two faces (between two boundary curves to be more precise) that can be measured only if topology exists.
The number of imprecisions contained in a model and the value of its biggest imprecision are used to measure the
"quality" of this model.
Imprecisions can be found in two specific locations:
l in lines with clear intersections: when there is no continuity of tangency.
They can then be repaired with Heal tool
l

.

in lines with quasi-tangency: when there is a continuity of tangency, without sharp angles, as shown in the
image below.
They can then be repaired with Stitch tool

.

To display the imprecisions in the graphic window, click
in the status bar, then click View Imprecisions. Imprecisions can be seen more easily by activating View Imprecisions
Tags.
By default, imprecisions are shown in a color ranging from red
to yellow, depending on the level of severity. You can configure
these colors in Edit | Preferences... | System Colors | Interface
Elements.

I NSTANCE
An instance references one and only one object which can either be a part , an assembly
or a component
An instance places this referenced object into a specific position.
An instance is composed of just one positioning matrix and one referenced element.
The same object can be referenced by several instances to place it in different positions.
In the model tree, an instance and its referenced object are represented by a single item which has:
l the icon of the reference (
for part,
for assembly, and
for component)
l the name of the instance

.
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There are lots of instances in this example:
l tractor_1 is referencing tractor assembly
l part_cabin_1 is referencing part_cabin
assembly
l lights_1 is referencing lights assembly
l asm_axle_1 is referencing asm_axle assembly
l
l
l

l

wheel_1 is referencing wheel part
axle1_1 is referencing axle1 part
wheel_2 is referencing the same wheel part
in a different position
etc.

( O pen model )
Remark: In 3D_Evolution, the root element is never an instance.

Remark: See also How to select an instance?

I NTERACTIVE
3D_Evolution can execute in batch mode or in interactive mode.
In interactive mode, 3D_Evolution displays the loaded model in a 3D graphic window.
The user can interact directly with the model using the mouse and the keyboard. The user can also apply tools to the
model to analyze or to repair it. The results of these operations are instantly displayed in the graphic window.
Remark: Refer to Working in interactive mode for more information on how to use 3D_Evolution in interactive mode.

I NTERFACE
An interface is a way for a CAD software to exchange information with other CAD softwares. This exchange of information is done through the use of CAD files written in a format which can be native (specific to a CAD software) or common to several softwares.
By extension, an interface is a synonym for the CAD softwares' native format.
A list of the interfaces can be read or written by 3D_Evolutionand is available in the Interfaces list.

K NOT
A B-Spline or NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-Spline) surface is a juxtaposition (things placed side by side) of Bezier surfaces (called patches).
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These surfaces are linked together by continuity constraints that are expressed as nodal vectors (i.e. a cluster of knots).
Continuity is of C0 (position), C1 (tangency), or C2 (curvature) type.
Internal cutting is also called segmentation.
A surface is defined by two nodal vectors: one in U and the other in V.

L OOP

A loop is a closed set of coedges.
External loops correspond to the outside border of a face.
Internal loops are used to delimit "holes" inside a face.
In the image, the parametric space of a face shows that it has one
external loop along with one internal loop.

M ODELER
A modeler is a kernel of 3D software which creates and modifies 3D models.
Example:
Dassault System® is an editor which sells the SolidWorks® softwarewhich uses the Parasolid® modeler.

M ONIKER
A moniker is an attribute created
by NX while generating a JT file.
Every step of a geometrical shape
creation has its specific moniker
with a value. It can include: Name,
Table Index, Entity Id, Label, Body
GUID...
This image shows the moniker of a
face in 3D_Evolution.
Select an object with the Select
tool
and click General to see
its attributes and its moniker.

N ATIVE

FORMAT

A Native Format is the coding format created by the publisher of a CAD software to store CAD models.
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Each publisher has its own CAD format which is called its native format.
A native format is optimized to store the geometrical representation of a 3D model within the file.
In general, only the publisher software can read or write in its native format.

N ORMAL

A normal is a straight line perpendicular to the tangent at any point
of a curve or curved surface (the big white arrow in the image).
Note:
l

l

NURBS

The normal at a point of a surface carries the curvature center of the surface at that point.
The normal may not be definable for some points of a surface such as the vertex of a cone. This is called a geometrical
singularity.

SURFACE

A B-Spline or NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-Spline) surface is a juxtaposition (things placed side by side) of Bezier surfaces (called patches).
These surfaces are linked together by continuity constraints that are expressed as nodal vectors (i.e. a cluster of knots).
Continuity is of C0 (position), C1 (tangency), or C2 (curvature) type.
Internal cutting is also called segmentation.
In the NURBS formulation, each pole has a corresponding weight which controls the surface attraction of that pole.

NURBS surface
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Control points of the NURBS surface

Patches of the NURBS surface

Remark: About NURBS surface:
A Bezier surface is a NURBS surface that consists of one patch only.
When the weight of the different poles is not 1, then the surface is rational.
Rational formulation can represent all canonical surfaces (cylinders, cones, spheres, tori) without approximation.

O BJECT
Object is a general name to indicate a geometrical or topological entity that may exist in a CAD model.

O FFSET

SURFACE

A surface defined by an original surface and a normal displacement surface as the Offset Surface.
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P ARAMETRIC

SPACE

The parametric space of a surface is the 2D space in which the description parameters of that surface (U,V) undergo
variations.
It could be compared to the "flattening" of a surface.
A typical example is the representation of our planet earth (a sphere in 3D space) into a map (a plane in parametric
space).

Select a face with the Select tool

and click

to see its parametric space.

P ART
A part is an element composed of bodies, curves, points, coordinate systems, or annotations.
A part has the icon .
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Three parts
are visible in this view: wheel, axle1, and trailer-1.
The wheel part is referenced twice:
l first time by the wheel_1 instance
l second time by the wheel_2 instance

P ARTING

LINES

A line of separation on the part where the two halves of the mold meet is a Parting Line. This line actually indicates the
parting “plane” that passes through the part. While on simple parts this plane can be a simple, flat surface. It often
occurs on a complex plane that traces the perimeter of the part around the various features that make up the part’s
outer silhouette.
Parting lines can also occur where any two pieces of a mold meet. This can include side action pins, tool inserts, and
shutoffs. Parting lines cannot be avoided; every part has them.

Parting lines on injection molded parts are used to define
where mold separations occur and are typically where draft
features originate.

P LANE
A perfectly flat or level surface such that every straight line joining any two points on it lies completely in a plane (i.e.
absolutely no curvature).
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PMI
PMI stands for Product Manufacturing Information.
There are all non geometric attributes in 3D CAD-CAM systems necessary for manufacturing product components or
subsystems.
PMI includes geometric dimensions and tolerances, 3D annotations (text), dimensions, surface finish, and material specifications.
PMI groups simple objects also called annotation or markup.
To view the PMI in 3D_Evolution, refer to Zone 8 Loading and saving options.

P OINT
A point is the most elementary entity of all geometrical entities.
In 3D_Evolution, points are indicated by the
icon in the model tree.

To display the 3D points in the graphic window, click

in the status bar, then click View Points.

P RECISION
The word "precision" is sometimes used instead of tolerance.

R EVOLUTION

SURFACE

A revolution surface is a surface generated by the rotation of a curve around a revolution axis.
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R ULED

SURFACE

A ruled surface is generated by moving a generative straight line, which extremities travel, along either two section
curves or one section curve and one point.

S HELL
A set of faces connected together is referred to as a shell.
A shell lies below a body and above a face. A body could theoretically contain several shells (external and internal
ones).
Example: A modelized eggshell would consist of an external shell and an internal shell both shells together form a
solid.

The egg body is composed of two shells: one external (in brown) and one internal (in
white).
In this image, the model is clipped by using the clipping plane to view the model from
inside.
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S ILHOUETTE
A silhouette is the outline or general shape of something.
It's a two-dimensional representation of the outline of an object. It appears as a cutout or configurational drawing.
Silhouette curves are often used to determine natural parting lines.

S KIN

The word "skin" applies to models that
are too thin to be modelized.
The borders of this type of model are
therefore free edges.
Example:
l the bodywork of a car
l the imprint of a mold

S OFTWARE
A group of programs which perform a particular task on a computer. 3D software modelizes 3D objects by specifying
their shape, characteristics (materials, colors) and motion.

S PHERE
A sphere, which has a 0 center and a R radius, takes up the space defined by the points between R and 0.
So that a sphere is a figure formed by the complete revolution of a semicircle about its diameter.
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S URFACE
The geometrical foundation of a face is a surface.
In 3D_Evolution, a surface can be a plane, a sphere, a cone, a cylinder, a torus, a NURBS surface, a revolution surface, a
ruled surface, etc.

In 3D_Evolution, the surface of a face can be displayed using the Select tool
tool. Select a face, open the last
item in the tool configuration zone. This item is the name of the surface of the selected face. Click Display Surface.
The surface is represented by a network of iso-parametric curves: the white grid on the image.

A face

Its surface

S YSTEM
In 3D_Evolution, the system consists of both software and output format.

T ANGENT

A tangent is a straight line representing "the instant direction" of a
point situated on a curve.
The tangent plane of a point in a surface is the plane which contains
all the tangents at that point (the white grid in the image).

T ESSELLATION
The tessellation is the representation of an exact model by a set of triangles.

Press

to see the mesh of the model which is the tessellation of the model.
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Exact model
Its tessellation when

is pressed

Remark: The transformation of an exact model into a triangulated model is sometimes also called tessellation.
In this case it is better to use the term triangulation.

T OLERANCE
The maximum distance between two points so they are still considered at the same position.
Important: A body is said to be perfect (i.e. with absolutely no imprecision and no free edge) at a given tolerance.
Here is the same model checked with different tolerance values. The more precise the tolerance is, the more imprecisions there are.

Tolerance = 0.01 mm
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Tolerance = 0.005 mm

Tolerance = 0.001 mm

T OPOLOGY
Topology represents all the information on connexity that is used to describe the connections existing between geometrical elements in B-Rep modeling.

G EO METRY T O PO L O G Y
Body
Shell
Boundary surface

Face
Loop

Boundary curve
Point

Coedge
Edge
Vertex

T ORUS
A torus is a surface generated by the revolution of a circle around any axis, i.e. a tube or ring with a constant diameter
and of circular section.
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Torus (general case)

Particular cases of torus

The same particular cases clipped with

T RIANGLE
A triangle is a particular facet described by three points only which are linked
together by segments of a straight line.
Triangulated models used in some softwares and some formats are created by
using triangles.
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T RIANGULATED

MODEL

A triangulated model is a model composed of triangles only.
For example, a hole in a part is modelized with a set of triangles instead of a
cylinder.
Some of the file formats such as STL use this type of modeling.

Remark: To view the boundaries of the triangles, open Edit | Preferences... | Display | Miscellaneous and check
Draw discrete coedges.

T RIANGULATION
Triangulation is the transformation of an exact model into a triangulated model (a model defined by triangles only).
The transformation of an exact model into a faceted model is the facetization.

Exact model

Triangulated model

V ERTEX
A topological entity defined as the extremity of an edge.
It can be the meeting place for several edges and several faces.
Geometrically it corresponds to a point.
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V ISUALIZATION

MODEL

A visualization model is a model composed of triangles and without topology. It is only a packet of triangles grouped. There is no face, no loop, no
edge, no coedge, no surface.
It is used for display or to reduce the size of a CAD file in hard drive.

W ORK

SPACE

Work space (in two words) is a part of the 3D space. It is the maximum size of a model as calculated from its origin. It is
defined by its X, Y and Z maximum values (in absolute value).

The concept of workspace is linked to the tolerance, because the tolerance depends on the size of the model. For
example, the parts belonging to an airplane do not need to be defined with the same tolerance as the parts belonging
to a watch.
Workspace (in one word) is the graphical user interface of 3D_Evolution. Refer to Tour of the workspace for a complete description.
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